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WILLIAM ROSCOE, ESQ.

My DEAR Sir,

In dedicating these Volumes to

one who was so naturally marked out by

the public voice, as the person best quali-

fied for the task which I have undertaken,

while I deeply regret the different causes

which have prevented you from executing

it, I have this pleasure at least — that of

testifying the attachment and respect with

which

I am, my dear Sir,

Your affectionate and grateful

Friend and Servant,

Wm. Wallace Currie.

Liverpool, Nov. 25. 1830.
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MEMOIR
OF THE

LIFE, WRITINGS, AND CORRESPONDENCE

JAMES CURRIE, M.D. F.R.S.

Dr. James Currie, the subject of the pre-

sent Memoir, was descended from a race of

Scottish borderers, who, during the separation

of the island into two kingdoms, were probably

accustomed to war and plunder ; but, after the

union of the crowns, and more especially of the

nations, betook themselves to the arts of peace.

There is a tradition that his family was originally

of the Highlands, and that the name was Mac-

pherson ;
and the similarity between this name

in Gaelic, and that of Currie, renders the tradi-

tion not improbable.

His grandfather, whose name and surname he

bore (as he did those of his father), was of

Dunse in Teviotdale, and brouglit up to the
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2 LIFE OF DR. CURRIE.

Scottish Church. About the period of the

Union he settled in Annandale, being appointed
minister of Hoddom. He married Isabella Bell,

sister to the Laird of Crowdieknow, and left a

handsome landed property behind him. His

estate was separated from the family, at the end

of the American war, in the person of his eldest

son. It is now a beautiful property, extending

upwards of two miles on each bank of the

Annan, possessed by Lieut.-General Dirom, and

its name has been changed from Cleughheads,
the family appellation, to Mount Annan.

His father, the second son, adopted the pro-

fession of his grandfather, and was educated at

tli^ University of Glasgow, of which he was ten

years a member. At the end of that period,

having been ordained, he was presented to the

church of Kirkpatrick-Fleming, in Annandale,

on the borders of Dumfries-shire, and about

three miles from Gretna, so weU known in the

history of runaway marriages. He soon after

married Jean Boyd, sole child of Mr. Robert

Boyd, writer, of Maryholm, near Dumfries, whose

widow, on his premature death when this only

child was an infant, married the Rev. George

Duncan, ixiinister of Lochrutton in Galloway.

By her second husband she had several children,

one of whom, the Rev. George Duncan, sue-
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ceeded his father m his sacred office at Loch-

rutton. To these excellent relatives, (and espe-

cially to their aunt, Miss Christian Duncan,)
who were distinguished by warmth of affection,

generosity of disposition, and purity of mind,

Dr. Currie and his orphan sisters were under

great and lasting obligations, when, from the

death of both their parents, they were at an

early period deprived of these, their natural pro-
tectors. Were it right here to consult private

feehngs, much more might be said on this sub-

ject : to say less would be ungrateful and unjust.

Dr. Currie was an only son, and was born at

the manse of Kirkpatrick-Fleming, in Annan-

dale, on the 31st of May, 17.50. He had seven

sisters, four of whom died of consumption, inhe-

rited from their mother, and one only of whom
now survives. He received the rudiments of his

education, under his father's eye, at the parish

school of tlie above-named place, and afterwards

at that of Middlebie, in tlie same county, to

which latter parish his father was translated, and

of which he continued minister till his death.

As a child, although his spirit was fearless and

impetuous, and his admiration of military adven-

ture and martial glory enthusiastic*, he was

* Extract from a letter to an intimate friend, dated

19th May 1788. — *' What you say respecting imitation is

li 2
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retiring and thoughtful, fond of study, and pre-

ferring a soHtary ramble by the river side, or

partly just. Professed or intentional imitation is generally

absurd ; but, on the other hand, there is an insensible dispo-

sition to imitate those with whom we live, that is one of our

instincts, and this it is which renders our associations a

matter of such importance. This extends not only to the

mechanical actions of our body, but to the intellectual

operations of our mind
;

it influences our judgments, and

affects the train of our involuntary thoughts When I

was a child, a relative of my father's returned home after the

peace of 1763. He was an officer in a regiment of High-
landers that had served in America, and had many stories

to tell of battle and danger. I used to listen to him with

an eagerness that impressed his adventures deep on my
mind, and mv admiration of his character knew no bounds.

In private, I used to imitate his gait, and some of my
attempts to catch his manner brought on me the ridicule of

the family I used, therefore, to go out alone to a

heath, not far from my father's, where I indulged myself in

every martial exercise of the imagination. There was an

unfortunate flock of geese on this heath, that I converted

into Frenchmen, and very often charged with fixed bayonet.

One day, when I was hot in pursuit of the flying enemy,

they took their course over what we call a peat-breast (a

bank made by casting turf), and I, scorning to be thrown

out, sprang after them down a precipice six feet high into

a quagmire, where I sank nearly up to my neck. Here I

was obliged to cool myself for some time
; and, when I got

home, I was compelled to tell the whole story by my father,

though it cost me a degree of shame and mortification that

dwelt many years on my mind. He was alarmed at my
extravagance, and put Don Quixote into my hands, which

had a good deal of effect upon me, though I never lost, and
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among the neighbouring woods, to the ordinary

pursuits of childhood. The greater part of his

eighth year he spent at Allerbeck, in the family

of Mr. Irving, a friend and connection of his

father's
; and here he appears to have imbibed

that taste for natural scenery, the source of so

many virtuous enjoyments, and so often allied to

the noblest feelings of the heart. The following

passage, referring to this period of his life, is

from a MS. account of himself, which it is

much to be regretted that he did not carry fur-

ther than a few pages
*

: — " This place (Aller-

beck) is beautifully situated among growing
woods on the banks of the Kirtle, my parent

probably never shall lose, the influence of the early impres-
sions which were made upon my mind."

* This MS. commences in the following impressive
manner:— " Jan. 1, 1801 I have allowed too much of

my life to pass away without any register of its progress,

although it has not been without incidents that it might be
useful to myself to preserve as some kind of record, and

which may be interesting to my family to read after T am

gone. I have, therefore, procured this book, with a lock

and key, for my own sole use and inspection. I mean to

make it the record, not merely of my actions, or of the

occurrences of my life, but of my feelings, at least occa-

sionally ; and I shall speak, or rather write, with as much

sincerity and unreserve as it is in the human mind to ex-

ercise when it is employed on itself. If, by any accident,

any eye but my own should glance over this page, let it be

turned away, if I am living :—if I am dead, let it proceed."

B 3
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stream ;
and there my taste for the beauties of

nature first began to expand, and my memory
became first impressed with those rural images,

which associate so pleasingly with the recollec-

tions of infancy, and serve as a sort of solace

under the cares and troubles of after life.

*' In the neighbourhood of AUerbeck stands,

or stood in those days, the tower of the Blacket-

house, a small border fortress belonging to the

family of the Bells, and well known in the tradi-

tionary records of the border wars. It was

luiinhabited, at least by mortal beings, being

partly in ruins; but was the residence of a

bogle or brownie, a spirit well known in the

history of Scottish superstitions, of whom many
adventures were related. About half a mile or

less above the house of Allerbeck, the river

Kirtle has on its east bank a small and beautiful,

but sequestered holm, the bank immediately

opposite rising to a considerable height, and at

that time covered with a thick wood. On the

top of this bank stood the tower of the Blacket-

house, the residence of this demon. On the

summer's evening I have sometimes lingered in

the liolm, gazing on the ruins of the tower

above, in the expectation of seeing this aerial

being ;
but though, he was active in those days,

and had appeared to many persons, I never had
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a glimpse of him :
— I heard him indeed, or was

told I heard him, at times, felling timber, or

seeming to do so, on the opposite bank in the

night; and, though nothing seemed more dis-

tinct than the sound of the woodman's axe, and

the crash of the falling trees, yet it was said the

whole was delusion, for that in the morning no

injury could be found. There were those, in-

deed, Avho held that these sounds were occa-

sioned by real depredators on the wood, who

carried off their plunder in the night, and who

encouraged the belief of the noise being preter-

natural to prevent their robberies from being

interrupted at the time, or particularly enquired

into afterwards. The landlord was at a distance,

and the tenants themselves were suspected to

have a share in the plunder.
" When I cast my eye on this scenery, in the

summer of 1804, I could no longer discern the

ruins of the tower, and the bogle was said to

have been long silent. I wondered at this, but

ceased to wonder when I recollected that forty

years had elapsed since the time of which I have

spoken
—

forty years prolific of every sort of

change !

" These and other similar incidents made me

early acquainted with the superstitions of the

Scottish borders, — a subject in which I have

3 4*
*
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always felt some interest, and which has been so

amusingly treated by Mr. Walter Scott."

Dr. Currie remained until I769, in which year
he lost his mother, at the parish school of Mid-

dlebie, under different teachers, enjoying at the

same time the advantage of his father's instruc-

tions, who w^as not only a minister of religion,

distinguished for his exemplary and unaffected

piety, but an excellent scholar, and a man of

extensive reading and much general inform-

ation. While there, he made considerable pro-

gress in classical knowledge, having read more

or less of most of the Latin classics, and

having begun Greek. During his mother's last

illness he had been removed from his father's

house, and placed under the care of Dr. Chap-

man, who at that time conducted the grammar
school at Dumfries with reputation and success,

and who was afterwards known as the author of

a system of education, which met with a favour-

able reception from the public. The account of

her death arrived at Dumfries on the day of the

annual examination of the school, and was unin-

tentionally communicated to him at the moment

he was about to pronounce an oration before the

Presbytery and Magistrates. For doing this, it

naturally disqualified him. A few days after, he

followed her as chief mourner to the grave, his
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father being at the time confined by illness.

This event occurred when he was tliirteen years

old. He remained in the house of Dr. Chapman
some time after he had finished his course in the

school, studying mathematics and some parts of

practical geometry. Of his companions at this

school, one only now survives, — Alexander

Young, Esq. of Edinburgh, who, in a recent

letter to the editor, says,
— "I am now the only

survivor of four most intimate friends at Dum-
fries school and Edinburgh College. With Dr.

William Charles Wells, Dr. George Bell, and

myself, your father was always the greatest

favourite : all the rest of us were somewhat pre-

cipitate and pugnacious, but your father was the

peace-maker, and the great cement of our mu-

tual friendship, till he went to America ; and

most sincerely did I rejoice when he returned,

and found his old friends at this University,

where he soon surpassed us all, and became

again the bond of peace and mutual union

amongst us. My intimacy with and sincere

regard and affection for him remained undimi-

nished till the day of his death."

When he was about the age of fifteen, he

accompanied his father in one of his occasional

visits to his friends in Glasgow, with which city

the latter had maintained some connection ; and,
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while there, he caught the spirit of enterprise
common amongst his young countrymen. His

original destination was the profession of medi-

cine
; but his father was induced to yield to his

desire of going out to America in the service of

some merchants, one of whom had been formerly
his pupil, and had repeatedly urged him to in-

trust his son to his charge, with ample pro-

mises, never fulfilled, of taking on himself the

care of his future fortunes. He accordingly
embarked for Virginia in 1771 ; and, on his

arrival, was established at Cabin Point, a small

settlement on James River.

This important step had a striking effect upon
the formation of his future character. The

period when it was taken was pregnant with

mighty events, which called into action and im-

proved every faculty of his youthful mind. Se-

paratedfrom his friends,— deriving no advantages
from the character and dispositions, or society

of the individuals to whose charge he was at

that early age intrusted, — exposed at times to

disappointments and difficulty, and even danger,— and thrown into situations where he was com-

pelled to act for himself, unassisted by the

counsel or experience of others, — his know-

ledge of mankind was speedily extended, his

judgment matured, his power of decision
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strengthened, and his habit of self-command

acquired.

Soon after his arrival in Virginia, he caught

the intermittent fever common to the country,

which brought him to the brink of the grave ;

and, during his residence there, he had repeated

attacks of illness, severe in degree and tedious

in duration. His situation proved, indeed, by

no means such as his youthful expectations had

anticipated : he was exposed to a noxious cli-

mate, his employment was uncongenial to his

taste, and his hopes of advancement were, to all

appearance, not likely soon to be realised.

When he had been two years in America, his

father died, leaving a large family but ill pro-

vided for. The anxiety which his own situation

inspired was, by this distressing event, now

transferred to others, for whom his tenderest

interest was awakened, and whom to place in a

state of independence was the great object of

his wishes. On this occasion he wrote the fol-

lowing letter to one of his surviving relatives in

Dumfries-shire :
—

" To Miss Christian Ihincan.

"Cabin Point, May 22. 1774.

*' My dear Aunt,
«* The concern you express for mc, on my
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hearing of the melancholy news, is of a piece
with the whole of your behaviour,— too much
for my gratitude. Oh, my dear, my kind aunt !

I shall never be able to make you sensible of the

feelings of my heart. You have ever been and

are now so friendly, so affectionate, and yet so

disinterested in your behaviour, that, though it

is impossible for a breast possessed of the smallest

spark of gratitude, not to endeavour to express

its feelings, yet I know you receive rather pain

than pleasure from it on your own account.

Your motive, indexed, is of a superior kind, and

your reward will be of a superior nature to any

thing this world can afford. Excuse me, my
dear aunt, for saying this much

;
I will not for

the future, if I can help it, trouble you with any
more professions.

" My feelings on receiving the afflicting intel-

ligence were such as the most affectionate son

must naturally experience on the loss of the

best, the kindest, the tenderest of fathers.

That his life was such as he could review with

pleasure when he came to die (his constant

prayer),
— that he left this world with a firm

trust in Providence for the care of his tender

childi'en,— and that he is now in possession of

that happiness which is mixed with no alloy,

are certainly the noblest of all consolations.
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" I hope I shall never forget his anxiety for

my welfare during his whole life, and especially

during his latter moments. Oh, my dear aunt,

how afflicting your account of it ! I shall cer-

tainly be inexcusable, if I forget that the ten-

derest of all parents showed the bright example
of fortitude, piety, and resignation to the Divine

will, through the whole of a long and severe

trial
;
and that, when it pleased God to release

him from all his pains, he left upon me the

charge of my sisters. I need not tell you, my
dear aunt, that (as far as G»od puts it in my
power) I shall be true to the trust reposed in

me. It is the height of my ambition to render

them independent of the favours of every person.

I dare say there is a good deal of pride in this

declaration : the proudest spirit must submit to

the decrees of Providence, and ought to do so

with resignation. One day it may please God
to gratify the first wish of my heart

;
and if he

should, in his providence, see fit to order it

otherwise, we must be silent. In the mean

time, I must inform you that I disclaim every

thing left me by my father's will. God forbid that

I should take any thing from those whom it is

my duty, as well as inclination, to comfort and

assist. Upon reflection, it must have been my
father's intention that I should have it in trust
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for them, as I might be likely, one day or other,

to lay out the sum to my sisters' advantage.
But you know that I have two years and a half

still to serve
; and, if I had a large capital at

my own disposal, I could not do any thing
in that time. Perhaps when my time is out,

Mr. may do something for me
; though I

have already seen enough of the world not to be

too sanguine in my expectations from the warm-

est professions of friendship.
" Remember me in the tenderest manner to

my dear sisters
;
and believe me to be, &c. &c.

*' James Currie."

In the MS. already quoted, he speaks of his

parents as follows :
— " My father and mother

were both superior persons, of great benevolence

and singular purity of mind. They were both

of that generous and open disposition which

enjoys and attracts society, and neither of them

much skilled in that precise economy requisite

for persons of such dispositions, with a large

family and a contracted income. My father had

spent his patrimony on his education ; but he

was not wholly dependent on the emolument of

his profession. My mother had brought him

what was considered, in those days, a hand-

sonle property,
— 2000/.

;
but even with this
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advantage, the latter period of his Hfe was

somewhat clouded by anxiety for the provision

of his children. Though a man of singular tem-

perance and moderation in all respects, he be-

came a victim of the gout, which he derived

from his ancestors, and which appearing an-

nually in a regular form for a considerable period,

became a regular atonic in his forty-ninth year,

and continued so for the last nine years of his

life. During this time, his winters were a con-

tinued scene of disease, and his summers, of

imperfect health. Various remedies were pre-

scribed for him, and he tried the waters of Bath

and Buxton with little effect. My father had

by nature, as I have already described, great

tenderness of heart, and, joined to this, con-

siderable cheerfulness of temper. He was fortu-

nate in attaching his family and friends to him

in a wonderful degree, and derived from this

source every consolation which sympathy and

affection can bestow. These, doubtless, assisted

him to support his long-continued suffering with

exemplary fortitude and resignation. Perhaps

my excellent mother's health suffered by her

attentions to my father : she was of a delicate

constitution loy nature, and for some time

threatened with consumption, to which she at

length fell a victim in her forty-third year. In
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my fathei'*s house we had very good society :

after a pretty extensive acquaintance with the

world, I scarcely found any domestic circle

better calculated to cultivate the affections, and

not many where the powers of the understand-

ing had fairer play."

Notwithstanding the adverse circumstances

already stated, Mr. Currie discharged his duty to

his employers with undiminished attention, thus

acquiring their confidence and approbation ; and,

in more tranquil times, he might have pursued
the mercantile profession with success. Habit

had reconciled him to a spot where he had now

made many friends, in whose society he was

comparatively happy ;
and it appears that he was

likely to form some connection in business,

which held out the prospect of great advantage.

But the storm approached, which was, in its

course, to destroy the ordinary pursuits of life,

and to render the colony an overwhelming scene

of tumult and agitation, in the midst of which

commercial success was remote, if not hopeless,

and neutrality of conduct was impossible.

It will easily be imagined that the commence-

ment of the momentous contest which embroiled

Great Britain with her colonies, did not take place

without making a deep impression on his mind,

and exciting his feelings in, a strong degree.
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His letters during tliis period evince the light in

which he contemplated the impending struggle.

A few extracts from them follow, which may,

perhaps, after the lapse of more than fifty years,

be perused with interest : they show the sagacity

of his expectation as to the main point
— the

issue of the contest.

Extract from a letter to his aunt, Miss Chris-

tian Duncan, dated 14th September, 1774 *•
—

*' You will by this time have heard of the de-

struction of the East India Company's tea by
the people of Boston, and the measures that

have been taken, in consequence of it, by our

Government. The affair is likely to turn out of

a very serious nature, as the Bostonians seem

not at all disposed to make restitution, and the

other colonies are resolved to support them. At

a meeting of the representatives of this colony

in August, it w^as resolved to allow of no im-

ports after the 1st November, and of no exports

after the 1st August next. If this resolution

can be carried into execution, it will certainly

distress the mercliants with you greatly, and

particularly the Glasgow merchants. Stores

have been breaking up here of late very much ;

and if this take not a better turn shortly, a great

many young lads will be very ill off. Great

c
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numbers are now out of employ, and it is ex-

pected there will be more daily. In two years

things may, perhaps, wear a less gloomy aspect.

I feel not the smallest anxiety on my own ac-

count; and I am resolved to make myself as

easy as I can, and to put my trust in that Pro-

vidence which directs all things."

From a letter to the Rev. George Duncan,

dated 23d May, 1775 :
— " As the present un-

happy disputes between Great Britain and the

colonies have arisen to such a height, that they

in some measure interest every individual of

both countries, you, perhaps, may wish to know

my sentiments regarding them. I will not enter

into the merits of these disputes ;
it is too ample

a field for discussion, and I am a very poor

judge of matters of the kind. Suffice it to say,

that I think administration has been and is un-

doubtedly much to blame, and that the colonies

have certainly carried things to a very extrava-

gant height in consequence of it. But what-

ever the cause may be, just or unjust, the spirit

of enthusiasm is certainly gone forth, and God

only knows when it will be laid. The people of

this country are bred up to the gun from their

infancy ;
without dispute they are as fine marks-

men as any in the universe. The face of the

country is entirely covered with woods, conse-
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quently excellently fitted for ambuscades, and a

single gnn can be fired at a body of troops with-

out their being able to discover their enemy.
For these, and a number of other reasons, which

I have not time to enumerate, I am clearly of

opinion that though the colonies may be dis-

tressed, they never can be conquered; and that

if matters should ever get to that height, it

would probably end in the utter ruin of the

mother-country.
" The present gloomy situation of affairs ren-

ders it impossible for me at present to form any

probable scheme for my future subsistence : on

my own account, it gives me no great uneasiness.

I have the consolation to think that I am young,

strong, and healthy ;
and that, in one way or

other, I shall probably get a living. I should

have been happy, had it pleased the All-wise

Disposer of events to have put it in my power, to

make my sisters independent of the world, and

to have shown my gratitude where it is so justly

due. It is not impossible that such an event

should happen ;
if it should fall out otherwise, I

shall endeavour to make myself resigned, satis-

fied that they are under the protection of Him
who is the father of the fatherless. Oh I my
dear uncle, what pleasure it would give me to

make you all happy ! I know well, my dear

c 2
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Sir, to what straits friendless merit may be re-

duced. I know well that the warmest, the best

of hearts is not always accompanied with the

means of gratifying its inclinations. Show me

the man who acquires a fortune, and in general

\ I will show you a wretch devoid of every noble

•^ sentiment, dead to all sense of shame, who makes

j money his god, whose face cannot blush, whose
' heart cannot feel. I am convinced there must

be an hereafter, where these seemingly unequal

distributions of the good things of this life will

be fully compensated, and these apparent mazes

in the ways of Providence be fully cleared up."

From a letter to the same, dated Cabin Point,

June 1. 1775 :
— *' The public concerns of this

colony are now arrived at a very important

crisis. The public magazine having been re-

peatedly robbed, the Governor thought proper

to place some spring guns at the door, which by
a secret piece of mechanism fii'ed upon its being

opened. On the night of the 2d instant, two

persons, having procured a false key, went in as

usual to carry off arms, and were wounded by
the discharge of the guns, though neither dan-

gerousl}^ In consequence of this affair, which

has made an amazing noise, the Governor's life

Wai said to be threatened. Certain it is, that as

the town was filled with armed men, among
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whom he could no longer reckon himself secure,

he decamped with his whole family in the night,

and went aboard the Fowey man-of-war. He

left a message behind him to the House, which

was then and is now sitting, informing them that

as he was afraid that some people might work

themselves up to such a pitch of daringness as

to take away his life, in the defenceless state

which they knew him to be in, he had removed

to a place of greater safety; that he desired

them to continue to despatch the public busi-

ness with efficacy and attention, and to send him

from time to time accounts of their proceedings.

The Council and Assembly addressed him in

very polite terms, requesting his return, and

thanking him for the services he had done the

colony on the Indian expedition ;
to which, I

understand, he has returned for answer that, if

they will disband their independent companies,

open the courts ofjustice, and enter into a nego-

tiation with Parliament on Lord North's propo-

sition, he will once more fix his residence

amongst them ;
— which is, I believe, the same

as if he had refused it in the most peremptory

manner. In this critical state are affairs at pre-

sent : how they may turn out God only knows ;

but of this I am convinced, that force i^^'ill

never do."

c 3
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After the most feeling expressions of grati-

tude to his relatives, for some proofs of their

affectionate remembrance which he had just

received, he adds :
— " The thoughts of being

in some measure a tax on persons, whom I

ouffht rather to succour and assist, imbitters

my social moments, and ruins my peace of

mind. Sometimes a fit of thoughtfulness seizes

me
;
and when I look round, and find myself

under eternal obligations in all quarters, which

it will be impossible for me ever to discharge,

and which I have little prospect of even being

able to acknowledge, my sensibility is so ex-

tremely hurt, that I could wish (were it not for

some small hopes which yet remain of being of

some service) that God Almighty had placed me
a savage in the wilds of Africa." And speaking

of one of his sisters, he says,
— " Tell her, that

notwithstanding the Doctor's assertion that I

was too sentimental ever to be clever, I hope to

convince him, her, and every body else of their

mistake. I hope to show the world that though
I may not succeed in it as some have done, it

shall not be owing to any blemish in my charac-

ter, or, I hope, defect in my abilities ; and that

whatever misfortunes I may go through, I will

endeavour to behave under them with becoming
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fortitude, and to maintain the character of an

honest man."

From a letter to Miss Christian Duncan,
dated Cabin Point, 1st September, 177<5 : —
" As this, in all probability, may be the last

opportunity I shall have for some time of con-

versing with my dearest connections, I eagerly

embrace it to address my dear aunt, to inform

her of my welfare, in which I know she takes an

interest, and once more to pour out the acknow-

ledgments of a grateful heart for favours, for

which it hath gratitude alone to return. Since

writing to my uncle by the Brayton, nothing

material has occurred respecting myself; my
situation is as agreeable as can well be expected

in this seat of tumult and disorder, and my pros-

pects are as poor. I have enjoyed my health

perfectly, and really have been happy enough,

every thing considered. Till of late, the

situation of the times had no visible effect on the

spirits of the people of Cabin Point or its envi-

rons. Diversions were as common as ever—
the present was enjoyed, and tlie future despised.

But now the scene is changed,
— the nearer

approacli of the horrors of a civil war (more

particularly dreadfid to my countrymen in their

critical situation) has thrown a gloom upon

every face, and cast a damp upon all our enjoy-

c 4<
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ments. This colony exhibits at present a sur-

prising scene of uproar and confusion— all law

or government is in a manner abolished, except

the law of force, which, I believe, will soon

be the universally established law of the land.

How it may end God alone knows
;

I pretend

not to conjecture, but of this I am well satisfied

in my own mind,— that the British ministry

must give way, if ever matters are again accom-

modated. Our news from the North are incon-

sistent and various, though we have but one side

of the affair. General Gage undoubtedly gave

the Bostonians a severe blow at Bunker's Hill
;

but it has been productive of nothing. He is

equally blocked up as ever, and while his troops

have mouldered away by disease, the enemy's

have increased in a three-fold proportion ;
in

short, the sword will never do. The flame of

liberty blazes in a high degree in this colony,

and has been productive of many irregularities,

— men of zeal without knowledge seldom know

where to stop, and acts of cruelty and oppres-

sion have been exercised on some of my coun-

trymen, which are a disgrace to the noblest of

causes.* With regard to the merits of the pre-

* It appears that the Scoitish residents in the colony

were placed in a painful and embarrassing situation, and

exposed to much obloquy and reproach. To vindicate
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sent contest, I am at a loss what to say. My
opinion varies almost every two days, and my
reason is bewildered amongst the number of ar-

guments used on both sides the question. In

my last to my uncle, I mentioned the test pro-

posed in our House of Representatives to be put
to all our countrymen : it was lately rejected

by a great majority. I have nothing farther to

mention with regard to myself, except that the

last year of my apprenticeship is likely to be a

very idle one : I am extremely sorry for it.

Though idleness may be agreeable to the in-

dolence of my constitution, it has no charms

for my reason
; because I am highly sensible

that it must be destructive to a young fellow in

my situation ;
and I now declare, that I would

much rather do business for nothing, than, by

doing nothing, waste my time and impair my
faculties.

*' I have heard nothing relative to any of you
since your last, mentioning that you had taken a

house and were preparing to remove into Edin-

burgh. You know well, my dear aunt, how

them from these attacks, Mr. Currie published a letter in

Pinckneys Gazette, which made much noise, and which is

an uncommon production for a youth of eighteen. It was

the first printed piece which he wrote.
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eager I must be to learn every circumstance

relative to your situation at this critical period,

and how sensibly 1 must feel a disappointment.

If I do not receive letters by next post, I shall

despair of hearing further from any of my
friends till harmony is once more restored

between the parent country and her children.

I shall not remove from Cabin Point, unless

something unforeseen should fall out, till my
apprenticeship is out : I hope that matters will

be so far settled by that time, as that the com-

munication between the two countries may be

open ;
and if, in the mean time, any opportunity

should offer of conveying intelligence across

the Atlantic, you may depend on my embrac-

ing it.

" To the protection of the Supreme Being,

my dear aunt, I sincerely recommend you. In

return for the numberless obligations I lie under,

I have nothing to offer but the empty professions

and acknowledgments of a grateful heart, highly
sensible of them all, and my sincere prayers that

that Being may repay you, who alone can.

Farewell, my dear sisters. God Almighty bless

you all !

'*

Although he regarded the noble spectacle of

an infant nation starting forth into independence
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with that strong interest which is congenial to

every generous breast, the youthful attacliments

and prejudices of Mr. Currie, as he writes, were

entirely British. He disapproved, however,

strongly of the arbitrary measures of the Earl of

Dunmore, the governor of the colony, and at

this time began to entertain the serious idea of

quitting America, since all expectation of inde-

pendence through the paths of commerce seemed

at an end, and since neither his feelings nor his

judgment would allow him to take any part in

the existing differences.

At the beginning of these troubles, he had

gone to reside with a near relation. Dr. James

Currie, the principal physician in the neighbour-

ing city of Richmond
; and, while staying with

him, he determined to change his line of life,

and to adopt the profession of medicine, for

which, as already stated, he was originally des-

tined. It was in consequence fixed that he

sliould embark for Great Britain by tlie first op-

portunity, pursue his studies in Edinburgh, and,

after graduating, return to practise medicine in

the capital of Virginia, when the termination of

the war should admit of his doing so. This

resolution, previous to its being carried into

effect, was the cause of involving him in multi-

plied difficulties, and of putting his Hfe into
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danger ; but in the most critical situations he

displayed that judgment and decision which be-

gan to mark his character, and for which it was

conspicuous in after life.

The circumstances attending his departure
from America are given in a letter to the Re-

verend G. Duncan, written after his return to

Scotland; and from this letter the following

narrative is derived.— After observing that, in

respect to health, society, and prospects, his

situation in Virginia had latterly been extremely

agreeable, he adds that, previous to his de-

parture,
*'

tyranny and discord had begun to

rage uncontrolled throughout the colony, and

made it impossible for a man who, like him, was

strongly attached to his native country, and who

spurned the idea of being prescribed to by a

lawless multitude, to live in Virginia with any
tolerable degree of happiness or security." Ac-

cordingly, in the spring of the year I776, with

about forty other yoimg men similarly situated,

he petitioned the Convention of the colony for

leave to return to Great Britain. Permission

was obtained
; and, under this sanction, they

took their passage for Greenock, in a vessel en-

tirely freighted with passengers, embarking with

the pleasing prospect of bidding adieu to a coun-

try convulsed with civil distraction, and where
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trade of every kind was entirely annihilated.

But on the third day of their embarkation, before

they had cleared the land, an armed vessel,

fitted out for the purpose, seized their ship by
order of General Lee and the Convention, with-

out assigning any reason, or exhibiting any

charge. In this emergency Mr. Currie was de-

puted by his companions to wait on the Conven-

tion, and ascertain the reason of their conduct.

It was with some difficulty that he was allowed

to leave the vessel
;
and a few minutes after his

departure, strict orders arrived to put all the

passengers into close confinement, and to carry

the vessel back to the port from which she had

sailed. In the mean time he arrived at Wil-

liamsburgh, wrote a pretty bold remonstrance,

and delivered it to one of the members, a par-

ticular friend, to be laid before the House. This

friend, however, previously insisted on making
such alterations and additions as would have

made the whole " a spaniel-like performance,"

repugnant to the spirit of the writer, and un-

worthy of those whom he represented. He
therefore resolved to present no petition, espe-

cially as he discovered that the treatment, which

they had experienced, was the effect of some

groundless plot hatched against them. On his

return, he found his compar.ions still close
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prisoners, their clothes, letters, and effects seized

by a party of soldiers, and a court of inquest

examining their papers. His own chest, which

he had left at a gentleman's house on the banks

of the river, had been seized by a party of mili-

tary despatched for the purpose ; and, as he

states,
"
every thing foreboded instant ruin."

After various struggles, the whole party were

at last turned adrift, to range the forests.

Mr. Currie returned to his former place of resi-

dence, where he remained, unsettled in purpose,
for some months, during which time he was

drafted to go to New York as a soldier. An

attempt proving abortive which he made to join

Lord Dunmore, he was obliged to furnish a sub-

stitute, completely equipped in all respects, with

ten pounds in money in his pocket. He thought
that he should now have been for some time

excused ; but it was the policy of the Americans

at that time to allow no person attached to

Great Britain to enjoy the smallest degree of

quiet. He was again drafted, and this, joined

to an accident which endangered his life, in-

duced him to endeavour to extricate himself

from his disagreeable situation. He therefore

acceded to a proposal made to him, by one of

his young friends, to be his companion in an

excursion to North Carolina, parting with re-
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luctance from his friends at Cabin Point, who

were endeared to him by intimacy and kind-

ness. This companion, having a partner wlio

had openly espoused the side of Lord Dmimore,

could not appear as the principal in a shipment

of property which he was desirous of making to

the West Indies, as it was, on that account,

liable to confiscation. The transaction was, in

consequence, committed to Mr. Currie's charge,

who loaded a vessel, and was about to set out

in her for Martinique, with permission of the

County Committee, when an order of Congress

appeared, prohibiting the exportation of staves,

of which the cargo partly consisted. The vessel

was unloaded, other articles were put on board,

and, provided with the necessary clearance, she

again sailed
;
but at the mouth of Albemarle

Sound, where she was two days detained by con-

trary winds, she was a second time stopped by a

privateer that lay there, and seized by orders

from the Convention. After much ill treatment,

Mr. Currie at last obtained permission to wait on

that body, in order to ascertain wliat fault he

had committed, and what were their intentions.

He hired an open boat, and set out for Edenton,

a distance of 150 miles, leaving the ship in the

hands of a lawless banditti. The passage occu-

pied four days— it was the month of August—-
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the heat was excessive. There was no shelter

from the sun's rays, and, on his arrival, his face

and hands were completely blistered. He waited

on the Commissioners (a body of the Conven-

tion), and in strong colours represented the

hardship and injustice which he had experienced.

Before receiving an answer, he was seized with a

violent fever, brought on by fatigue and anxiety,;

and, when he recovered, was told that an in^

formation had been laid that he was carrying

out provisions for ,
Lord Dunmore, instead of the

cargo which he had reported; that:;,he had a

large quantity of specie on board; and that,

unless he would order up the vessel to Nixonton,

there have her; cargo, unloaded and inspected,

and afterwards give bond, with two approved

secuiities, under the penalty of 2500 dollars,^

to carry the vessel and cargo to some foreign

island in the West Indies, they would confiscate, •

the propextyy and detain him prisoner. Her^,^

he observes, «.« When you are informed that every^^

article of this, charge .was infamously false, yow^~

will,, perhaps, be at a loss to accouiit for,,thpiiiii|Vt

provoked malice of a set of men against a young,,

fellow, unknown, friendless, and unprotected; y

But when you again reflect on the detestable

effects which fanaticism and enthusiasm produce

on the human mind, your surprise will cease."
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He complied with the conditions prescribed;

but, purposely to oppress him, his securities were

refused
; when, at last, one of the Convention,

more generous than the rest,
"
despising the

narrow distinctions of country or party," and

ashamed of his colleagues, offered himself as the

security. Him they could not refuse
;
and their

unfortunate prisoner thus at length escaped from

their hands. On the point of sailing, he was

attacked by dysentery, but recovered : he then

once more embarked. In her progress down the

river the ship came to an anchor, and he fell

overboard when springing into a boat to go on

shore, but was caught by the leg by one of the

seamen, and saved. At the mouth of the Sound,

the vessel parted from her cable in a tremendous

gale, and struck on the shoals, where the wrecks

of twenty vessels stared them in the face and

threatened instant death
;
but she was at length

providentially got oif. After a voyage of nearly

six weeks, they finally arrived at St. Eustatia :

and in this manner did Dr. Currie, at the age of

twenty, quit the shores of America ! His jour-

nal of the voyage is preserved ; and as it con-

tains passages illustrative of his character, a few

of these are here introduced.
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I,.,
Kxtractsfrom Journal.

"'^''Tridaij, September 9,0th, 1776. — Towards

night; Came to an anchor '6n the Croaton shore,

after
'

beating down the Sound all day. Em-

ployed myself in reading the tragedy of Douglas,

which I had often before read and admired ;
and

in playing at draughts. One passage in this

tragedy particularly struck me ;
it is part of the

sjieech of Lady Randolph to her husband, arid

appears W 'be'* an "indirect encomium on the

Union^— ^"^^"^"^•^'^^
" >c«/iq h«j/i \ mw^

r
* Gallant in strife an4 noble in their ire, r i a.

The battle is their pastime. Ihey go lortn

^^F' Gay in the iidorning, as to summer's sport j^-'^J^*^
"^^

c n;-'When ev'ning comes, the glory of the
motfl^e'jiJn'^tij

^^n'^^y.WtiiCul warrior, is a qloaiof clay^'x „gji^ ^ ^^\.^f

Thus fall the prime of either hapless land,
*^'' 'And such the fruit' of Scotch arid English wkiV

^'" ' "

^ slppt <t;hi? nigl}JiOj9, 4^ck, in the niainsail, and

do not recollect that I ever rested better in my
life.,r Iilay and gazed at the: m:Qon and stars,

^hich shone with uncommon splendour over my
lieadn jlK^njoyed^^the'beauty of the scene: I

recollected some charming lines of Addison,

veiy applicable to my situation. My imagin-

ation wasr, on the wing, and my thoughts were

raise4 . #vr a^bpy^,, th^ .ilgiw c^ies ofijthis world.
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when balmy sleep closed my eyes, and the

morning's sun found me a mere mortal.

y,
*'
Saturday, September 9,1st. — Towards even-

ing I recollected that this was the anniversary

of my arrival in America ; being the very day

of the month in which the ship Cochrane, five

years ago, cast anchor in Hampton Road. This

brought on a long train of thought ;
I reviewed

my iive years' servitude, and found, as I thought,

the good ;
and ill pretty exactly balanced. On

the one hand, I remembered the many gloomy
hours I had passed, when labouring under the

effects of pain and sickness;— I remembered

the hard usage and
,

numberless mortifications 1

had undergone during the first part of my ap-

prenticeship, and the misfortune 1 had of living

with a man, from whom nothing could be learned

that belonged either to the man of business or

the gentleman ;
— and I did not forget that

when I Was on the point of being highly pro-

moted, and of obtaining an establishment, per-

haps for life, my hopes had been blasted, and I

was ag-ain thrown on the wide world 'tb buffet

against the stream. On the other hand,' I found

that my first misfortunes had, perhaps, hardened

me to the sense of future ones. I found, upon
the whole, that my situation had been much more

agreeable than that of other young fellows in my
n 2
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\Vay;i^th'at I'h'M the happlh'ess<[i!P living in a

^liacd
' fdMfed ' ' for 'its

'

Jiolife^i^Sfej^^
'

'

wHet^e - F had

kieJU'th^ fii'Sf i^bmpiiny
-^ where I had enjoyed

niiniherffe^"^ Bceri'fe^' bP'lMifent' nfiitth and fes-

It^ltyibtalid \<*M'6'^4>had' f6riiied cbiiliections,

''mitlpAii^MW^SiS^h ^eeti oi''^b'viicfe<no'"ttie at

the time, and the memory b^' ^Mt\\ Wotlld 'give

"ni'^'jifeciM^'Ai^iite -M UkM.^ -i'-'alsy^VYeiiected

that I"M's''liapp3)'l'^ilo'ng^h'^^o have my- doiiduct

liighijf ^d^bf^d' 6fijy' iny ^i^itTipl6yfei'^,-^that,

4hbll^h' ttiy^s6h^th'^y^h'ad' bdfeW 'fi-u^tmted,' yet no

'pHidlnce ^6f Mli# c^iid 'hjiv^ 'prevented
'

it';
• and

^h^^h'I liad'^iTtahy'^hin^s'y ''bliime ^mj/self fo

fd! i^ovi tlife' Wiilil6, "the iM'ectidlis of my bwn
"iMM wto riot -^ei^f

m^v§:'^f^i^i"'^^F' oi v^ffi>i\

V^^'i'Fridl^, s<9kofer"4f^,' 177(5f?
^ A fehatiriin^

^V^nln^'-^ sl%f bkoW'till midniglit'j: 'when^ I gbt

'^I'^^fent^^btt dieck, wi-apped' ^y^'eW Li|)'in''iny

^61l6A^ aind l^y on' 'the hen-coop' tiH' rnbrnihg..^
—

A beautiful night: th^e mo6rt' shbnfe -with ' bor-

¥cK^ed' niaj6^ty ;
tllte twinkling stars rolled round

"Bidi* circles ; not a breath of wind distui^ed the

'Wee^
' '

gdrene, not a single shade overcast the

^^lendid picture ;
towards the verge of the

^horizon only, there appeared a few dusky clouds
* ofart 'uncommon figure, which, being tinged by
the r^^s of* the moon, assumed the form ' bf

'distant
'

riiouriti^ins, and added beauty and so-
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lemiiity to the awful scene. Such a night scene

is extremely agreeable to me, and particularly

when I am in a romantic, melancholy humpur;
I then enjoy, it in full perfectloii y

— it ip. a , plea-

sure whicli, >^ill bear, .reflection, i\v][iich costs

nothing, and which, helps ,t9,.^\v^t^p^f^J[)e;iC^r§s

incident tx) Jiumanii;y. lonfom ^dfima^snui ).ii

ii'iiyW^.diiesdai/, October 9t1u ^ Eead Gulliver's

t'J^rftyels ; rrr Swift's misanthropy, intolerablje. fo,, ^

u.ffiEridaij^ October 11/A,(—^jj, remember, when I

liyed at; Cabin Point, and business was so brisk

it:J:^^t I. (liad not. a,, moment of spare time, I used

Xq think I should never be weary of idleness,

and ,envy their happiness who had it in, their

power to spend their, ,lives in, ,eas^ , ai^d jcep9se :

\}\it, i^th^y Lwa^ ;niistakpn.^ ^t , t^^t |^iii^^,-\or.my
mt%v^ ,, flr>nst! , ]bp , ,^;tr^ng% , ^Xtex^d, j. foy, rff, fj^n^

yt^lftatinar^yj ^jiiplpymej^t , i^\ my , preSj^nti , ^^t^iation

(evj^ft, -Ifhfi , qominitting foolish, rieiri^rks, to pjap^j;)

is„,inp[il€ agreeable tlian none,
rrfTjjn hittloK-id f

hnuo \WA4?^sdai/,y Qftol)e{r iQili^ -p;P^o;ntinued my
pern^ailiiPf i jt^ij^, iJ^bj^ ;; jrq^ ^h,e second book pf

S^m.uj^l,.,, y After, dinneffjv AVTpl,9, a..,^ri%U9, on

^ppfi-^ miivje/sal prayea:, ,to fill up a^vacant hour j

l^s?[ took up; threci folio pages— the reflections

,pni,Jonathan's history as much:. I folded;,both

,,an4ieiHlo;:^ed|tl^e,m, iWithput bcj,i)g;at t|;ie, pifins

to corfeQtiiWjevi?^,them, i., T.I>p|ig|i,^^i^jtljf^.fjL|4e

D 3 .
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state, they may perhaps s^rve to amuse me on

some future occasion, and will show how I spent

my leisure hours.
,-;,-r,^ I,, ^"^r, ,,^ ,^^

"
Thursday^ October 9,'Uh. -^ After breakfast,

read over what few letters of my numerous cor^

respondents I had b^^n able to preserve. Paid

particular attention to m^y fa,ther's eight letters,— admired the eleo^ance of the diction, the

beauty and tenderness.of the sentiments, the

excellence
^

,
of the precepts, and , the spirit of

paternal regard a^d of true piety, which run

through the whole^ .The subjects of these

letters necessarily recalled a number of tender

and endearing ideas. I reflected how unworthy
I was of such a father

;
on the small use I had

made of liis advice or example; on the great

advantages ,X had enjoyed; and on the .many

opportunities of improvement by l^is society

which
^
I.had lost, and which m^ist; never more

return. These, reflections were truly j gloomy
and melancholy. The virtues^ of my exalted

father ,§eemed to rise up in judgment against

me, and to reproach me for my own unworthi-

ness. I then read the particulars of his death,,

as pathetically described in my aunt's letter,

which affected me not a little, and brought on a

long train of obvious reflections, pleasing though

painful." ^^^^^^^ ^.j^ ^
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Immediately after his arrival' at St. Eustati'a,
'

he went up to Antigua ; disposed' of Mi cai-^o

to the admiral on the station, and, "kbaridonirig'

for some timie' the intention
'

c^F proceeding to

Great Britain, engaged himself iri tiife setvicfeof

a mercantile establishment' ther^f* *H^Ving'd6ne

this, he r€tiirnec('^(i tHe foriti^'i^^dtW^d^

to deliver the cargo ;
but here a new disappoint-

ment awaited him. The admiral refused to

make good his bargain, oil the ground' that hd

could buy the articles which he had purchased]

cheaper elsewhere. Mr. Currie therefore sold

the vessel and cargo to" othei^' persons:' After

this he was attacked by a violent fever, which

fell on liis nerves, and rendered him py^talyticf.

When convalescent he repaired to Antigua, but

found himself again thrown oil the world, as the

house with whom he had'ehteredinto the eni-

gagement, had failed and dissolved its pslrtner-

ship. For some time he remained in the island,

unresolved what to do, but strongly' Udvised to

return to some cold climate for the recoveiy of

his health. At last an offer was made tt) him

by some resident merchants," of fifty guineas in

hand, with a promised gratuity of one hundred

guineas more, to carry despatches to government,

and make some remonstrances on the conduct of

Admiral Y
; the latter amount only to be

D 4
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paid in the event of siiccessi ; ; This proposal he

accepted; and in February^ 1777, sailed for

London with convoy, touchmg at several islandsi'

ini , the ,wp rn- ;viz*, ;
. Montserrat, Nevis, and St.

Ki,tts.';'roH .nortrF)r">T •nfr'inrr-' r rrr .PStosA 'jrit

ilf.St. Kitts (he S3,js in his journal) ?exce^dk all /^^

the West; Indies- ; im the
fertility* beauty, and<^

verdure of its isoil: 1 1 never in my life saw any i^'

counti-y comparable to it. The land rises behind t'

the town gradually into lofty mountains, the

tops of which are inaccessible. The sides of

these hills are intersected by amazingly deep
andifomantic valleys' down which the cataracts

rush with astonishing rapidity. The whole' i^"
cultivated as iair aslis possible for human in-

dustry to do: iti : ! 'The enclosures are surrounded

with orange, lemon, lime^; and cocoa trees, and
the I summits of the mountains and' 'sidfes of' the

' '

valleys ^

are covered with the same blooming
evergreens. Upon the whole, the beauty and

grandeur of this charming scene, added to the

extensive prospect of th© circumfluent ocean,
*

beggar all description.'?**
^ -"d io hiiuim Mi

j^i^j
*

* On this voyage he employed himself in
translating

*

Letters on the People of England from the French, in

reading Tempters History of England, and sometimes in

re-petusing Shakspeare, Pope, and Churchill's Works.
'

ill

Hi..

I f'
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But misfortune still attended his progress ;
—

violent tempests, accompanied by thunder and

lightning, ensued a^ek- hh leaving the West

Indies; and the vessel reached Fayal, one of

the Azores, in a sinking condition. Here she

was detained for some tim^'by the repairs that

she required;! and* in this interval, the salu-

brious climate, pure mountain air, and diversions

of; ^shooting larid fishing, perfectly restored his

health.^i^fiiuJrnuom f.^toi
ojrii yU jb^i^ *

t) gohie 'oD ,')loi^d5ou£ni 9i£ fbid.'* i^^

,
Ea:tract from Journal.

;

«i9ob Ybjtf •.!«':.!!. yi ir/f)'v" "i ' ' '^'

." Tlmrsday:, April Qd.^^^'eni' into the coun-

try i shooting,
-^ had '(Excellent i

^port,' the
'

game

being exceedingly, plenty* -The land appeared

to us ext>'?mely riehji anBiViJaaidultivated tb the

utmost extent* Thei.encli©stires are! smjall, and

the fences built of stone andi veiTj^t liigki s^Where

the land, is not cultivated in grain, it is disposed

in ox'ange ,and lemon ,groves,t andjih vineyards.

These, ^erveigreatliy>4;ooibeautify 4he -prospect,

and diffuse. jfj;ag*'ancy;Over the happy soil. Ex-

cept the island of St. Kitts in the West Indies,

I never saw any country comparable to Fayal.

These islands ai'e also peculiarly blessed in a

serene sky and healthful climate : the heat in

summer is a)ways alleviated by continual breezes

from the sea, and the cold in winter is never in
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any degree severe. They know nothing of ex-

tremes
; they never feel the fierce east wind of

Europe, or north-west of America :—from their

detached and insular situation,' every gale that

blows is softened, every breeze is balmy. In

consequence of this happy temperature of the

air, and fertility of the soil, these islands are

extfemely populous, and their inhabitants live to

a great age."

At length, after a tempestuous voyage, in

which, during the night, the vessel most narrowly

escaped running upon the rocks to the north-

ward of the Scilly Isles, on which, with six ships

of war. Sir Cloudesley Shovel perished in I7O7,

and where she must also have inevitably been

dasiied to pieces, they reached Peptford on the

2d of May, 1777« But on his arrival in London,
he had the mortification to find that, owing to

their unavoidable delay at Fayal, the duplicates

of those despatches of which he was the bearer,

had arrived before him
; by which circumstance

he lost the promised hundred guineas. He
remained a few weeks in the metropolis ; and

then joined his aunt and sisters in Edinburgh,

just as he had reached the age of twenty-one.
It is surely difecult to read this narrative of

the earlier years of an unknown Scottish youth,
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without having our sympathy powerfully awak-

ened ;
and it may not be without its edification,

to those yet at the outset of life, who will
con-^

trast the hardships that he suffered during this

period, with the celebrity
and honoijired station,

in literature and science, ,which,he afterwards

attaineci» , «
. r. i_i -i. ,;••". '\ i

From the time or his arrival m ii,dmburffh,

until he took his degree, Mr. Currie was, with

few intervals, a constant resident at the Uni-

versity. In the winter following he entered on

the study of medicine, to which his application

was ardent and unremitting, although unfortu-

nately interrupted for a time in the spring of

1778 by a severe rheumatic fever. Every hour

not passed at the classes, or in atf;endance .on

the hospitals, was given to study and mental

improvement. He became a meinber of the^

Medical Society,, before which ^he read (amongst
other pieces exhibiting strong marks of ability,

and acute observation) two separate papers on

the effects of cold on the living body in health, ,

its operation as inducing disease, and its influ-

ence as a remedy ; by which he acquired con-

siderable credit, and which prove that his

attention was early directed to the subject of

his subsequent work — the " Medical Reports."

He was also an active member of the Physical
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Society and of the Speculative Society, where

his reputation for talents and eloquence as a

speaker long survived his departure from col-

lege. His indefatigable industry as a medical

student attracted the notice of the different

professors ;
and amongst these, he was distin-

guished by the flattering kindness of the illus-

trious JDr>, Cullen, *

* To tins great man he some years afterwards paid the

following testimony of respect and admiration, in his Review

9f.p^rwin's Zoonomia.
*' With more comprehensive views (than Sauvages), a

iriore lucid order, of a happier simplicity, he divided the

whole body of diseases into four classes of twenty orders.

Ip his definitions he excels in accuracy all who have gone
before him

; and it is, indeed, his distinguished and peculiar

praise, that not only in his Nosology, but in his First Lines,

his descriptions of diseases receive no colouring from his

theories, hut, are every where faithful to nature. Original
and

I inventive. Dr. Cullen, in his reasonings and explana-

tions, dwelt much on the causes of diseases. Aware, how-

iBter^,-bf the imperfection of the art, he did not attempt to

arrange them according to their proximate causes (a&' it

was his, wigh to have done), but according to ^n hunibler

method, — founded partly oh their symptoms, partly on

their causes, and partly on their seats. The Nosology of

Dr. Cullen had not the attention or the praise it merits.

The elder class of physicians were not
likely,

to receive a
new system from their contemporary ; and the attention of

the rising generation has been too soon withdrawn from this

as^ well as the other works of this accurate observer, by the

bold and specious, but presumptuous and sometimes dan-

gerous speculations of his pupil. Dr. Brown. The "
Systema
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i ^Notwithstanding
' his close atteiltion to the

more iitlmedikte obj ect
- of ' his ' -studiesj he : sne-

eeeded, during <thi^ period of Ms Me, in* Culti-

vating liis taste for general literattu'e, and gained

ian intimate knowledge of the best poets: and

histoiians'in his- own language.
' He has left be-

hind hiin some lettei^s, written to a yotih^ friend,

containing directions for a 'c<imrfeG -^of 'lieading,

which form a^ aW^^ q'iticism,pn..piuv»[iost dis-

tinguished writer^^ -He applied himself also,

with peculiar interest, to metaphysical studies,

and Ijecame deeply versed hi the theories of

Berkeley, Locke, Hume, and Reid; and, for

some years, the philosophy of the human mind

was. a favourite subject for the exercise of his

-mental powers. At a subsequent period, in the

midst of active
'

professional engagements^ he

wrote a review of Dr. Reid's celebrated work on

the active powers of man, which appeared,in, the

Analytical Reviewj. • This critique has been con-

sidered as displaying a profound knowledge, and

Nosologicum
"

of Dr. Cullen is, in the judgment of the

writer of this article, his most masterly production, and,

indeed, the finest synopsis of the history of disease that has

hitherto issued from the press."
—

English Review (Zoonomia,

or the Laws of Organic Life), p. 537. London, 1796.—See

also Dr. Currie's letter to Dr. Darwin, printed in the present

volume.
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a singularly clear and just analysis of the various

theories on this difficult subject.
* He seems

too, at this time, to have paid great attention to

composition ;
and the style of his letters and

essays exhibits much of the accuracy and ease

* The subjoined passage from this article will show his

views as to the unsatisfactory and uncertain nature of specu-
lations on the doctrine of necessity.

Extract from Analytical Review for Nov. 1788. vol. ii.

p. 270.—
" If philosophers would be contented with the

knowledge of the extent of that command over our thoughts
and actions, of which every man is conscious, some light

might probably be thrown on the subject by an accurate

investigation of the phenomena of madness. In the extreme

of this deplorable disease, all self-command is lost. Never-

theless a maniac has a will, and has ' the power of doing
whatever he wills,' which is all that is admitted to any of

us by the strict necessarian. But something more than this

|)elongs to a moral agent, and it is this something, which
constitutes the subject of debate. The nature of this,

tbkere it is, might be illustrated by a correct view of the ap-

pearances tvhere it is not. But this humble inquiry will not

satisfy the aspirations of man. He would know the relation

which his own mind bears to the system of the universe,

and determine the mode of existence that prevails through
creation ! In a controversy concerning the freedom of the

human will, a creature just emerged from the dust, and
soon again to mingle with it, presumes to illustrate the

faculties of his own understanding, by allusions to those of

the Eternal Beigg, whose force wheeled the planet Saturn

in its orbit ;
whose power has formed other suns and other

planets beyond the regions of Saturn
; whose skill is mani-

fested in all his works, in the structure of the human frame,

and in the harmony of ten thousand worlds !"
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of expression, for which his subsequent writings

have been admired.

His situation, while a student at the univer-

sity, was necessarily attended with many pri-

vations, and one which required the steady

exertion of strong self-denial. His spirits, too,

were depressed at times by anxious interest in

those dear to him, and by the uncertainty of his

own forttmes
;

but his anxiety did not dege-

nerate into despondence : hefelt, (to use his own

words) a kind ofpresentiment that lie should yet

be fortunate ; adding, that he "was solicitous to

encourage the idea ; that it would bear him up in

the mean timCj and might, perhaps, contribute to

hisfuture success.

During one of the summer vacations, he paid

a^^'visit" to the ! scenes of his childhood and

the friends of his youth. While absent from

Edinburgh, he corresponded with his aunt, whom
he had left behind. He described his welcome

in gratefid terms
;
stated that his friends vied

with each other in showing hirti kindness ; yet

that he had little relish for society, and was often

overcome with melancholy. In one of his letters

he gives the fallowing account of a^ visit paid to

scwifie friends, who were mourning the loss of a

young and beautiful daughter, whose early death

seems to have m^de, a deep impression on his
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feelings : — "As we approached Dumfries, my
heart saddened, as it does now in the relation.

Poor J was hardly ever from my thoughts.

I do not know how to account for it, but I have

seldom felt myself more sensibly moved than I

was on approaching the house, and, indeed,

during the whole evening ;
— a bitterer sorrow

would have been less affecting. A blooming

girl sinking under a consumption, at the age of

twenty-one, is, in general, and particularly to

me, an object sufficiently interesting. "When to

this are added the goodness of heart, the sweet-

ness of manner, and the strength of judgment,
which characterised J , the feelings are more

powerfully affected. The behaviour of the fa-

mily reflects much honour on their character ;

it is, indeed, resigned beyond any thing I could

have expected. Much of this is to be ascribed

to their piety, and their cheering hopes of a

better life; something, also, to the long and

hopeless illness under which she laboured, by
which time was allowed to strengthen their minds

against the approaching consummation; or, as it

might, perhaps, be otherwise expressed, by which

their feelings were so exhausted b^ the constant

reflection on what might happen, that their edge
was blunted, and the bitterness of death passed

before ii arrived. Such is the foundation of
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much of our boasted firmness. The all-wise

Disposer of events has decreed that the more

frequently our feelings are^,
called out on, any

particular occasion, the
, les3 will be their force.

In this way it is, that the mind becomes fai,ni-

liarised and hardened to danger and ^^^th, and

strengthened under the severest blows ^tli^t; pan
afflict humanity. ,

Thank Heaven! this
}i^.n9t

the only 4ii,eanapjr attaining resignatioi^,..
:

'JJ'lje

cpmforting prospects ,)v,hicl\^
are opened b^vond

the^raye strengthen, the nfiinid^tnot^byl^ardening

but awakening .the feelings, and
turning tl>e

imagination from brooding over
^ ^th,e gloomy

reflections, arising from the dissplut^ion of |tli.e

dear,est ties^ tp the pleasing hope of their speedy
and. more intimate renewal in, a happv futurity,

niever to be dissolved." r,--^^ r r v."
•

i^

^ ,j^,^ijipng,|iis,paper!^,
I have ^ound tl|e following

verses,
^jj^hicl^^^^i-^^ra^/rg^^ hinj^

on
^this^

sad

ofifas^ViQl^T^nj pi ,o«Ib ,gn.rfliomo?. |9iil lojjad

vd «b9iijod£l sriri ihidff ;-)JjniJ paonlll agsl^qori

-ibnifniiadi aodi-^inoiWf^^i^'/Tolls envf emli rioidw

)i i-'fToiliiisdone spot my devious footsteps led^jij ii^riiiljlii

>

hifivrl^re.fiO^^li^i
f"ff."^^ qareless,

lifi^bs
rep.Qse

.;^ ,ld^im
The rude rock hangs stupendous o'er my head,

"
tn

rJ?„Mj^^>^ :m^ 't^^k tli'^' witiding Annart Qow&. • ^"^ ^ '^^'^^^

'Tiiog li'jit,' tt'.fit .fT'.ta (!(;(! u\-i:\-u ii.il// ,;u noiioDftoT

• jfj^ie i^llen^, night,, aqd Cynthia^ softened
fla!n\f|-^[<J g^^f;,

t - Darts o'er the blue expanse a fainter ray ;
— /^ .

'• ' <* ' '

•
• ' ; ;

• - *.(' » >jj . ,r 'I -•
!» *^^.

'

E
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I give the hour to Sorrow's sacred claim,

And musing Melancholy tunes the lay.

Ah, solemn hour ! far hence be noise and strife,

Nor let rude minstrelsy assail mine ear ;

Again I leave the realms of light and life.

To bend with fancy o'er Ophelia's bier.

With purest taste, with truest judgment blessed,

With each soft grace that youth and love bestow,

In gentlest modesty her virtues dressed,

Her spirit raised by genius' sacred glow ;

While oft her bosom heaved with pity's sigh,

And o'er her cheek the mind diffused its bloom.

With all the charms that hope and life supply,

Ophelia early sought the narrow tomb.

O'er her dear grave see young Narcissa kneels.

The loved companion of her early years ;

The melting sigh now fond remembrance steals,

Now heaves her breast, and bursts a flood of tears.-

Let the sweet stream of sadness softly flow,

Blessed be the sorrows that thy mind employ ;

Who taste the sacred luxury of woe.

Contemn the emptiness of earth-born joy.

And see ! beyond the grave the prospect rise—
Let holy rapture mingle with thy tears :

See ! virtue triumphs in her native skies.

And claims the promise of eternal years.

Late the pale moon-beam, quiv'ring *'er the stream,

Gave trembling lustre to the rolling tide ;

Now black'ning clouds obstruct the varying beam—
Sullen and dark the gloomy waters glide :

—
.
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So rolls the tide of life : — on its pale wave

Varying and faint the beams of gladness play ;

But, passed the dreary regions of the grave,

It joins the ocean of immortal day !

The period was now approaching, when an

effort was to be made for the attainment of that

independence which was the first object of his

heart, and which, in his peculiar situation, it was

most essential for him to acquire. He had

finished his medical education with honour and

distinction, and was qualified, on graduation, to

commence his professional career as a physician.

But so keen was his sense of dependence on

those near relations, whose generous assistance

was ill proportioned to their means, and so

strong was his desire to reUeve them from

expense on his account, tliat he resolved to

embrace the first opportunity which might offer

of effecting that object. He accordingly de-

termined to seek a medical appointment in the

army; and having procured an introduction to

General Sir William Erskine, that officer nomi-

nated him to be surgeon's mate in his own regi-

ment, with the rank of ensign. As he was pre-

paring, however, to join the regiment, he heard

that it was the intention of Government to form

a medical st'aff in Jamaica ;
and it was suggested

to him that he might succeed in obtaining an

E 2
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appointment as physician to the expedition.

But this expedition was intended to sail, it was

understood, in a few weeks, and the stated day

for conferring degrees at the University of

Edinburgh was some months distant. In this

emergency he repaired to Glasgow, where no

such impediment existed ;
and there, after a

compliance with the accustomed forms, he re-

ceived his diploma in April, I78O.

Dr. Curriers next step was to procure all the

interest possible in support of his intended ap-

plication.
His life at college had been one

of hard study and rigid economy, and his

connections consequently did not extend far

beyond the domestic circle. But among the

professors and students his abilities and general

character had procured him many friends, who

were active on his behalf; and, provided with

their recommendations and best wishes, he set

out for London.

Before quitting this part of the narrative, it

may be mentioned that, in addition to those

youthful companions already named, his great

intimates at the University were, the present

Lord Glenlee ;
Mr. David Hume, nephew of the

celebrated historian, and now one of the Barons

of Exchequer in Scotland; and Dr. Richard

AVorthington.
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On his journey to the metropoHs he \dsited.

Dumfries-shire, in order to take leave of his

friends
;
and while there, met with a singular

incident, of which he has left the following MS.
account :

—
" One Sunday evening, in the summer of the

year I78O, being on a visit to Sir William

Maxwell, I was tempted by the fineness of the

weather to take a solitary walk. The evening
was still, the whole country was silent, and the

calmness and serenity of the surrounding objects

diffused a pleasuig tranquillity over my mind.

Leaving the house, I bent my steps towards the

Kirtle, whose waters were beautifully irradiated

by the beams of the setting sun
; and advancing

up along its banks in deep meditation, I was in-

sensibly led into the bosom of a thick forest.

Pursuing my course, I was struck with tlie ap-

pearance of a churchyard surrounded by very

lofty elms, inliabited by a flock of rooks, whose

cawing interrupted at times the solitary stillness

of the scene. On examination, I could dis-

cover the ruins of a churcli, long gone to decay.

After wandering some time among the tomb-

stones, I entered a small chapel, by a flight of

stairs, whicli I found was built over the burial-

place of the family of Springkell. I had just

light enough to discover the family escutcheon,

1: 3
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which hung on the walls. As I returned

towards the door, I heard a very uncommon
noise

;
and when I got to the top of the stairs, I

saw a human figure sitting between two graves,

covered almost over with long grass, and bend-

ing its eye upon me with an expression of coun-

tenance that had in it nothing earthly. The

complete silence and solitude of the place
—

the solemnity of the surrounding objects, height-

ened by the gloom of evening,
—

conspired
with the sudden appearance of the spectre
to shake my nerves in every fibre. I stood

gazing with astonishment and terror
; when this

apparition, suddenly springing up with a hideous

laugh, assumed the form of a woman half naked,

and, bounding lightly over the graves, was soon

hid in the surrounding wood. My heart sank

with dismay, and it was several minutes before I

could recover my recollection. I retraced my
way with hurried steps along the river— the

fearful vision still present to my imagination—
and arrived, breathless and terrified, at the man-
sion of Springkell. Here I soon discovered that

the cause of my affright was a poor unhappy
maniac, known by the name of Susanna, who

ranged through the country uncontrolled, and
was known to take up her nightly residence in

the neighbouring woods."
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Upon his arrival in London, Dr. Currie found

that the influence of Mr. Surgeon-General Adair

had procured the situation in question for an-

other young physician of acknowledged merit.

Severe as was this disappointment, he deter-

mined, in pursuance of his intention upon quit-

ting his friends, to proceed at all events to

Jamaica, and endeavour to establish himself in

practice in that island, from which he might, if

unsuccessful, find many opportunities of passing

over to Virginia, and revisiting his relative in

Richmond. He took his passage accordingly in

the fleet about to sail
;
but various delays oc-

curred to prevent its departure, and were the

cause of his spending a great part of the summer

in the metropolis. During this period he ex-

tended his acquaintance, and was fortunate

enough to be introduced to some individuals of

distinction in the literary world (amongst others,

to Mr. Burke,) as well as of eminence in his

own profession. His abilities were discovered

to be of no common order, as he became moie

known ; and his friends began now frequently to

express their regret that he should persevere in

his intention of settling in Jamaica, declaring

their confident opinion that he might succeed

better at home, and strongly urging the aban-

donment of his voyage. The fleet, meanwhile,

E 4
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was on the point of sailing ; and, partly owing
to an attack of illness and other accidental

causes, and partly from the impression made by
these representations, he allowed it to depart
without him. Yet these gratifying proofs of the

favourable opinion of his friends were too much
in unison with his own wishes to be received

without some conscious distrust
;
and it was not

till after many internal conflicts, that he resolved

to remain in England, and to make an attempt,
which the partiality of friendship alone might
have suggested or encouraged.

During the suspense which attended his plans,
he had communicated to his friends that his

intention of going to Jamaica was unchanged ;

although he could not conceal from them his

desire to remain, if possible, in England. He
wrote particularly to his near relation, Dr. Currie,
of Chester, who had been then some time settled

in practice in that city, and who was commenc-

ing that eminent and successful professional

career, which has so greatly distinguished a long
life of activity and usefulness. To his intimate

college companion, Dr. Richard Worthington,
of Wrexham, he also wrote

; and from each of

these zealous friends he received a pressing invi-

tation to visit them, accompanied by earnest

remonstrances against his going abroad, and by
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their opinion that, with a proper opening, his

success at home was by no means doubtful. Ac-

cepting their invitation, he repaired to Chester ;

and, on his arrival there, he learned that both

Manchester and Liverpool presented favourable

prospects for a young physician. After a short

visit to the former place, he at once decided

upon selecting Liverpool as the field of his

practice ; and, accompanied by Dr. Currie, for

the purpose of being personally introduced to

the different friends of the latter, he established

himself in that town in October, I78O.

Although at first unknown to a single indi-

vidual in the place which he had fixed upon as

his future residence, his acquaintance soon be-

came very general, owing to the great exertions

and kindness of Dr. Currie, which had procured

him numerous introductions in the class of

society which, as he observes in a letter to his

aunt, Miss Duncan, *'

required that dignity of

deportment of which lie was so fond," and

which compensated, possibly, for the disadvan-

tage of his youth. It does not appear that the

society of Liverpool, as it then existed, was con-

genial to his disposition and turn of mind
; for,

writing to the same correspondent, a month after

his arrival, he describes the men as shy in their

manners, witli ideas and opinions very different
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from those to which his college studies had ac-

customed him, and unrefined in their tastes and

pleasures.
" In such societies (he continues)

you know I am not qualified to shine
; and I am

well convinced, that where I take no active share

in conversation, it were better for my own re-

putation that I were absent. Of all society, I

most esteem that of men of sound sense and

enlarged understandings ; and, next to that, I

am fond of the company of women."

Accustomed from infancy to disclose to this

admirable friend and counsellor his most secret

thoughts and feelings, he wrote to her, on the

12th December— " I am pleased with the man-

ner in which you speak of my prospects : your
sentiments in this instance, as indeed in almost

every other, confirm my own, and support my
resolutions. That I shall succeed in the end,

if Heaven spare my health and faculties, I

think there is little reason to doubt ; but that

patience and perseverance must be called to my
aid, is a truth self-evident. All calculations in

my present circumstances must be extremely
doubtful

;
but I venture to indulge myself in

the hope that, at the end of five years, I

shall be in the habit of receiving 300/., and,

at the end of eight years, 500/., per annum.

Mr. G. thinks these hopes are hy no means

unreasonable. I shall be able to live with ease,
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even as a housekeeper, for 300/. a year ;
so

that, in the last case, you see there will be

a comfortable surplus for proper purposes.

When I write in this manner on a subject so

extremely uncertain, you may be sure my heart

is entirely open to you : for you know, that

where reason offers no consolation to dissipate

my gloom as to future prospects, I scorn to

call to my aid the fictions of imagination ; and,

as I have an utter distaste to the indulging my-

selfin false hopes, so I have an entire dislike to

the communicating of them to others. In the

course of my progress, many accidents may
occur, that may render my struggle shorter and

less severe ;
and it is not to be denied, that

it is in the power of fortune to obstruct, and even

to prevent, my success. It shall be my anxious

endeavour to secure the approbation of my own

mind, by neglecting no means of establishing

myself which my judgment may point out ;
and

the rest is in better hands. Yet I would fondly

believe, that if to propose ?io selfish views as the

ends of my ambition entitle, in any degree, to

the smiles of Heaven, this is a claim which I

may prefer.
" No change has happened in my manner of

life since I wrote to you last. I am as much in

company as ever, and shall continue to be so for

some time to come. My spirits are in general
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good, and much evener than they have been for

several years past ; and, if I am not much mis-

taken, I pass in the house for a very good-natured
man. My pride is still unconquerable ;

and does

not, I beheve, escape observation. I have made

various and repeated attempts to bend it, but it

will not do
;
and I fear that, should I succeed,

the fabric on which it is founded, composed of

my diffidence, of my honour, and of my senti-

ments of independence, might likewise crumble

into dust. In talking of independence to you,

my dearest friend, I feel my cheeks glow, and

the tears almost starting from my eyes. You
know my situation, — that, besides a variety of

weighty obligations, my gratitude is on other

accounts mortgaged beyond redemption. But

do not think hardly of me, or accuse me in

your own mind of meanness
;

for a hint of that

kind will sink me in my own estimation, and, if

I once sink there, I fear 1 shall never again

rise."

In March, 1781, afi event occurred, promising
to be productive of much happiness to Dr.

Currie. This was the settlement at Manchester

of the friend of his earliest years. Dr. George
Bell, a young physician of extraordinary talents

and uncommon character, whose name will

occur in a subsequent part of this Memoir. It

was soon arranged that frequent meetings should
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take place between them at Warrington ;
to

which their common friend, Dr. Currie, of Ches-

ter, was also occasionally a party ;
and here they

enjoyed that intercourse, which intimacy and

similarity of pursuits were calculated to render so

attractive. These meetings were continued until

interrupted by the untimely death of Dr. Bell.

In the following month Dr. Currie was

elected one of the Physicians to the Dispensary ;

and though his unanimous election, after only

six months' residence in Liverpool, is a proof of

the zeal and activity of his friends as well as of

his own exertions, it must be allowed to be like-

wise an indication of the growing impression of

the public in favour of his medical skill and

character. A man endowed with mediocrity of

talents might, indeed, succeed against a rival of

greater abilities than himself; but it is not

likely that such a man would be chosen entirely

without opposition.

The anxiety which he felt as to the result of

this election (the first step in his profession) was

increased by the accounts whicJi he received,

during his canvas, of the alarming state of

health of his aunt. This excellent woman was,

however, spared to her family for a short while

longer, as she survived this iHness till the follow-

ing year : and, on her recovery at this time, he

wrote to her as follows :
—

r'^
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"
April 25th, 1781.

" Heaven be praised that you are again able

to write at such length, and to exert your dis-

position to make me happy with such effect.

" I received your letter at the very moment

when I was moiuiting my horse to meet Dr. Bell

at Warrington. Having dipped into it here and

there, I thought it would be extravagant to read

it all at once, so I stopped at the end of every
two miles and read three or four sentences,

which furnished me with matter of reflection for

two miles more ;
and in this manner I went on,

stopping, and reading, and riding by turns, till

I finished the letter at the eighteenth mile-stone,

within sight of Warrington. Were it in my
power to give you any part of the comment

which passed in my mind, I think you would

have no reason to be sorry for the effects of your
letter. At this distance I have no power to

undertake such a task
;
and if I had, I have now

no time to execute it. My heart was warmed

in a manner beyond, its ordinary feelings ; but,

at present, I have too great a confusion of ideas

to be able to conjure up again those feelings,

which were then so delightful, much less to

detail them on paper.
" I was more particularly pleased with the

description you gave of the state of your mind

at the time when you expected daily to step
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beyond the limits of time ;
— I was pleased at it

as a Christian, as a philosopher, and as one who

loves you with the warmest afFection. I have

often reflected on the manner in which such an

awful prospect must affect every human being,

and, with all my boasted strength of mind, have

been afraid of shrinking from the trial. Nay, I

have doubted whether any human being was

able to meet his fate without the severest pangs.

I always thought that your behaviour on that

event, if my life was prolonged beyond yours,

would decide whether it were possible to meet

death with perfect calmness and resignation.

Thanks be to God ! you have been put to the

proofj and are alive to tell your resignation and

hope.
" I would gladly trust that you will in future

be less ready to sacrifice your health to the

inclinations, or the supposed wants, of your

friends ; and that vou will remember that those

who truly love you, will and ought to sacrifice

every private and selfish inclination to the pre-

servation of a life which is so valuable.'*

A few months after the date of the preceding

letter, he writes to the same correspondent, tliat

he does not neglect any proper means of success

in the way of his profession ; adding,
" but I get

nothing done in the line of study, and I evidently
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see that all my aspirations after literary fame

will be in vain."

It may be mentioned as some indication of

the state of manners in Liverpool, at this period,

that he considered it necessary to become a

member of two card clubs, which met on Monday
and Thursday evenings. He belonged also to a

bowling-green club, which held its meetings on

Saturday noon, three miles distant from town,

and to a weekly literary society. But, except
the last, he attended none of these meetings re-

gularly, being much occupied by the Dispensary,
and entering a good deal into general company.
The re-establishment of the Literary Society,

which he was the principal means of reviving in

a new form, and which held its first meeting at

his lodgings, was a source of peculiar pleasure

to him
;

as it gave an impulse to his literary

pursuits, and brought him into acquaintance,

subsequently ripened into friendship, with men
whose names have contributed to confer a cha-

racter on the town of Liverpool. Mr. Roscoe,

Mr. Rathbone, the Rev. John Yates, Pro-

fessor Smyth (of Cambridge), the Rev. W.

Shepherd, and other intelligent and estimable

individuals, were members of this Society, at its

commencement, or in the course of its duration.

On Dr. Currie's election as President, he deli-

vered an address from the chair, on the objects
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of such societies, and on the mode of best con-

ducting their proceedings. This address he was

requested to pubHsh as a preface to the laws of

the Society ;
and he at first consented to do so,

correcting it with that design ; but, from diffi-

dence, he afterwards abandoned his intention.

In the Appendix
* will be found some of the

papers read by Dr. Currie to the Society, which

will not only give an idea of the subjects that

were discussed there, but will be a specimen of

the manner in which they were treated and con-

sidered by him.

The meetings of the Literaiy Society were

continued for eight or nine years ; but some

time after the commencement of tlie French

revolution, although it was a rule that no

pohtical subject should be discussed, it was

thought prudent, owing to the heated state of

the public mind produced by that event, that

they should cease.

Soon after his establishment in Liverpool, it

was Dr. Currie's good fortune to be introduced

to the respectable family of Mrs. Cropper, an

old lady resident in that town, in whose daugh-

ter, arrived at mature years, and, indeed, a good
deal older tlian himself^ lie found an invaluable

friend. Her benevolence was not discouraged

* Vide Appendix, No. 10.

F
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by the reserve of his exterior
;
her discernment

could distinguish the good quaHties which it

served to veil ;
and her generous zeal and active

exertions were afterwards unceasingly employed
to promote his professional success.

Of Miss Cropper he writes to his aunt in the

following terms :
— "I found it necessary to

make her one of your intimate friends, in order

that I might have some person to talk with

about you ;
and it would astonish you to see how

eager she is to turn the discourse on that subject

which she knows is so near my heart, and with

what pleasure she listens to the tales of my
youth,

— sometimes with the tears standing in

her eyes. She is attached to my interest as if

she had known me from my earliest days ;
and

the enthusiasm with which she undertakes my
cause with her friends and acquaintance, who

are numerous and respectable, does more honour,

I am afraid, to her heart than her judgment.

Had you yourself had the choice of a friend for

me, that should enliven my hours of languor,

that should direct the etiquette of my conduct,

that should cherish my taste and soothe all my
little distresses, that should enter, as if by in-

tuition, into all the peculiarities of my feelings,

and know how to charm the spirit of melancholy,

you would infallibly have fixed on this amiable

woman, who is the pride and pattern of her sex."
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With this excellent person he maintained the

strictest friendship to the latest period of her

life,
—

enjoying the gratification of her society

when at home, and corresponding with her

when she was frequently absent on a visit to her

relation, Dr. Percival, of Manchester. He was

introduced by^^^^o the acquaintance and

friendship of thaS|Pnent physician, with whom
he kept up a literary as well as professional

intercourse for many years.*

Towards the middle of the year I78I the

ravages of the small-pox engaged the attention

of the medical profession in Liverpool, who

were strongly in favour of a system of general

inoculation; and Dr. Currie, who took an active

interest in the measure, was appointed to draw

up an address to the inhabitants. In the letter

to his aunt, wliicli mentions this circumstance,

he says,
" I am well, thank God, and, on the

whole, happier than I had a right to expect. I

have now with me two old college companions,

and am in daily expectation of Cleghorn from

* The friendly interest of Miss Cropper who died in

1791, was not confined to Dr. Currie ; but was extended to

the writer of this Memoir in the days of his childhood — and

of her judicious kindness, her early instruction and invaluable

precepts, at such a period, he retains, after forty years, a

lively and grateful remembrance.

F 2
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Bath, and of Quin from Dublin. As soon as

they arrive, I shall despatch a summons for

George (Dr. Bell) to Manchester. We shall

meet and taste true happiness once more, in

spite of the anxieties and cares with which we

are individually encompassed. Dr. Duncan met

Dr. Bell, Dr. Currie, and myself, at Warrington,
on Sunday last. He returned with me to

Liverpool. You see I have had, and shall have,

many visitors. My friends here think there

will never be an end of the doctors that come

to see me."

In the midst of professional and other engage-

ments a young physician has many hours of

leisure, and it was not probable that Dr. Currie

would allow these to pass unimproved. He
seems never to have lost sight of his early aspi-

rations after literary distinction, and was accus-

tomed to commit to writing his reflections on

the different subjects of his meditations. The
internal operations of the mind, to the contem-

plation of which he had been led by his meta-

physical studies at the University, were now the

frequent object of his thoughts, and, no doubt,

led to that habitual abstraction for which he

was in after-life remarkable. On the 20th of

October, I78I, he wrote to Dr. Bell as fol-

lows :
—
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" I begin to find that, notwithstanding all

my engagements, I have some time left for

study, and I have formed a resolution to

employ it (if possible) in some way that may
contribute to my present happiness and my
future fame. There is a part of the philosophy

of medicine that has as yet been little attended

to ; I mean that which treats of the diseases of

the mind, of the influence of aiffections prima-

rily mental, on tlie corporeal functions, and

particularly of the passions and emotions. Some-

thing, I am convinced, might be done on this

subject. Every author whom I have read, in

treating on it, has immediately exclaimed on its

great difficulty, and most of them have asserted

that it is impossible that we should ever acquire

any knowledge on a business so intricate. But

though we may never know how mind acts on

matter, we may, by a careful attention, possibly

discover the general principles of this action
;

which is all, indeed, that we are able to attain

in regard to the action of matter on matter.

If I ever do any thing to be remembered, it

must be on some such subject, for I am utterly

unfit for those studies which are at present so

fashionable. I despise the pitiful matter-of-fact

knowledge, which is busy with the wings of

butterflies and phials of nuitton broth
;
and my

F S
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contempt is mixed with indignation, when I

consider the arrogance and self-conceit to which

such employments give birth. But the mind of

man is, in my eye, a noble field for speculation.

By self-contemplation the intellectual faculties

are strengthened, the conceptions are enlarged,

the sentiments ennobled, and the soul is pre-

pared for that state where its chief employment
is said to be the contemplation of that Being, of

which it is the emanation. If you are alone

when this meets your eye, and disposed for

thought, you will conceive the sensations with

which it is written
; but if you should be in

the coffee-room playing with such fellows as

and at a guinea a point, you will think

it mere rant and bombast.
*' In regard to myselfi I have not much to

say : — I get a little practice, but my patients

seem to die out of spite. In all my hopes and

fears, blessings and disappointments, I shall

ever be, with unaltered attachment,
"
Yours,

J. C."

It was at this time that he wrote a Dialogue

on Melancholy*, hitherto unpublished, which

will perhaps be thought not unworthy of the

* Vide Appendix, No. 1.
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venerable author of La Roche and Louisa

Venoni. * It acquires additional interest from

the circumstance that, under the name of

Ophelia, the author alluded to the young lady

whose death is noticed in a previous letter.

Soon after this, Dr. Currie was elected an

honorary member of the Philosophical and Lite-

rary Society of Manchester, at the instance, as

it appears, of Dr. Bell
; and, on this occasion, he

sent them a paper on Hypochondriasis t, writ-

ten while he was at College, and read to the

Physical Society of Edinburgh in 1779. On

receiving an intimation of the intended honour,

he wrote the following letter : —

"
Liverpool, November 29th, 1781.

*' Mv DEAR George,
" In regard to the kind proposal you mention,

of making me an honorary member of your

Philosophical and Literary Society, if the thing
can be done naturally, and without canvassing

or trouble on your part, I shall have pleasure in

accepting the honour, otherwise you know it is

no honour at all. But it seems I must send you
some philosophical paper ;

— for this I confess

I am not quite prepared— however, you shall

* See the Mirror. f Vide Appendix, No. 2.

F i
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judge. I presume something on Chemistry or

Natural Philosophy would have been most accept-

able : but I have not by me any thing that I have

any opinion of on these subjects; and to write

for the occasion is quite out of my power. But

you shall have a list. — An Essay on Phlogiston,

including the consideration of its reality, its

connection with heat and light, its influence on

the vegetation of plants, and on the volatility

and absolute gravity of bodies. This was

thrown together some few months ago, and con-

tains no new facts, but some speculations which

might rather be considered as absurd or romantic.

An Essay on the different kinds of Attraction,

and their connection with each other, written

last winter.

" In Chemistry I have really nothing worth

mentioning, unless it be some observations on

evaporation, which are not deserving of perusal.

None of these you have seen. You remember

my Essay on National Pride,— it is now rather

more complete than when you saw it, and more

correct. I could send it without much trouble,

if you think it will do.

*' Of late I have thought a good deal on the

influence of climate, particularly of temperature,

on the mind and bodv of man. I could, with-
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out difficulty, throw off something tolerable on

this subject ;
— indeed, I have done something

in that way already.
*' The best thing I ever wrote is an Essay

on Philosophic, or, perhaps, I should rather

call it Poetic, Melancholy : it is now, indeed,

under my hands
;
but this is a subject which

few of you understand, and many of you would

affect to despise.
" What I myself rather incline to send you

is an Essay on Hj^ochondriasis considered as a

mental as well as bodily aifection. I read it

here to our Society, who did not, I believe, relish

it much ; however, if I may express my own

opinion, it has some novelty and some merit,

though it be rather metaphysical.
" I have many other medical papers, on the

nature of cold, &c., to the amount of seven or

eight ; though if I sent any thing medical, I

shoidd rather, for so mixed a society as yours,

send that on hypochondriasis. I have called

these things essays, to save words
;

but you
know that they do not deserve the title. Choose

what I must send. You know me, and you know

your Society :
— I'll do whatever you please,

because I look upon it to be more your affair

than mine that I should make a tolerable

figure."
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In the following year, his aunt, Miss Duncan,

died. At her earnest desire to see him once

more before she closed her eyes, he had hastened

down to Edinburgh a few weeks before her

death; and on receiving, after his return, the

account of that event having taken place, he

wrote to Dr. Bell as follows :
—

"
Liverpool, September 25th, 1782.

*« My dear Friend,

*' I received on Saturday a few lines from

B. Bell, informing me that my dear aunt paid

the debt of nature on the 19th instant. I shall

not ti'ouble you with many reflections on a

subject which to me is extremely distressing.

On her account I have nothing but comfort to

feel ;
but my poor sisters,—to them the loss can

never be made up.

"I am at present very serious : disposed to

pause and look round on the path through

which I have directed my footsteps thus far on

the journey of life. Dark and intricate lies the

road behind me, but the forward prospect is

tolerably bright. It is not to solace myself with

these reflections that I employ my mind in this

manner. I would willingly draw use from past

error; and, from the review of what is gone.
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establish some principles for my future conduct.

I was early thrown upon the world, where no

partial relation or friend could foster my vanity

or palliate my faults. My experience may
therefore be the more depended on. The fol-

lowing maxims appear to me to have more than

common value in ensuring success in society,

and an attention to them in some decree seems

absolutely necessary to render genius or sagacity

of any avail. But when I would communicate

these to you, I turn from the task in despair.

Write to me directly. Yours ever."

It is impossible to avoid regretting that he

did not feel the courage to give the result of his

experience.

A character like Dr. Currie's must rise in

estimation the more it is known
;
and accordingly

a few years' residence in Liverpool firmly estab-

lished his reputation for talents, and for those

qualities which merit general esteem, while an

intimate acquaintance procured him the con-

fidence and affection of his friends.

In January, 1783, his happiness was increased,

and his prospects of independence and profes-

sional success were materially improved, by his

marriage with the daughter of Mr. William
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Wallace, an Irish gentleman established as a

merchant in Liverpool, and lineally descended,

(as well as his wife, who was his cousin-german
and daughter of Mr. Hans Wallace ofWaterford,)
from the Scottish hero of that name. Satisfied,

after an intimate knowledge of some years, that

he might safely intrust his child's happiness ^to

Dr. Currie*s care, Mr. Wallace, with generous
and open heart, bestowed her upon one, whose

personal character and rising reputation consti-

tuted nearly all that he had to offer in return.

Dr. Currie was now happily settled with fair

prospects in his profession, surrounded by friends

who knew his value, and in the enjoyment of

health apparently confirmed ; and the period
seemed to be at length arrived, when, after all

his struggles and disappointments, his unshaken

constancy and manly independence were to be

rewarded.

The following extracts from his correspond-

ence with Dr. Bell may be here introduced :—

" May 17th, 1783.

" My dear George,
" I received yours of the 13th this morning,

with the various enclosures. The odes (espe-

cially that printed) are in a very high and bold

style of poetry ; and they breathe, as you justly
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remark, the very spirit of ancient Greece. I

have hardly seen any thing more animated and

-vigorous. The last stanza but one of the

printed verses is peculiarly happy. In the writ-

ten ode there is, upon a second reading, at least

equal strength with that printed ; but there is

less eloquence, variety, and harmony. The per-

sonification of Crown is the only thing objection-

able in the figures. Upon the whole, they are

written in a spirit and manner fitted to kindle

the most daring enthusiasm
; and, were the occa-

sion apter, I have seen nothing in poetry more

likely to produce eflfect. Is Jones, who gave

Specimens of Eastern Poetry, knighted ? I un-

derstood he had entered at the Temple, and was

studying law. So says Hayley.
— You must

know that I am particularly fond of the bold

and daring tone of military poetry, and have

twice attempted to strike it myself. In the

year 1778, on the commencement of the French

war, being full of ideas of going into the army,

I began an imitation of the second ode in the

third book of Horace ;
but my ardour was

exhausted in three or four stanzas. After tliis,

in my lonely walks about Arthur's Seat, I pro-

jected an original ode, to be entitled the Enthu-

siast, in which I introduced a Solitary in a

romantic situation, agitated by the powers of
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fancy in contemplating various pictures of future

life
;
and at last, supposing himself a soldier and

in the field of battle, attacking, charging, and

overthrowing the enemy. I mingled the trans-

ition of feeling with the transition of attitude, and

finished the whole by describing him as bound-

ing over the heath in the supposed act of

marching to battle. My Commentary on Ho-

race was poor, but this was better. It was a

subject on which I was at home
;
and had not

the study of anatomy interfered, I might have

made something of it. I mention it now, only
to desire you will remind me of it when we

next meet, because I wish to have your opinion

on it."

" June 7th, 1783.
" My dear George,

" I like the scheme for you, because it will

employ you. You are a very unhappy and very

impotent being when idle : once out of the habit

of exertion, you find yourself unable to originate

any principle of activity, and your happiness be-

comes the prey of your sensibility ; brooding over

a hundi'ed reflections, which now assume the

most melancholy hue, and cursing in secret the

impotence of a conduct which you cannot cor-

rect. In such an unhappy situation, what are
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you to do ?— To seek for amusement, while in

society, in the play of words, in the trifling of

wit, in any thing that can dissipate reflection
;
—

to get rid of feelings most painful, by engaging

your mind with the hazards of play ;
— or to

lose all thought and sorrow at once, by drowning
reflection in the arms of sleep?

—On this subject

I know I speak to your con\dction, because I

speak from my own. In the course or an ex-

perience sufficiently fraught with subjects for

thought and painful anxiety, I have never found

any relief from melancholy, but in some species

of mental exertion : and I am not certain whether

the torments of thought (on one occasion), pro-

duced by a long course of idleness, might not

have terminated in consequences most fatal, had

I not fortunately found relief in writing doggrel

rhymes,
— tlie only employment of which I was

capable. Nay, I am convinced that it is not

only necessary to my happiness to be busy, but

that, in some respects, it is necessary to my vir-

tue. The more idle I have been, the more deep

have grown the shades of my thoughts, and the

more fit my mind for desperate purposes, and all

the black images that cross the bewildered and

exasperated mind. In some such way, I have no

doubt, many great villains have been formed—at

least, where the mind had no original attachment
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to virtue or to vice
;

and where the love of

virtue has been naturally powerful, from such a

train of circumstances have dreadful suicides, in

many instances, been committed. But I wander

from my subject."

Their pleasing intercourse was unhappily too

soon to terminate : in January, 1784, Doctor

Currie was called to Manchester to attend his

friend, who, after a rapid illness, which baffled

the skill of his physicians, sank under his dis-

ease,— taken away from a profession in which

he would, probably, have attained a pre-emi-

nent station, and leaving his family and friends

stunned by the unexpected blow. Among the

latter, there were none so warmly attached to

him as Dr. Currie : brought up together from

childhood in habits of closest intimacy, inherited

from their parents, they preserved that intimacy

through after-life. Differing widely in some

respects, their attachment sustained no dimi-

nution, when the impetuous feelings of the first

were checked by the temperate views and cooler

judgment of the latter; and, in their course

through life, no important step was taken by
either, which was not communicated to the

other,— no hopes or fears attendant on that

course, were ever raised in the mind of one.
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without awaking the correspondent sympathy of

liis friend. *

On this afflicting event, Dr. Currie wrote to

Dr. Bell's sister in the following terms :
—

"
February 9th, 1784.

*' My dear Miss Jean,
" The letter which I directed to Sir William

Maxwell will, ere this, have reached you, and

explained the melancholy event which at this

moment fills my eyes with tears.

" On this most mournful occasion, I pray God
to strengthen and support you. As the strongest

* The following epitaph, from the pen of Dr. Currie, is

inscribed on the monument to Dr. Bell's memory, in St.

John's Church, Manchester :—
Here rest the ashes

of Doctor George Bell,

late physician in Manchester,

who died the 3d day of February 1784.

He had high endowments from nature,—
a firm mind, a vigorous understanding,

a lively perception, and a heart

peculiarly generous, upright, and sincere.

By a well-regulated education

these gifts of Heaven were secured,

and united to pleasing manners, delicate taste,

and extensive knowledge.

His friends regarded him with strong affection,

his profession considered him as a rising ornament,

and length of days seemed only wanting

to establish his character and extend his fame,

when it pleased the Supreme Being
to piit a period to his life

in the 29th year of liis age. J. C.
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ties which bind us to this earth dissolve, we must

look to Heaven for assistance and consolation.

Thither I hope we shall all learn to direct our

eyes, and find peace and comfort restored in

looking forward to that world, where we may
hope to rejoin our dearest friends, and where the

tear of sorrow shall forget to flow.

" Mr. Richardson will inform you of every

particular you would wish to know ;
lie will ac-

quaint you that no care was omitted, nor any
human aid wanting. To him I refer you. I wish

only, on the present occasion, to express to you,

Mrs. Bell and Miss Mary, my most affectionate

sympathy on a loss which I feel as deeply as

yourselves, and which no human being knows

better how to estimate. I shall be most happy,

if I can in any respect serve you, or in any way

testify the affection I bear to yourselves, and

fulfil the claims of gratitude and love which bind

me to the memory of the dearest and earliest

friend I had upon earth.

" I am, most truly,
" Your affectionate and faithful friend."

Sudden and rapid as Dr. BelFs illness had

been, Dr. Currie had yet made several journeys

to see him ; travelling by night at a peculiarly

severe season, and exposed to the combined in-
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fluence of agitation, loss of rest, and intense

anxiety. His unavailing exertions were followed

by an alarming illness— cough and spitting of

blood,— the attendants of pleurisy, and frequent

precursors of consumption. By profuse bleed-

ings, persevered in against the advice of his phy-

sicians, from a conviction, founded on the know-

ledge of his own constitution, that these alone

could save his life, the violence of his complaint

was arrested j
but it left him in a state of de-

bility that seemed, to his own mind, too clearly

to forebode that he also should be a victim to

consumption, in addition to those of his family

who had died, and were dying, of this fatal dis-

ease. An effort, however, was to be made, for

the sake of those recent ties that bound him to

life. In compliance with the wishes of his friends,

and more as a duty than from any sanguine ex-

pectation of benefit, he accordingly undertook a

journey to Bristol, accompanied by his wife and

their invaluable friend Miss Cropper, and leaving

behind an infant son a few months old.

His recovery was for some time doubtful, and

was retarded by many distressing causes oper-

ating on his spirits, at a time when his enfeebled

frame could scarcely support existence. Wliat

contributed, at length, most essentially to the

removal of his complaint was gentle exercise,

G 2
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chiefly on horseback. A very full account of

his case, with his own observations upon it, and

of the state of his mind when the issue was un-

certain, was published in the Zoonomia *, some

years afterwards. This was written by himself,

and is thought to require no apology for its in-

sertion here. It is introduced by Dr. Darwin

in the following terms :—
" The following case of hereditary consump-

tion is related by a physician of great ability

and very extensive practice ; and, as it is his

own case, abounds with much nice observation

and useful knowledge ; and, as it has been

attended with a favourable event, may give con-

solation to many who are in a similar situation ;

and shows that Sydenham's recommendation of

riding, as a cure for consumption, is not so to-

tally ineffectual as is now commonly believed.

" J. C, aged 27, with black hair, and a ruddy

complexion, was subject to cough from the

age of puberty, and occasionally to spitting of

blood. His maternal grandfather died of con-

sumption, under thirty years of age; and his

mother fell a victim to this disease, with which

she had long been threatened, in her forty-third

year, and immediately after she ceased to have

children. In the severe winter of 1783-4, he

* Vol.ii. p. 293.
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was much afflicted with cough ; and, being ex-

posed to intense cold, in the month of February
he was seized with peripneumony. The disease

was violent and dangerous; and after repeated

bleedings, as well as blisterings, which he sup-

ported with difficulty, in about six weeks he w^as

able to leave his bed. At this time the cough was

severe, and the expectoration difficult. A fixed

pain remained on the left side, where an issue

was inserted ; regular hectic came on every day
about an hour after noon, and every night heat

and restlessness took place, succeeded towards

morning by general perspiration.
" The patient having formerly been subject to

ague, was struck with the resemblance of the

febrile paroxysm with what he had experienced
under that disease, and was willing to flatter

himself it might be of the same nature. He
therefore took bark in the interval of fever, but

with an increase of his cough ;
and this requiring

venesection, the blood was found highly inflam-

matory. The vast quantity of blood which he

had lost from time to time, produced a disposi-

tion to fainting when he resumed the iq^right

posture, and he was therefore obliged to remain

almost constantly in a recumbent position. At-

tempting to ride out in a carriage, he was sur-

prised to And that he could sit upright for a

G 3
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considerable time, while in motion, without

inconvenience, though, on stopping the carriage,

the disposition to fainting returned.

" At this time, having prolonged his ride be-

yond the usual length, he one day got into an

uneven road at the usual period of the recur-

rence of the hectic paroxysm, and that day he

missed it altogether. This circumstance led him

to ride out daily in a carriage at the time the

febrile accession might be expected ;
and some-

times by this means it was prevented, sometimes

deferred, and almost always mitigated.
*' This experience determined him to under-

take a journey of some length, and Bristol being,

as is usual in such cases, recommended, he set

out on the 19th of April, and arrived there on

the 2d of May. During the greater part of this

journey (of 175 miles) his cough was severe,

and, being obliged to be bled three different

times on the road, he was no longer able to sit

upright, but at very short intervals, and was

obliged to lie at length in the diagonal of a

coach. The hectic paroxysms were not inter-

rupted during the journey, but they were irre-

gular and indistinct
;
and the salutary effects of

exercise, or rather of gestation, were impressed

on the patient's mind.

" At Bristol he stayed a month, but reaped no
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benefit. The weather was dry and the roads

dusty, the water insipid and inert. He at-

tempted to ride on horseback on the downs, but

was not able to bear the fatisrue for a distance of

more than a hundred yards. The necessity of

frequent bleedings kept down his strength, and

his hectic paroxysms continued, though less

severe. At this time, suspecting that his cough
was irritated by the west winds bearing the

vapour from the sea, he resolved to try the

effects of an inland situation, and set off for

Matlock in Derbyshire.
"
During the journey he did not find the

improvement he expected, but the nightly per-

spirations began to diminish ; and the extraor-

dinary fatigue he experienced, proceeded evi-

dently from his travelling in a post-chaise, where

he could not indulge in a recumbent position.

The weather at Bristol had been hot, and the

earth arid and dusty. At Matlock, during the

month of June, 1784> there was almost a per-

petual drizzle, the soil was wet, and the air moist

and cold. Here, however, the patient's cough

began to abate, and at intervals he found an

opportunity of riding more or less on horseback.

From two or three hundred yards at a time, he

got to ride a mile without stoj)})ing; and at

length he was able to sit on horseback during a

G 4
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ride from Mason's Bath to the village of Mat-

lock, along the Derwent, and round on the

opposite banks, by the works of Mr. Arkwright,
back to the house whence he started,— a distance

of five miles. On dismounting, however, he was

seized with deliquium ;
and soon after, the

strength he had recovered was lost by an attack

of the haemorrhoids of the most painful kind,

and requiring much loss of blood from the parts

affected.

*' On reflection, it appeared that the only

benefit received by the patient was during

motion
; and continued motion could better be

obtained in the course of a journey, than during
his residence at any particular place. This, and

other circumstances of a private but painful

nature, determined him to set out from Matlock

on a journey to Scotland. The weather was

now much improved, and during the journey he

recruited his strength. Though, as yet, he

could not sit upright at rest for half an hour

together, without a disposition to giddiness,

dimness of sight, and deliquium, he was able to

sit upright under the motion of a post-chaise

during a journey of from forty to seventy miles

daily, and his appetite began to improve. Still

his cough continued, and his hectic flushings,

though the chills were much abated and very

irregular.
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" The salutary effects of motion being now

more striking than ever, he purchased a horse

admirably adapted to a valetudinarian in Dum-

fries-shire, and being now able to sit on horse-

back for an hour together, he rode out several

times a day. He fixed his residence for a few

weeks at Moffat, a village at the foot of the

mountains, whence the Tweed, the Clyde, and

the Annan, descend in different directions
;

a

situation inland, dry, and healthy, and elevated

about three hundred feet above the surface of

the sea. Here his strength recovered daily, and

he began to eat animal food, which for several

months before he had not tasted. Persevering

in exercise on horseback, he gradually increased

the length of his rides, according to his strength,

from four to twenty miles a day ; and, returning

on horseback to Lancashire by the lakes of Cum-

berland, he arrived at Liverpool on the 1st of

September, having rode the last day of his jour-

ney forty miles.

" The two inferences of most importance to

be drawn from this narrative, are, first, tlie ex-

traordinary benefit derived from gestation in a

carriage, and still more the mixture of gestation

and exercise on horseback, in arresting or miti-

gating the hectic paroxysm ; and, secondly, that

in the florid consmnption, as Dr. Beddoes terms

it, an elevated and inland air is, in certain cir-
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ciimstances, peculiarly salutary ;
while an atmo-

sphere loaded with the spray of the sea is

irritating and noxious. The benefit derived in

this case from exercise on horseback, may lead

us to doubt whether Sydenham's praise of this

remedy be as much exaggerated as it has of late

been supposed. Since the publication of Dr.

C. Smyth on the Effects of Swinging in lower-

ing the Pulse in the Hectic Paroxysm, the sub-

ject of this narrative has repeated his experiments

in a great variety of cases, and has confirmed

them. He has also repeatedly seen the hectic

paroxysm prevented, or cut short, by external

ablution of the naked body with tepid water.

" So much was his power of digestion impaired

or vitiated by the immense evacuations, and the

long-continued debility he underwent, that after

the cough was removed, and, indeed, for several

years after the period mentioned, he never could

eat animal food without heat and flushing, with

frequent pulse, and extreme drowsiness. If this

drowsiness was encouraged, the fever ran high,

and he awoke from disturbed sleep, wearied and

depressed. If it was resolutely resisted by

gentle exercise, it went off in about an hour, as

well as the increased frequency of the pulse.

This agitation was, however, such as to incapa-

citate him during the afternoon for study of any
kind. The same effects did not follow a meal of
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milk and vegetables; but under this diet his

strength did not recruit ; whereas, after the use

of animal fool it recovered rapidly, notwithstand-

ing the inconvenience already mentioned. For

this inconvenience he at last found a remedy, in

the use of coffee immediately after dinner, re-

commended to him by his friend Dr. Percival.

At first this remedy operated like a charm
; but,

by frequent use, and indeed, by abuse, it no

longer possesses its original efficacy.

*' Dr. Falconer, in his Dissertation on the

Influence of the Passions and Affections of the

Mind on Health and Disease, supposes that the

cheerfulness wliich attends hectic fever, the

ever-springing hope which brightens the gloom
of the consumptive patient, increases the dis-

eased actions, and hastens his doom. And
hence he is led to enquire, whether the influence

of fear might not be substituted in such cases to

that of hope, with advantage to the patient.

This question I shall not presume to answer,

but it leads me to say something of the state of

the mind in the case just related.

*' The patient, being a physician, was not

ignorant of his danger, which some melancholy

circumstances served to impress on his mind.

It has already been mentioned that his mother

and grandfatlier died of this disease. It may be

added, that in the year preceding that on whicli
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he was himself attacked, a sister of his was

carried off by consumption in her seventeenth

year ; that in the same winter in which he fell

ill, two other sisters were seized with the same

fatal disorder, to which one of them fell a victim

during his residence at Bristol
; and that the

hope of bidding a last adieu to the other was the

immediate cause of his journey to Scotland, — a

hope which, alas ! was indulged in vain. The

day on which he reached the end of his journey,
her remains were committed to the dust! It

may be conjectured, from these circumstances,

that whatever benefit may be derived from the

apprehension of death, must in this case have

been obtained. The expectation of this issue

was, indeed, for some time so fixed, that it

ceased to produce much agitation ;
in conformity

to that general law of our nature, by which

almost all men submit with composure to a fate

that is foreseen, and that appears inevitable.

As, however, the progress of cUsease and debility

seemed to be arrested, the hope and the love of

life revived, and produced, from time to time,

the observations and the exertions already men-

tioned.

" Wine and beer were rigorously abstained

from during six months of the above history ;

and all the blood which was taken was even to

the last buffy."
— February 3d, 1795.
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One of the first letters which Dr. Currie

wrote, when able to sit up, was to the sister of

Dr. Bell ; it describes the composure with which

he looked upon his own situation, and the

strengtli of his feelings towards that friend, in

affecting language.

" Bristol Hotwells, May 15th, 1784.

" My dear Miss Bell,
" I dare say you will frequently have accused

•me of unki^ndness in having so long deferred

writing to you according to my promise, unless

you should have heard from some other quarter

how very weak and sickly I have been. You

know that the subject nearest both to your heart

and mine, is that which is of all others most

affecting. Feeble and debilitated as I am, I am
still unequal to the task of entering upon it;

and, though I have much to say, I must defer

engaging with the subject, in hopes that Heaven

may yet afford me a degree of strength more

equal to the task. But I could no longer defer

sending you a few lines to explain my conduct,

and likewise to give you some account of my own

health, in which I know you are most kindly

interested. I made no progress in the recovery
of my health after my last letter to Mr. ,

notwitlistanding I had for some time the benefit
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of country air : I grew for several days weaker

and weaker, and at the end of a fortnight had

lost ground considerably. A constant hectic

fever consumed my strength ;
and this, with

other symptoms of consumption, put me again

in mind of preparing to follow my dear friend.

It was, however, judged proper that I should

make a trial of the Bristol waters ;
and accord-

ingly I set off for this place on the 20th of last

month, accompanied by my wife and a lady who

is our particular friend. Being extremely weak,

I lay at length in a large coacli, and after eight

days* travelling arrived here considerably im-

proved in every respect. My cough is almost

gone, and my hectic much abated, but I am still

very feeble. Though my appetite is pretty

good, my strength does not return in the same

proportion as it did during my journey. I can-

not yet ride on horseback : I lie on a couch

most part of the day, for an erect posture always

fatigues me ;
and I am now obliged, at the end of

every other sentence of this letter, to lean down

to recruit my strength. The physicians here

are, however, of opinion that I have a good
chance for recovery ;

and though I am careful

not to flatter myself, (a common error, you

know, in my case,) I find my hopes of life greatly

increased.
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" But whatever be my fate, I hope I shall

meet it with composure and fortitude. The

hand of death may cut me off from the tender-

est connections, yet, by the mercy of Heaven, I

hope it will re-unite me to those friends who were

the earliest objects of my affection, and whose

memory must be ever dear to my heart.

" I will not ask you to write to me at this

place, for we shall leave it in a few days. The

waters are of no consequence to me
;
if any thing

can serve me, it must be pure air and gentle ex-

ercise. I mean to try the effect of another jour-

ney. In a few days we turn our faces north. We
shall stop at Matlock, in Derbyshire, for eight or

ten days, and shall then return to Liverpool. As
soon as I arrive there, you shall hear from me
on other subjects, if my strength will permit.

" In the mean time I desire to be remembered

in the kindest manner to Mrs. Bell, and Miss

Mary. I am always,
*« My dear Miss Bell,

" Your faithful and affectionate friend."

By the foregoing extract from the Zoo?iomia,

it will be seen that Dr. Currie visited Scotland

at this time under circumstances of the most

distressing natiu'c
;
and he was naturally anxious

to rejoin, with as little delay as possible, those
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connections whom death still spared at Liver-

pool. He left Dumfries abruptly ;
but from

Carlisle addressed this letter of apology to his

relatives, whom he had quitted : —

" To Mrs. DuncaUi ofLochrutton.

" My dear Madam,
" I 'hope you will not misunderstand my pre-

cipitate retreat from Dumfries, on the day on

which you were expected. My regard and affec-

tion for you are such, that I should be ashamed

to think it necessary to defend them ; they form

a large portion of my happiness on earth
;
and I

could now less than ever afford to have the ties

that connect me to you and yours loosened,

though but for a moment. Were I to attempt

to unfold to you the motives that induced me to

leave Dumfries on Friday morning, rather than

twenty-four hours after, I should fatigue myself,

and probably afford you little satisfaction.

" I had formed a scheme for my return home,

which my stay would have disconcerted; that

was, indeed, of little consequence. But I had

mentioned a day for my return to Liverpool, on

the supposition ofmy leaving Dumfries on Thurs-

day ; and I could not well bear the thoughts of

my dear wife's suffering a disappointment on

this subject, after the many disappointments and
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anxieties she has already undergone. I cannot,

indeed, deny that my impatience to return home

lias increased, as the prospect of gratifying it

has approached. My wife and her little child

have been continually presenting themselves to

my thoughts, and have awakened sensations of

tenderness and anxiety which it is needless to

explain. My dear boy's illness, though nowise

serious, and my wife's uneasiness on his account,

had produced such an effect on my spirits, already

weakened by sickness and sorrow, as almost to

overpower my present enjoyments. The attach-

ment of a parent to his child has been increased

in me towards my little William, by circumstances

which your affectionate heart will easily suggest.
"
Scarcely was he born, when I had the near

prospect of leaving him for ever. I saw him in

idea cast on the wide world without a father's

counsel or protection ;
when I pressed the bed

of sickness, the cries and smiles of the little in-

nocent equally pierced my heart, and his image

presented itself to my thoughts with such mingled

sensations of tenderness and sadness, as have

bound him to me by ties too strong for language

to express. I could say much on this subject,

but there is something that tells me I have

said enough „ You already understand, and pro-

bably excuse my conduct: I yielded to the feel-

H
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ings to which I have alluded, because I foresaw

that I could only be with you for a few hours,

and that there were circumstances which would

attend our meeting, that would damp all

enjoyment. I arrived at Mossknow on Friday

evening; and yesterday afternoon, after the rain,

proceeded to Woodhouselees. I arrived here a

few hours ago, and had the happiness to find two

letters from home. To-morrow morning I pro-

ceed before breakfast to make the tOur of the

lakes, and you shall hear from me at Lancaster

on Friday next. I am in good health and toler-

able spirits. I shall be very impatient to hear

from you, and shall hope to find a letter for me
in Liverpool when I get to the end ofmy journey.

My best love to you all. to'xtn /^-^o

" I am ever most truly and a affectionately

yours,
' >*'[ hertys onrMoflol- '^i

>'

" JaiAes Currie.'*'

*
Carlisle, Sunday Evening,

July, 178*."
. ..i .^,„ 90,U« »

Soon after his arrival at home, he was re-

quested by the members of the Manchester

Philosophical Society to write a Memoir of

Dr. Bell, who had been one' df^ their body,'* ^Ci

companied by a translation of a thesib' by the

latter, on the Physiology of Plants, by which he

had acquired great credit in the University of
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Edinburgh. This painful task he promised to

undertake; but such was the state of his spirits,

and so greatly enfeebled was his bodily strength,

that for many months he was utterly unequal to

the attempt ; and it was not till the following

year (1785) that, after various efFortSj' which his

health compelled him to suspend, he was enabled

to complete his task. This Memoir, which was

Dr. Currie's first appearance publicly as an

author, placed him at once in a high rank in

point of literary composition. It was published

in the second volume of the Transactions of;the

Manchester Philosophical Society, and is now

given in the Appendix.* ^l ikd^ bn^ ;uriY-moi)

The state of Dr. Currie's health continued

extremely uncertain, and his progress towards

recovery was slow and feeble, as will be seen by
the following extract from one of his letters to

his kinsman in America, dated May 6th, 1785:—

" Since my last, which informed you of my
return to Liverpool, nothing very material has

happened to me. I have got through tjie winter

tolerably well, though I have not at any time

been long free of pulmonary complaints. ThesQ

produced the necessity of frequent bleediflg^,,

* No. 3.

H 2
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which enfeebled my spirits, and reduced my
strength. I have, however, continued to attend

to the duties of my profession unremittingly,

though for two months of the winter I was

obliged to make my visits in a carriage. With

the return of the summer I have felt a return of

health and strength; and I am at this moment

as free of complaint as a man can expect to be,

in whose temperament melancholy and depres-

sion are naturally predominant, and whose

profession is of a nature that keeps his anxiety

constantly awake, and sometimes wounds his

sensibility most deeply.
" I have not yet any addition to my family,

nor am I at all desirous of increasing it. The

chance that I should live to educate my children

is not very flattering ;
for though the disease

which threatened me last year, is, for the present,

removed, I have no great reason to presume,

considering the havoc it has made in my family,

that I am safe from its future attacks. Never-

theless, reflections of this kind nowise disturb

my peace of mind. Death has been so long

familiar to my imagination, that it is not a sub-

ject of terror ; nay, if I were to confess the

truth,— and why should I not confess it?— there

is something in my spirit (neither uncheerful nor

discontented) that could at times incline me to
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wish, rather than to dread, a removal from this

earth and its paltry cares. * * * * But in

the midst of these sensations my wife and cliild

present themselves to my mind, and by warming

my heart, chain me down to this world, its busi-

ness, and its enjoyments. With this disposition,

you will not be surprised that I make many
serious reflections on your situation. After six-

teen years of the flower of your life spent in

toil of body and mind, you seem in your own

ideas as little independent as ever. You appear
to be no nearer the limits of your exertions, nor

to have formed any fixed idea of the object for

which your days and nights are consumed. If

you can form no conception of any plan of life

happier than that which you at present pursue,

be easy and contented, and fix yourself to con-

tinue it as long as your strength will permit. But

if, on the other hand, you know of any change
that would contribute to your happiness, for

God's sake no longer delay it, lest your irreso-

lution should outlast the capacity of enjoyment,
and it should be said of you, that you knew how

to gain a fortune, but not how to use it. You

seem now to have given up all thoughts of leaving

America
;

at least, I have given up all liopes of

it. What I have to say, therefore, on your
future plans, will be founded on the supposition

H 3
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that you are to live and die in Virginia. The

first thing then is, whether you ought to marry
*ii * * to this question I cannot answer. It

must depend on your health, your temper, your

habits of 'life, and the power you may have of

changing these, according as it may be necessary

for the peace and happiness of another. I speak

as a maiTied man, and therefore from experi-

ence> when I tell you, that he who wishes that

his wife should make him happy, must be much

more of a domestic man than you are at present,

or 'than you' ever were in Virginia. A scattered

way of life would be intolerable to a woman of

ariy sensibility or affection. She would not find

in you the protector or the comfort she had

a 1 right to expect, i\f ^ ft ^i jfnijl^'o^^ i* A man

who 'has \ neither wife nor children, finds, when

he grows oldj laKwant of those cordial and affec-

tionate attentions, which in. every part oflife form

the best part -of .our > enjoyments^ and which are

indispensable to happiness in ithe^ winter of our

days. > , ! i* to*uL^ Think of- all this, and form , a de-

cision for yourself. If you are to marry at all,

.let ! it be , . soonij j i^b , ^_mTb ^/ j?// i if i < i^ . ; i vBefore I

conclude my letter, which I find I must do very

soon, 1 wish to apologize to you for the freedom

which runs through it. I know you so well, and

have known you so long ; I am so nearly related
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to you by the ties of blood, and so much nearer

still by those of affection and friendship ; that I

cannot help indulging an opinion, (whether fan-

ciful, or not, you best can tell,) that you wish

rae to speak to you plainly and sincerely, and

with all the truth and confidence of one who is,

at least, as much attaclied to you as any man

upon earth. What renders me uneasy about you,

is plainly this,
— the variableness of your temper

and opinions. With great quickness of percep-

tion, rapidity of thought, and vigour of under-

standings the complexion of your ideas, in the

course of a few days, runs through as great a

variety as the tints of the rainbow
;
and amidst

the various objects which excite your fancy by
turns, your resolutions are distracted, and your
conduct is rendered indecisive. This ivas the cha-

racter^ of your youth ;
whether it continues with

yoii; I presume not to say. To some objects you
were indeed steady ;

— you had a princely am-

bition^ for which I always admired you, and from

w'hich I caught myself some portion of the Pro-

methean fire. You likewise had no dislike to

money, which I always considered not as a sordid,

unmeaning appetite for yellow dust, but as am-

bition- in disguise
— the love of money, as the

means of consequence, independence, and in-

fluence. So I would wish, and so I do consider

H 4
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,it still ; and I must confess to youl I begin to

resemble you^ rather , more. , in this particular.
*

•;
*

f) 1 :\i% I have no time to say more than that I

am MOW in iperfect health and spirits, and grow-

ing fat. ^ Mji kttei^iwwas . chiefly . '^ritten two

months ago. +' '^ />f.f?^ar. v ^ ^r

,M *f J^iamjer^er^ yours most aifectionately,

iii j^orfiiii ^.iimdhmo ^u ,;r^iu 'James Currie."

, ioiiln the succeeding year he wrote the following

^fjqtter.to the same coiTespondent, remarkable for

{ I the,valuable advice given' in the former part of

it, and for the connection which it bears in the

latter, to the political letter which he afterwards

published under the signature of Jasper Wilson,

. ,a^e§^§d , to, Mj-. ^I^itt^^,,,
, .

..>,/., ,1 .

'*
Liverpool,J2l;h SeRtjember..,1786-

.,irw%r*n]t* b
*

>.l* i

"
Immediately on.receiving

your pacquet, I sat down to answer it, and in a

, few days I filled several sheets of paper ; but

no opportunity offering of transmitting tl;iem,

they have lain by nearly three months
; and now,

when I look over them, I am so little satisfied,

that I shall certainly commit them to the flames.

* "The writer of "tliis'WiSs one of tn«'*"vl'&rmest of your
admirers."— Letter of Jasper Wilson, p. i>i .3 ;
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* * * The truth is, I do not consider that any
remarks of mine can be of use- to jou. Every

thing I can say, your own reflection must have

a thousand times suggested^ The thing required
is not to present the truth, hut to jix it on your

mind; to arrest, if possible, that rapid succes-

sion of ideas, over which you seem t5 have no

command, and which, by exhibiting ahnost in

the same instant a variety of pictures, perplexes
and confounds your judgment. Witli a quick-

ness of apprehension that is very uncommon,
and an insight into the character of others which

is generally clear and correct, you have not the

faculty of forming steady decisions concerning

yourself; because your imagiilatioii aud feel-

ings are not under discipline, aiid, in the act of

self-examination, your ideas are disturbed. Fa-

tigued by reflection, you turn your attention to

external things ;
and under the influence of that

ambition which habit has reduced almost into

an instinct, you rush into action in pursuit of

wealth, which cannot add to your enjoymeiit if

obtained, and in pursuit of which your cajaa-

cii'j/ ojT /mjr?joi/z^55 is daily diminishhig.
''*

** My dear friend ! is not this a true account

of your situation ? If it be, what can my advice

avail? Partial as I know you are to my judg-
ment — certain as I hope you are of my afFec-
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tion i— can it be expected that a letter wafted

across the Atlantic should have the force of a talis-

man, arid stop you in the midst of your career ?

'i^i^^'My mucli esteemed kinsman ! you will never

return to Europe, and it is not likely that we

shall meet again. Painful as the reflection isj'

you cannot be blamed if you have determined

to. 'Continue in America. It is your country.
*v;

i^![r.fr^
i* Your manners, your habits, youi*

intimacies,' are contracted in it
;
and perhaps you

ihight not find it agreeable to form them anew

in your native country, whete most of your early

connections are swept away. But is your man-

ner of life to continue unchanged? Have you
rio object in view beyond 'the present hoxki ? fdr
what have you been toiling through the best part

of your days ?{ Now that you have acquired a

fortune and a reputation that raise you above

the necessity of seviere exertions, and enable

you to follow that plan of life which may most

conduce to your happiness, can you introduce

no change that may 'bless yoiir manhood, and

cheer and comfort you in the vale of years ?
* *

* * * If you cannot, there is no more to be

said J
' if ybii- eaUj why, in God's name, delay it?

'.-.i'ti Were I iii yblir situation, I should certainly

endeavdur to uilite myself to some wOman of

sense and virtue, in 'whose counsel I might find
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assistance arid support
— in whose tenderness

and affection I might taste the purest and best of

blessings which Heaven^ in* its bounty, has im-

parted to man. * * * Believe me, who have

some experience, the endearments of domestic

life far exceed the gratifications of ambition, and

are the surest foundation of human happiness.
*

'

!

* *
[*]' / If you feel this, as I do, you will

moderate your desire of increasing your property.

You have ah'eady all that is necessary to inde-

pendence ; the rest depends on your own mind.

l^Oijj may accumulate wealth without ceasing ;

you may heap Pelion upon Ossa ; but, unless you
obtain tlie command of your passions, you are

still a slavfii I conclude the subject in the words

of your Qlcl;ifigjjd,Iior9iCe_,T-r. ,

' f
!

i Latius regnes avidum domando
) /udii li.' Spiritum, quam si Lybiam remotis

AAfAlO hififadibus jungas, et uterque Pcenus

> ! , , ^ Serviat uni.
trfom

(iicfi
iioii. -o liiikj ii-iij vVoiToi

f ;u^r:r*?f ffr/*ii^:'f ;'«»jai^f|(;.*
* * » .;(JSrio^

! :" jliitkaow. not whether you are so far in-

terested in the fate of Britain as to liear with

any pleasure of her prosperity.
*****

A wonderful change has taken place in our

public affairs since the accession of the present

minister to power
* * * He has, by most

vigorous exertions, re-established oiu' national
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credit— tlie funds having risen in value nearly

40 per cent., and now being as high as previous

to the American war. * * * He has estab-

lished our character with foreign nations, and

niade the voice of England of decisive authority

on the European Continent. He has saved the

British Empire in India from destruction, and

restored our power and authority throughout all

Hindoostan. Lastly, under his auspices, new chan-

nels of trade and new branches of industry have

been established, and the manufactures and com-

merce of Britain have arisen to a pitch unknown

t6 any former period of our history. This won-

dferful man is now in his twenty-eighth year, an

honour and a blessing to his country, and the first

^ratbi" and statesman of this age."
# * * *

^^^^Irithe early part of the year I787, the na-

tldrial feeling became strongly excited upon the

subject of the African slave trade
;
and those

combined exertions for its extinction had their

origin, which, after twenty years' ineffectual

struggle, were at length, in I8O6, productive of

its abolition. Writins; on this occasion to his

friend Miss Cropper, Dr. Currie expressed himself

as follows :
— " The universal interest that is

excited on this subject is by far the finest feature

of the present age. I am very glad that Dr..
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Percival's exertions in favour of the poor Africans

are extending themselves so widely and success-

fully."

The town of Liverpool, it is well known, was

at that time chiefly remarkable for the extent to

which it was concerned in this traffic. So closely,

indeed, was the African trade interwoven with its

commerce, that it was not easy to find individuals

in Liverpool who were not connected with, it^

either directly or otherwise. It had likewise

been so long the staple trade of the tow:r(,,that

the African merchants did not appear: tp entei*-

tain a doubt as to its nature, or the propriety of

its continuance. While the rest of the kingdom

(the few other places excepted, which were en-

gaged in the same trade,) was calling aloud, in

the name of outraged humanity and national

honour, for the interference of the legislature to

put a stop to it, the inhabitants of Liverpool,

apparently enveloped in an atmosphere of their

own, at first heard the outcry with astonishment.

But this feeling was quickly converted into con-

tempt for what they termed the affectation of

humanity, and succeeded by indignation at such

an attack on their conunercial existence. ,

In these views Dr. Currie did not participate ;

his opinions and feelings were in unison with

those of the nation. His position, therefore, in
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Liverpool, was one off extreme difficulty and

delicacy. He was in the midst of many friends,

who were embarked in the slave-trade^ with

whom he was in habits of daily intercourse and

intimacy, and from whom he experienced much

kindness. His professional success, too, de-

pended on the good opinion of the community
ifiktiwhich he was placed,

— to what extent

may be conceived, when it is stated, that those

suspected or known to entertain sentiments hostile

to the traffic, were generally either received with

coolness, or avoided with dislike, by the per-

sons concerned in it..' At a subsequent period

he experienced individually, to a certain degree,

the effect of these feelings, as it became the

fashion in Liverpool to designate the opposers

of the slave trade as the friends and admirers of

the French Revolution, and the enemies of the

ministers. " The merchants engaged in that

trade (as he himself observes*) uniformly com-

bined their own cause with tliat of < established

government^ and represented the Abolitionists

as the same class of men with the Jacobins of

France." One advantage, indeed, he possessed,— that, being in habitual communication with

many individuals who carried on this branch of

• ;iTu.)'Jo ffO')d iMt iofi -':

* Letter to Dr. W. C. Wells.
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commerce, he had an opportunity of knowing
that to be in the African trade did not necesi

sarily render a man either unfeeling or dishonesiv

He knew that many of them (his own friends)

were generous, affectionate, and humane, in

private life
; liberal, enterj^rising, and intelligent,

in public : and it did not escape his obsei'vation^

that the general indignation against the^ trade

itself Vf2^ equally directed against Me indwu'

duals concerned in it, without allowance"^r
the circumstances in which they Jiiiiight^be-

placed. He abhorred the slave trade
;
-but he ^

was anxious tliat excess of enthusiasm and ardent

feeling (where, indeed, it was scarcely possible

to be calm,) should not injure the cause, which'

they were striving to promote. f m iiOifikh)

c,j,^7< .,^nf,> 'it\i')f}

It was under such impressions, but without

communicating his intentions to any of his mer-f

cantile friends, that he wrote the following letter

to Mr. Wilberfbrce, — that eloquent and vener-'

able philanthropist, who, if he has lived to

rejoice at the abolition of the slave-trade, so far

as Great Britain is concerned, has still 'to'

lament that all the good effects that were prac-

ticable, and which were fondly anticipated from

it, have not yet been obtained.
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*' To William Wilberforce Esq., M.P.^ London,

"
Liverpool, December 31. 1787.

"
Sir,

*' A man of your character and situation can-

not have much leisure, and I will not detain

you over a long preface. The object I have in

view will necessarily lead to a discussion of some

length ;
but will, I hope, in itself, carry an apo-

logy for the trouble I give and the freedom I

use.

" You have pledged yourself to call the atten-

tion of Parliament to the subject of the slave-

trade, — I rejoice that you have ; the interests

of truth and humanity cannot be in better

hands. That you have obtained information

from the best sources there is little reason to

doubt, since your reputation is no less clear for

judgment than for zeal. An inhabitant of Liver-

pool may, however, express some surprise, that

the merchants of this place, many of them con-

cerned in the trade, and some of them for several

years resident on the coast of Africa, should not

have been consulted. Perhaps their evidence

may more properly be required in some future

stage of the business ; but, as the public im-

pression, not only of the nature of this traffic,

but of the characters of those who carry it on,

.^i|
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will be much influenced by the manner in which

you introduce the subject in parliament, pardon

my presumption, L beseech you, if I offer some re-

marks with a view to this point, for your candid

consideration. To persons 'not in the habit of re-

flecting upon it, the traffic in slaves cannotbe men^

tioned without kindling a degree of warmth that

tends to repel all argument concerning it. Their

reprobation ofthe trade itself, leads to reprobation

of those engaged in it; and M^ir criminality is
'

supposed to be proportionate to the evil pro-

duced. Such, seemingly, has been the assump-
tion of many of those, who have written against i

the slave trade; and such, certainly^i has been i

the principle on which some of them have acted.

Believing the African merchants and traders

not only accountable for the consequences of '^

this trade, but conscious of their guilt in con.,

ducting iti men, purposely employed in ax^qiiiiring

information concerning it, have shunned all in-
j

tercourse with them, and drawn a great part- of '

their intelligence from the lowest class ofseamen. >j

Nor is this all : conceiving that every enormity

might be expected from the masters of vessels, 'i'

who could conduct such a trade, they have

listened eagerly to the accounts of their cruel

usage of the seamen, and to the rum(^urs of their

dreadful barbarities of various kinds, with which

I
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the ears of the credulous have been abused.

That there is no foundation for any of these

reports I am, however, far from asserting. One

act of this kind, of a deeper dye than usual, and

supported by general belief, has been imputed to

Capt. H., of the King Joe, Guinea-man, a ship

belonging to Mr. . I myself repeated

this report; and, by some means or other, it

reached the committee in London, of which

Mr. G. Sharpe is president, with my authority

for its truth. Application was made to me to

authenticate it; but, after diligent enquiry, I

could not find such evidence of the fact as was

by any means equal to supporting it in a court

of justice. On two similar reports I hear that

processes at law have been instituted in London,

in one of which a nonsuit has been obtained by
the party accused, and the other is about to be

abandoned for want of evidence. Such conduct

is imprudent in the very last degree, and it

grieves me extremely to see zeal and humanity
so very ill directed. There is a strange dis-

position in human beings, when under the in-

fluence of passion, to impute bad motives to

their fellow creatures ; and hence it is that

humanity itself, when it spurns the bounds of

reason, may be the source of hatred and un-

charitableness. Even in the best minds, excess
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of feeling in one instance is generally accom-

panied by a defect of it in some other. The
amiable— the admirable Las Casas, in pity to the

natives of Hispaniola, first carried the Africans

three thousand miles across the ocean, to suffer

in the Spanish mines the worst of slavery, and

to perish at length under insupportable toil.

When the advocates for the abolition of neirro

slavery attack the general character of the mer-

chants and planters concerned in it, they discover

an ignorance of human life
; and they advance

out of their stronghold to take a ground, on

which, I am persuaded, they will often be re-

pulsed by their adversaries. When they assert

that the slave-trade is the destruction of two

thousand seamen annually, and that the masters

of the ships employed are, in general, men of

such barbarous dispositions as to inflict un-

provoked cruelties on their crews, they bring
forward positions, which, in my opinion, cannot

be proved, and which, I doubt not, may be

opposed by a reference to facts. It is a trutJi,

that, in those of my acquaintance, who are

and have been masters of Guinea-men, a great

majority are men of general fair character,~
that some of them are men of considerable im-

provement of mind,— and that I could point
out amongst them more than one instance of

I 2
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uncommon inte2:ritv and kindness of heart. The

same may be said of the body of the merchants

concerned in the slave trade
;
who are, some of

them, men of Uberal education and enUo-htened

understandings ; and, for spirit and enterprise in

commerce, very much distinguished. Men of

candour, whatever their opinions of this traffic

may be, will see that this fact is supported by
reason and probability, when the combined in-

fluence of custom, education, and interest, is

fully considered. A sailor is seldom a nice

casuist. He takes a trip to Guinea because the

wages are good ; and, if he lives, rises, perhaps,

first to be a mate, and afterwards a master:

in this station, a few voyages more enable him

to live at home, and to take shares in vessels

commanded by younger adventurers. His chil-

dren inherit his fortune, his commerce, and his

opinions of the slave-trade
;

in which, perhaps,

they are deeply engaged before they have ever

heard that a doubt is entertained of its lawfid-

ness. The force of example operates powerfully
on young minds

;
and the connections diffiise this

traffic very widely throughout the mercantile

body. Many there are who, when they reflect,

admit the slave trade to be an e\dl; but they
contend that it is an evil unavoidable,^ and,

therefore, to be defended on the plea of ne-
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cessity. The prejudices of education, and the

influence of example, are strengthened by the

sense of interest. Men are not disposed to

look for arguments to overturn a traffic, sanc-

tioned by long-established custom, which they
feel to be lucrative, and know to be legal.

Besides this, persons immediately engaged in it,

consider it rather as a national than a private

concern
; and, in truth, it is but lately that indi-

viduals in private life have begun to reason on

the justice or injustice of national transactions.

" The American war, which excited the spirit

of party so keenly, and which involved the con-

sideration of all those great points, on which the

principles of liberty and legislation are founded,

has produced a great improvement in the senti-

ments of mankind. The number of those who

reason on political measures is astonishingly

increased, as well as the ease with which their

sentiments are communicated to each other;

and hence public opinion has risen to the rank

of a fourtli estate in our constitution ;
in times of

tranquillity, possessing powerful influence, and

in the collisions of difl'erent branches of our

government, deciding as an umpire with irre-

sistible force. That the sj)irit
of discussion,

excited by tlie Revolution of America, sliould

take a direction to our commerce with Africa,

I 3
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is what might be expected in the natural course

of things. As domestic tranquiUity and pros-

perity have increased, the pubhc attention to

this subject has been more and more excited;

and the parliamentary enquiry which you have

(so much to your honour) voluntarily engaged
to bring forward, the nation would, perhaps,

soon have demanded of her representatives. But

while I rejoice, in common with every friend to

truth and liberty, that the business is come to

this public issue, I wish to use my humble en-

deavours in checking the influence of that in-

temperate zeal which may defeat its own purpose,

by complicating a question of the clearest nature,

and of the greatest magnitude, with other points,

by no means clear points, which, in their nature,

may excite the bitterness of party ;
in their dis-

cussion, expose the friends of freedom to a

defeat; and which, established, will not add a

feather to the mighty weight by which the scales

of truth preponderate. Facts, such as I have

stated, as well as the reasoning I have deduced

from them, must owe what influence they have,

in a great measure, to the opinion entertained

of the person who offers them. My name, I

fear, will be of little service to you in this

respect, for I am a stranger to you, and have

not obtained a character with the world at large.
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Some of your friends, however, know me
; and,

I believe I may mention Mr. Milnes, member

for York, as one who will be ready to
testify-

that I am an honest man, and likely to be actu-

ated by pure motives. I have resided in Liver-

pool upwards of seven years, and am totally

unconnected with any species of trade. My
profession (that of a physician) has led me into

general intercourse with my townsmen, of whom
I have spoken with an impartiality, that has not

been disturbed by the recollections of much

friendship and kindness, which I have received

at their hands.

" I seldom hear the justice or morality of the

trade seriously defended. Very frequently, in-

deed, it is asserted, that the condition of the

Negroes in the West Indies is happier and

better than in their own country ; and, there-

fore, that those transported to our sugar colonies

can really sustain no injury. Whence, then, I

have asked, arises the waste of life in the West

Indies, which occasions the necessity of so large

a supply to keep up the number there
;
and

whence the increase of life in Africa, which

affords this supply, without the numbers there

beino' diminished ? This I have ever found an

argumentum cruets, and I verily believe it un-

answerable. Ten millions of negroes have been

I 4
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carried across the ocean to support a population

which, it is said, does not at present amount to

more than 800,000 souls. Ten families, planted in

those islands 300 years ago, when the slave-trade

commenced under the auspices of freedom and of

nature, with the advantages of a fertile soil and

a climate congenial to their constitutions, might,

by this time, have produced a greater number.

Who can doubt it ? Within half this time, a

handful of Englishmen have spread themselves

over an immense continent, — have converted a

wilderness into a fertile country,
— have given

battle to the most powerful people of Europe,
—

and, through a sea of toils and troubles, have

risen to the rank of thirteen independent states.

The English were free men ; the unhappy Afri-

cans, alas ! were slaves. The argument of the

superior happiness of the West India negroes

being abandoned, another mode of reasoning is

resorted to. The slave-trade, it is said, forms so

large a part of our commerce, and gives vent to

such a quantity of our manufactures, that the

prosperity of the nation would be fatally affected,

if it were abandoned. How far this is true, will

be best determined by those who have access to

the general details of our manufactures and com-

merce. It ought not, hoAvever, to be forgot that

the experiment oi' abandoning this trade has
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been already made, without fatal consequences,

at a time when the kingdom laboured under all

the calamities of a complicated war. At present,

then, when the nation is blessed with peace and

unlooked-for prosperity, and when the helm of

government is directed by a genius of the very

first order, means may probably be found, not

only to ward off any evil to the nation at large,

from the desertion of the slave-trade, but even

to satisfy the individuals more immediately con-

cerned. But I forget myself in entering into

reasonings with you on the subject, who have

studied it so fully, and whose sources of in-

formation must be so extensive and complete.

My principal object has been to give some

general account of the characters and situation

of the people here, concerned in the slave trade
;

and such an one as may tend to counteract the

representations, which you may find in various

late publications
—

representations, in my judg-

ment, inconsistent with truth; and in which,

those who plead the cause of humanity in one

instance, are wounding her in another. It has

been lately mentioned to me, by a person deeply

engaged in the slave trade, that when Mr.

came to Liverpool to obtain information con-

cerning it, some of the merchants, himselfamong

others, consulted together on the -subject of
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meeting him, and giving him, openly and fairly,

every assistance in their power : but, finding that

he made no application to them, and that he

went about in disguise, to collect intelligence

among the lower class of seamen, they took the

alarm, and began to discover that hostile notions

were entertained of their conduct and sentiments,

which they were not conscious that they de-

served. Far be it from me to impute any blame

to Mr. ; no person thinks more highly of

the purity of his intentions
;
but facts, such as

these, you ought to know, as they illustrate the

temper and feelings of both of the parties con-

cerned. In truth, many of the African mer-

chants express themselves very willing that the

slave trade should be investigated in parliament.

They cannot believe that it will be annihilated

then
;
and if it is permitted to go on unre-

stricted, they see very clearly that the odium of

conducting it will no longer rest upon them.

From what I have heard, I think they would

readily agree to any regulation for restricting

the number of slaves, taken on board, to a certain

proportion with the tonnage of the ship : some-

thing of this kind is agreed to be necessary. At

present, it is thought fair to ship two negroes

for every ton : in the transport service, there are

two tons allowed to every man. 8ome of the
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merchants seem to approve of measures for the

gradual abolition of the trade : these, indeed,

they commonly say, ought to consist in means for

meliorating the condition of the slaves in the

West Indies ; which, by augmenting the num-

bers born there, would diminish the demand for

those imported, and, at last, destroy it altogether.

Others think the most certain method of secur-

ing better treatment to the West India negroes,

is to obstruct the supplies from Africa. This

would operate more powerfully on the planters

than a thousand direct statutes. While supplied

with provisions from America, the West Indies

neglected raising them at home
; but, when the

war cut off this supply, they then raised them in

great quantities. The application is obvious.

Without presuming to give an opinion on the

manner in which you ought to proceed, I will

suppose that your proposal in parliament may
rather be for a gradual abolition of the trade in

slaves (accompanied with some measure for their

gradual emancipation in the islands), than for its

entire stoppage at once. This, I think, will

appear to you, not only the more practicable,

but the better scheme. Should this be your

plan, I would just hint that, for the remaining

period during which the trade is to be carried
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on, it might be advisable to have an exclusive

company of those now engaged in the trade
;

and the size of their vessels, and the proportion

of slaves to each, may be regulated by law. At

the same time, a diminution of the whole num-

ber of slaves transported from year to year, may
be secured either by a positive restriction, or a

gradually increasing duty. Such a scheme might,

perhaps, be attended with some direct encou-

ragement of the trade for the other articles of

export which Africa affords, and which, by this

means, might be gradually increased to a degree,

that would more than compensate our merchants

and manufacturers for the loss of the traffic in

slaves. But I am sensible that I trespass on

your patience, and will hasten to a conclusion.

Whatever means parliament may take, I am

confident that good must result from the dis-

cussion you are about to bring on. It will be

the means of enlightening the nation more and

more on the subject, and the public will dis-

cover the basis on which negro slavery is sup-

ported. Hitherto, statesmen have cautiously

avoided all discussion concerning it, knowing
how abhorrent it must appear to humanity and

freedom
;
and yet believing its existence to rest

on some invulnerable necessity. But it is bias-
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phemy against Almighty power to suppose, with-

out examination, a necessity for the estabUsh-

ment of a system of slavery : and surely the

friends of truth have a riffht to call for a clear

demonstration of a fact, so contrary to the usual

course of Providence, and so repugnant to the

wisdom and benevolence that pervade the uni-

verse of God.
" Go on then. Sir, to this examination, with

that magnanimity of mind and fearlessness of

spirit, so consonant to your character and to

the cause you have undertaken. The blessings

and prayers of wise and good men attend your

progress. The subject you are to propose is,

surely, as great as ever agitated the hearts of

freemen. The principles on which you stand

are not of partial application, nor will they fade

away like the fashion of a day : they apply,

immediately, to a hundred millions of souls : in

their consequences, to the whole of the human

race ; and, in duration, they extend from eternity

to eternity, like the Almighty Being from whom

they spring.
" It will give me pleasure to have a few lines

from you, to say that this is received. I write

totally without concert with any of the mer-

cantile body, and, as my name cannot give
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any authority to my opinions, I do not wish it

mentioned.
" With the highest respect,

" I have the honour to be, &c. &c.

" James Currie."

The above letter produced a friendly reply

from Mr. Wilberforce, and was the occasion of

a correspondence at different intervals respect-

ing the slave-trade ;
which was, some years later,

revived upon a subject of interest so powerful,

as to throw even that great question into the

shade.

By temperance in conduct and in language,

Dr. Currie contributed to advance the cause of

abolition in Liverpool, and to aid the unwearied

efforts of his friends, Mr. Roscoe, Mr. Rathbone,

the Rev. John Yates, and many others of its dis-

tinguished advocates. Peculiarly vulnerable as

a professional man, he was not deterred by this

consideration, — nor ever allowed feelings con-

nected with his individual interest to check his

steady but regulated zeal in favour of humanity

and justice.
In the letter to Dr. Wells, already

quoted, he remarks that his judgment was not

founded on, though it might be strengthened

by, feeling ;
that he was in favour of a gradual

abolition, with a national compensation to indi-
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viduals
;
but for any abolition rather than none ;

and tliat these sentiments were well known, for

that he never concealed, although he did not

unnecessarily express them. Unhappily he did

not survive to witness the abolition of the trade,

which took place the year after his decease ; nor

to rejoice that Mr. Roscoe had an opportunity

of supporting, in his place in the House of Com-

mons, a measure of which he had so long been

the ardent and enlightened advocate in private.

In March, I788, the following poem appeared

anonymously in the London papers. It is the

joint production of Mr. Roscoe and Dr. Currie,

although it is not easy to assign to each his

respective share of the composition :—

THE AFRICAN.

Wide over the tremulous sea

The moon spread her mantle of light ;

And the gale, gently dying away,
Breath'd soft on the bosom of night.

On the forecastle Maraton stood,

And poured forth his sorrowful tale
;

His tears fell unseen in the flood,

His sighs passed unheard on the gale.

Ah, wretch ! in wild anguish he cried,

From country and liberty torn, —
Ah, Maraton ! would thou hadst died

Ere o'er the salt waves thou wert borne !
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Thro' the groves of Angola I strayed,

Love and hope made my bosom their home ;

There I talk'd vi^ith my favourite maid,

Nor dreamt of the sorrow to come.

From the thicket the man-hunter sprung,

My cries echoed loud through the air;

There was fury and wrath on his tongue,

He was deaf to the shrieks of despair !

Accursed be the merciless band,

That his love could from Maraton tear ;

And blasted this impotent hand.

That was severed from all I held dear.

Flow ye tears— down my cheeks ever flow-

Still let sleep from my eye-lids depart ;

And still may the arrow of woe

Drink deep of the stream of my heart.

But, hark ! on the silence of night

My Adila's accents I hear ;

And, mournful beneath the wan light,

I see her loved image appear.

Slow o'er the smooth ocean she glides,

As the mist that hangs light on the wave ;

And fondly her lover she chides.

That lingers so long from his grave !

" O ! Maraton, haste thee," she cries ;

" Here, the reign of oppression is o'er ;

" The tyrant is robb'd of his prize,
" And Adila sorrows no more."
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Now, sinking amidst the dim ray,

Her form seems to fade on my view ;

O stay thee, my Adila, stay !
—

She beckons, and I must pursue.

To-morrow, the white man in vain

Shall proudly account me his slave ;

My shackles I plunge in the main,

And rush to the realms of the brave.

It may perhaps not be displeasing to the reader

to know the history of this composition, which

will give him some idea of the character of Dr.

CiuTie as a man of taste and letters. It is as

follows :
—

"
Liverpool, March 16. 1788.

" My dear ,

" I am hurried in point of time, and must

hasten to the immediate purpose of my writing.

Know, then, that I am about to request you to

usher into the world the following poem. Put

it into the Morning Herald^ the Fost^ or the

Worlds as you judge best. I forbid you to

guess, at least to guess aloud, who wrote it, and

I request you not even to mention whence you
had it. vSend it in your own hand.

*' There are two or three stanzas more that

miglit be introduced in tlie course of the poem,

but what you have is enough for a song. Possi-

bly it may attract the notice of some musician,

K
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be set, and brought into notice either at Vaux-

hall or one of the theatres. Indeed, to speak

truth, it has been ah'eadj set to music, and if you
choose it, I will send you the copy.

" The subject is at present popular, and a

simple ditty like this may, perhaps, do good ; at

any rate it will do no harm
;
and if it should

sink at once, it signifies nothing. It has already

been of service in diverting a stream of indigna-

tion, that a certain heart could hardly contain.

" Let me know what you think of it. You

that are a iiatiiral man must be the best judge.

There is a reason why it should be printed

Avith as little delay as possible. So write to me
how you have disposed of it. I rather incline

to the World, but do as you please.
" To say that I write in haste, in great haste,

is hardly necessary.
** Yours ever,

" James Currie."

"
Liverpool, March 23. 1788.

" My dear ,

'

" I thank you for the care you have taken of
* The African,' which, I dare say, will appear
in the World in due season, though Mr.

Topham has not yet found room for its inser-
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tion. The reason why I wished it pubHshed
without delay is this : I gave it to Dibdin to set,

under promise of secrecy, and I find rumours

have gone out that there is such a poem, which

our poHte negro-dealers would impute to the

author as an unpardonable offence ; therefore I

wished it printed in London without delay, that

its origin may be traced no higher than the

paper in which it appears. You mistake in

ascribing it to me, and I must let you into the

secret of its production.
*' One evening in company with a few friends,

men of genius, I mentioned that the African

trade, so much the subject of general discussion,

afforded a good subject for a song ; and that a

good song might be no bad succour to the

general cause of humanity and virtue. . . .

I therefore urged a gentleman present to under-

take something of the kind, to which he gave a

half consent. Going home after supper, I found

my ideas busy on the subject, and sitting down,

I struck off six stanzas before I slept.
" I figured a negro in the hold of a ship in

chains, his companions sleeping around him,

awake in tlie middle of the night, and bursting

into a soliloquy on his wretched condition, some-

what in imitation of Queen Mary, thus : —
K 2
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" My sighs pierce the silence of night,

The tears from my eyes overflow ;

As I think, I grow wild with affright,

And my heart seems to burst with its woe, &c. &c.

" When I reviewed this subject in the morn-

ing I found, as I thought, strength and pathos

in several of the thoughts, but that the circum-

stances were too uniformly sombre, and the

place too confined, to admit of sufficient softness

and variety for a popular sojig\ and such a one as

women would like. Therefore I brought Ma-

raton on deck. Having got him there, I was

interrupted by the arrival of my friend with a

finished song on the subject. It was almost

entirely a love tale, and wanted character,

having nothing appropriate in that respect to the

traffic in question ;
in other respects it was very

beautiful, but the measure was different from

mine as well as the plan. Being hurried, and

despairing of being able to finish my own

scheme, I gave my plan, my stanzas, and my
sketch to my friend, desiring him to make use of

them as he pleased, and at any rate to point his

own song better. In a day or two he returned

me a sheet of paper, containing a long poem of

not less than eighty lines, in which he had intro-

duced all my lines without alteration, and had

added most of his own. There was an incon-
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gruity in the piece, as you may imagine, and

therefore, at the desire of my valuable friend, I

curtailed, new arranged, and altered it to the

state you see. To tell you what is mine, what

not, would be impossible ;
I may, perhaps, be

entitled to one half of the merit, not more.

The seizing of him is mine, and stands as at

first
;

it is contained in the fourth and fifth

stanzas : the last stanza is also mine. It would

amuse you to see the different steps of this busi-

ness, which, from first to last, were included in

-three days, or four at most. In finishing it, I

was under the necessity of rejecting a great deal,

merely for the sake of confining the whole to

the length of a song ;
and this leads me to your

objection. The ghost was originally imagined a

real one ; and, in addition to the speech which

appears, prolonged her discourse as follows : —
" From the hour that they tore us apart,

No peace hath this breast ever known ;

Nor could torments nor death move a heart,

That for Maraton languish'd alone.

This, perhaps, would have obviated your re-

mark, because it points out that she had died

.actually of grief But, for my own part, I did

not like a ghost being so talkative, and thouglit

it better to cut short the discourse, for the sake

K S
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of brevity and beauty, conceiving that the ob-

scurity which might thus arise, was not ill suited

to the character of such a shadowy being. But,

however, if this song attracts any notice, in the

second edition it shall have a circumstance

thrown in somewhere about the sixth stanza, to

account for the notion he entertains of Adila*s

death, and then the ghost may be conceived a

creature of imagination.
" The follomng stanza would have appeared

immediately before the last, had it not been for

the necessity of being short, and that there ap-

peared a propriety in the resolution he had taken

being speedily carried into effect. Still I am

partial to it, because it brings the business more

home to the slave-trade :
—

" Ye companions who shared my sad fate,

Where in darkness and bondage ye lie,

Like Maraton's, short be your date,

May death soon your fetters untie !"

Tell me what you think of this.

*'
Having said so much ofmy coadjutor, I will

add that he is the author of the *

Wrongs of

Africa,' the second part of which has just ap-

peared, in which you will see something resem-

bling the ballad. I recommend it to your notice,

as being much superior to the first. The per-
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sonification of despair is one of the most sublime

thoughts in modern poetry.

j^
*' The general discussion of the slavery of the

negroes has produced much unhappiness in Li-

verpool. Men are awaking to their situation,

and the struggle between interest and humanity
has made great havoc in the happiness of many
families. If I were to attempt to tell you the

history of my own transactions in this business,

I should consume more time than I can spare.

Altogether I have felt myself more interested,

and less happy than is suited to my other avoca-

tions. The attempts that are continually made

to justify this' gross violation of the principles of

justice, one cannot help repelling; and at the

same time it is dreadful to hold an argument,

where, if your opponent is convinced, he must

be made miserable.

" A little scoundrel, a Spanish Jesuit, has ad-

vanced to the assistance of the slave-merchants,

and has published a vindication of this traffic

from the Old Testament. His work is extolled

as a prodigy by these judges of composition ; and

is, in trutli, no bad specimen of his talents,

though egregiously false and sophistical, as all

justifications of slavery must be. I have prompt-
ed a clergyman, a friend of mine, to answer

liiin, by telling him that if sucli be religion, I

K h
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would ' none o'nt.' Whatever be the issue of

the present efforts for a parHamentaiy aboli-

tion of the slave-trade, much good, I am per-

suaded, will be done by the discussion of the

subject. We shall, in future, find fewer persons

so abandoned in their modes of reasoning and

practice towards the unhappy negroes as many
now are, for there is something in the censure

of man, which the greatest villain dreads, and

does much to avoid. It likewise gives one a

better opinion of the present generation, to find

that they can be roused by the pure dictates of

humanity, independent of all party questions or

distinctions ;
and there can be no doubt that

sooner or later the voice of freedom and truth

will exert itself on this subject with irresistible

influence. Priestley, who spent an evening with

me lately, is of opinion that no effort even of the

humblest individual is ever lost. Let there be

but agitation of any question, and the interests

oftruth and virtue are promoted ;
— no matter in

what direction the motion comes, let there be

motion, that is enough : the tide-mill goes

equally whether the water runs with the flood or

the ebb. This is a great man, and a most agree-

able one.

" I write in much haste. Trench is just come

to take his Sunday's supper as usual — he de-
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sires his love. Fare you well, and be you

happy.
*« My dear ,

" Yours always,
" James Currie."

*'

(Keep silence.)"

These letters were written in all the open and

careless confidence of affection, and were never

intended to be seen but by the young friend to

whom they were addressed. They may, how-

ever, not be the less interesting to the reader,

who will make due allowance for a few uncere-

monious expressions which occur.

In I78G, Dr. Currie was made one of the

Physicians to the Liverpool Infirmary, an insti-

tution which always received his most zealous

support and attention. The Report for I788
was drawn up by him, and in it may be found

the following passages : —
*' In the scale of human existence, there is a

large class whose inheritance must be poverty.

'^o such men, their daily labour is their daily

bread
;
and health, which to the rich is essential

to pleasiu'e, is to them necessary to subsistence.

For the distress and misery of the poor, which

are often inevitable, the provision made by Pro-

vidence is the charity infused into the hearts of

their fellow-creatures
;

a virtue which, Uv the
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goodness of Heaven, brings in its exercise its own

reward. To the indigent the sentiments of com-

passion may, indeed, be painful ; but to the

affluent they are the source of the purest plea-

sures of our nature : — pleasures, whose indul-

gence is sanctioned by reason, and blessed with

the peculiar privilege of attracting the favour of

God and man. He, therefore, who is able to

assist the children of sorrow, and refuses his aid,

counteracts the scheme of Providence, prefers

the possession to the enjoyment of riches, and

absorbs the stream of affluence he was intended

to diffuse. He who shuts his ear to the voice of

affliction forgets the tenure of his own existence,

and has not learned to look forward to that awful

change that shall strip him of the gifts of for-

tune, that shall mingle him with the lowest of his

fellow-creatures, and bring him naked before the

tribunal of his God."
" It is not to be denied that the limits of the

human understanding, and the frequent depra-

vity of the human heart, render the proper exer-

cise of charity, in many instances, a duty of

some difficulty. Idleness may try to support
itself under the garb of indigence, and profli-

gacy assume the accents of affliction
;
but such

objections cannot be used against an asylum of

poverty and sickness, which offers no temptation
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to deceit, nor admits of its practice, and which is

equally recommended by the voice of nature,

the interests of society, and the precepts of Re-

velation. The positive advantages of such insti-

tutions have been frequently and fully enume-

rated
;
but it may be added that the blessings

they diffuse, extend beyond the relief adminis-

tered within their walls. The certainty that

there is a refuge provided in the extremity of

distress, darts a ray of light into the retreats of

poverty and sickness ;
and invigorates the exer-

tions of the honest heart, labouring under mis-

fortune, and bravely contending against a * sea

of troubles.'

* * # * #

" To point out the merits of those individuals

who have contributed so generously to the sup-

port of this Charity, would be an easy and pleas-

ing task. But there is a delicacy which accom-

panies genuine benevolence, that must not be

wounded. Charity would lose its name, if it

arose not from higher motives than human

favour, and looked not to nobler objects than

mortal praise."

In the midst of the various passions, to which

the discussions in and out of parliament respect-

ing the slave-trade gave birth in Liverpool,

there was mucli of that benevolence and philan-
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thropy existing, which was prompt to forward

every local object at least, where the interests of

charity were concerned. In 1789, a proposal

was made to erect a Lunatic Asylum in connec-

tion with the Infirmary, and a public meeting of

the subscribers to this institution unanimously
recommended its adoption to the benevolent

support of the public. On this occasion Dr.

Currie took a leading part. He also wrote two

letters in favour of the measure, which were

published at the time, and much admired
; and

having been frequently asked for, were subse-

quently appended byhim to his Medical Reports.

In that work, however, from its professional na-

ture, they are not likely to be seen by general

readers, and are, therefore, now reprinted.* The

Asylum was erected in the following year.

But the philanthropic exertions of Dr. Currie

were not restricted to matters of local interest
;

his sympathy extended to whatever affected the

rights and happiness of his fellow-creatures. In

the year 1790, the Dissenters throughout the

kingdom made a general application to parlia-

ment for the repeal of those obnoxious laws, the

Corporation and Test Acts. Resolutions on the

subject were passed unanimously • by the Dis-

*
Appendix, No. 4.
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senters of Liverpool, which were drawn up by Dr.

Currie, whose friends and connections lay very

much among that body, and which were received

with respect, even by those who were strongly

opposed to the repeal. They were distinguished

for tlie moderation of temper and language in

which they were expressed, and were formed on

his declared opinion that " the grounds of uni-

versal toleration were those only which were ca-

pable of being maintained : that these, therefore,

should be asserted openly ;
but that whatever

arguments were employed should admit the pro-

priety of an established form of worship, and

should point out the repeal of the acts in ques-

tion as perfectly consistent with the safety of the

existing establishment : that all intemperance

of expression should be avoided ;
that the pro-

foundest respect for the constitution should be

avowed; that every mode of influencing the

opinions of public men, except the conviction of

their understanding, should be disavotved ; and

that all appearance of fiery zeal or factious com-

bination should be studiously avoided."

These resolutions were noticed from the pul-

pit, by a clergyman of the Church of England *,

in a neighbouring town. The sermon was after-

* The Rev. E. Owen of Warrington.
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wards published, and produced a letter to that

gentleman from Dr. Currie, who thought that

they had been treated by him in a manner which

they did not deserve. On receipt of a reply,

full of candour and good feeling, as honourable

to the individual as becoming to the occasion,

Dr. Currie wrote as follows, on the 24th of Feb-

ruary, 1790 :—
" After the open and handsome manner in

which you have expressed yourself to an un-

known correspondent, you were entitled to an

immediate return of confidence, and 1 should not

have delayed acknowledging your letter a single

post, had not a melancholy event in my family

put it out of my power. Even at present I am
ill qualified for the task I am undertaking. If I

write unconnectedly, have the goodness to ex-

cuse me, for I do not write by choice ;
but I

can no longer delay assuring you that I have

received pleasure from your notice, and that the

politeness of your expressions, but more espe-

cially the candour ofyour sentiments, has affected

me with an agreeable surprise.
" I am a Scotsman by birth : I was bred in

the established religion of my country, and am
the son of a clergyman of that establishment.

You will easily believe me, therefore, when I

say, that I hold the clerical character in high
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respect, and that I agree with you that * some

estabUshed form of worship and moral instruc-

tion is necessary to keep up the rehgious spu'it in

the kingdom.* I object only to articles of faith. »

Why might not Christianity be estabUshed with-

out any other explanation than what is found in

the Gospel itself? Or, if articles of faith must be

ascertained by the state, why may not these ar-

ticles be confined to those few unportant doc-

trines which have a real influence on moral con-

duct, and in which all Christians are agreed ;

such as the belief in the being and attributes of

God, and in a future state of retribution ?

" I am pleased to think that the subject will

come to issue in parliament so shortly. After

this, the fears of the Church will subside, and

the business fall into a temporary repose. Un-

doubtedly, it will come on again and again ;

and God knows what degrees of malice, hatred,

and uncharitableness may be generated in the

contest. I should hope, however, that when the

question is perfectly understood, the claim of the

Dissenters will appear in no respect dangerous,
and that the friends of the establishment will

find it most prudent to give way. I solemnly
declare it is my opinion (thougli I earnestly wish

the issue may be favourable to the maxims of

complete liberty of conscience), that defeat will
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be more advantageous to what is called the

*

Dissenting Interest' than success. The zeal of

the lay sectaries, now so languid, will be revived

by repeated discussions, and inflamed by re-

peated defeats. The Church of England will

be represented as more intolerant than the

Church of Scotland or the Church of Ireland ;

and France, a Catholic country, will be held out

as truly enlightened, where an Englishman, who

believes not in the thirty-nine articles, may en-

joy perfect freedom of conscience, without the

forfeiture of any civil right. For a season, these

suggestions may prove ineffectual
;
but it ap-

pears to me that they will gradually produce
increase of conviction, and that the Church of

England will be injured and discredited by a

needless opposition to liberty, and a fruitless

contest with truth. On the other hand, the

repeal of the acts in question will no more en-

danger the national establishment of England,
in my humble opinion, than that of Hindoostan ;

and, by such a measure, the bond which at pre-

sent unites the Dissenters, will be finally dis-

solved. Every increase of toleration hitherto

has diminished their numbers, and by the com-

pletion of toleration they will, doubtless, diminish

still farther. Fiery zeal cannot exist without

opposition : it is by the collision of bigots that
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bigotry is chiefly kept up. The very men who,

under persecution, would endure flames and tor-

tures rather than abandon their pecuHar opinions,

become gradually indifferent to them when they

may enjoy them freely, and not seldom renounce

them from the smallest temptations of ambition,

or even from the frivolous desire of conformity

to fashion.— But I wander unintentionally into

the wide field of argument.
" I pray God that Christian charity may soon

be universal and complete ;
that religion may

never be made the pretext to cover the designs

of guilty ambition, or the unprincipled selfish-

ness and jealousy of those already in power.
" Heaven forbid that a question that can only

be discussed by argument and reason should be

decided by the opposition of mad enthusiasts ;

or that those shameful times should return,

when, for the sake of articles of faith that are

beyond human comprehension, beings ofa day

imbrued their hands in each othei^'s blood, and

men reduced themselves below infernal spirits in

wickedness, and below the brutes in folly ! Such

days are, I hope, for ever passed.
" In many of the opinions I have offered, per-

haps in most of them, you will not concur. No

matter : if ever we meet, I doubt not we sliall

meet with generous sentiments of each other.
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and I shall receive from you the liberal allow-

ance I am disposed to give. Life is short and

full of sorrow;—why should its fleeting mor

ments be farther embittered by party prejudice

or bigoted zeal ?

Omnia functa

Aut moritura vides, obeunt noctesque diesque

Astraque, nee solidis prodest sua machina terris.'

" When your letter arrived, my little daughter

was dying; she was carried off in less than

twenty-four hours' illness. My wife and son

have since been ill, and cannot be said to be yet

recovered. I have myself been a good deal in-

disposed, both in body and mind.

" Let these circumstances excuse the delay

of my writing, and the manner in which I now

write.
" I am, with respect,

" Your very obedient servant,
" James Currie."

The two individuals concerned in the above

correspondence have long since descended into

the grave : happy, had they been spared to

witness the triumph of legislative justice and

sound policy, which, when least expected, has at

length been accomplished !

Amongst those friends whom Dr. Currie had

the happiness to possess, there was none with

whom he lived in habits of greater intimacy
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than Mr. Roscoe, or to whom he was more

strongly attached. Their friendship was ce-

mented by a common taste for Hterature and

intellectual pursuits, and by the congeniality of

their sentiments on many important subjects
which affect the welfare of the human race.

In after-life, their names became associated in

the literary world. Few strangers of eminence

arrived at Liverpool without an introduction to

Mr. Roscoe and Dr. Currie ; and their houses

were the resort of men of learning and celebrity
from all quarters. In closest intimacy and friend-

ship with them lived Mr. William Rathbone,
a man, for whose generous ardour in the cause of

civil and religious liberty, native eloquence, fear-

less vindication of the oppressed, public spirit,

and extensive charity, they both felt equal re-

spect and admiration.

The different incidents of Dr. Currie's life

were sometimes noticed by the friendly and ready
muse of Mr. Roscoe. On the domestic calamity
alluded to in the preceding letter to Mr. Owen,
which had been aggravated by the loss of an

infant son the week before, he wrote the follow-

ing lines :—
TO DR. CURRIE,

ON THE DEATH OF HIS CHILDREN.

Life's cheerful day when sudden sorrow shrouds,
And dark misfortune rolls her night of clouds,

L 2
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Robs the gay prospect of its brightest charms,

O'ervvhelms with sadness, and with fear alarms ;

Then, Hke the bird of eve that darkhng sings.

Her pensive aid the muse unbidden brings,

Pours through the gloom her soul-dissolving strain,

And soothes to softer woe the sense of pain.

But not the magic power of song is mine.

That steeps the list'ning soul in sounds divine ;

Else should my happiest art thy sorrows calm,

And o'er thine anguish pour its healing balm.

Nor, Currie, shall affection's hope be vain,

That longs to join thee in thine hour of pain ;

If fancy smile not, friendship shall impart

Th' impassion'd words that touch the kindred heart,

The social glow that seeks its share of grief.

And, by participation, brings relief.—

With ceaseless course as down the stream we sweep,

That soon resigns us to the boundless deep,

Ere yet our fragile barks submit to fate,

Wliat dangers threaten, and what ills await !

Ah ! see the foes of man— a dreadful band—
Hide on the waves and crowd along the strand !

Their deadly weapons Heaven's own hands supply

The sweeping tempest, and the fire-charg'd sky ;

The insidious rock, the poison-breathing wind,

Earth, air, and ocean, in our fate conjoin'd.

Already see the wasteful war begun—
Ere yet the midway of our course be run,

Some piercing wound our sinking heart appals,

Close at our side some lov'd companion falls.

— 'Twas thus in health's high bloom, and youth elate,

My Rigby yielded to his early fate,

And, from my parent grasp untimely torn.

Yet one dear object of my cares I mourn.
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Nor thou, my friend, a kinder lot must know,
— Too often doom'd to taste the cup of woe !

Two cherub forms thy fond regrets deplore,

That srail'd and glided past, to glad thine eyes no more.

Light hovering thus in visions of the night,

Celestial beings glance before our sight,

Soothe with their songs of bliss our hours of sleep,

Till cheerless morning bids us wake and weep.

Thus, whilst we bow beneath affliction's dart.

Domestic sorrows wring the bleeding heart ;
—

But not for thee, my friend, the lot to know
The ceaseless wailings of a woman's woe. —
From partial ills thy brooding thoughts recall,

And trace the changes of this earthly ball ;

Mark there the effects of nature's endless strife,

The embryo atoms struggling into life—
See from its constant source eternal glides

The vital stream, and rolls its ample tides —
See Afric's sable branch profusely runs,

And gluts th' unnatural thirst of Europe's whiter sons !

Then tow'rds yon lonely plains direct thy sight,

Once throng'd with life and echoing with delight ;

But silent now, the mirthful hour is past.

And a whole nation lies and whitens in the blast. * —
When views like these th' excursive thoughts employ,
How vain each partial woe, each transient joy !

Lost like the taper in the noon-day beam.
Or the scant tear amidst the boundless stream.
— Nor o'er our heads may many suns return,

When we, my friend, may share the lot we mourn —
Still in the dust this busy hand shall lie.

Dim in its socket rest thy tracing eye :

Meantime whate'er of life its Autiior spares,
Give we to gen'rous aims and social cares ;

* Vide Bruce's Travels in Abyssinia.

L 3
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That when we rest in chill oblivion cold,

And o'er our ashes numerous years have roll'd,

Some happy effort may survive the tomb,

Pregnant with bliss to beings yet to come.

Soon afterwards, the following sonnet was ad-

dressed by Mr. Roscoe to his friend ;—

SONNET TO DR. CURRIE.

As o'er the blue expanse of summer's sky
Pass the light vapours that return no more,

As on the margin of the breezy shore

Waves after waves successive rise and die ;

Thus pass the transient race of human kind.

That, sweeping onward towards oblivion's gloom^
Yield unreluctant to their cheerless doom,

Nor of existence leave a trace behind !

Yet, Currie, some there are of loftier aim,

That spurn th' inglorious lot, and feel within

The ardent hope that pants for public praise ;

Anxious, like thee, with well deserved acclaim

From glory's shrine her greenest wreath to win,

And bid their memory live to future days.

In 1790, Mr. Roscoe and Dr. Currie com-

menced a series of Essays in the Liverpool

Weekly Herald^ under the title of The Recluse,

which, however, was not continued beyondtwenty
articles. The greater number of these were writ-

ten by Mr. Roscoe: of those contributed by
Dr, Currie, two have been selected, and are
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now* reprinted. The first consists of an Essay
on the mode of giving advice to others

;
the se-

cond is a beautiful allegory, after the manner of

the Vision of Mirza. t

In the midst of these lighter occasional occu-

pations, and of his more serious professional

engagements, Dr. Currie found time to take an

interest in every great public question, which

engaged the attention of his fellow-townsmen.

In 1792, Liverpool and other principal towns

in Great Britain commenced that struo:o;le for

the opening of the trade to India, the prose-

cution of which was unfortunately retarded by
the memorable commercial distresses of the fol-

lowing year. On this occasion a public meeting

unanimously adopted and passed a series of re-

solutions and petition, which were di'awn up by

*
Appendix, No. 5.

"t By a memorandum In Dr. Currie's writing, the following

subjects were intended by him to form future papers of The

Recluse :
—

On the Spirit of a Man of Letters.

Character of Swift.

Addison.

Hume.
Johnson.

Jcbb, and Shakspearc.
On the Heroine's Character in Novels.

On the Hero's do.

That the Minority will often be in the right.

L h
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Dr. Currie. Expressed in perspicuous language,

they are distinguished by the great general prin-

ciples advanced, and the powerful arguments by
which these are supported. At a subsequent

period (in 1812), when the opening of the India

trade was again more successfully agitated, they

were re-published by the parties then engaged
in this national undertaking.

While Dr. Currie*s talents were thus exerted

out of the immediate sphere of his profession,,

his medical reputation was at the same time

steadily increasing. In 1790 he had been

elected a member of the London Medical Society,

when he wrote a paper on Tetanus and Con-

vidsive Disorders, which was published in their

Transactions.* And in the present year (1792)
he was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society,

and also of the Royal College of Physicians in

Edinburgh. On the first of these occasions, he

communicated a very curious " Account of the

remarkable Effects of a Shipwreck," which ap-

pears in the Transactions t of the learned body
in question, and which contains the ground-

work of his Medical Beports on the Affusion of

Cold Water in Fever and other Disorders, which

he subsequently gave to the world.

* Memoirs of the London Medical Society, vol. iii. p. HT-

\ Philosophical Transactions of the Koyal Society, for

1792, vol. i. p. 199. .
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In the early part of this year, Dr. Ciirrie paid

a visit to » his native county, in which he had

made a purchase of some land, in the neighbour-

hood of Moffat. It had been suggested to Iiim,

that the river of that name, passing through a

part of this estate, presented an admirable site

for the erection of a cotton mill, the establisli-

ment of which would prove, highly beneficial to

his property. Determined to see on the spot

how far this suggestion was deserving of atten-

tion, he visited Scotland, and took the oppor-

tunity of obtaining the advice of an individual,

of all others best qualified to give it, the cele-

brated Mr. David Dale of Lanark. On his return

to Liverpool, he gave an account of his visit to

Lanark Mills, in the following letter to some

intimate friends at Manchester.* It contains an

eloquent tribute to that philanthropic and judi-

ciously benevolent individual, who will ever be

remembered as a benefactor to his country, and

whose name, as connected with the Lanark Mills,

is not so prominent at the present day as it de-

serves to be.

* Mrs. Greg and Miss Kennedy, other letters to whom
will be found in the present collection.
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Liverpool, 27th May, 1792.

" My dear Friends, *

" I said I would write from Diimcrief, but it

was impossible ;
I ought to have written sooner,

since my return, but that has hardly been in my
power. I will not now speak of my journey,

but relate such particulars as dwell most upon

my recollection.

" I got to Carlisle on Sunday night, and there

being no public carriage ready to go forward, I

slept there ;
next morning I breakfasted with

Archdeacon Paley *, of whom more hereafter
;

and about noon, in a post-chaise, and alone, I

crossed the river Sark, which divides the sister

kingdoms. Every spot of the country from

Carlisle forward is as familiar to me as the road

to the Park
;
and though I saw old friends in the

* Writing a few months afterwards to one of his friends

in Scotland, he expresses himself as follows respecting

Paley :
—" With this amiable and excellent man I spent part

of a day and the whole of a summer night, in the beginning
of May, and I do not know that I ever spent an equal

portion of time with more satisfaction. If you should

meet him, you will see an English clergyman to the best

advantage ;
for I believe it is universally allowed that the

Church at present produces no such other. He is not,

however, likely to be a bishop. Pitt knows him, and of

course respects him ; but he has given up the patronage of

the Church to the King, who always, of late at least,

promotes Orthodoxy and Toryism."— 29th Aug. 1792.
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objects around me wdth new faces, yet I must

confess their countenances were generally im-

proved. In half an hourl I passed the house

where I was born, at about a hundred yards* dis-

tance, and in an hour more I was at Springkell.

Sir William Maxwell was not at home
;
he was

gone to a county meeting for the purpose of con-

sidering of a reform of parliament ; but Lady
Maxwell was there, and her son-in-law, by whom
I was most kindly received. Sir William re-

turned in the evening.
" I staid all night at Springkell, and on Tues-

day, the 1st of May, proceeded to the next stage

on horseback, my host accompanying me. I got

into a chaise at Ecclefechan (there's a name to

break your teeth), and at three got to Moffat.

The country at first rises fast, but is not any

where mountainous. Heavy showers of sleet and

rain, gleams of sunshine, and a sweeping east

wind, welcomed me to the object of my visit.

You cannot think how beautiful the house and

valley of Dumcrief looked from the bridge as I

passed : sheltered by the woods and mountains,

it seemed to enjoy a perfect calm. I saw a great

crowd of people in the court, so I did not drive

up as I intended ;
and I was glad of this after-

wards, for I found they were selling the goods

of the inhabitants (a brother's family of the late

\.
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proprietor ) by public auction. Hearing this,

I kept away that afternoon. I met at Moffat some

friends from Edinburgh and Dumfries, who were

waitino; for me ; and in about an hour after we

arrived, my sister from Edinburgh, who, hearing

I was to be there on that day, had set off to meet

me. We took lodgings next morning, and kept

house together the five following days. On

Wednesday I was up by break of day, and you
can form no notion of my alacrity. What though
the morning was lowering, and the wind blew

from the east? what cared I for the wind? it

shouted in my ears without being heeded.

" I mounted a horse that had been provided

for me, and in half an hour was on the top of

Hunter-heck hill. This is an eminence (in Lan-

cashire it would be a mountain) that rises on the

northernmost point of the estate of Dumcrief, and

from which I could see the whole as distinctly as

if every part was at my feet. I found that this

property of mine was a peninsula, bounded by
two beautiful rivers (Moffat and Annan) on each

side, and terminated by their junction to the

south. The banks of these rivers, especially

the former, I found well wooded
;

and several

eminences besides, enclosed and covered with

trees.

*' The mountain on which I stood was per-
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fectly verdant and covered with sheep ; forming
a striking contrast with the huge, black and

frowning Alps that rose around it across the

valleys, and hid their heads in the clouds. About

two miles to the south, almost concealed from the

view by surrounding wood, I saw the house of

Dumcrief ; and having surveyed it with striking

emotions of pleasure, without approaching it, I

returned to Moffat to breakfast. You cannot

think how I felt my sensations lightened by this

mountain air. I was braced in body and mind,

and felt that care and sorrow passed me on either

side.

.

" After breakfast I Went out again, a friend

with me, and a farmer who served as a guide.

We now approached the house, but not directl}^

for the people being a sort of savages, I did not

wish to come on them at once. I took a turn

or two in the wood within their sight, to show

them that I was a Christian, and sent a message,

hoping it would not be inconvenient to them if

I should call. I was followinc; the messenger,

when he returned and informed me that tlie father

and mother had fled, at my approach, over the

hill to Moffat
;

that the sons were flying, though
we had a glance at them as tlicy went off; and

the poor daugliter, who coukl not get ready in

time, had locked herself uj) in the Jiouse, and
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was not to be seen. One room only was open ;

they had locked np the rest.

" The house is an old house, with walls can-

non proof: there is one modern room, a very

fine one
;
another tolerable, and nine bed-rooms.

I speak from what I saw afterwards, when I had

convinced these people that I was a harmless

sort of man. Before the door, there is a lawn

about the size of a large bowling-green, and used

as such in Sir George Clerk*s time, surrounded

by trees of perhaps 200 years old. On one of

these hangs a bell to ring the family to dinner,

and perhaps to prayers, on which I saw *
1612,'

with a cross above it, marking a Catholic origin.
*' I cannot describe the beauties about the

house, out of the windows of which you see the

river Moffat winding along at your feet, and may

plunge, ifyou please, into his transparent stream.

The opposite banks 'are finely wooded, and a

Chinese bridge is thrown across.

" Above the house is a mill for grinding corn,

which some would call a defect, but which I call

a beauty; and above that, the garden, in certainly

the most singularly romantic situation that can

well be conceived. On the one side it is bounded

by the river, which is here banked in, but with-

out any wall
;
and on the other, by the side of a

hill covered with impenetrable wood. The river
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here making a sudden bend, you are entir^y
shut out from the house, &c., below

;
the woods

exclude you to the south and west; but to the

east and north-east there is a view surpassing in

beauty and sublimity, consisting of the wind-

ings of this stream, of the plains beyond it, of

the gradually ascending hills^ at fost green and

covered with sheep, and towering upwards to

the top of Hartfell, about ten miles distant, and

rising perpendicularly above 3000 feet. The

garden itself is laid out in a very fine taste
; and

when you examine its boundary towards the

wood, you find it made by another river, which

glides through the trees, and which is no other

than the stream which drives the mill below,

taken off" from the Mofflit above the garden. I

could not but admire the genius as well as taste,

shown in converting this deformity, as some

would call it, into a beauty of the first order
;
and

while I examined it, I could not but apostrophise
the spirit of Sir George Clerk, the former owner

of this property, and the planner of its improve-

ments, who died about eight years ago, and who,
if departed ghosts are ever suflfered to review this

world, may perhaps sometimes wander among
the groves he loved.

"
By this time I hear you cry out,

'

Enougli of

Dumcrief and your inanimate beauties j
— have
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you no living things to talk of?* My dear friends !

—
every thing in order: ifyou put me out ofmy

way, I shall be as bad as the nurse to Juliet.

Well, then : I staid at Moffat till Friday evening

at nine o'clock ; at that hour I took the stage-

coach, and travelling all night over tlie moun-

tains that divide Annandale from Clydesdale,

arrived at Lanark. There I met Mr. Dale, by

appointment; for having forwarded the letter

from Mr. Dinwiddie, in one of my own, I had

received an answer that morning, saying that he

should be at his great works on the Clyde (that

was not his expression, you may be sure,) on

Saturday, and would be glad to see me there.

" From Mr. Dale I met such a reception as

I wished, — I passed the whole day with him,

dined with him tete-a-tete^ and returned to

Moffat in the night. I do not know that I have

ever received a gratification more pure, or more

rational, than this day produced. The spot

where the mills stand is eminently beautiful,

immediately under the falls of the Clyde, where

the whole river precipitates itself a hundred feet

perpendicular.
" The mills themselves are wonderful objects.

These are five in number, each calculated for

six thousand spindles. They fovva a range along

the banks of the Clyde; and on a line with them,
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on the side of the hill, are the houses of the

manufacturers, containing nearly two thousand

souls. The utmost cleanliness, health, and order,

pervaded the whole manufactory. The chil-

dren looked cheerful and happy, with rosy

cheeks and chubby countenances ; and I found a

variety of excellent regulations established for

health, morals, and knowledge. It astonished

me to find that the whole of this was a creation

of Mr. Dale's within the last six years. That

term is not yet elapsed, since there was not the

vestige of human improvement within a mile of

the spot I mention. Whoever wishes to see a

combination of the wonders of nature and art, of

beauty and sublimity, of magnitude and order,

of patriotism and private interest, of power and

benevolence, — let him repair to the falls of the

Clyde, and do homage to this singular man.
" Mr. Dale is a man of the greatest plainness

and simplicity ; has a good understanding, a

perfect command of temper, an enthusiastic

boldness of design, with great perseverance of

execution, and a mind that seems to embrace

greatness of conception with minuteness of

detail.

*' These are the rare spirits that seldom fail

of success; and Mr. Dale, I should apprehend, is

at the head of these both in merit and fortune.

M
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Though I obtained nothing immediate from

him, I gained something in his acquaintance,

and still more in the liberty of corresponding

with him
;
and the promise of his advice, though

not co-operation in any of my schemes. Mr.

Dale did not seem discouraged by the present

stagnation in the cotton business. He thought

the scheme almost certain of success with good

management, but every thing depended on

that. He discouraged me from engaging in the

business with any persons, whatever their foitune

or character miglit be, that did not understand

it, or could not devote themselves to it. In a

word, I found many difficulties in my way,
which time perhaps may remove.*

" I have, since my return, found a dangerous

fastidiousness, I know not how to call it, creep-

ing on me. I do my best to repel it, and suc-

ceed. But,- having been troubled with severe

headaches, I have indulged myself for two nights

past in sleeping in the country 5 and here I am

sitting all alone on Sunday evening, at half after

* On the 9th of July, 1798, Mr. Dale wrote to Dr. Currie

as follows :
— " I have been rather indifferent in my health

for some time past, and I wish much to retire from business

but I am afraid that I shall not get the works easily dis-

posed of. I would not wish to dispose of them to any

person that would not follow out the plan I have laid down

for preserving the health and morals of the children."
O'^.'^'^

' ^
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eleven, consuming your patience (or rather

preparing a trial for it) and my own time, in a

letter which your friendship will excuse. . . .

"* My very dear friends, adieu !

" James Currie."

However disposed to devote himself to pro-

fessional or literary pursuits, the period was now

arrived, when it was impossible for a man of

keen sensibility and deep reflection, to exclude

the unpression ofpublic eventsfrom his thoughts ;

and for some time, the attention of Dr. Currie

was absorbed by the rapidly-passing occurrences

in a neighbouring kingdom, and their probable

consequences on the fortunes of England. When

perseverance in the war with France had been

determined upon, in opposition, as he conceived,

to the true interests of his country, he published

the celebrated Letter from Jasper Wilson to

Mr. Pitt *, which appeared in June, 1793, and

of which it is said ten thousand copies were sold.

But in order properly to estimate the value of

* " A Letter, commercial and political, addressed to the

Right Hon. William Pitt, in which the real Interests of

Britain are considered, and some Observations arc offered

on the general State of Europe : by Jasper Wilson, Esq.
—

London, 1793."

M 2
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this pamphlet, and to understand the peculiar

circumstances which attended its appearance, it

is necessary to be well acquainted with the

complexion of that period; and the following

observations will not, it is hoped, be considered

an inappropriate introduction to its history.

They are chiefly taken from an unfinished MS.

sketch that Dr. Currie left, which is without

date, and which follows : —
SKETCH.

It would be the height of injustice not to

acknowledge that the nation has been led into

an approbation of the present war; and that

some good understandings and many excellent

hearts, misled by false terrors and by virtuous

sympathies, have most heartily concurred in it.

When the grand crisis of human society in

which we are now placed, shall have passed over,

and the historian of a future age, in the bosom

of peace and tranquillity, shall recount the

events of the present, he will perhaps conclude

with reflections such as these : —
" At this distance of time it seems extraor-

dinary that a nation, so enlightened as England

appears to have been towards the end of the

eighteenth century, enabled by her situation,

and called on by every dictate of sound policy, to
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keep aloof from the contentions of the belHgerent

powers,
— it must appear extraordinary that such

a nation, scarcely recovered from a bloody and

disastrous war with her own colonies, should

have again plunged headlong into a war with

France, and far outstripped the powers originally

engaged in it, in her sacrifices, her zeal, and her

perseverance. The causes which contributed to

this singular illusion, appear to have been of

various kinds. England, though a country at

all times attached to freedom, had been remark-

able, ever since the era of the Reformation, for

the bitterness of its theological factions, which,

as is usual in such cases, connected themselves

with the corresponding parties in the state. The

dissenters, a class of men active, industrious, and

enlightened, were, from education and situation,

peculiarly attached to the democratic part of the

constitution, and ranged themselves with the

Whigs, at that time in the opposition, and, of

course, maintaining doctrines favourable to

liberty. With many valuable qualities, the

dissenters could not escape the prejudices of

.their situation. They were sectaries, and con-

sequently disposed to give their pecuhar opinions

an importance beyond what they deserved. This

sect had lost their popularity with the great

body of the nation, from their refinements on

M 3
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the popular doctrines of faith, and from the

controversy carried on so long, so ably, and so

vehemently, by the celebrated Priestley, the first

philosopher of his age, who, however, preferred

to this character, that of a preacher and leader in

the sect in which he was educated. The de-

clared object of his attack was the rehgious

establishment of his own and of every other

country ;
and the doctrine which he particularly

disputed, was that which respected, not the nature

and attributes, but the essence, of the Supreme

Being,
— a subject far removed beyond human

comprehension, but which, from its awful mys-

teriousness and sublime nature, has, in all ages,

deeply affected the imagination and engaged the

passions of men — and which, whenever long

or vehemently agitated, has not only excited the

most malignant prejudices, but generally pro-

duced a vast effusion of human blood.

" The conduct of a man so able, so learned,

so scientific, so virtuous as Priestley, could not

fail to affect the sect of which he was so dis-

tinguished an ornament. It cast an odium over

the whole. In this situation of things, a motion

was brought into parliament for a repeal of the

sacramental test,
— a measure calculated to put

the dissenters on a level with their brethren of

the Church, as to the enjoyment of all offices, civil
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and military. The motion was at first thrown

out by a small majority ; but, being repeatedly

brought forward and urged with much perti-

nacity, great warmth was generated in the course

of the contest, and the spirit of religious zeal

began to resume all its former bitterness.

" To a motion so reasonable as the removing
of civil disabilities inflicted for religious belief,

it is evident that the enlightened of every per-

suasion could not but give their assent; and,

indeed, the objections urged against the measure

by its adversaries, were founded, not on the

general principles of justice or policy, but on

the expediency and, indeed, necessity of the

particular case
;

it being confidently asserted,

that the persons, who would be admitted into

office by the proposed repeal, were inimical to

the constitution of government, and would use

the influence of office to overturn it. To ex-

amine this assertion, either on general principles

of reasoning or by comparing it with facts, would

now be an useless undertaking ; suffice it to say,

that it had its influence at a time wlien the

nation was heated by party zeal, and improba-

bihty did not operate against belief.

" At this time the Revolution of France, which

has been productive of sucli extraordinary effects,

began to engross tlie attention of all men in,

M 4
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England, and throughout Europe. An event

such as this could not fail to interest, in a dif-

ferent manner, different descriptions of men,

according to the prejudices of their situation.

By the timid, it was received with distrust and

fear ; by the sanguine, with extravagant exult-

ation ;
and by literary men in general, who con-

sidered it as the offspring of philosophy, with

that sort of partiality, which men feel for the

work of their own hands, and with that honest

pride which the individual cherishes, when the

consequence of the order to which he belongs,

is honourably increased.

"
By the dissenters the Revolution of France

was welcomed more particularly, from a pre-

judice extremely natural. They had been re-

fused the privileges of their fellow-subjects, by
the rejection of the motion for the repeal of the

Test and Corporation Acts *, and smarted under

the wound inflicted on their honour. The French

Revolution proclaimed universal freedom of con-

science to all sects, foreigners as well as natives.

Could it be long endured in England, that a

large body of the most industrious and enlight-

ened of the people should have privileges offer-

* A motion which was thought by many, however, and

amongst others by Dr. Currie, to have been injudiciously

pressed forward by that body, at a moment of such general
excitement.
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ed them in a foreign, and, till lately, in a hostile

country,^ which were denied them in their

native soil ? This seemed improbable. In the

liberality of France, the dissenters saw their

opponents put to shame, and fondly anticipated

the time, when such an example might restore

them to all their rights."
" Hence proceeded that warm approbation of

the opening Revolution of France, and the

various public celebrations to which it gave birth ;

and hence, too, the reluctance of enlightened

men of every sect to admit the growing enormi-

ties, by which it was speedily dishonoured, and

by which the hopes entertained of its issue

were, for a time, utterly obscured. The general

information among the dissenters
-,

the connec-

tion of their cause with the principles of uni

versal toleration, so universally admitted among
the friends of letters and liberty, of every de-

scription and every country; the approbation

common to all such men of the downfall of des-

potism in France ;
— these circumstances enabled

the high Church and Tory party in England to

extend to their antagonists at large, the prejudice

excited against dissenters from the Establish-

ment. Liberty no longer wore the national uni-

form
; she appeared in the livery of an unpopidar

sect.

/
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" This fatal prejudice was carefully encouraged

by the administration in their speeches in parlia-

ment, and still more through the medium of the

press, at that time corrupt to a degree unknown

even in the days of Sir Robert Walpole. The
dreadful enormities committed in France were

carefully detailed, and, where they admitted of

exaggeration, magnified. Every species of ap-

peal was made to the passions of the multitude :

their senses were assailed by prints and pictures,

representing the most bloody incidents of the tra-

gedies actedin France*
;
their terrors were excited

by obscure and fearful insinuations of domestic

conspiracy ; and at last, in the fulness of time,

it was proclaimed in every corner of the king-

dom, that a conspiracy actually existed in the

*
(1829.) With less success, happily for the honour of

the country and the tranquillity of the empire, similar arts

have been played off at a recent period.

It has been shrewdly remarked by a friend of the writer,

that the policy which it was the object of the letter of

Jasper Wilson to oppose, has been productive of conse-

quences, which were little dreamt of in the philosophy of

those who espoused it, and so loudly called for war with

France in 1793. Mr. Pitt saw that it was impossible to

engage in the contest, leaving Ireland in the state of dis-

content, to which she was at that period a prey. The

elective franchise was accordingly granted to the Roman

Catholics of that kingdom ; and this first step has, after the

lapse of thirty-six years, been followed by the concession of

Catholic emancipation. — Editor,
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heart of the nation, and in the very seat of go-

vernment, for the destruction of the king and

the two houses of parliament, and the over-

throw of the constitution. The alarm excited

by this intelligence knew no bounds : men of

good hearts, but simple understandings, gave it

entire belief; and, not knowing where to find the

guilty objects, fixed on all those who, at any

period of the French Revolution, had expressed
their hopes, or even their wishes, in its favour,

and regarded them as parties to this detestable

wickedness. Few men can, on such occasions,

command their own prejudices. Their feelings

become quickly interested, their imaginations
excited and agitated, and the voice of reason is

drowned in the storm of the passions. Never was

this truth more clearly illustrated than on this

occasion. The reader will observe with wonder
and sorrow, that the very cause that produced the

war,— the murder of the king of France,— was
that which, in every view of the question, ren-

dered it unnecessary. We dreaded the propaga-
tion of French principles ; the horror which this

act of blood occasioned in the heart of every

Englishman was a mound against the adoption
of these principles, such as no act of legislation

could erect.
" *

* This consideration does not appear to have had its due
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"
By means, such as have been related, all op-

position to the ministry was borne down, and men
who saw the real danger— men who truly loved

their country and its form of government—were

obliged to witness in silence and anguish, the

measures which led directly to a war of unparal-

leled danger, destruction, and disgrace."
" On this occasion, it may be useful to enquire

whether ministers stirred up this ferment to serve

their private views, or whether they themselves

partook of the general delusion. It seems not

unlikely that they were in some degree deceived.

The practice of employing spies had been re-

vived under the direction of a man, not actually

in administration, but supposed to possess the ear

of the King ;
a man well fitted by his character

for this undertaking. A regular system of ca-

lumny appears also to have been carried on, under

his patronage, against such as opposed the mea-

sures of government, and, more especially, the

war; and no means were left untried, that

were calculated to crush them. Ministers, it is

probable, confided too much in the represent-

ations of this description of men ; and were de-

ceived, as is usual in all such cases, by the spies

weight with the supporters of Mr. Pitt and the French war,

in discussing this most important subject, either at the timey

or at any subsequent period.—£^2^or.
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they employed -,
and betrayed as well as disho-

noured by the calumniators, whom they tolerated

or encouraged. It is not, however, to be thought

that they actually supposed the existence of

internal conspiracies to the extent, which they

affected to hold out in the houses of parlia-

ment. Many circumstances show that this could

not have been the case : and had the English

nation been at that time in a situation to use its

reason, the rejection ofthe motions for an enquiry

into the reality and nature of these conspiracies,

made at cUfferent times by Fox and Sheridan,

and pressed with the utmost eloquence and

earnestness, might have produced instant con-

viction of the insincerity of administration. But

by this time the passions of men were worked

up into a phrensy of mistaken zeal
; and in such

a situation of things,
' the voice of reason,* as

has been remarked by a celebrated historian *
,

* could no more be heard, than a whisper in the

midst of the most violent hurricane.' In the

conduct of the war, the ministry of George III.

had to encounter difficulties of the most serious

nature. They had not only to contend with the

force in the field, but to support their measures

against the talents, judgment, and information

of their own country. Reason, as was said by
a celebrated orator of that day, was their enemy,

Hume, wlien speallcing of the Titus Oates plot.
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and they opposed themselves to reason. Hence

the declamations against enquiry, discussion, and

innovation, with wliich their speeches abounded ;

and hence the ridicule and detestation, which

they affected to cast on philosophers and phi-

losophy, on the cultivators of knowledge and

wisdom, and on the richest products of mind."

From the preceding fragment, may be seen

the general opinion which Dr. Currie had formed

of the state of politics in this country at the

period in question.

The public mind had been powerfully prepared

for the views of ministers, and the alarms of

the nation had been strongly excited, by the

appearance, in 1790, of Mr. Burke's remarkable

work on the French Revolution,—-that splendid

monument of an ardent imagination, rather than

the calm composition of a philosopher and states-

man. Warmly adopted by the landed and com-

mercial aristocracy ofEngland, it diffused through

these classes a dread of change, in proportion to

the vehement eloquence, with which the writer

poured out his exaggerated alarms and his bitter

invectives. This work produced Paine^s Rights

ofMan in reply, which was as much admired by
the commonalty, as Mr. Burke had been by men

of rank and fortune. Th^. Rights ofMan gave
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rise to numerous associations or clubs, composed

principally of reading men of the lower ranks,

and, in some cases, patronised by persons of a

superior station. These clubs occasioned the

re-action of the societies *'for the suppression of

republicans and levellers," set on foot by Mr.

John Reeves. Both parties carried their prin-

ciples to extremes : the one maintaining that

the kingly power was the only essential part of

the British constitution, and justifying every

abuse, which had crept into the practice and

administration of the latter
;
the other, in some

cases, pushing their crude and impracticable

ideas of reform to a most unjustifiable extent.

It should be observed that it was alleged by
Mr. Reeves and his followers, that the reformers

aimed at the subversion of civil society for the

sake ofplunder ; and so prevalent did this idea

become at the time, that persons who wished to

be considered as men of property, were loud in

their execration of every class of reformers.*

* By the subsequent trials of the reformers in 1794-,

much impropriety and much intemperance were discovered

to have existed. Conduct was laid open (Dr. Currie has

observed), that every wise government ought at all times

to watch ; and which, in perilous times, perhaps no good

government would pass over. But no shadow nor trace of

actual conspiracy could be found ;
the persons tried were

universally acquitted; the numbers and influence of those
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In these circumstances, and at this important

juncture, the Duke of Portland and his friends

separated themselves from Mr. Fox, who was

left to contend for the principles of freedom at

the head of a small but intrepid band. The

friends of Opposition and the advocates of peace

out of doors, felt themselves embarrassed for the

want of some publication, which should express

their ideas in a definite form. The doctrines of

Paine it was altogether impossible for them to

adopt ; and th^y were besides held in check by
the ruling fashion of the day, which considered

opposition to ministry as synonymous with dis-

loyalty to the king, and disaffection to the con-

stitution.

It was at this crisis that Dr. Currie published

Jasper Wilson; to which the following letter

will serve as a further introduction
j
—

" To Alea^ander Young, Esq., Edinburgh.
"

Liverpool, 6th February, 1793.
" Dear Sir,

" The accounts you give me of the Forth and

Clyde canal are very full and complete. Please

concerned in these societies, were foundto be inconsiderable;

and the idea of any serious plot having existed for the over-

throw of the constitution, gradually sank into contempt.
See State Trials for the year in question.

— Editor.
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to accept my best thanks, and my expressions of

concern that I should have put you to such un-

expected trouble.

" I read The Patriot* with great pleasure,

and, in general, with assent and approbation.

Not knowing the state of the public mind in

Scotland, I cannot judge how far the remedy is

fitted to the disease. The pamphlet has the

national characteristics, temperance and good
sense. It has what may now be called a national

characteristic also, correctness. *The writer of

it does not, like many of the opponents of

Paine, attack his principles, but his science, or

to speak in the language of the pulpit, his prac-

tical application, and thus avoids an idle and

fruitless contention with self-evident truths.

" The truth is, Paine is right in his foundations.

The object of government is the general good ;

the rule bv which this is to be determined, the

general will. The imperfection of our nature

admits of nothing better. Government has its

origin in our wants like other human inventions.

Men build houses to secure themselves from tlie

winds and the rain
; they erect governments, to

secure themselves from vice and violence. Both

* " Ttic Patriot,, addressed to the People on the present
State of Affairs in Britain and France, with Observations on

RepubHcan Governments, and Discussions of the Principles

advanced in theWritings ofThomas Paine. Edinburgh, 1793."
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natural and political architecture are originally

rude : experience, civilisation, and increasing

wants improve the one and the other. This

appears to me the simple account of the matter ;

and as the kind of house required depends on

the situation of the individual and his family, as

well as of the climate in which he lives, so also

must the form of government be liable to varia-

tions, according to the condition of the nation

over whom it is erected. What may be called

good governments, therefore, admit of consider-

able variety of form as well as good houses, with

this proviso, however, that as no house can be

good that does not keep out the wind and the

rain, so no government can be good that does

not secure liberty and property. It is on this

ground alone that Paine is vulnerable. The

crazy fools that have attacked his principles of

government, have knocked their heads against a

stone wall.

"We contend that our constitution affords us

all the most substantial benefits of government,
and that what is wanting may be added. We
will, therefore, not take down the building in

order to build another in its place, at the risk of

not being better lodged in the end, and under

the certain inconvenience of being, in the mean

time, exposed to the fury of the elements.

What says Paine ? He says you are fools;-—
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your constitution affords you no protection,
— it

is crazy and rotten, — pull it down, pull it

down, it is too old to be repaired. We join

issue at these points, and at the bar of truth and

reason gain a verdict against him. In this part

of his subject. Dr. Hardy is a very powerful and

convincing advocate, and he very wisely makes

this his principal ground of attack. I have seen

nothing equal to him, as far as he confines him-

self to this view of the question.
" My assent to the other parts of the pamphlet

is not equally unrestrained. The sort of indirect

attempt to show that we have no right to change

the constitution as settled at the Revolution, and

the allusion to the baptismal vow of parents, made

me smile. (See pp. 11, 12.) A nation has no

right to do wrong certainly. But they do no more

wrong in changing their government on proper

motives, than a family does in building a new

house, when the old one is falling about their

ears. I allow that prudence will make all wise

men apply tliis rule to practice with extreme

caution, on account of the great risk and incon-

venience of moving (if I may so speak), and the

difficulty of not injuring individuals particularly

by the change. Every case of this kind must

be argued according to cii'cumstances. Utility,

general utility, wliich produced governments, or

acquiescence in government, must decide on a

N 2
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fair comparison of inconveniences, between re-

taining particular forms, and changing them.

Compacts between governors and governed, and

natural and social rights, are all, in my judgment,
foolish as well as ideal creations, and I reject

them all,
— I follow Hume, Paley, and Paine,

against Locke and his followers. Taking utility

for the rule, men may judge wrong respecting

it
;
— but what is this, except that men are im-

perfect? Experience wUl lead us to correct

errors, and would guide us safely and peaceably,

even on subjects of government, if we did not

fall into such fits of passion as destroy impartial

and cool consideration. I doubt not that Dr.

Hardy thought all this, as I perceive it is per-

fectly consonant to his general train of reason-

ing ; but it did not suit him to say it, and he has

done what could be done, to present another, and

apparently, but not in reality, an opposite view

of the subject.
" The leading errors of Paine are, first, his de-

preciating the blessings we now enjoy ; and,

secondly, his throwing out of the balance the

dangers of change.*

*
Writing at the close of 1 790, after speaking of the dis-

graceful Birmingham riots, Dr. Currie expresses himself as

follows:— "The spirit of bigotry (as there exemphfied)

never fails to produce a bigotry of an opposite kind ; and a

band of political reformers, with Thomas Paine at their head,

would propagate a doctrine by which princes, priests, and
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*' The man was led to these errors, so far as

relates to us, by his American habits of thinking ;

all his other opinions are of the same origin.

His notions, with some restrictions, are well

suited to that country, but will not apply to a

kingdom like this, where the masses of property,

especially landed property, are so unequally

divided. The ignorance and profligacy of the

poor, especially of the English poor, form a still

more insurmountable objection.
" An American is apt to under-rate the in-

convenience of change, from the practice of the

United States. Both the federal government
and those of the individual states have been

taken down and built up within the last seven

years, and certainly with manifest improvement
and advantage. Lord Wycombe, who has lately

nobles would not be reformed, but extirpated
—by which the

people of England, under their present government essen-

tially free, are classed with the nations on the Continent—
with the slaves of Hesse and Hanover, who are bought and

sold. In the eyes of these men, the struggles of our ances-

tors are rated as nothing ; the soil of England has been

sprinkled in vain with the blood of freemen, and the consti-

tution which has produced, or permitted to be produced (to

speak in the language of these gentlemen), such men as

Newton and Locke, as Hume and Pitt, as Smith and Fox,

is classed with the monarchy of Spain, and the despotism of

Turkey
— as a fabric, which knowledge cannot reform, and

reason must finally overthrow. Is there, then, no medium

between extremes so remote ?" &c. &c.

N 3
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made the tour of the American states, and who

is a young man of a very fine understanding,
told me, that so famiharised are the very cot-

tagers in America with poHtical discussions,

from the many occasions on which they have

been brought forward, that he found the nature

and the obHgations of the civil contract univers-

ally understood, ,and men disposed to move in

the social order with nearly sufficient exactness,

through habit and reflection. The necessity of

compulsory laws seemed to be confined to a few

general objects. The people appeared happy
and contented with a government of their own

choice and delegation ; and from Boston to St.

Augustine he saw not a single symptom of dis-

order or discontent. All this, however, is en-

tirely inapplicable to a nation like ours, where

property is collected into such masses on the

one hand, and poverty and ignorance on the

other.

" The description of France as it was, and of

the great crisis which occurred at the opening of

the States General, is extremely good (pp. 22,

23, 24, &c.), and contains some very fine writ-

ing. The criticism which follows on the consti-

tution which was formed, is profound. I entirely

agree with what is said as to want o?poxver, and

this every rational man will admit
;

I agree with

him also in what he says as to influence, the most
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able and the most important part of the wliole.

It appears to me so very important, that I wish

it had been more dilated, and more particulaiiy

exemplified. Governments must be adminis-

tered by men of like passions with ourselves
;

and if they toil, they must be supported by

every honourable and every innocent motive of

action. They must be in a situation to have

their sense of interest gratified, as well as their

love of fame.

*' But when Dr. Hardy says the constitution

of France wanted 'prhici^le^ I cannot agree with

him. The principles of their Declaration of

Rights are, in my opinion, irrefragable, and these

are properly the foundation or principle of the

constitution. That the constitution was not

wisely framed upon these principles, 1 admit ;

but the truth is, it never had a fair trial. The

instant that a foreign war commenced, and com-

menced for the purpose of making the king

absolute,— the king, in whose very hands the

whole of the nation's means of defence were by
the constitution placed,

— that instant it was easy

to see that a people, jealous and irritable in the

extreme, would resort to another revolution.

" I observe that Dr. Hardy is not so accurate

on tliis part of his subject as usual. What lie

calls want of principle in the constitution, as

framed by the Constituent Assembly (l)age 25.),

N 4
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when he enters particularly into the explanation,

he changes (page 36.) into a want of principle

in the government of France by that assembly.

Now the government of France by that assembly

was, as we all know, provisional, and not accord-

ins; to the constitution, which was not then

formed, but forming only, and which was no

sooner completed than they were dissolved. But

I believe that assembly governed France as near

the principles of their Declaration of Rights as

could be candidly expected, their difficulties

considered, as well from the novelty of their

situation, as from the violence of the Abbe

Maury and the monarchists on the one hand,

and of Robespierre and the republicans on

the other. I do not agree with the assertion of

Dr. Hardy, that there was no liberty of opinion

or discussion under that assembly in France.

Never was liberty of this kind carried to such

extremes: witness the speeches of the Abbe

Maury and Cazales, all of which are in my pos-

session, as well as upwards oftwenty newspapers,

published during that period, on anti-revolution

principles, some of which, and those the most

violent, were suppressed only on the 10th of

August. I have now by me a number of the

" Journal Fran9ois," published on the morning
of that day, describing the commencement of

the tumults, which in the afternoon brought the
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author to an untimely grave. That and all the

preceding numbers are written in the utmost

bitterness of party, describing the Duke of

Brunswick as invincible, prophesying the down-

fall of the National Assembly, &c. What Dr.

Hardy says of the state of things under the first

assembly is completely applicable, indeed, to

France now. But the truth is, that, during a

revolution^ there never yet existed such freedom

of discussion as under the first assembly of France.

I have often heard men of deep observation con-

sider it as a phenomenon. During the American

revolution there was nothing of the kind. Com-

mittees of safety were then established every

where, and arbitrarily kept down what were

called Tory sentiments, as the loyal associations

keep down
" sedition" now. I allow that liberty

of speech, as well as of the press, is completely

over in France now ; and in England itself, the

land of freedom, it is greatly impaired. We are

rushing headlong into another bloody war, and

all discussion of this dreadful measure is borne

down by the strong arm of power. The prose-

cutions that are commenced by government all

over England against printers, publishers, &c.,

would astonish you ; and most of these are for

offences committed many months ago. The

printer of the Manchester Herald has had seven

different indictments preferred against him for
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paragraphs in his paper, and six different indict-

ments for seUing or disposing of six different

copies of Paine, all previous to the trial of

Paine. The man was opulent, supposed worth

20,000/. ;
but these different actions will ruin

him, as they were intended to do.

" The articles were free, but such as would not

have been noticed in former times, except by
an , a character nearly as detestable in my
eyes as a French Jacobin. It is, however, cha-

racters such as these that are now uppermost in

all associations, and that are driving things to

such extremes. For my part, I foresee troubles,

and conceive the nation was never in such a

dangerous crisis. A foreign war may produce

consequences at which we may all shudder.

In Scotland you have no idea of the theolo-

gical rancour which mingles in all controversies

*' In these times of party violence, men ought

to put the strongest guard over their passions,

and to look at both extremes. Dr. Hardy has

done this in part, but not, in my humble judg-

ment, with sufficient impartiality. To accuse

the principles of the French constitution of all

the evils incident to the Revolution is, in my
judgment, neither philosophical nor candid.

These evils arose in part, at least, from the

wretched effect of a vile, pre-established system
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of superstition and absolute power on the cha-

racter of the people, and still more from the enor-

mity of the abuses to be removed. I like not

Dr. Hardy's joining in the vulgar and bloody war-

whoop ofatheism, &c. He knows that the atheism

of France (if any such there were), was merely

speculative ;
and the evils of speculative atheism,

compared with those of superstition, are not in

the proportion of a drop of water to the Frith of

Forth. Tlie philosophical Condorcet is, per-

haps, a sceptic, but he is the friend of peace and

order. Robespierre, on the other hand, is a

Jansenist, and a bigot, and has " Providence
"

constantly in his mouth. I would gladly hope

the massacres are exaggerated, though God

knows, they have been most horrible. At all

events, these massacres are not the effects of the

principles of their constitution, but arise from a

total departure from every principle.
" In Dr. Hardy's review of republican govern-

ments, all the ancient republics which knew

nothing of representation, and all the modern

ones which are governed by privileged castes,

as Venice, &c. shoidd be laid out of the question.

Such governments have no resemblance to the

late constitution of France. I do not entirely

subscribe to what is said of Switzerland and

America, thougli 1 think there is a great deal of

solidity in it. (pp. 5% 53.) The remarks that
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follow (pp. ,51, 55, 56.) tliere is no resisting:

pj). 57, 58. are very fine. 1 have some objections

to make to page ()3.
;
and the notion that wars

are against the interest of the crown and of a

po})nlar minister, may be abstractedly true, but is

practically unjust. On the subject of war, our

own constitution is, 1 think, demonstratively

faulty ; and, if I mistake not in my views, its

faults in this respect are more likely than any
thino' else to endanger its overthrow. Wars are

entered into without a definition of their object,

and without a ])ossibility ofjudging how far they

might have been avoided by negotiation ;
—

wars, which increase the power, patronage, and

emoluments of ministers, which gratify their

resentments, and which, above all, enlarge the

sphere of their ambition, and the theatre on

which they act. That appetite for command

which adheres to the most powerful minds, and

which increases by what it feeds on, is most

dangerous in a great minister, such as we have

at ])resent, and ought to be most narrowly

watched. Who can doubt that Pitt, who wields

in one hand the crown, and in the other the

democracy of England, would rejoice to extend

his power to every corner of the earth ?

" I must conclude with saying, i\\\\iTlic Patriot

is a most able pamphlet, and that many of the

views in it are original and profound. The de-
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fence it makes of our own constitution, as far as

this defence goes, is powerful and convincing ;

and the deduction that we should rally round

our constitution, and look for reforms in quieter

times, and when the great experiments going on

respecting government in neighbouring nations

are completed, seems to me irresistible.

" My objections I have stated in detail : a great

part of these objections may hold or not, ac-

cording to the different views which men take of

national affairs. I see, for my part, not a single

symptom of danger from the spirit of licentious-

ness. The poor persecuted and abused Presby-
terians are universally broken-hearted, and are

preparhig for emigration to America in vast num-

bers. A great colony is going out of the best

men and manufacturers from this county, and a

large detachment from Warwickshire, in the

course of the spring, if government do not pass

a bill to prevent them, which I understand is in

contemplation. Such a step, unless accompanied

by a repeal of the Test Act and oppressive sta-

tutes respecting religion, may, especially in the

event of a war with France, proiluce some vol-

canic eruptions that are not foreseen. I see,

therefore, no danger from the revolution-spirit

at present, which indeed the horrible excesses in

France were enough completely to extinguish,

but mucii from the opposite extreme. * * »
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— the war in which we are to plunge in favour of

old Superstition against young Enthusiasm,— the

certainty of decayed trade, increased taxes, and

of national discontent,— all these lead me to

dread the recoil of the violent fervour of loyalty,

and such commotions as the present century has

not witnessed. In this country, therefore, I

would distribute The Patriot, chiefly to give

rational views to the prevailing party. But,

strange to say. Dr. Hardy would be considered

by them as an enemy in a very thin disguise. The

wretched effusions of Tatham and Cooper, &c.

with 30th of January sermons, red-hot with

divine right and royal martyrdom, and bloody

Presbyterians, &c. &c. are those only which suit

the land / live in, and the present hour. I turn

from such poor contemptible bigots with pity

and disgust.
*' On the other hand, I dread the silent indig-

nation of a body of men, powerful and united,

and fretted by continual insults, — a small

minority, indeed, but formidable by talents, in-

dustry, and virtue, — bigots, however, as all

sectarians are, and every day becoming less fit

for the possession of power. At present they

are, indeed, completely in subjection ;
but who

knows what the rapid changes of the times may

produce? Enough, and more than enough.

Hearing that Captain Miller is to be in town
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to-morrow, 1 thought I should get a frank from

him for you, and sat down to give you a few

pages after supper. It is now tlu'ee in the

morning, and I have gone on to an unconscion-

able length. The subject must be my apology.

I liave actually written a pamphlet ;
and all my

comfort is, that you can read it or not, as you
are in the humour. You will see that I have

written hastily, inaccurately, and almost unin-

telligibly.
" Make my kind compliments to Mrs. Young,

whom I shall be happy to know. Please also to

make my respectful compliments to Dr. Hardy,

who is a writer of the very first order, and is, I

hope, destined to sustain the honour of Scottish

literature, at no distant day. I beg also to be

very kindly remembered to Mrs. Hardy, my old

(if that phrase may be applied to so young a

lady) and much esteemed friend.

" I am, my dear Sir,

" Yours always,
'* James Currie.**

From the foregoing letter it will be seen that

tlie feelings of Dr. Currie were powerfully ex-

cited in the progress of the French Revolution.

He gazed, indeed, on the mighty drama with an

interest too great for his own peace ofmind
; yet,

while he sighed over the atrocious madness which
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soon deformed the prospect, he felt confident

that the very crimes to which it led, must in-

evitably, ere long, exhaust the fury of the per-

petrators, if not stimulated from without
;
and

he, not unnaturally nor unreasonably, judged
that from examples like these England had

nothing to fear. He was, therefore, with many
virtuous and enlightened men, reluctant to aban-

don totally those hopes of ultimate benefit to

mankind, which the dawn of the Revolution had

given rise to. " He could not immediately, it

may be presumed, withdraw his partial gaze from

a people, who had so lately breathed the senti-

ments of universal peace and benignity, nor ob-

literate in his bosom the pictures of hope and

happiness, to which these sentiments had given

birth." *
Meanwhile, the national sympathies

of England, wound up to the highest pitch, and

carried to an extreme on each side, had divided

the country into two distinct and bitter parties.

The Revolution and its horrors absorbed every

other subject, and poisoned the intercourse of

public and private life. In the midst of the

wild alarms that prevailed, the government, the

throne itself, did not escape the contagion ;
and

it soon became probable that Great Britain would

* Life of Burns, 1st edition, p. 214., where this passage
occurs in speaking of the poet ; but is probably not less

applicable to Dr. Currie himself.
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not long remain an inactive spectatress of the

continental war.

With whatever doubt the excesses perpetrated

in the beginning of the revolution, may have, at

times, compelled Dr. Currie to contemplate the

consequences of that event upon the condition

of society, he never doubted that it was the true

policy of England to stand aloof, — to avoid

taking any part in the war which had com-

menced, — and to restrict her interference to a

sincere attempt to arrest its progress by prudent

and skilful negotiation, and by dignified and

energetic remonstrance. While he maintained

that this country, above all others, was especially

bound to accede to the great principle, that

every nation is entitled to fix its own form of

government, his knowledge of human nature led

him justly to conclude, that external interfer-

ence would infallibly rouse the national pride

of France to repel any attempt at foreign dic-

tation. He could not, besides, avoid fearing

that to embark in the crusade against France,

in the spirit that seemed to govern the British

councils, and with the existing feehng of the na-

tion, would endauGcer the constitutional liberties

of liis country. Fi'om such a step, too, he an-

ticipated tlie most ruinous effect on our com-

merce and manufactures, already beginning to

o
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feel, in an alarming degree, the inteiTuption

of the ordinary channels of trade. With these

views, it seemed to him that it was clearly

the part of England to accept the offers of

negotiation made by the new republic j
and

that, by thus acting, she would not only evince

her real desire, but greatly increase her power,
to promote a termination of hostilities.

In April, 1793, Dr. Currie was applied to by
Mr. Wilberforce, the personal friend and warm

supporter of Mr. Pitt, for information as to the

trade of Liverpool, and for his opinion on the

probable effects of the war upon the trade and

manufactures of the country. To this appli-

cation he replied in two letters, entering largely

into the general question, which had so much

engrossed his thoughts. This reply produced
an invitation to Dr. Currie to proceed to Lon-

don, in order to discuss the subject there

more fully than was practicable in epistolary

correspondence. He went to the metropolis in

consequence in May, and at one tune had

reason to believe that his letters, and subsequent

interviews with Mr. Wilberforce, had produced
a strong effect in an important quarter, as it had

been his great wish that they might do. The

letters were shown to Mr. Pitt (a circumstance,

however, which Dr. Currie had no reason at
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the time to suppose) ;
and the Prime Minister,

it is understood, for a moment paused, and inti-

mated a desire to see him
; but, hurried on by

a commanding irifiuence, which it "was impossible

to resist^ strongly opposed by a part of the

Cabinet, and supported, it must readily be owned,

by the majority of the nation, the pause was

momentaiy, and the die was cast. On Dr.

Currie*s return to Liverpool, he was informed

that the offers of negotiation from France had

been rejected, and that it was decided to con-

tinue the war. Anxious to leave no effort untried

to avert what he considered so great a calamity,
he thought that something might yet be done

by an appeal to the country,
—that it was still

possible to awake the nation to a sense of the

ruinous consequences of such a step. No time

was to be lost : if good was to be done, the appeal
must be immediate

; and, under this impulse,
Dr. Currie, in a few days, remodelled the two

letters in question into a Letter to Mr. Pitt, which

was pubUshed in London, in June, 1793, under

the name of Jasper Wilson^ and which produced
an extraordinary sensation upon its first appear-

ance, the effect of which is not yet forgotten by
those, who remember its coming out. Its re-

ception was, in many respects, mucli more favour-

able than the writer had expected. It acquired
o 2
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a degree of celebrity, indeed, which has distin-

guished it from all similar productions of that

day, and which, however deserved and however

honourable, was the source of much uneasiness

to the author. Three large editions were sold in

London in two months. It was more than once

reprinted in the country, by persons unknown

either to Dr. Currie or the London bookseller.

Several editions were published in Scotland and

in Ireland. The work was copied into the pe-

riodical publications of America
; and, with some

omissions that may be easily conceived, trans-

lated into the language of Germany, and circu-

lated in that country ; and it was also translated

into French.

This Letter was warmly admired by the Oppo-
sition in parliament, and by all those who dis-

approved of the war
;
and its temper and spirit

were spoken of with praise by many, who dis-

puted the author's conclusions. It rests on un-

questionable authority that, soon after it came

out, it was favourably mentioned by Mr. Pitt

himself, particularly that part of it, which gives a

kind of analysis of revolutions. It was ascribed

to various persons ;
and to Mr. Sheridan, amongst

other distinguished leaders of Opposition. By
some it was considered the production of more

than one hand; but Dr. Currie was the sole
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author. Mr. Wilberforce alone was acquainted

with his intention of pubUshing, who certainly

was not a convert to his opinions, but respected

his motives and promised to keep his secret,—
an engagement which, as far as that gentleman

was concerned, there is every reason to believe

was fulfilled. On this subject, Dr. Currie wrote

as follows to his old schoolfellow, Dr. Wells, of

London, in the spring of lyQ'i :
—

*' Of the Letter with the signature of *

Jasper

Wilson' I am the sole author. No man advised

me, prompted me, or assisted me. No man was

privy to my intention but one, —a public cha-

racter, and a friend of administration,—who, how-

ever, did not approve of it. It was written and

printed in Liverpool, between the 24th of May
and the 6th of June, sheet by sheet, as I had

leisure. I never had a fair copy of any part of

the MS., and the corrections from the first

rough draught were all made on the proof sheets,

which were printed with large margins for the

purpose. The circumstances were these :
—

*' The failures last spring alarmed the friends

of tlie Ministry, and, I believe, alarmed Mr.

Pitt himself very much. The Brissotine party

were at this time suing for peace in private,

at the moment that they were keeping up the

o 3
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mob of Paris by their impudent and ridicu-

lous threats. At this moment the Ministry, it is

said, were debating the subject of their con-

tinental alliances, which, it is also reported, were

strongly urged by a part of the Cabinet (as the

war had been), and reluctantly assented to by
Mr. Pitt. In this state of things, it was a matter

of importance to know how far the war had pro-

duced our commercial distresses, and how the

pulse of the nation beat to its continuance.

Mr. Chalmers, I find, wrote many letters to

Liverpool on these points ;
and I was applied to

by the public character alluded to, to give my
opinion on the subject. I enquired : it seemed

to me apparent that our distresses were occa-

sioned, in a great measure, by the war ;
and I

gave my opinion, with my reasons for it, in a

letter of twelve pages. This turned my atten-

tion to the subject, and interested me much in

the restoration of peace,
— a wish which was

strengthened by the ruin of several of my con-

nections, and of one particular friend. My
letter was dated on the 10th of April.

" I was in London, you remember, in the

beginning of May, and at that time had some

communications with my correspondent on the

subject. Though a friend of administration, he

agreed, or seemed to agree, in my sentiments.
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and admitted that peace was in our power, in as

far, at least, as the ruhng faction in France

could be considered as competent to make it.

He seemed also to say that peace was not im-

probable. From a different source, I heard

much to the same purpose. At this time some

idea of publishing my letter, enlarged, by way
of promoting a disposition to peace, passed

through my mind
;
but I soon abandoned it.

" After my return to Livei-pool, I gave up all

thoughts on the subject till the 24th of May, on

which day I read the Star of the 22d, where the

letters of Le Brun were published, and the re-

jection of all negotiation on our part was an-

nounced. That afternoon I determined on

publishing ;
and shutting myself up in my study,

I finished nearly one half of the letter by six

next morning, having written through the night.

My private letter was the text. I sent for a

printer, a very confidential man, who began to

print on the 26th, and finished on the 6th of

June. Tlie pamphlets went by the coach, and

were in London on the 9th and 10th. I men-

tion this haste, to explain to you why some of

the expressions are less guarded, than tliey would

have been luider more deliberation ;
and why,

also, the composition has perhaps more interest

in it, than if written more coolly. I was under

4
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strong impressions of the importance of the

subject, but utterly free of party spirit or of

factious zeal.

*' I have only farther to say, that if you find

any thing that looks like unusual information as

to political facts, in the Letter, I stated none but

on the best authority ;
— none which are not con-

firmed by subsequent events, or likely to be

so
;
— none which I would retract if I could.

The commercial statements are, perhaps, less

correct. In giving my information to the world,

I broke no confidence
;
and I know not that

there is an action of my life that I can look to

as originating in purer motives. I may have

been mistaken
;
but my error has not originated

in any thing selfish or base."

Such were the circumstances under which

Jasper Wilson was published; and it must be

owned, that a strong exertion of moral courage
was required, to induce its author to come for-

ward against the weight of government, and in

opposition to the general feeling ;
at a period,

too, it should be remembered, which, as far as re-

spects the utterance of opinions hostile to minis-

ters, may not inappropriately be called the

English reign of terror. It would be difficult,

at this time of day, to form an adequate idea of

the danger and odium which attended the in-
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dividual, who dared to breathe a syllable in favour

of peace with France
;
and it is, therefore, nei-

ther extraordinary, nor any reflection upon his

character, that Dr. Currie chose to publish under

an assumed name.

A pamphlet so remarkable, was the object

of various replies ;
no less than five— none of

which were much read
;
for the rapid succession

of the events prophesied by Jasper Wilson con-

futed his antagonists before they could be rea-

soned with. Of these answers, the most p :)pu-

lar, composed in the manner and spirit of a

gentleman, was that of Mr. Vansittart (now
Lord Bexley), who, it was stated at the time,

was summoned from the country for the purpose

of writing it. If superior, as it was considered

to be, in the commercial argument, it may be

fairly pronounced to fall far behind in the dis-

cussion of the general question. At length, in

February, 1794, came out an answer by Mr.

George Chalmers, chief clerk of the office of

Trade and Plantation, of which Lord Hawkes-

bury (afterwards Earl of Liverpool) was Pre-

sident, in the form of a dedication to a new

edition of the autlioi-*s *' Estimate of the com-

parative Strength of Great Britain;" whicli was

in tone, offensively coarse and vulgar, and in

manner, impertinently and unwarrantably famiUar.
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The Letter oi^Jasper Wilson was, in itself, strictly

constitutional and decorous, both in language
and in spirit. While it deprecated the war, it

breathed what the author sincerely felt—-^n
ardent attachment to his country, and veneration

for the British constitution. Here, then, it was

invulnerable, however fallacious its reasonings,

or misdirected its object, might^be thought. But

the plan pursued by Mr. Chalmers tended to

deprive it of this advantage. Not satisfied with

unceremoniously, and without previous notice,

addressing his dedication to Dr. Currie by name,

as the author of Jasper Wilson, he affected a

personal intimacy with him, and an acquaintance

with his sentiments, which had never •> in the

slightest degree existed. He then proceeded to

insinuate, on the strength of this acquaintance,

in language that could not be mistaken, that the

opinions expressed in the Letter o^Jasper Wilson

were the very reverse of the real sentiments of

Dr. Currie. So far, however, from any intimacy

existing,
— so far from Mr. Chalmers having ever

been on such terms with him as to possess an in-

timate knowledge, or, indeed, any knowledge at

all, of his opinions,
— the fact is, that Dr. Currie

was never in company with Mr. Chalmers but

twice in his life— each time in a large party ;

and the last, at his (Dr. Currie*s) own table ;
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nor was there ever a single letter exchanged
between them. The tendency of this ungenerous

artifice in a political opponent was evidently to

draw down upon Dr. Currie the open displeasure

of government; and also to strike a blow at

the root of his subsistence, by holding him up to

public reprehension, in the town where he re-

sided, as a hypocrite and an enemy to his coun-

try. That the intention of Mr. Chalmers was

to do this, the writer does not mean to affirm, as

it is not for one human being to scrutinise the

heart of another. It is sufficient to add, that

the consequences which might have ensued to

Dr. Currie in his profession did not follow. The

good sense and good feeling of the community
in which he lived, the public confidence in his

abilities, and his ununpeachable private charac-

ter, prevented such a result.*

* About a month after the pubHcation of Mr. Chalmers'

Dedication, Dr. Currie wrote the following letter, which it

will be seen is marked by all that feeling, which such an

attack was calculated to excite :
—

To the Rev. George Duncan, Lochrutton.

"
Liverpool, March 19. 1794.

" My dear Uncle,
*' Third attempts ought to be successful— and that this

may be true in your case, I sit down to write to you while

your letter is fresh.

"
It is a very painful thing for me to be thought Mr.

Jasper Wilson, and I would do any thing but tell a lie to
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It was Dr. Currie's intention to publish a fourth

convince the world of my ignorance of him and his letter.

I certainly have never acknowledged him, and as certainly

never will. Yet, I believe I shall have his sins to answer

for. The reputation of this work has procured, not to Mr.

Jasper Wilson, but to your nephew, many false and foul

imputations. You ministerialists and war-mongers are a

most irritable set, and cannot bear to be reasoned with.

Though you are so strong in numbers, you have all the

peevishness of conscious weakness, and when you cannot

confute, you calumniate and misrepresent. Pardon me for

beginning with o. yotc, what you are certainly innocent of.

" Mr. Jasper Wilson has had the honour of being an-

swered four or five times, and at last Dr. Currie is publicly

addressed, by a clerk in Lord Hawkesbury's office, as ' the

reputed author of Jasper Wilson's Letter,' in a strain of

unparalleled insolence, falsehood, and malignity. Mr. Van-

sittart, whose pamphlet you have read, is the most gentle-

manlike, and the most able of his answerers, though he does

not superabound in these qualities.
" It is seldom that calumnies injure an honest man, unless

he makes a grand stir about them. I do not open my lips

either about Mr. Wilson or his antagonists, and I beg the

same favour of my friends.

" The statement of Vansittart respecting the treaty of

Pilnitz is a poor sophistry. There were two treaties,—
one secret, one divulged. The secret treaty he denies, or

rather gives reasons for disbelieving; but you will see in the

debates of the present session that it is now admitted on all

sides.

"
Respecting the finances of our allies, time has decided.

We have subsidized the King of Sardinia, and four of the

inferior German potentates. We have also just engaged to

pay 700,000/. to the King of Prussia. The fempress of

Russia will let us have men ; but we must pay, clothe, trans-

I
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edition* of Jasper Wilson, in 1795, in his own

name, and to take that opportunity of noticing

the conduct of Mr. Chahners ;
and he had ac-

tually printed the preface, in which he made

some reflections on the errors and prejudices of

port, and feed them. She has not paid the interest of her

debts for the last two years. Facts such as these decide the

question; but who dare mention them?
*' When we meet, you shall have the secret history of

Mr. J. W. In the mean time you will perceive that I have

not acknowledged my identity with him, and act accord-

ingly, if you hear him mentioned, (a)
* * * *

I am rather in low spirits
— but this between ourselves.

" Remember me very kindly to all with you. I am, in

haste, my dear uncle,
" Yours very affectionately,

" James Currie."

* The Marquis of Lansdown, upon learning this, wrote to

him as follows :
— "I am sorry that you have preferred a

new edition, with preface, &c. to a second Letter, as I am
sure the latter would have more effect, I would not take

upon me to speak so positively, if I had not had occasion to

remark the comparative effect of Dr. Price's publications ;

though there was a reason for it which is not in yours, as

his consisted principally of calculations, which required to

be carried on. A republication of the first might follow

the second, with such corrections as you thought proper ;

and together, I am confident they would make a standard

book. In the mean time I am inclined to think that

warmth (kept properly under) does better for these times

than correctness ; but I suppose you are too much advanced

to change your plan."

(a) The passage omitted refers entirely to private affairs.
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statesmen. But the renewed suspension of the

Habeas Corpus Act, extraordinary restrictions

on the press, and the increasing irritability of

the pubHc mind, induced him, reluctantly, to re-

linquish a design, which might have brought ruin

upon himself, unalleviated by the consolation of

his having attained the object, for which alone

he wrote. Shortly after the appearance, too, of

Mr. Chalmers* "
Dedications^ he received a

number of anonymous threatening letters, and

various reports were prevalent of his having"

been committed to the Tower, &c. — all which

he considered, and probably with reason, to have

proceeded from a design to prevent any second

publication from his pen. The Letter o^Jasper

Wilson is now reprinted with the preface alluded

to. In the beginning of this preface the history

of the pamphlet is given, much in the way
already seen in the letter to Dr. Wells

; but va-

rious observations are afterwards made, to which

the attention of the reader is requested, on ac-

count of, what is thought by the present Editor,

their great and permanent importance to the best

interests of his country. This new edition is also

enriched by a few comments of the distinguished

statesman named in the last page, who, in 1783,

concluded the peacewith America— the Marquis
of Lansdown (then Earl of Shelburne), and who.
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in sending them to Dr. Currie, thus expresses

himself, in a letter dated December 4th, 1794 :—
" I feel myselfmuch embarrassed to find out any

remarks worth troubling you with
; but, to remove

any suspicion of reserve, I send short memoran-

dums of what struck me on reading it over a

second time, which I have just now done. In

fact, there is all to praise, nothing to blame, and

hardly any thing to criticise."

It only remains to say a few words on the

character and style of the Letter ofJasper Wilson,

The single object which it had in view was to

prevent the war with France. It was not the

production of a party, nor composed from any

party motive, for it has been seen that it was

written and published unknown to any member

of Opposition. It is distinguished by originality

of thought and force of expression. The views

which it unfolds, are philosophical and profound.

Its political predictions were speedily and re-

markably verified
;
—

scarcely a year, indeed,

elapsed, before many of them had been accom-

plished. Its commercial reasoning time has, in

some respects, shown to be mistaken, although

the general principles on which it rests are sound.

The author, it must be confessed, has not suffi-

ciently allowed for the elastic power of the com-

mercial principle,
— that facility, with which trade
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and manufactures accommodate themselves to a

change of circumstances. In the course of a de-

structive and expensive war, new and import-

ant channels of trade were undoubtedly ex-

plored ;
— an event, the possibility of which Dr.

Currie, in the haste of composition, has either

forgotten to advert to, or appears to have over-

looked. But who shall say what the situation of

England at this day might have been, as a great

people and a commercial nation, if she had been

unshackled by the effects of the Bank Restric-

tion Act, and by her enormous debt, — the

first of which was necessary to the continuance,

and the last the certain consequence, ofthe war?*

* To follow this train of thought is foreign from the

present purpose. But the Editor is strongly reminded by
it of a passage in Jasper Wilson, and tempted to ask

whether the period is not in effect arrived, such as it anti-

cipates. Are we not now, under the heavy pressure of

immoderate taxation, suffering the consequences of that

lavish abuse of the funding system, and that profligate

expenditure of the national resources, which commenced

in 1793 ? Yet, if the effect of the long and memorable con-

test with France upon our finances, shall have been to

create and encourage in the rulers and people of Great

Britain a disinclination to war, (the existence and increas-

ing strength of which feeling it is grateful to notice and

record),
— then, indeed, has that bloody epoch passed over,

not without leaving behind an inestimable benefit, — a

benefit, which might tend to reconcile us to present suffer-

ing, and which must, eventually, have the effect oflightening

our distress.
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The style of Jasper Wilson is at first vigorous

and argumentative ;
and at length rises into elo-

quence, which, without irritating, warms, and,

coming from the heart, finds its way thither. The

The passage from Jasper Wilson alluded to is striking, and

may at least afford room for serious reflection, not only

on the part of those who vote the supplies, and of those

who govern our finances, but of the country at large

It is as follows :
—

" It is true, this spendthrift expenditure must bring a day

of reckoning. But what then ? Those who administer the

public revenue, are not owners of the estate, but, in

general, tenants at will, or, at most, have a life interest in

it only. The practice of mortgaging the public revenue

during wars, prevents the people from feeling the imme-

diate pressure of the expense, by transferring it in a great

measure to posterity. Ministers look to the present mo-

ment, and delight in expedients that may delay the evil

day. When it comes, it does not, in all probability, fall on

those with whom the mischief originated. Thev are no

longer in power ; they are perhaps in their graves, and

removed from the complaints and wrongs of their injured

country."— Jasper Wilson, 3d edit. p. ?
The opinion of that acute observer and profound reasoner,

Mr. Hume, upon the funding system, deserves atten-

tion : — " In the third place, we are such true combat-

ants, that, when once engaged, we lose all concern for

ourselves and our posterity, and consider only how we

may best annoy the enemy. To mortgage our revenues at

so deep a rate in wars, where we were only accessories, was

surely the most fatal delusion that a nation, which had any

pretension to politics and prudence, has ever yet been

guilty of. That remedy of funding,
— if it be a remedy, and

P
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candid reader will discern the pen of an author

impressed with a deep and solemn persuasion of

the importance of his subject, and uttering his

powerful appeal in the fervid language which be-

longs to sincerity and truth. If his views should

at this time seem gloomy, or his warnings appear

disastrous, the time and the occasion were

equally so. Unprecedented alarm and general

distress prevailed throughout the land. Not to

have been affected deeply at such a crisis, would

have been an attribute of mind as rare as it is

little to be desired.

No stronger proof can be given of the effect

producedupon Dr.Currie*s feelingsby the political

state of England at this period, than that, with a

high professional reputation and an extending

practice, possessed of valuable friends and con-

nections, and generally respected and esteemed,

he should have entertained, even for a moment,
the idea of quitting his country. But in July,

1793, he wrote to his kinsman in Virginia,

intimating that such a step was possible on

his part, and making enquiries, the answers to

not a poison, ought in all reason to be reserved to the last

extremity ; and no evil but the greatest and most urgent
should ever induce us to embrace so dangerous an ex-

pedient."
— Humes Essay on the Balance of Pouer. —

Editor.
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which mio;ht influence his decision. The idea

seems, indeed, to have been transient, as no fur-

ther traces of such an intention are to be found

in his papers or correspondence, subsequent to

this period ;
and on the 24th of May, 1795, he

wrote to the same friend as follows :— *' I shall

stick to this country, whose government I vene-

rate and respect, however much I have disap-

proved and deprecated the measures of its pre-

sent administration."

In looking back to this period, the present

generation of Englishmen has abundant reason

to rejoice. The progress of education and the

diffusion of knowledge, together with the uni-

versal publicity now given to every subject of

general or local interest,'— these causes and their

natural effects— a prevailing spirit of enquiry

and great increase of information, — have so

sharpened the national intellect, as to render the

recurrence of such fearful times in this country

improbable, if not impossible.

With the publication of Jasper Wilson com-

menced and ended Dr. Ciu'rie's i)olitical writ-

ings.
* From this time he endeavoured, as

much as possible, to withdraw his attention

* With the exception of three letters in the London

Public Advertiser, under the signature of Cuius, written

while he was in London in 1780, on the subject of Lord

r 2
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from calamities which he had foreseen, by which

his feelings were deeply affected, but which it

was out of his power to avert or to alleviate.

The following passages occur in a letter to

Miss Kennedy, dated 4th Dec. 1795, and may
serve to illustrate what precedes :

—
" You kindly wish for some account of myself.

I am in as good health as a being of my frame

of mind, and of my anxious profession, can be

in times like these. I believe I am fatter than

you ever saw me ; but my hair is thinning with

time, what remains is growing grey, and my
forehead begins to wrinkle. One way or other

I am too incessantly engaged. Thought and

care press too much upon me. I have too little

vacuity of mind— yet I have occasionally fits of

gaiety, and have not lost my relish of the plea-

sures of social life. My nerves, however, are

far too high-toned : they vibrate too easily, and

the vibration is too often jarring. All this you
will easily understand." * * # #

<' You will readily suppose that such an attack

as Chalmers' could not be altogether without

effect in Liverpool ; professionally speaking, how-

George Gordon's No Popery riots in that year, and which he

some years afterwards accidentally met with in a collection

of fugitive pieces, called " The Remembrancer."
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ever, the effects have been less than might be

supposed. Neither has it affected my associa-

tions much. The chief effect has been on my
own outraged feeHngs, which, however, are pretty

much at peace on the subject."

Dr. Currie now began to carry into execution

his intention of pubhshing the result of his pro-

fessional experience in fever and febrile diseases ;

and had made considerable progress in doing so,

when an event occurred, which, for a time,

diverted his thoughts into a new channel, by
which his literary reputation was some years

afterwards widely extended. This was the death

of the celebrated poet, Robert Burns, which

took place in July, 1796,— a subject which will

be noticed particularly in the subsequent pages.

At present, it will be only necessary to state

that Dr. Currie undertook to write the Life of

that remarkable man, so soon as his medical work

should be finished and given to the world.

With this additional motive for hastening its

publication, he proceeded to its completion ;
and

in the following year (1797) appeared his " Medi-

cal Reports on the Effects of Water, cold and

warm, as a Remedy in Fever and other Diseases,

whether applied to the Surface of the Body or

used internally." They were dedicated to Sir

Joseph Banks, the President ofthe Royal Society.

p 3
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The success and the sale of this work were

probably equal to those of any medical publi-

cation of the present or past times. To this

several causes contributed ;
— the previous repu-

tation of the author
;
the novelty of the practice

recomm-ended ;
the modesty and caution with

which it was announced
;
and the almost entire

absence of those technical expressions, by which

raedical works are generally rendered unintel-

ligible to all but members of the profession.

Dr. Currie has succeeded in an extraordinary

manner, in clothing professional details in a dis-

tinctness of phraseology and elegance of style,

combined with a degree of feeling, which give

to the Medical Reports an interest, far beyond
what might be looked for in a publication of that

nature. The simplicity and candour too with

which the unfavourable results of the practice

are given, tend strongly to gain the confidence

of the reader
;
and altogether it may be doubted

whether any improvement in medical science

was ever presented to the world in a more at-

tractive garb.

This work is also peculiarly valuable as abound-

ing in facts, ascertained by the severe test of

repeated experiments, many of them the result

of trials in the author's own person, and sub-

mitted to calm and patient investigation ;
while
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the reasoning and arguments from these facts are

the fruit of accurate observation and philosophic

induction. An anxiety to become master of the

facts connected with every subject that came

under his attention was, indeed, a leading fea-

ture of his mind. He never rested satisfied to

draw conclusions from secondary information,

where it was in his power, by direct application,

to verify what was stated. We frequently meet in

the Medical Reports with reflections of a personal

kind, which seem to bring the reader into imme-

diate contact with the author, and which prove

him to have been not less distinguished by his

tenderness of disposition and sympathy with the

sick, than bv his originality and boldness as a

physician. That he had a theory on the origin

and nature of fever, is to be expected from so

profound an observer of the phenomena of ani-

mal life : but it is unnecessary to enter into an

examination of it, since medical science has not

yet been able to determine which of the various

theories on this subject the preference should be

assigned to, and because Dr. Currie himself con-

sidered his speculations as of little importance,

compared witli the facts from which he reasoned.

These are in no degree affected by any theory
to which they may give rise. In his general

view of the doctrines respecting fever, lie re-

r 1-
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marks, with reference to his own opinions, that

" if they should be found as Httle satisfactory

in their result as the conclusions of others, the

learned and candid reader will not, it is hoped,
suffer his opinion of the accuracy of the author's

facts to be affected by the fallacy of his reason-

ings, but extend his forgiveness to one other

abortive attempt to illustrate the nature of fever,

— an important, but difficult and long-contested

subject."
—{Med. Rep. vol. i. p. ^SQ.)

It is equally unnecessary in this narrative to

go at length into an analysis of the Medical Re-

ports ; but a brief account of the peculiar prac-

tice which that work treats of may be given

without impropriety. The practice, then, re-

commended by Dr. Currie in fever, was the

dashing or pouring cold water over the body in

the early stage of the disease, where the pulse

was frequent and the heat preternaturally great;

and the use of tepid water in those feverish

affections, where the debility was too great and

the attack of too long standing, and where the

morbid actions were too weakly associated, to

authorise the use of cold. Under similar re*-

strictions, he also permitted his patients to drink

freely of cold water in fever. By the judicious

application of this refrigerating treatment in dif-

ferent forms, according to circumstances, the
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disease was generally arrested in its onset, or

mitigated in its progress, and finally subdued.

So bold a practice, a remedy so contrary to

the received opinions and prejudices of man-

kind, was naturally calculated to startle those to

whom it was proposed, and to be received at

first with doubt, or encountered by opposition.

It was, therefore, peculiarly incumbent on the

author to be accurate and explicit in the rules

laid down for the mode of employing this un-

usual remedy. They are as follows
;

and we
find them repeated so constantly in every form

throughout the work, as not only to show his

conviction of the paramount necessity of strict

attention to them, but also to render it nearly

impossible to mistake them.

, The affusion of cold water may be safely used
*' when there is no sense of chilliness present^

when the heat of the surface is steadily above

what is natural, and when there is no general or

profuse sensible perspiration. These particulars,'*

adds Dr. Currie,
" are of the utmost import-

ance." {Med. Rep. vol. i. p. 18.) For the illus-

tration of the practice and its modifications,

and the cases where it is less efficacious, and

even prejudicial, the- reader is referred to the

work itself, which will repay the perusal.

To the discovery of the remedy of the cold
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affusion, Dr. Ciirrie laid no claim. So early as

the year I768, it appears to have been intro-

duced in the West Indies by Dr. Wm. Wright*
of Edinburgh, whose account of his practice was

made public for the first time in the London

Medical Journal for I786 ;
and in 1791, a

general statement of its advantages, by the late

Dr. Brandreth of Liverpool (the friend and col-

league of Dr. Currie), had been inserted by Dr.

Duncan of Edinburgh in the Medical Comment-

aries of that year, t The use of cold water in

ardent fevers, internally, or by immersion, was

also common among the ancients
;
but affusion

on the surface of the body, as a remedy in fever,

seems to have been wholly unknown to them.t

To Dr. Wright, with whose narrative the Me-

dical Reports commenced, must be ascribed the

honour of having introduced the cold affusion

into notice in modern times. § But we undoubt-

* For an interesting account of this eminent physician

and botanist, see a Memoir pubh'shed in Edinburgh in

1828, by Blackwood, which contains a seleetion from his

correspondence with Dr. Currie.

f See Medical Reports, Dedication.

\ Ibid. vol. i. p. 77.

§ Between this venerable physician and Dr. Currie an

epistolary intercourse was kept up after their first meeting

at Liverpool in 1798 ; and their friendship, which no jealous

feeling once disturbed, was constant and sincere. The

claim to honour which each might advance, is marked in the
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edly owe to Dr. Currie thefirst specific directions

for its safe application* ;
to the knowledge of

following extract from a letter of Dr. Wright's to Dr. Currie,

dated 25th Feb. 1799:— " After revising and adding to the

paper on Fever, I gave it to Dr. Simmons, who published it

in the London Medical Journal, pt. 2d. 1786. No notice was

taken of this paper for several years, till Professor Gregory
tried the cold sponging in fevers with great success at

Edinburgh.
" This novel practice was talked of amongst the students,

but adopted by very few of the physicians here, or I believe

any where in the kingdom, till you and some of your friends

adopted it in the fullest extent. What I left in doubt in the

first and subsequent papers, you have fully illustrated
;
and

laid down unerring rules for the application of cold water

to the surface, and pouring cold water into the stomach,

which, if duly attended to, will continue to have the hap-

piest effects.

"
By analogy j^ou have cured scarlatina, and succeeded

in many other desperate disorders, which were amongst the

opprobria medico7um."

On the 21st of April in the same year, Dr. Wright wrote

also to him as follows :
— "I am glad to see the success of

cold ablution of late in various parts of America. If prac-
titioners would only attend to what you have printed in

Italics (a), no mistake could happen either in extinguishing
all fevers, or in the speedily removing tetanus or other

spasmodic diseases."
* Extract from <' The Study of Medicine," vol. ii. p. 251.

by John Mason Good, M.D. London, 1825.— " In our

own day, Dr. Wright of Jamaica is, perhaps, the first phy-
sician who revived the practice ; but it is chiefly to the

judgment and experience, the writings and recommendation,

(a) The directions just quoted, p. 217.
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which he was led, from having been very early

impressed with the importance of a regular

investigation of the effects of temperature, and

its changes, upon animal life
;
and from his

having, in consequence, paid particular atten-

tion to the phenomena of morbid heat in fever.

In order to attain accuracy in this interesting

branch of pathology, the thermometer was used

by him in marking the heat of the body, with a

precision and care not previously attended to, nor

thought necessary, by professional men. Under

his direction, and according to a form which he

gave, as well as after the one invented by the

celebrated John Hunter, small mercurial ther-

mometers of great sensibility, with a moveable

scale, were constructed by Ramsden*, capable

of the easiest application, which became known

by Dr. Currie's name. He was the first medical

writer who insisted on the necessity of thermome-

trical observations in febrile and other diseases,

as an indispensable guide in their treatment and

history, t

ofDr. Currie of Liverpool, that cold water as an external

application is indebted for the high and deserved degree of

popularity it again possesses, and especially in typhus."
* Med. Rep. vol.i. pp. 35. 224<.

f The following passage is strongly expressive of his

opinion on this point :
— "In the use of all these remedies,

and particularly of opium and wine, the strictest attention
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The successful practice exhibited in the Me-
dical Reports was quickly followed in the West

Indies and in other warm climates. In Great

Britain and Ireland also it was gradually adopted,

to a considerable extent, if not generally. In

London it was, indeed, received for the most

part with indifference or disapprobation ; and

there is ground for believing that in private

practice in that city, the cold affiision seldom

or never had a fair trial by those physicians,

whose authority and sanction would liave insured

its adoption. But in the hospitals of the metro-

polis, where tried, it appears to have been attended

with the usual happy effects.
*

If the slow progress of this practice in Lon-

don was a subject of regret to him, the feelings

of Dr. Currie were, on the other hand, gratified

by ample testimonials in its favour from other

quarters ;
and especially by the extraordinary

success with which it was attended in the navy.
It was fast gaining ground also in the army ;

and so salutary was it found to be in both these

important services— so highly was its value

•was paid to the heat of the patients, without which he

who undertakes the treatment of fever, seems to me to

wal/c in darkness."— Med. Rep. vol. ii. p. 26.

* See Med. Rep. vol. ii. pp. 83. 112., where Dr. Dims-

dale's experience at the London House of Recovery, and

Dr. John Reid's at the Finsbury Dispensary, are quoted.
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estimated by those military practitioners by
whom it had been tried— that the fourth edition

of the Medical Reports^ prepared a few weeks

only before the author's death, was, by permis-

sion, dedicated to H. R. H. the Duke of York,

Commander-in-Chief of the Army. The work

had been translated into French and German,
and had made a very favourable impression on

the Continent ;
so that at the period when Dr.

Currie died, he had every reason to anticipate

that time alone was required, in order to secure

the universal adoption of his practice.

Since that time, however, it seems that the

cold affusion has been less employed in private

than Dr. Currie was justified in expecting—
either succeeded by new modes of combating

fever, or owing to its having been occasionally

attended by unfavourable results, from injudi-

cious application, or from culpable inattention to

his rules. Simple, too, as this practice is in

itself, it requires a degree of personal attention

and patient discrimination on the part of the

medical attendant, which practitioners unfortu-

nately are not always willing, and perhaps not

always, from being called in too late, able, to

bestow. It has likewise been asserted by those

who should be enabled to speak with authority,

that the nature of fever in this country is ma-
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terially changed in the last twenty years ; and

that typhus does not now so often as formerly
show itself under that form which will justify

the cold affusion. On this point the writer does

not presume to offer an opinion.

The application of water, cold and warm, was

successfully extended by Dr. Currie to scarlet

fever, measles, eruptive small-pox, and many
complaints incidental to children

;
and in all

these, as well as in typhus, if the cold affusion

be now less practised in private than formerly,
the use of tepid water, either by sponging or by
pouring over the body, is become an established

practice.

Dr. Currie had ascertained, also, that the

shock of the cold allusion was frequently a most

powerful remedy in tetanus and other spasmodic
and convulsive disorders

; and such it continues

to be found. It may be stated, likewise, that

his authority and example have revived the

practice, now become general, of permitting, and

indeed directing, cold water to be drunk freely
in the hot stage of fever, whenever the feelings

of the patient call for it. This practice was

known to the ancients, as has been observed
;

and at the beginning of the last century was in

great reputation in Spain and Italy. In our

own country, too, it had been recounnended by
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Hancock and others
;
but at the time when the

Medical Reports appeared, in 1797? the use of

cold drink in fever was contrary to modern

practice ;
and where it was occasionally given,

was administered with caution, and rather per-

mitted than enjoined.* The practice then preva-

lent, which was recommended by the powerful
name of Dr. Clark of Newcastle, was, to give

wine in large quantities ;
while cold water was

in general strictly prohibited.

Before quitting this subject, to which the want

of a medical education prevents the writer from

doing justice, one circumstance must be men-

tioned in which Dr. Currie took the deepest

interest.

In September, 1804, the fortress of Gibraltar

was visited by the malignant epidemic fever, to

which the south coast of Spain is periodically

subject. Dr. Currie was naturally anxious to

know whether his favourite remedy had been

tried, and entered into correspondence on the

subject with the proper official authorities. The

result of his enquiry is given in the following

passage from the Medical Reports^ which was

written only a few weeks before his death
;
and

which derives additional importance from the

late recurrence of this destructive pestilence in

* See Medical Reports, vol. i. p. 90.
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that fortress (1829). It will convey some idea

of the style of the work
;
and will, it is thought,

confirm what has been said as to its characteristic

excellence : and the concluding observations, on

laying down his pen at the close of his labours,

while they illustrate the general tone and spirit

of the author, will, with many, possess a peculiar

and melancholy interest, from being the last

which he ever wrote.

" The reader will naturally expect to hear

some account of the effects of the cold bath, or

cold affusion, in the epidemic of Gibraltar, as a

remedy and a prophylactic. Considering that

this epidemic held its fatal career for four

months and upwards, and that all the usual

modes of treatment failed, it might naturally

have been expected that those in attendance

on the sick and dying would, in these desperate

circumstances, have had recourse to a mode of

practice which, in similar situations, had been

attended witli uncommon success. The first

volume of the Medical Reports had been for

seven years before the public, and had passed

througli three editions in our own language. The

second volume had also appeared, and had met

general attention. The work had been favourably

received on the Continent, and began to influ-

ence the military and naval practice of foreign

Q
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nations. Of this a remarkable proof had ap-

peared in the second volume, in the narrative of

the physician, Dr. B. A. Gomez, who, in the

summer of 1802, when a fatal fever prevailed on

board the Portuguese fleet, had recourse to the

cold affusion, after ^ery other remedy had

failed, with a success altogether extraordinary.

This was the more striking, as the fever, so far as

we can judge, seems to have been the same that

committed so much devastation in various parts

of the Spanish peninsula, and that at length

intruded into Gibraltar itself: the more striking

also, as the fever in the Portuguese fleet occurred

in the straits of Gibraltar, in sight ofthe garrison;

and the extraordinary success of Dr. Gomez,
even had it not been published to the world,

might have transpired to the practitioners on

shore. It is a duty, howevei', that I owe to the

public, to declare that the fatality of the fever at

Gibraltar brings no imputation on the mode of

treatment recommended in these volumes
; for,

after the most diligent enquiry, I cannot find

that the cold bath in any form was used either as

a prophylactic or a remedy in any single case of

the disease. Neither can I find that tepid ablu-

tion or affusion was in any case resorted to, or

that water was recommended as a drink. I

record these facts with feelings very different
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from those of wounded vanity ;
if they bear

hard on the feeUngs of any other person, I

regret the circumstance. But this is a case in

which my sense of duty obUges me to speak out.

I will, however, make no comment, but leave

the subject to the reader's reflections !

" On a review of the fatal epidemic at

Gibraltar, there are other circumstances to ex-

cite our deep regret. Of this kind is the neglect

of the usual means employed to prevent the

introduction of fever into that garrison, when

the ports of Spain were affected by contagious

fever. Of this kind, also, was the rash declar-

ation, when the fever did appear in the garrison,

that it had not originated in contagion, and was

not in its nature contagious : two propositions

distinct in themselves, but which have been pre-

sumed, without proof, to involve each other.

However general the contrary opinion may be,

the fever of Gibraltar, so far as we know, might
have its origin in some noxious quality of the

general atmosphere, or in marsh miasmata, and

yet be propagated in the second instance by in-

fection. It is greatly, therefore, to be lamented

that measures were not taken immediately to

separate the sick from the healthy. These

ought, indeed, to be resorted to in every in-

stance of the appearance of general fever, espe-

Q 2
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cially as, according to the present state of the

evidence, they are equally easy and effectual.

There is no safety in considering a fever to be

non-contagious in the first instance, and waiting
for evidence to the contrary. There is neither

wisdom nor mercy in declaring it to be non-

contagious while the point is in doubt, with the

view of preventing general alarm. To have

adopted the measures of precaution requisite

in the case of an infectious epidemic, unneces-

sarily, is a light evil. In a military garrison,

where subordination and discipline are already

established, it is no evil at all. At the worst,

some trouble may have been incurred which

might have been spared. How melancholy the

reverse of this supposition! What shall the

theorist say for having trusted for safety to his

speculations, where the lives of thousands were

at stake ?— what reparation can he make for his

errors, when the proofs that convict him are the

graves of his countrymen ? To pronounce a dis-

ease to be contagious, ought not to deprive the

sufferer of the aids of science or of humanity,
as some weakly suppose. It ought now to be

generally known, that simple means of pre-

caution, adopted early, and strictly adhered to,

do away the danger to the attendants
;
and the

practitioner of medicine that cannot trust his
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own safety to these, is unworthy of his office,

and ought to lay it down. And let it never be

forgotten, that the means of prevention to the

uninfected are means of cure to the sick. To

keep off the idle and unnecessary intrusion of

those in health, is to secure to the sick silence

and quiet : to enforce universal cleanliness and

ventilation, is to increase their comfort and

support their strength : while the regular and

prudent use of personal ablution, which, of all

the means of precaution, is perhaps the most

important to the healthy, is, of all the means

of cure, certainly the most efficacious to the

diseased." t

W 9P ^ ^ 4f ^ tP

" There seems no doubt of this method of

cure (the cold and tepid affusion) extending
here and every where. My task then, I hope,

is finished
;
and with a few words more, strictly

of a personal nature, I shall lay down my pen.
"
Having had an apparently hazardous, but,

in my judgment, a highly salutary medical prac-

tice to recommend to the world, — a practice

contradictory to long-established and almost uni-

versal prejudices,
— I reflected beforehand, with

the utmost seriousness, on tlie duty imposed

upon me, to avoid, in my manner of presenting

t Med. Rep. vol. ii. p. 282.

Q 8
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it, all possible grounds of offence. If my matter

was alarming—. if my object was bold — I have

endeavoured to make my manner calm and tem-

perate. The claims of my contemporaries to

merit on this occasion, so far as I was acquainted
with them, I have studiously brought forward.

I have been desirous of treating them, not merely
with justice, but generosity ;

and many series of

experiments which I myself have undertaken,

and, I may say, undergone, especially in investi-

gating the effects of perspiration on animal heat,

I have suppressed in the detail, and only given
in the result. In a word, it has been my en-

deavour to suppress all personal considerations,

and all petulant expressions ;
where I could

employ the autliority of others, to do it freely

and respectfully ; and where I have been led by

my subject to controvert opinions before the

world, to use the language of civility and

candour.

'*

By these means I have endeavoured to dis-

arm personal opposition, and to avoid contro-

versy
—

controversy, which some philosophers

have invoked, but, I think, unwisely ;
and which,

on a science so imperfect, so important, and so

difficult as that of medicine, seems to me to have

almost uniformly involved consequences of an

injurious and melancholy nature.
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" On the whole, my endeavours have been

successfal. I have encountered little opposition ;

I know not that I have provoked any man's

enmity ;
w^hile the medical writings of the day,

both in Britain and in America, bear evidence

that considerable changes have been effected,

and are effecting, on the opinions and conduct

of medical men, quietly and insensibly, on points

of no mean importance, in physiology as well as

practice.* J. C.

" Bath, July 6. 1805."

Out of an extensive correspondence, which

followed the publication of the Medical Reports,

it would have been easy to select many honour-

able testimonials of approbation from distin-

guished members of the profession j
but the

Editor will content himself with giving the sub-

joined letter, in reply to one from an original

genius and eminent physician, which did not

express the favourable opinion generally enter-

tained of the work. It will illustrate Dr. Cur-

rie's admirable temper in discussion, and his

independence in maintaining his own views,

even against so celebrated an authority as Dr.

Darwin.

* Med. Rep. vol. ii. p. 284.

Q 4
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" To Dr. Darwin, Lichjield.

"
Liverpool, December 25. 1797.

" My dear Sir,

" If I had not a very particular apology to

offer for my silence, I should be unpardonable
in delaying so long to answer your letter of the

10th. The truth is, ever since I received it I

have been making arrangements for passing ten

or twelve days in London, where I have par-

ticular business
;
and it was my full intention to

spend a day at Derby on my way. I will not

express to you the satisfaction which I promised

myself from a personal interview with the author

of Zooiiomia, ofwhose genius and talents I think

as highly as of any man's of the present age. It

occurred to me, that in conversation I could dis-

cuss the points on which we differ, better than in

writing ;
and I had not a doubt of finding in

Dr. Darwin the candour which, if not the cri-

terion, is at least the very general attendant, of

superior minds. I am disappointed in my inten-

tions by circumstances you can easily imagine,

though I still expect to make good my purpose

in the course of the winter or spring. In the

mean time your letter must no longer be passed

over in silence. Accept, then, my best thanks

for your observations on my book, and for the
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open sincerity with which your censures are be-

stowed. The disapprobation of a man of your
characterand talents is not, indeed, a hght matter;

but I perceive, in the manner of your expressing

it, a confidence in my temper that is not mis-

placed, and a respect for my general talents that,

I fear, is less merited.

" I am Sony you think I am the slave of au-

thority, and not sufficiently attentive to facts

and to common sense. Now this I will venture

to ask you ;
— Are you really of opinion that my

volume has not a fair proportion of information,

however faulty it may be in its reasonings ? I

should think,— but I am not a proper judge,
—

that it is not a mere cento of the observations of

others
; but that, defective a& it is, it contains

a more than ordinary quantity (taking medical

works as we find them) of original observation,

and of facts which, when confirmed, as I have

no doubt they will soon be, will be found of no

common importance. I trust, also, that where I

liave chfTered from others, as I have had occasion

to do, I have differed with candour, .and, where it

was due, with respect. If my book has any
merit, it is in the facts that it contains— all of a

practical nature
;

in the perspicuity with which

they are detailed
; and in the temper with which

it is written. As to my language and my rea-
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sonings, all I can say is, that I am little wedded

to either
;
and I am even sorry that I reasoned

at all, because I have my fears that the imper-
fection of my theory, where I have theorised, or

the prejudice with which others may survey it,

may turn attention from my facts, or bring them

into disrepute. I was determined, when I began
to write, not to theorise at all

;
but I fell a victim

to the general infirmity. I consider, however,

what I have done in that way as of so little im-

portance, because of so little certainty, that, in

a future edition of the volume (and I just learn

that another will be immediately required), I

shall be ready to modify, or even to abandon it.

I believe as little in *

tone,' in the literal mean-

ing, as you do
;
but it is an expression generally

used, and little liable to misinterpretation. In

my next edition, however, it will be every where

omitted, and *

living energy' put in its place.

But I know not what to substitute for * re-

action,' which also conveys a distinct idea, un-

less I should adopt the theory which presumes
to explain the cause of this re-action. Now this,

as I have already said, I am not prepared to do.

But when I talk of cold as a stimulus, you are

shocked at the imbecility of the human mind
;

and you seem to conceive that there is an ab-

surdity, or, indeed, an absolute contradiction, in
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the terms. You ask me — Can darkness stimu-

late the eye ?

" I reply
— that it is a. certain mode of applying

cold, and this only, that I consider as a stimu-

lant
;
that I use the word stimulus in the usual

sense, as that which incites to action, which

every powerful impression on the sensation

necessarily does.

*' Can darkness stimulate the eye ? No; dark-

ness occasions no sensation— neither pleasure

nor pain. Can cold water, dashed over the

naked body, be considered as a stimulus? In

my sense of the term, certainly ;
since nothing

impresses the sensations more. I cannot con-

ceive how we can differ on this
;
and it is im-

possible we can, unless we differ in the sense

in which the term stimulus is used. Yet I

have looked at your definition of the word,

and I receive it. (Vol. i. p. 13.) As the sweat

is poured out on the surface, the heat of the

body subsides. This I assert as a fact, ascer-

tained by the thermometer. I have supposed
this may arise from the absorption of heat in the

formation of the perspirable matter, though I

have not laid much stress on this point. You

object to this, because all chemical combinations

emit heat,— a doctrine which is not without ex-

ceptions, since solutions are, in my sense of that
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term, combinations. But it is not necessary to

discuss the point, because the living secretions

I do not consider as chemical processes, nor

governed by chemical principles. As a matter

of fact, I do not find that, in the secretions of

the body, heat is generally emitted. My use of

the word '

perspiration,' in page I76., is perhaps

not correct
; evaporation should be the word,

I believe.

'*

Though morbid heat be a consequence of

morbid action, why should I not speak of ex

pelling it ? However such a heat is produced,

it cannot be without consequence in its turn. Is

it possible to restore the actions to the state of

health with the heat at a hundred and four?

and to what purpose is the cool and cold treat-

ment in fever, but to reduce the heat ? Though
heat may be the effect of morbid action in the

first instance, is there any absurdity in supposing

it, when accumulated, to operate in continuing

the action ? The increased discharge by the

surface I consider as the means, not as the effect,

of the heat's reduction
;
and if so, my reasonings

have nothing of absurdity, whatever be their

foundation in fact. But, on the other hand, I

perceive that where the heat of the system is

suddenly increased beyond a certain point, sen-

sible perspiration does not take place with faci-
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lity ;
and that it is promoted by diminishing the

heat by external appHcations, or by cold drink,

as I have fully explained.
" There are various facts to be established be-

tween us. You deny the existence of a spasm
on the extreme vessels. I am happy that you
are going to enlarge on this point ; and I have

no doubt you will treat it, as you have not

treated it hitherto, as a question of fact. As to

the doctrine of a supernatural power inducing
this spasm, a vis medicatrii\ I have no belief in

it more than you have.

" Whether the excitability or spirit ofanimation

have quantity or form, is not the precise question

between us. I do not think its operations can

be explained by an application of the laws of

quantity to it : it does not, I think, accumidate

and diminish in the inverse ratio of the stimuli

acting on it. But this is a point of immense

consequence. I refer you to some observations

in the English Review *, and at a future time

I will, if you please, explain myself more at

large.
" You accuse me of detailing the despicable

nonsense of Cullen and Hoffmann, instead of

reasoning from the present knowledge that phi-

* For ITO^ and 1795, written by Dr. Currie : of whose

having done so Dr. Darwin was not, however, at this time

aware.
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losophers possess of nature. You will, I hope,

pity rather than renounce me, if this be my case.

Surely I do not knowingly adopt the nonsense

of others, or advance nonsense of my own
;
and

I look anxiously for light in the twilight that

surrounds me. Cullen I knew, and I loved

him. He had a superior mind
;
and his whole

life was a struggle with domestic distress, and a

contention with the powers of his own imagin-

ation. The brutal attacks that were made on

his character and fame, towards the close of his

days, I was often indignant in observing ; and,

after a long life of incessant toil, I saw him,

with deep emotion, descend in poverty and

sorrow to the grave ! You, who are deeply read

in the human mind, may judge whether these

circumstances afford any explanation of what

you mayconsider as an undue prejudice, in

favour of his doctrines.

" For my own part, I mistake my character

(a thing very likely), if I am formed by nature to

bend under any authority in forming my judg-

ment ;
and I give a proof of this when I resist

the author of Zoo?iomia, whose learning and ex-

perience equal, and whose genius, in my judg-

ment, far surpasses, those of Hoffman or of

Cullen.

May I hope, in a future edition, that you will((
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notice my principal facts, and reconcile them to

your doctrines. If this shoidd be done soon, it

may be of much consequence to me
; since, if my

conviction follows, it may serve to withdraw me
from future errors, in reasoning on what I have

still to propose to the world. In Edinburgh,
I hear, they abuse me as being a pupil of

Dr. Darwin !

"
Accept my sincere wishes for your most va-

luable life and health
;
and believe that no one

thinks ofyou with more respect and regard than

(Signed)
" James Currie."

To this letter Dr. Darwin replied on the 3d of

January, 1798 ; observing that he was induced to

do so, as his last had not disobliged Dr. Currie,

and assuring him that he had no regard for his

own opinions more than for those of other

people, and tliat Truth was his only goddess. He
still disapproved of cold being termed a stimu-

lus, and of the use of the word " re-action :

"

nor could he concur in the idea which Dr. Currie

entertained, tliat lieat was repelled to the heart

by the spasm of the capillaries, and sent back by
the re-action of that organ. He also still re-

jected the term " sedative" applied to opium ;
and

the theory which considered the diminution of

heat in fever as the cause of perspiration be-

coming sensible, not the consequence of that
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cooling process. The whole tone of the letter,

however, was milder than the first, and it con-

cluded as follows : —
" I am in doubt whether I should trouble

you with this letter or not
;
but I think your

facts so valuable, that I am grieved to observe

that you did not give yourself the trouble to

exert the voluntary power which you possess,

in reasoning about them, and hope you will

again exert yourself in detaching the sources of

error in medicine as w-ell as in politics.
" If any thing should bring you to this part of

the country, your company would give me the

greatest pleasure ;
and I flatter myself I could

show you a few, who cultivate reason both in

physic and in politics, whose conversation would

amuse you, and who are, as well as myself, great

admirers of Jasper Wilson. Adieu, from,
" Dear Doctor,

" Your sincere friend,

" E. Darwin."

Dr. Currie now commenced the task of writing

the life and editing the works of Burns, which,

it has been already stated, he had undertaken

to do.

So long ago as the year 1787j he had re-

ceived a copy of the poems of Robert Burns
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from Dr. Moore, the well-known author of Ze-

luco
; and in a letter to Lieutenant, now Vice-

Admirai Sir Graham Moore, son of Dr. Moore,
dated 11th June of that year, he expresses the

following opinion :—
" Tlie poems of Burns have certainly great

merit. An original poet, which he may be called,

is most highly welcome to every man oftaste and

feeling, after the disgust which arises from listen-

ing to a long succession of copyers of copyers,
who have inherited from each other the same

thoughts, the same expressions, and even the

same cadence. This West-country poet (the

first, I believe, which that psalm-singing region
has produced,) has that admirable simplicity
which is the attribute of true genius. His

thoughts are natural, and flow easily ; and by
turns he is humorous, pathetic, and sublime.

His Address to the Mouse has all these charac-

ters of writing united
;
and it is certainly one of

the happiest productions of modern poetry; and,

what gives it additional value in tliis case, none

but a plougliman could have written it.

" I agree with you that Burns ought to keep
clear of politics, and we may add religion,

which, from its very nature, cannot be made the

vehicle of good poetry; as Johnson has demon-

strated in his Life of AValler, in a passage of

R
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amazing force and elegance, to which 1 beg

your attention."

To the same friend he wrote as follows, on

the 12th of August :
—

" The more I read Burns, the better I like

him ;
and it is with much pleasure that I hear he

is about to settle in the neighbourhood of Dum-

fries, where a farm, on very advantageous terms,

has been offered him by Mr. Miller, brother to

the Lord Justice Clerk. On the banks of the

Nith or the Annan he will meet the Muses of

former days ;
and these rivers may rise in his

song to a rivalship with the Yarrow or the

Tweed."

These extracts show the interest which Dr.

Currie took in Burns, afterwards evinced by a

more lasting memorial. The death of the poet

was an event which he heard with deep concern ;

and, finding that he had left his family destitute,

his active sympathy, in conjunction with that of

his constant friend Mr. Roscoe, was quickly

enlisted with success in promoting and collect-

ing a subscription for their immediate relief.

This led him into a correspondence with an old

college friend, Mr. John Syme of Dumfries, the

intimate and daily companion of Burns, and a

man who knew him in his latter years better,

perhaps, than any other individual. In the
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course of this correspondence, it was stated to

be the anxious wish of the friends of the family

to have his letters and MSS. collected, and put
into the hands of some man of letters, to be

published by subscription and preceded by
a biographical account. By this plan it was

thought that the national feeling might be most

effectually excited in favour of his infant family,

and a sum of money be obtained, which would

prove a fund towards their future support. See-

ing the strong interest taken by Dr. Currie on

this occasion, Mr. Syme proposed, after several

applications in Edinburgh and other quarters had

failed, that he should become the biographer and

editor
; and with some reluctance and hesitation,

arising from reasons which his own letters, intro-

duced hereafler, will best explain, he at length

consented
;
on the stipulation that this consent

should not interfere with the medical work in

which he was then engaged, and which it was

his wish to finish before embarking in any new

undertaking.

The difficulties which presented tliemselves

in his path will be disclosed in these letters,

and were of a nature from which a man in the

enjoyment of uninterrupted leisure and perfect

health might have reasoiia})]y sln'unk. How
much more must they have been felt by one

R 2
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whose time was necessarily devoted to his pro-

fession, on whose attention there were many

important claims, and whose mental energies

were too frequently impaired by languor and

debility, the usual consequence of illness !

Often, indeed, in the progress of his work, he

was compelled to pause ;
and on one occa-

sion (18th Jan. 1798), when writing to Mr.

Syme, he says,
" I am so weak with loss of

blood, that I cannot write without extreme

languor. I have had, and still have, a most

severe cold, and have been obliged to submit to

venesection again and again. Who knows but

I may pay a visit to Burns instead of writing

his life, and thus furnish an incident and a sub-

ject of reflection for some other, with which to

eke out his biography ?
"

" To John Syme, Esq., Ryedale, Dumfries.

"
Liverpool, July 26th, 1796.

" My dear Syme,
*'

Though I have not returned my thanks for

your kind and satisfactory letter, yet I have felt

as I ought to do, the readiness, the speed, and the

ability with which you have complied with my
request. In receiving a favour from you, I feel

neither anxiety nor hesitation
;

for the sense of
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obligation is lost in the sentiments of regard and

friendship.
" Your arguments would have been conclusive

with me as to the sale of my landed property,
were it not for considerations of a public nature

that are strongly impressed on my mind, and

seem to me to bear on the subject. The dis-

tresses of our Government in pecuniary matters

are coming fast upon them. The resources of

the ordinary emissions of bank paper are dried

up, for the Bank can extend their circulation

no farther
;
and I apprehend some likelihood of

a paper coinage on the part of our Government,
not payable in specie on demand, similar to

those which have been issued in their distresses

by America and France. In this case, money
will rapidly sink in value, and fixed property

appear to rise
;
and that uncertainty and inse-

curity take place in tlie circulating medium,
which will render all bargains for future pay-
ments variable, delusive, and perhaps ruinous.

My notion is, that something of the kind alluded

to is likely to be done on the meeting of parlia-

ment
; and tlierefore I will pause till I see a

little further into this matter.* It is difficult

* In February, 1797, six months after the date of this

letter, the bank restriction act was passed, which prohibited
the Bank of England from paying specie on demand, and
authorised the issue of IL and 21. notes, which has since

R 3
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to conjecture the precise expedient to which the

ministry will have recourse, but extraordinary

measures must be had recourse to.

* # * * * * *

" I have long thought of inviting you to

Liverpool. Independent of the curiosity you

may be supposed to feel in seeing a place of its

size and commerce, the very great and extend-

ing connection which it maintains witJi the south

of Scotland, might furnish you with power-
ful motives for such a journey ;

and I think I

could make you acquainted with some persons

here whose society would repay the fatigues of

your travelling. Let me press this upon you.

I would advise you to take the present season
;

to give yourself plenty of time
;
and to come on

horseback. Be assured of the kindest reception

it is in my power to give. It would doubtless

have given me, and several of my friends, parti-

cular pleasure to have seen poor Burns with you,

but that expectation is now over. I have just

heard that he has taken a journey to that coun-

try
' from whose bourne no traveller returns.'

" My friend Roscoe paid him an elegant

compliment lately in his " Life of Lorenzo de'

been pushed at times to an alarming extent, but is now, it

is to be hoped, by the firmness of ministers, for ever put an

end to. A striking commentary on the above passage.—
Editor.
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Medici," and sent, or meant to send, him a copy
of his work. Burns often talked, as we were

informed, of coming to Liverpool ;
and he would

have found many admirers here. I assure you,

I lament over his early fate. I never saw this

original genius but for a few minutes, in 1792, in

the streets of Dumfries. In the little convers-

ation I had with him, which was begun rather

abruptly on my part, I could easily distinguish

that bold, powerful, and ardent mind, which, in

different circumstances, such as the present state

of the world renders familiar to the imagination,

might have influenced the history of nations.

What did Burns die of? What family has he

left ? and in what circumstances ? Am I right

in supposing him not a mere poet, but a man of

general talents ? By what I have heard, he was

not very correct in his conduct; and a report

goes about that he died of the effects of habitual

drinking. Be so good as to tell me what you
think on this point.

" Men of genius like Burns are sure to be

^ envied, and even hated, by cold-blooded medio-

crity and selfish prudence; and, on that account,

one receives reports to their disadvantage with

great distrust. As you knew this singular man, of

whom much will now be said, and much enquired

in future times, I wish you would give me as much

R 4
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of his character, and of his private hfe, as you
can without inconvenience, in addition to the

points I have enquired into
;
and I will en-

deavour, in one way or other, to turn it to some

account.

" In hopes of hearing from you soon, and,

perhaps, of seeing you, I am, my dear Syme,
*' Your faithful friend and servant,

*' James Currie."

To the same.

"
Liverpool, July 30th, 1796.

" My dear Sir,

** I thank you very sincerely for your obliging

letter of the 27th, in which you communicate

some account of the death and funeral of Robert

Burns, ^y a letter which was on the road to

you at the time that yours was written, you will

see the interest I take in the subject, and how

very sensibly I shall be gratified by any oppor-

tunity that may offer of testifying my respect for

this departed genius.
*'

Though the paper you had the goodness to

send me did not arrive, I procured the sight of

another, and I read with much interest the

accounts which it contains of the character and

funeral honours of this extraordinary man.

I hope you will, at your leisure, comply
((
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with my request, and give me such answers as

are in your power to the queries I have put;
for it is possible that I may have it in my power
to convert the information you give me to some

purpose.
" I observe an advertisement in the Dumfries

Journal for a meeting of the friends of Mr.

Burns on the 28th. Obhge me with an account

of the object, and the issue, of that meeting.
" I have httle fear that a provision will be

procured for the family of a man, whose genius
reflects honour on his age and country, and who
will be talked of with admiration, after the far

greater part of his contemporaries, high and low,

are lost in oblivion.

" I am, my dear Sir, in haste,
" Yours ever,

*' James Currie."

To the same.

"
Liverpool, August 12th, 1796.

" My dear Syme,
*' I have been in daily expectation of hearing

from you for this fortnight past, in answer to

two letters I have written to you on the subject

of poor Burns.
" My first, requesting information in regard to

his life and character, you might, indeed, find it
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troublesome to answer ;
but I did expect a word

or two in answer to my enquiries in regard to

the mode adopted for the support of his family.
" For want of this information, I have been

altogether at a loss how to proceed in my solicit-

ations here ;
for your letter, written in haste,

left me in doubt whether I ought to ask for

money, or for subscriptions to the posthumous
works.

" I have regretted this the more, as I have

a long letter from an excellent woman, and a

great friend of Burns, urging me to make some

exertions, and supposing me perfectly acquainted

with the mode in which you are proceeding.
*'
Despairing of hearing from you, I last night

wrote a preamble to a subscription paper, which

I have put into the hands of a lady, who will

exert herself in getting subscriptions of money ;

and I have begun to solicit my particular

friends, and not without success. At the same

time, every one is desirous of knowing to what

extent it is necessary to subscribe ;
and several

have suggested the propriety of each subscriber

having a copy of such works as may be published.

For my own part, I am ready to exert myself in

any way that may be requisite ; though, I confess,

I am less able to solicit for money than for any

thing else. And the admirers of this celebrated
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genius may serve his family in different ways ;— for instance, it may be an object to provide

for the sons ; and, at a proper season, I am

ready to do my best in that way. Some money,

however, you shall have; but do write to me
what you are doing, and what you expect to be

done, that I may give my friends some notion

of the sum they should advance, as well as judge
for myself on that point.

" Roscoe and I are also very anxious to hear

who are to be the editors of his posthumous

works, and who is to be Burns' biographer. It

is a national concern that this be done with care

and skill, and I earnestly entreat you to consider

well of this point. All his remains should be

carefully collected, but not all published; and

his life should be written by one who feels

the charms of his genius, and who can express

wliat he feels. By this time such points are

probably settled. I should be happy to hear

that you are Burns' biographer yourself; and if

you undertake it, you may command our assist-

ance, if we can assist you.
" There are certain parts, I apprehend, of

Burns' life, as well as of his opinions, that must

be touched with delicacy ;
but the picture that

is exhibited of him should convey a genuine

likeness ;
and this can only be done by one, wlio
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can conceive his character, and the high-wrought

sensibihty which laid the foundation of his ex-

cellencies, and perhaps of his defects.

" In expectation of an answer, short or long,

by return of post
— in great haste,

" I am, my dear Syme,
" Your faithful friend,

" James Currie.
" The lady who wrote to me is Mrs. Dunlop

of Dunlop."

To the same.

Liverpool, 15th August, 1796.

" My dear Syme,
" I have given you more trouble than I intended

about Burns
; but I will send you forty or fifty

guineas in a few days for his family
— and this, I

hope, will be a successful apology.
" I agree with you in thinking the subject of

his life delicate as well as important in its nature,

and I hope it will be handled with skill and ad-

dress. I should, however, be very sorry if there

were not a superior hand employed to that you
mention

;
for though I have seen some produc-

tions of that person, which convey a favourable

notion of her taste and fancy, yet I can never

suppose her equal to a conception of the cha-

racter of this great and masculine genius.
" The biographer ofBurns has not many events
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to relate— the history of his life may be confined

to a very few pages ;
and in regard to his cha-

racter, that, in my mind, is displayed in almost

every poem he wrote, to such as have the com-

prehension necessary to receive it. The very
circumstance of Burns having pourtrayed him-

self in such vivid colours, is a decisive proof of

his superior genius. It is not often that the real

character of an author appears in his works.

Inferior minds shrink from a full exposure of

themselves ;
and in the exhibition of their cha-

racters are instinctively led to veil their defects,

and to make more conspicuous their excellencies.

It is only for men of the first order of genius to

present themselves without covering or disguise,

in all the nakedness of truth and all the energy
of nature ! This fact may be easily explained.

Common minds covet, of all things, the approba-
tion of the world ; superior minds prefer to this,

the approbation of their own hearts. It is very
rare that these last are completely gratified. In-

dependent of the very defects that are too often

entwined with kindred excellencies, it is not com-

mon virtues that satisfy their wishes, or connnon

acquirements that will gratify their aspirations.

Sinking far below the standard of excellence

wliicli their imagination is so constantly exhibit-

ing, and too often mortified by those lapses into
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which sensibility is so liable to fall, they cannot

conceal their errors from the tribunal of their

own hearts ; and why should they seek to dis-

guise them from the tribunal of the world ? Of
the world, whose comparative ignorance they

know, whose injustice they so often feel, and

whose kindness is seldom bestowed, till they are

no longer sensible of its value !

"
But, if I proceed in this strain, I shall tres-

pass all reasonable bounds.
" What I wish chiefly to know is, whether any

authorised person has undertaken the prefatory

biography and editorship of Burns, and whether

any bookseller has been applied to in regard to

purchasing or publishing what posthumous things

may appear : because these points are highly im-

portant to his family and the public ; and (as I

said before) such time as I can spare, and such

talents as I possess, may be commanded in this

service. I have some connections with the Lour

don booksellers, and I am positive I can com-

mand a much larger sum from them than can be

had in Edinburgh.
*' That an authorised biographer should be

fixed soon, seems to me the more necessary,

because it is to be feared that volunteers may
appear, attracted by the popularity of a subject,

which they may deform and tUsgrace.
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" But I have not the least wish to step out of

my way on this occasion, if this business is

already settled, and in proper hands ; and there-

fore I communicate my offer to you only, and in

confidence. Indeed, if I were to be employed,
I should wish it to be unknown.

^' In haste, I am, my dear Syme,
" Yours most truly,

" James Currie."

To the same.

"
Liverpool, August 25th, 1796.

" My dear Syme, ->

" If I had any mercy in my nature, I ought
now to spare you on the subject of Burns

; but

you will see that my craving appetite is not yet

completely satisfied, though the object of my
writing at present is rather to convey thanks for

what you have done, than to make fresh solicit-

ations. Why will you make me apologies, and

tell me of interruptions ? Your letters are ex-

cellent : they are, in the very highest degree,

interesting : they are, in one word, equal to the

subject on which they are written. Accept my
warm acknowledgments for all your trouble

;

and let your benevolence be gratified by the

high pleasure it has conveyed.
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" When I had the presumption to offer myself
as the biographer of Burns, I acted under an

impulse that dies away within me
;
and I was

under the mistake that this task was to be under-

taken by the lady to whom we have alluded. It

seemed to me that, setting aside the disadvantage

of little personal acquaintance, I was fitter for

the task than a lively female, who, though she

might feel the brilliancy, might not be able to

sustain the force or support the weight, of his

character.

" In proposing to write the life of Burns, I

was not aware that Dugald Stewart was likely

to undertake that office
;
—

certainly a man as

well qualified as any in the island, and to whose

superior genius I bow. I trust that nothing will

prevent his engaging in the business
;
and if my

solicitations with him can be of any use, I am

ready to employ them. The life and personal

character will not require to be drawn at great

length ;
and the inimitable letter you sent me of

Burns' own will supply a great part of the ma-

terials. The critique on his writings is a more

difficult task
;
and it will afford scope to great

talents. One principal subject of curiosity to

Englishmen,
— and Englishmen will be very

curious as to Burns, — is the nature of his edu-

cation, and the degree of his information. Some
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happy strokes of national character and national

manners might be displayed in satisfying this

curiosity ;
and being acquainted with the man-

ners of both countries, the peculiarities of the

life of a Scottish peasant are better known to a

man in my situation, than, perhaps, to natives

who have never lived in England.
"

I, however, altogether renounce the task of

his biography, though, if I liave leisure, I shall,

possibly, amuse myself with some criticisms on

his writings, which you shall see.

" Cadell and Strahan were both here a few

days ago : they breakfasted with Roscoe, and I

am sorry the occasion was slipped of speaking to

them as to Burns' poems.
" My view in offering to write Burns' bio-

graphy, &c. was, first, to serve the family, if I

could
; and, secondly, to rescue it from hands

still more unequal. Fame and profit were out

of the question ; and, indeed, I should have

desired to remain unknown.
" In such an undertakinq;, mv business would

have been to act under the direction of the

executors, and to have submitted every thing
to tliem before it was printed, or rather, indeed,

to you.
" My chief difficulty would have been to find

time requisite for a task so important and cri-
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tical ;
and I rejoice that it is in so much better

hands. The criticisms that such an undertaking
would have brought upon me, would not have

weighed with me much. I have already sus-

tained, and I hope surmounted, the attacks of

bigotry and malice
;
and I despise, or at least

I do not dread, the renewal of these attacks.

" However, the life of Burns should be writ-

ten, for the sake of his family, with all due

regard to the prejudices of the world ; and so

written, I see little that his biographer has to

fear.

" I will speak to you seriously and conscien-

tiously ;
for at this distance, and situated as we

are, it would be abominable to deal in compli-

ments. No man is so fit to be Burns' biogra-

pher as yourself; and I earnestly recommend you
to undertake the task, if Mr. Stewart declines

it. If you do, I will put my remarks and criti-

cisms entirely into your hands
; and Roscoe will

give you his also. If this do not meet your

approbation, which, however, it ought to do,

you may command us in any way you think for

the good of the family : other wish or interest

we have none.

" Yours most faithfully,
*' James Currie."
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To the same.

September, 1796.
" My dear Syme,

*' I really know not what to say to your letter

of the 31st, and this has prevented me answer-

ing it as early as you might expect. I hope you
have not mentioned my rash proposal, and that

my supposed willingness has had no share in

Mr. Stewart's declining the task you allude to.

I have told you my anxiety and uneasiness on

the occasion, and will now explain myself

fully.
*' My objections (which you will justly say

ought to have been considered first) arise from

various considerations. You talk of your en-

gagements. I can hardly suppose they are

equal to mine : every day of my life I am, at

least, four hours on horseback, and two on foot
;

and this bodily exertion is attended with inces-

sant exertion of mind. My only leisure is from

two to four, after my forenoon calls are over,

and an hour or two in the evening. But at such

times I am generally much fatigued, and when I

attempt to write after my morning calls, as at

present, I am obliged to stimidate my jaded
nerves by large quantities of coffee. Tlie little

leisure I have, finds me almost constantly dis-

s 2
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posed to sleep, and without coffee I am ready to

yawn and tumble back on my sofa.

" There are various demands on this leisure,

imperfect as it is. My family, my medical con-

sultations, and my daily correspondence must be

attended to. But I have had, for some time, a

medical publication on hand, which has lingered

most unaccountably, owing to my thoughts

wandering into politics, and into various other

collateral points that need not be mentioned.

Now I find there is a danger ofmy being antici-

pated in this publication, and perhaps robbed

of some honest reputation, if I delay it much

longer. I have, therefore, begun seriously to

arrange my papers within these few days, and

have spoken to a printer; and I can hardly

expect, if Burns' life, &c. is called for imme-

diately, to get forward with both publications at

once. You see, then, how I stand
;
and if either

Mr. Stewart, Mr. M'Kenzie, or any other com-

petent hand has been looked to, and can be ob-

tained for this office, / 'ivoidd certainly *wish to

decline it. Here is the simple truth. You will

not suspect me of any pitiful affectation. But if

no such can be procured ;
if you will not under-

take the work yourself as a principal, allowing

me to be your aide-de-camp ;
and if you, and

whoever else act for the family, really think I

can serve it, by doing my best as a biographer
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and critic on the Scottish bard, I will not draw

back from any expectation I have excited.

"
Before, however, even on these supposi-

tions, I undertake the business, I wish to men-

tion two or three particulars, that we may see

how far our notions of the manner in which it

ought to be executed coincide. My idea is,

that the life and critique alluded to ought to be

prefixed to his posthumous publications, and that

the whole should be on the plan of Johnson's

Lives of the Poets
;

viz. a narrative of the life,

and then an appreciation of the writings. For

the narrative, the MS. you sent me will furnish

a principal part of the materials, and it may be

inserted altogether, omitting, however, a few

particulars that might give pain to living charac-

ters
;
or it may be quoted occasionally, as au-

thority for tlie particulars mentioned, so as to

embrace the whole. And such additional inform-

ation may be collected in Ayrshire, and from

yourself, as may illustrate the narrative in the

earlier parts, and lengthen it out to his death.

In all this there will be no great difficulty ;
but

some delicacy will be required in touching his

faults and irregularities. In regard to the

critique, tliat will not only apply to the poems

already published, but to the letters, &c. now to

be brought into light ;
and thus the biographer

s 3
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must have these before him. Of the poems

already pubUshed, a sort of arrangement may be

pursued, as they are humorous, tender, or sub-

lime
;
and they will afford room for some strik-

ing observations. Of what are yet unseen no

notion can be formed. On this part of the busi-

ness my friend Mr. Roscoe will, I hope, do

something ;
the remarks of a man of his talents

and taste, himself an excellent poet, will be in-

teresting ;
and the more, as he never saw Burns

or his country.
" It strikes me, however, that there will be

some difficulty in transmitting the papers that

are to be printed to Liverpool for perusal ;
and

this circmnstance, among many others, points

out the impropriety of my being employed on

the business.

" You must give me a notion what is to be

printed, and where
;
and you must tell me who

act on this occasion besides yourself, for this poor

family.
" Here we have an excellent printer, but

you would not think of printing his works in

Livei'pool ? I suppose that will be done in

Dumfries or Edinburgh.
" I imagine it will be thought prudent to

avoid all political allusions in the life.

" If it extend nearly to the same length as
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that of Milton in Johnson, I should suppose that

will be what is expected.
" I put all these questions, the better to com-

pare our ideas
;
and I will thank you to notice

them in order, with your first leisure, that a

final decision may be made.
" On the whole, I think you will agree in my

opinion, that the task will be more conveniently

and better executed in Edinburgh, where, I

hope, some men of letters will be found to dis-

charge this duty to departed genius and to his

country. The decision, after what- 1 have said,

shall be with you and Mrs. Burns, or whoever

act for her. If you really and truly, under all

these objections, wish for my undertaking the

task we talk of, I will not, as I said before, with-

hold my assistance, or my best exertions
; but,

in the mean time, I do not wish to have my name

mentioned in the business.

" I hear with pleasure that the salary enjoyed

by Mr. Burns is settled on his widow. This I

have from Colonel Dunlop, of the Ayrshire

FencibJe Cavalry: it has made me relax in so-

liciting subscriptions. Mr. lloscoe has written a

beautiful monody on Burns, which I will send

you soon.

" I wish you would tell me wliether you are

always as busy as you say ;
and whether we may

s 4
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not hope to see you here this autumn. If

you could come soon, we might settle many

things with advantage in a personal conference.

*' I am going to talk over the whole of this

business with Roscoe. He has promised to

accompany me into Scotland when I next go
down

;
and you will be pleased with his manners,

as well as with his conversation.

" I am, in haste, my dear Syme,
" Yours always,

*' James Currie.'*

To the same.

"
Liverpool, September 16. 1796.

" My dear Syme,

" This is the last letter I shall write to you at

present on the subject of Burns
;

for we now

understand each other perfectly.
** As the biography and criticism will not be

wanted for some time, I can have no hesitation

in undertaking it, provided a better hand does

not seem likely to be procured, and that, under

all the circumstances of the case, Cunningham,
&c. wish it. The truth is, I could not well have

executed it, if it had been wanted immediately ;

unless, indeed, it had been important to the

fatherless children, for whom I would certainly

be willing to make some sacrifices. As it will
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not be required for ten or twelve months, I can

accomplish it, as I said before, if it be wished.
" I am glad that our friend Cunningham is to

have the papers in his charge : I know his excel-

lent heart. He will, of course, be very cautious

whom he trusts with a sight of the naked effusions

of poor Burns
;

for there are many that would,

from mere curiosity, wish to inspect them
; and

several who, I fear, would be glad of an opportu-

nity of finding in them food for their malevolence.
" If I am to be the biographer, it will not be

necessary to send me every thing he has written
;

but it would be proper to convey to me a com-

plete specimen, at least, of his letter-writing, &c.,

that I may see his style and character, as far as

his correspondence displays it.

" As to his character as a poet (the principal

point), that must be chiefly collected from his

printed poems. The materials of his private

character are very ample in your letters, and the

incidents of his life may be easily collected, as

far as they are necessary to be detailed. His

brother Gilbert's account of his infancy will be

very interesting.
" If it should be fixed that I undertake this

business, I will get a MS. book, in which I will

begin, at my leisure, to collect incidents and

digest my thoughts ;
but I will not begin the
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composition till the time approaches that it may-
be required.

" Besides my friend Roscoe's monody, I have

got another by Rushton of this town,— a truly

original genius. He lost his sight on the coast

of Africa, whither he sailed several voyages. He
is truly a poet, as you will one day see.

" It would amaze you to witness the enthusi-

asm felt about Burns among many English

people here. They understand him easily in all

the English counties from Lancashire north;

and he every where takes that strong hold on the

heart, which is the criterion of original genius.
" I will send you these monodies, with the

life of Burns, when I get a private opportunity :

they are both in the stanza of the Mountain

Daisy, -and of some length.
" When you write to Cunningham, pray make

my best remembrances to him. I hope he will

be on his guard against the scoffers.

" You may communicate such of my letters

to him as you think fit, but in confidence
;

for it

would give me great pain to get into the public

mouth on this occasion.

" I shall transmit you our subscriptions in

a few days.
*' In haste, I am always

" Yours affectionately,
" James Currie.'*
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To the same,

"
Liverpool, October 4. 1796.

" My dear Syme,
" 1 enclose you a bill of this date for seventy

guineas, for the use of the family of poor Burns.

The subscriptions amount to 74/. 10^., of which

I have as yet received about 50/. only. The

rest, however, are good, and will come in when

I can meet the subscribers. Twenty shillings,

at least, will be required for advertisements. It

is possible that I may receive a few guineas more,
which shall in due season be transmitted.

*< A report, however, prevails that the King
has given a pension of 50/. a year to the widow,
which I hope is well founded

;
for it has, I am

sure, been thirty guineas out of her pocket in

the present instance, not only by preventing

voluntary subscriptions coming forward, but by

stopping my solicitations, as I before mentioned

to you.
" Since you did not contradict the report, I

conclude that it is well founded
;

if it be not, I

think I could raise our subscription to a liundred

guineas.
" I formerly mentioned to you that I had

received two monodies on Burns — one by
Roscoe, and another by Ilushton. They have
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both great merit, especially the first. But they
have a common fault,— that of attacking the

ingratitude of Burns* countrymen too violently.

I objected to this in my friend Roscoe ; but I

have not been able to prevail on him to alter his

poem in this or in several other particulars ;

partly, because there is no reasoning down the

indignation of a poet on a subject of this kind,

and partly, because what poetry he writes, which

is very little, he executes at a single exertion,

and cannot be got to retouch.

" The foundation of my objection is this;
—

that the kind of attack to which I allude, may set

the adversaries on their defence
; and, in con-

ducting this defence, I fear the frailties of Burns

might be unnecessarily exposed. I will, how-

ever, copy this poem for you.
"
By this opportunity I also send you the

curious account of Burns by himself, of which I

have taken a copy, which shall not be exposed.
Ifany thing new-occurs on the subject, please to

mention it.

*' In haste, I am, my dear Syme,
" Yours always,

" James Currie.

" Tell me what you think of Roscoe's poem.
He is going to send you the copy of Lorenzo

de' Medici which he designed for poor Bums."
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To the same.

'*

Liverpool, December 31. 1796.

" In regard to Burns' remains, they may cer-

tainly be printed as well here as any where, if

they can be printed as conveniently. But to

tell you the truth, I suspect that many of his

effusions, and some probably the best of them,

have such strong parts in them of different kinds,

that I am not willing, even with Roscoe*s assist-

ance, to take the responsibility of editing them.

All that I can say is this : if no better can be

done, you may, if you approve of it, send such

of the MSS. here as you have arranged, and as

you think may be printed. Roscoe and I will

look them over with attention, and look out for

a printer, &c. We will also look out for a Lon-

don bookseller.

After I have perused these MSS. I shall be

prepared for the biography, which I will sketch

out of such materials as you may furnish me
with. When every thing is so far prepared, you
shall come up for a fortnight and revise the

whole, and then you, Roscoe, and myself will

sit in a final council on the remains of this im-

mortal genius before they are put to the press.

A pleasing, tliough melancJioly occupation !

*' It appears to- me that every thing that is
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nov/ printed should be as free of exceptions as

may be ; but that a future volume may contain

such things as are now too vehement, but which

yet may stand the test of time. However, on this

and other points, we shall judge better when we
see the MSS.

" If you approve of this plan, you must take

the trouble of collecting letters, &c., and of an-

swering such queries as I may put to you as to

his Dumfries-shire life. As to his life in Ayr-

shire, that is chiefly found in his letter to Dr.

Moore, and I can apply there for what is

deficient.

" Here then our correspondence on this

point may rest for the present. I have got ten

or twelve guineas more. My situation (as a

physician) makes it an object with me not to be

talked of on this occasion.

" Your visit to us will fall about May or June.

In great haste,

" Yours ever,

" James Currie."

((
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To the same.

"
Liverpool, February 8. 1797.

" My dear Syme,
" Your letter of the 6tli January reached me

on the 12th, and along with it came the remains

of poor Burns. I viewed the huge and shape-
less mass with astonishment 1 Instead of finding,

as I expected, a selection of his papers, with such

annotations as might clear up any obscurities,—
of papers perused and approved by his friends

as fit for publication, or furnishing the materials

of publication,
— I received the complete sweep-

ings of his di'awers and of his desk (as it appeared
to me), even to the copy-book on wliich his

little boy had been practising his writing. No
one had given these papers a perusal, or even an

inspection : the sheep were not separated from

the goats; and,—what has, perhajjs, not happened
before since the beginning of the world, — the

manuscripts of a man of genius, unarranged by
himselfj and unexamined by his family or friends,

were sent, with all their sins on their head, to

meet the eye of an entire stranger !

**

Finding wliat an extraordinary charge was

devolved upon me, I shut myself up in my study
for the greater part of several niglits ; and on the

22d ult. I had finished the perusal of these sin-
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gular papers. 1 read them with sympathy, with

sorrow, with pity, and with admiration
;
and at

times, with strong though transient disgust.

SeaUng up a few by themselves, that in my
judgment ought to be committed to the flames,

I sent the rest to my friend Mr. Roscoe, as you
desired, who has perused them also. He returned

them to me the day before yesterday, previous

to his setting out for London. I had desired

him to mark such as he thought might be pub-

lished, or as afforded the materials ofpublication,

and to give me his sentiments on the best method

of disposing of the whole for the family.
" The following is a copy of his answer :

—

** ' My dear Friend,
*' * I have read the papers with infinite amuse-

ment, though with infinite regret. Inclosed is

what occurred to me as to the publication. I

have not attempted to make any selection, as

there is scarcely any thing of his own which on

the plan suggested may not be useful. On my
return I yet hope for another opportunity of

looking into them, and shall always be happy to

render any service in my power. I wish to re-

turn them when you are in the way to receive

them
; and, if you will please to mention any

hour to-day or to-morrow when you are to be at
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home, I will take care they shall be punctually

with you.
*' ' I am, most truly, yours,

«' ' AV. R.

(^Inclosed in the above.)

*' *

Suggestions as to the disposing of the pa-

pers of the late much lamented Robert Burns.

" * 1. That whatever is done as to returning

any letters, papers, &c., should be considered as

the act of the widow, and transacted in her name.
'* * 2. Tliat the letters from Mr. Burns' stated

correspondents should be selected, and eacli

person's enclosed in a cover, till it be known

whether they wish them to be retiu-ned : and in

case they should, may it not be reasonable to

require Mr. Burns' letters in return, as being a

necessary part of the materials for the intended

publication ?

*' * 3. That an arrangement should be made of

such of his letters and unpublished poems as are

proper for publication ;
but that nothing which

he has written in his moments of levity or eccen-

tricity, and which may be supposed to affect his

character in a moral view, be allowed to see the

" ' 4. That a narrative should be written of his

life, introducing occasionally his own detached

T
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memoirs, letters, observations, poems, &c., as

illustrating the progress of his mind, the state of

his opinions, moral, political, and religious, &c. ;

adding from time to time such observations as

may naturally arise from the documents, so as to

render the whole honourable to the character of

Burns, and interesting and useful to the world

at large.
" * It is greatly to be wished (if not an indis-

pensable requisite), that the narrative should

be written by some person who has lived in

habits of intimacy with the poet, and who may
often be enabled to illustrate his sentiments and

observations by his own personal knowledge of

him ; but, at all events, it is necessary that he

should feel a thorough disregard of vulgar pre-

judices, and should avow the work.
" ' I apprehend the whole would form a tole-

rable octavo, or two volumes in twelves, which

might be published by subscription, at a guinea.

The memoirs might occupy about one half.

THE

POSTHUMOUS WORKS
OF

ROBERT BURNS.
To which are prefixed Memoirs of his Life and Writings:

collected principally from his own Letters and Ma-

nuscripts ; and published for the Benefit of his Widow
and Children. By A B .'
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" So far my friend Roscoe ; and with his

sentiments my own entirely correspond. As you
have not perused the MSS., I will give you a

general notion of what they consist. You have

read the different books probably : they consist

chiefly of letters and poems copied out fair, the

original draughts of which are to be found

among the loose papers ;
and the best of the

poems are already in print. But there are a few

detached memoranda set down at various times,

containing incidental opinions and reflections,

which are nowhere else to be found.

*'
1. There are nearly fifty sketches of letters,

written on various occasions.; a few of which,

and only a few, may be published entire. The

larger part of many are fit for the public ;
and

some will admit of a few passages only being-

selected. It was seldom that the bard put pen
to paper that something sterling did not flow

from him. As might be expected, where de-

tached correspondents were written to without

any view to the letters being brouglit together,

there are certain phrases frequently repeated.

These chiefly respect independence of spirit in

a humble condition
;
a sentiment which obtruded

on his mind as often as he wrote to persons in a

higher condition, and which, as he expressed it

often, he acquired the habit at last of expressing

T 2
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nearly in the same phraseology. It will be

necessary to omit many such passages. Other

passages it will be necessary to omit, because

they respect living characters and recent circum-

stances, which it would be improper to expose
to the public ; and, in respect to such omissions,

it is altogether impossible that I can form a

proper judgment. I suspect also that there are

passages to be omitted, which respect occasions

in which the bard engaged with all the vehe-

mence of his character, and possibly took the

wrong side, or carried the right to an extreme.

In regard to Dr. M'Gill's controversy, for in-

stance, a stranger must be entirely at a loss

what to set down or what to suppress : and the

same may be said on other occasions, on which

his ardent sympathies were excited. There are

(e.g.) some excellent letters respecting Mr. ,

a schoolmaster at Moffat. These it would be a

pity to suppress ;
and it miglit be hazardous to

disclose them. Many such difficulties I might
mention.

" 2. But one difficulty remains, greater than any
other ; and that is, what to say or what to sup-

press in regard to his political opinions. I see

that the bard was admonished on the subject of

his heresies, and threatened with the loss of his

place ;
and the letter which he wrote in his own
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justification, is one of the finest of all his com-

positions. There are several poems that are

political ;
most of them, indeed, of little import-

ance : but there is one which, though short, is

of great merit, — *

Libertie, a Vision.' This,

of course, must not die : but the question, how
far it might be right to venture the publication

of it,, and other things of the same delicate na-

ture, at present, is one which the family ought
to be consulted on, and which a stranger cannot

presume to decide.

" 3. There are many detached pieces of poetry,

but chiefly in the form of songs, and written, I

presume, for the musical work that is going for-

ward. Possibly these may be paid for, and, of

course, the property of the persons engaged in

that work
; and a stranger cannot pretend to

publish them without their permission.
*' 4. There is a very considerable number of

letters from Burns' correspondents, some of them

very good in themselves, and others which would

be interesting, as coming from persons of cele-

brity. A few of these it would be desirable to

intermix with those of the bard : but how shall

a stranger presume to do this ?

" 5. Not one of the copies of liis own letters

is dated
; and, therefore, a stranger cannot ar-

range them in the order of time, so as to make
T 3
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them convey a history of his mind. Persons

perfectly acquainted with the poet might be

able, from the contents of these MSS., to form

a pretty exact notion of their date, and thus

supply the deficiency ;
but a stranger cannot do

this.

*' 1 might go on enumerating the difficulties,

of which these are only a part, that stand in the

way of my undertaking to be the editor and

biographer of Burns : but I am fatigued, and

probably tedious.

" You will readily believe me when I tell you
that I did not foresee these

; nay, I could not

possibly foresee them, till the papers were put

into my hands ;
— put into my hands, not se-

lected and arranged as I expected, but with the

whole toil and responsibility thrown upon me.
" In this situation, you will not be surprised that

I feel an anxious wish to decline the undertak-

ing, if any other person can be found to engage

in it. Edinburgh, doubtless, is the place where

the publication should be made
; and, among

the men of letters there, I earnestly hope that

some one perfectly qualified for the task may yet

be found, willing to engage in it. He that has

leisure, and advantages for the proper perform-

ance of it, will receive the blessings of the widow

and fatherless, and hand down his name with
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honour to posterity. But,— to speak my mind

to you freely,
— though the subject has so much

interest, yet there are so many deUcacies belong-

ing to it, and the materials are so scattered and

so peculiar, that a very great deal depends on

the taste, and delicacy, and judgment, of the

biographer.
" My friend Roscoe has given very exactly

my opinion of the manner in which it should

be executed. But I will be a little more

particular.
" The scheme he has mentioned under No. 4.

is that which was adopted by Mason in his

Life of Gray. The execution was, however,

poor ;
and the whole work is, to me, languid

and uninteresting. Gray's life afforded little

incident: his sentiments were refined, even to

fastidiousness ; and his poetry, excellent as it is,

afforded no great scope for original criticism.

There are several circumstances in the history

of Burns, that give greater scope to his bio-

grapher. The rise and progress of this daring

peasant exhibits an interesting picture of the

power and of the evolution of original genius,

and naturally connects with, and even intro-

duces, details concerning the condition and cha-

racter of the Scottish peasantry, their lives and

opinions, which, to an English reader at least,

T 4
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will have the attraction of novelty. The poet

painted nature, and particular nature : he gives

to all his exhibitions of character, persons ;
—

to all his displays of passion
—

persons, character,

and scenery. Besides this, his peculiar cast of

poetry, formed in a great measure on the models

of his own country, naturally introduces some

observations on the poetry of Scotland
;
— a sub-

ject on which I have read nothing, but on which
'

I have occasionally ruminated, as I have crooned^

in my solitary journeyings, the old ballads of

our ancient bards
;

all of whom Burns greatly

surpassed.
" To show what it is in the poetry of Burns

that so strangely takes hold of the heart, even at

times in defiance of the taste, may open some

views into the sympathies of our nature, and into

the powers by which poetry charms.
*' The errors and faults, as well as the excel-

lencies, of Burns' life and character, afford scope

for painful and melancholy observation. This

part of the subject must be touched with great

tenderness
;

but it must be touched. If his

friends do not touch it, his enemies will.

*' To speak my mind to you freely, it appears

to me that his misfortunes arose chiefly from his

errors. This it is unnecessary and, indeed, im-

proper to say ; but his biographer must keep it
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in mind, to prevent him from running into those

bitter invectives against Scotland, &c. which the

extraordinary attractions and melancholy fate of

the poet naturally provoke. Six Liverpool poets

have sung the requiem of our admired Bard
;

and every one of them has indulged in the most

pointed, and in some degree unjust, invectives

against the country and the society, in which he

lived.

" I have thus given you a sketch of the diffi-

culties which a person in my situation must

have, in executing the task tliat has devolved on

me, as well as my notion how it should be exe-

cuted. I give the first, that you and the family

of the bard may yet consider of the subject ;

and as you are going into Edinburgh, that you

may consult with the friends of his family there,

and procure, if possible, some man of letters on

the spot to undertake his biography, &c. : if you
find any one so disposed, you can extract from

my letter what respects the materials, that he

may the better be enabled to judge of them.

*' In addition to what I have mentioned to

you of the difficulties in my undertaking the

business, I have to mention to you tliat I am at

this moment engaged in a medical work, which

will not be off my hands before Midsummer ;

and till then, tliat I cannot put ])en to paper on
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the subject; and that such are my incessant

toils and my deUcate health, that it will be im-

possible for me to undertake for the publication

before Midsummer 1798, if then.

" I mention all these particulars, that the

family may not form any expectations that may
be disappointed.

"
Finally, if under all these circumstances

you and G. Burns (who I see, by his letters, is

a man of extraordinary understanding,) tliink it

more for the benefit of the family that I should

be the editor and biographer, I have only to

say, that no expectation of the widow and the

fatherless shall be disappointed, as far as my
health and my talents will permit; provided

always, that you come here and read over and

explain all the MSS., and that you procure me
such letters, &c. of the Bard, as Edinburgh and

Ayrshire can afford, and in short, undertake all

the correspondence in Scotland ; also, that while

in Edinburgh, you and Cunningham consult to-

gether over this letter, and exert yourselves to

smooth my difficulties. I must have the old

Scottish poets, &c. On this subject pray con-

sult Mr. Dugald Stewart, and get Creech to send

every thing that he thinks will be useful. I

have got Ferguson, but not Ramsay, nor any of

the various collections.
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"I understand that Gilbert Burns is now, or

will soon be, in Dumfries. Shew him this letter,

and consult with him. I must trust to him for

the early part of the incidents— to you for the

latter.

" I wish you to go into Edinburgh and fix the

whole affair with as little as possible delay, be-

cause my friend Roscoe is gone to London
; and

if I am to undertake this business (which I pray
to God may be otherwise ordered), he will have

some conversation with the booksellers there

before he returns. I doubt if a subscription be

the proper way ; probably a sum of money may
be procured for disposing of the whole. I can-

not allow my name to be hawked in a sub-

scription paper; but this is an after consider-

ation.

" I perceive that Graham of Fintry was a

most sterling friend of the Bard : I think he

ought to be consulted on the subject. You

may assure him that my opinion is, that the

work should be made as free as possible of

offence, in a party view
;
that it should be literary

and critical chiefly.
" When you have considered all tliis, write to

me. Keep my name, I pray you, as much as

possible out of the public mouth. I sicken
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when I see it in the newspapers (as I sometimes

do), whether for applause or censure.

" I can hold my pen no longer.
" Yours always,

" James Currie.
" 3 o'clock in the morning,

"
February 8. 1797.

*' P. S. Do me the favour to keep all my
letters on this subject, and bring them with you-
I cannot copy any thing 1 write."

To Alexander Cunningham^ Esq.^ Edinburgh.

"
Liverpool, March 1. 1797.

«« My dear Sir,

" What I address you on now is the necessity

of a speedy determination whether the task of

editorship, &c. is to devolve on me, or whether

some better man is willing to undertake it ; and

I write to you, because I presume Syme is in

Edinburgh, and has communicated the contents

of my letter to you, as I mean that you should

communicate this to him.

##*###### * #*
" If I had been aware that I was so much

committed on the subject, I believe I should

not have stated my objections to Syme so
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Strongly : but I found myself so wholly unsup-

ported in the business, that I wished to state my
objections and difficulties fully beforehand, that,

in case my execution was slow or imperfect, less

blame might attach.

" I shall be happy to resign the MSS. to a

respectable and independent man
;
but I would

not have the family of this great genius to sup-

pose I am afraid to undertake toil or trouble.

If they cannot dispose of the task more to their

advantage, they may devolve it on me, as I have

before said : I will task their patience only, and

the public candour.

*'
Still, in this case, Syme or you, or, if pos-

sible, both of you, must come here to peruse the

MSS. with me
;
and you must bestir yourself in

Scotland, as your judgment directs you, in pro-

curing materials ;
on which subject I will write

to you at large, when the point is settled.

" I perhaps may be ready in the winter of

1798 with the work; but I stipulate for the

summer following.

" There is no occasion for publishing every

thing now, that is to be published. The great

duty is to collect now, before things are lost
;

and to publish at present only what is fit, leav-
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ing doubtful matter for other editors and after-

times.

" I shall not write to Creech : in short, I

must be considered as the stomach, that digests

what is put into it, not as the hand that gathers,

or the head that directs.

" If you can come and lend a hand, it will

give us pleasure : at all events, Syme will and

must come.

** After all, I begin to fear the impending

tempest may prevent this publication. What an

awful gloom hangs over us !

" In haste, I am, my dear Sir,

"
Yours, very faithfully,

" James Currie."

To John Syme, Esquire, Dumfries.
«
Liverpool, April 28. 1797.

" My dear Syme,
*' I now address you on the affairs of Mr.

Burns. I have spoken to a printer
— a fellow

of genius and fire— the same that printed Lo-

renzo de' Medici, who undertakes the office not

with willingness but ardour
; and, being a North

of Ireland man, he is an adept in the dialect of

Scotland, and, on that account, may be em-

ployed with advantage. I wish, therefore, to

set him to work to print with as little as possible
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delay ; for we have agreed that the works may
be begun to be printed before the biography,

and with advantage as well as convenience.

" The principal part of the poetry to be

printed will consist of his songs, 1 20 in number,

which Cunningham informs me Mr. Thomson

will transmit to me, perfectly correct, as finally

touched by the bard*s hand ; and, till these are

received, we can do nothing; for the copies

here are, I dare say, imperfect, being in general

the rude and first draughts, and there are so

many variations, that it is impossible to say what

he finally rested in. I wish these sent witliout

delay. Mr. Thomson has, I understand, a very

valuable collection of letters on the subject of

these songs, and of song-writing in general,

which he wishes to retain ; but, as these will be

the only part of his correspondence generally

interesting, I think it very unfair that it should

not be given up to the use of the family ;
and I

have mentioned this to Cunningham, declaring

that I could not undertake the editorship, unless

they were sent to me. * I beg you will enforce

this, for the materials in my hands are very

scanty, and in many respects defective. The

dead poet, his surviving family, and his living

* These were given up by Mr. Thomson in the hand-

somest manner. — See Life of Burns. Ed.
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editor, ought to have fair play. With every ad-

vantage, the expectations of the piibHc will be

disappointed.
" I wish you also to lose no time or fair oppor-

tunity in transmitting the remaining materials

in your hands, and in collecting, wherever you
think you can collect. I have got some things

from Dr. Moore, and shall get more. Burns

corresponded with a Miss Craik, a poetess, and

in one of her replies to him, I see he had given
her a critique on Johnson's Lives of the Poets.

I wish that letter could be recovered
;
— it would

be very curious, even if it contained an opinion

only. Can you do any thing to get it ? If you

apply to the lady, your way would be to ask for

all the letters of his that she may have.

" In the same way you may perhaps collect

other things of value. I will look over his cor-

respondents' letters as soon as I can ;
and pro-

bably I may suggest several things for you to do,

from the hints they offer. In the mean time, I

submit it to you whether it might not be proper
to put an advertisement into the Edinburgh

papers, mentioning that a publication of Burns*

posthumous Letters and Poems is preparing, for

the benefit of the family, and requesting that per-

sons in possession of any of such poems or letters,

'would forward them to A. Cunnindiam in Edin-
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burgh, or yourself in Dumfries. If necessary,
I will get a similar advertisement in the London

papers, appointing Dr. Moore the receiver. This

is all that strikes me at present. If I disgrace

myself, my country, and my subject, you will

have much to answer for : but I am fairly

embarked.

Yours affectionately,

*' James Currie.'*

To the Same.

"
Liverpool, August 11. 1797.

*' My DEAR Syme,
"
Though I have, in some degree, anticipated

the object of yours of the 1st of August, in a

letter which must have reached you about the

2d or 3d, and which I am rather surprised not

to see noticed in your postscript of the 6th
; yet

as it is important at the present moment tliat we
should understand each other, I sit down to

reply to it without delay.
"

First, as to Burns. If copies had been for-

warded me of the printed pieces that are to go
into the posthumous publication, or correct co-

pies of any part of his works, as was promised,
the printers might have been going on, and the

work advancing. But the unaccountable delay
u
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of and ,
and the accountable delay

of your \isit here, has rendered it impossible to

commence the work. For my own part, I have

had, as you know, a confused and undigested

mass of sketches and scraps thrown upon me,

without explanation, and without dates or ar-

rangement. Several of these are the first rude

sketches of songs, correctly printed, but which

I have never seen
;
and though I requested

Elphinstone Balfour to apply to Cunningham to

send me copies of the printed songs, they are

not come in a packet of Scotch publications he

has sent me. What is essential, or at least im-

portant, is to have all the materials before us,—
after this, to have the whole examined by one

acquainted with their history,
— then to decide

what is to be published,
— then how, and in

what order. All this is not so difficult, if you
and I were a few days together, and had the

assistance of Roscoe and M'Creery. But then

you must bring every thing with you that you
can lay your hands on, and, among other things,

the letters you may have received on the subject

from various quarters, my own included; for,

among these, hints and suggestions may be

found that are important.
" When you come here, I have a bed and a

private room for you. There I will set you to
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work, with pen and ink before you ; and I will

be with you as much as I can. Till our work

is done, you shall not accept a single invitation,

nor look at the wonders of Liverpool. You
shall be as retired and as abstemious as a hermit;

and you shall rise with the sun, and go to bed as

he goes down.
" Your coming, however, is essential : and,

that you may understand how much so it is, I

declare most solemnly that if you do not come,

I will write to G. Burns, and publish a manifesto

abandoning the work. It is no matter, however,

whether you come instantly, or by the 20th or

25th, or the end of the month.
*' I am very sorry to hear of Heron's under-

taking ;
and I wish he were remonstrated with.

It is a scandalous thing for any one to interfere

with the family on an occasion like this. For

the same reason, I was particularly sorry to see

the biography of Burns in the Monthly Maga-
zine, which is very correct, and very circum-

stantial, and contains almost every thing that

can be said. I have written to enquire who is

the author.

"
Wliy do you make such perpetual apologies

about hurry, the excise business, or rather stamp-

office business, &c. ? I can assure you that these

apologies only remind me of the extent of my
u 2
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obligations for the time you devote to my affairs,

and have never once been necessary for any

neglect or inattention, or even for any obscurity

of composition.
" For my part, I make no apologies, though

God knows I am in a perpetual bustle, as you
will see.

•"
Very faithfully yours,

" J. CURRIE."

These letters show Dr. Currie's warm sym-

pathy on the death of Burns, and his desire to

give an effectual proof of it by serving the

family ;
his hope that some judicious and well-

written account of the poet and his writings

would appear.; the serious obstacles which the

distance, his profession, and his precarious

health presented to his taking up the pen ; yet

the generous philanthropy which finally over-

came every other consideration, and led him to

undertake the task.

One indispensable condition, it appears, of

Dr. Currie's engaging in this arduous under-

taking, was that Mr. Syme should pay a visit to

Liverpool, in order to give him such information

as to the MSS. and the latter years of Burns, as

it was impossible for a stranger to possess. For

a similar reason he also invited Mr. Gilbert
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Burns, tlie brother of the poet, to accompany
Mr. Syme ;

and in the autumn of 1797* these

two gentlemen arrived in Liverpool. Bound to

his memory by the ties of kindred and affection,

intimately acquainted with his pursuits and

habits, his thoughts and feelings, they were well

qualified to supply Dr. Currie with the inform-

ation which he desired, and which was, in fact,

essential to the proper execution of his task.

In the course of their visit of a fortnight, he ac-

cordingly obtained from them the most ample
and interesting personal details, and much im-

portant assistance in the arrangement and elu-

cidation of the numerous MSS.

It was determined that the work should be

published by subscription ;
and Dr. Currie, in

addition to that part for which he was more par-

ticularly responsible, undertook to make the ne-

cessary arrangements with the booksellers and

printer, and to superintend the publication. A
negotiation was soon after concluded by him

with the London publishers (Messrs. Cadell and

Davics), who behaved with a liberality very

honourable to their character; at once agree-

ing to take upon themselves the risk of tlie

promised or expected subscriptions to the in-

tended volumes, and also to relieve the widow

and family from all anxiety or farther trouble

u 3
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attending their publication. To those persons

who were not eye-witnesses, it would be diffi-

cult to convey an idea how much Dr. Currie's

labours were increased by the necessity of at-

tention to all these details. Indeed, he found

himself embarked in an undertaking, which

consumed much valuable time, that would have

been otherwise employed on subjects connected

with his profession. He was, however, fortu-

nate in finding in Mr. John M*Creery*, the

personal friend of Mr. Roscoe and himself, a

printer, whose admiration of Burns was ardent.

Generous in feeling, a lover of literature, and

a worshipper of genius, Mr. M'Creery entered

with enthusiasm on the task. Many unavoidable

causes, notwithstanding, concurred to retard the

appearance of the work, which did not come out

until May, 1800, nearly four years after the

death of Burns, under the title of " The Works

of Robert Burns
;
with an Account of his Life,

and a Criticism on his Writings : to which are

prefixed some Observations on the Character

and Condition of the Scottish Peasantry," in

4 vols, octavo. It was dedicated to his friend,

Captain Graham Moore, of the Royal Navy.
The completion of his toilsome task was re-

* See the letter to Mr. Syme, p. 286.
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paid by general admiration of the manner in

which it had been executed
;
and the obtaining

1200/. from the booksellers for the family of

Burns, amply compensated for many a sleepless

night and weary hour. Testimonies of appro-
bation poured in from every quarter ; and his

literary reputation became not inferior to his

character and name as a physician.

In the midst of these pleasing indications of

the public feeling, he was naturally desirous of
'

knowing, before the publication of a second

edition, which was very soon called for, the

sentiments of those persons, who were peculiarly

qualified to pronounce an opinion ;
and he wrote,

in consequence, to Mr. Gilbert Burns, and to

Mr. Syme. The answer from the former, written

four months after the Life was published, is

given in this place, as are also extracts from

Mr. Syme's letters on the subject ;
and it will

be seen that the testimony of these gentlemen
was not less gratifying than it may be said to be

conclusive, as to the correctness of the picture
which Dr. Currie had drawn. Gilbert Burns

expresses himself *'

perfectly satisfied, and highly

delighted," and merely points out some
trifling-

corrections, chiefly as to dates and names, which

in no way affect the execution of the work itself.

Nor does the admirable letter to Dr. Currie,

u 4
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which he speaks of sending, and which, written

with the knowledge that it would be published,

appears in the second edition, point out any
statement respecting the poet which he wished

to be altered.

To Dr. Currie.

•'

Dinning, August 24. 1800.

" Dear Sir,

" I have read over the Life and Correspond-

ence of my brother again and again ;
and am

astonished to find so little to object to. On the

contrary, I could not have supposed that the ma-

terials you were possessed of could have fur-

nished so respectable a work. The Life, if I

am not misled by my connection with the sub-

ject, is a singularly pleasing and interesting

work. There are one or two mistakes, which I

will mention to you. The first is the poet's

birth-day, said to be the 29th, which ought to

have been the 25th of January. Page 64., line

third from the top, Mount Oliphant ought to be

inserted in place of Loan-house. A trifling mis-

statement, scarcely worth noticing,
— Robert

borrowed a little pony from a neighbour for his

first journey to Edinburgh, which he returned

by the carrier. I suppose you know that the

young lady on the banks of the Devon, * once
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a sweet bud on the braes of the Air,* is Dr.

M*K. Adair's wife.

" I never understood that Mr. Miller gave

my brother the choice of any farm but EUisland,

on which Mr. Miller fixed the rent himself, but

allowed my brother fifty-seven years of a lease,

and to point out what restrictions he should be

under in tlie management. I mention these

things to you, not that I suppose they either

will or ought to be taken notice of in a future

edition, but that you may be as completely ac-

quainted with all the matters of fact as possible.
" A small alteration will, perhaps, appear

necessary to you in page 231., when I tell you
that my brother's salary was continued to him

till the day of his death, not by the generosity of

the Board of Excise, but of a Mr. Stobbie,— a

young, expectant in the excise, who did the

duty of my brother's excise division, witliout

fee or reward, during his last illness. This cir-

cumstance had escaped my memory till Mrs.

Burns, in looking over the passage, mentioned

it to me
;
and I think it a pity that Mr. Stobbie

(who appeared to me, when I saw him at the

time of my brother's death, to be a modest

worthy young man, and who is still, I believe,

in the excise,) should be deprived of the honour

due to him on this account.
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*' Allow me, Sir, to remark to you that your

explanation of 'feck,' in Etrick Banks, is not

agreeable to any use of the word I ever heard.

Mony feck, between which no comma ought
to be placed, means simply, very many. Thus

Kamsay, or his correspondent Hamilton, I for-

get w^hich, says,
* And the maist feck, hae seen't

sinsyne, hae ca'd it tight, as that on Heck.'
'* I have nothing original of my brother's but

what you have seen
;
nor have I any alteration

to propose. I am perfectly satisfied with your
use of my communications, which in several

instances are improved by your alterations.

Indeed, I am perfectly satisfied and highly de-

lighted with the whole of your work and arrange-

ment. I should have been glad there had been

fewer typographical errors : I felt for my friend

M'Creery's fame on hearing this taken notice

of. I think every Scotsman, and every candid

person of any country, will read your prefatory

remarks on a subject so new to philosophy with

much interest. I may perhaps trouble you some

time with a long letter, excited by your remarks

on the books I recommended to Mauchline

Conversation Club.
" Would it interfere with the booksellers'

contract to let me have half a dozen copies

printed with the second edition
;

for which I
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would pay Mr. M'Creery's account for paper
and printing ? I want a copy for myself and

for each of my three sisters, and to present a

copy to each of two particular friends, to whom
I am under peculiar obligations. The copy I

have I intend to send to the club at Mauchline

next week. I have no room, nor am I able to

do justice to my feelings, to make acknowledg-
ments to you for the singular obligations I and

my brother's family lie under to you ;
and shall

therefore conclude with subscribing myself,
*' Your much obliged

" and devoted humble servant,
*' Gilbert Burns."

Extract from a Letter of Dr, Currie's to Mr.

Sijme, dated Liverpooly May 26. 1800.

" I thank you very much for what you so

obligingly say of Burns' Life. Considering all

my disadvantages, it will not I hope disappoint
reasonable expectation : but what I wish par-

ticularly to know, is the impression I have made
on yoii as to the general effect, and as to the

prudence and propriety of my delineations
; and

as to their correctness. Have I touclied the

Bard with a rough or a lenient hand ?

"
Many things which miglit have been said,

I have been compelled to omit l)y the circum-
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stances of the times, and by the consideration

that I was pubHshing the Life for the benefit of

the widow and children. When you are at

leisure, I will expect you to read the volumes

with the pen in your hand, and to make your
remarks on my errors

; or, in fact, on any point

that strikes you. And, as the booksellers say a

second edition will be required early, I wish you
to do this as soon as is convenient."

FiXtractsfrom Mr. Syme's Letters to Dr. CurriCj

after the Publication of the Works of Bui^is,

datedfrom Dumfries.

"
September 3. 1800.

" Now, what can I say respecting Burn^'

publication? I confess with sorrow that you
have had that universe on your shoulders from

first to last, and little or no aid have you re-

ceived. I felt and I feel so ;
but it has been,

and continues to be, impracticable to move ,

and my time is engrossed with such various

and desultory attentions, that I cannot stick

closer to the business. *******
I have the high pleasure of receiving from every

quarter the most grateful attestations of the

merit of your production. I enclose you one,

which is worth a thousand. With regard to the

impression which your biographical work has
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made on me and Mr. William Dunbar (Inspec-

tor General of Stamp Duties for Scotland), it is

such as we cannot easily describe. I declare to

you we never read a piece of writing that does

more credit to the author. The meanest fellow

here sounds its praise, and that is perhaps a

stronger testimony than the trumpet of the

literati."— "I have noted some matters and ex-

planations on the margin of the rough copy first

sent me
;
and Gilbert Burns, who is to breakfast

with me to-morrow, is to furnish more."

Some weeks after this, Dr. Currie wrote as

follows :
—

" October 10. 1800.

*' My dear Syme,
•'

Having on another sheet of paper discussed

my own private affairs, I sit down to say a few

words on Burns.

" The very kind manner in which you express

your opinion of the execution of the task you

assigned me, is in a high degree pleasing to me.

I pay much deference to your taste, and to your
moral feelings ;

I have entire confidence in your

sincerity ; and setting aside the partial influence

which our friendship may produce on your judg-

ment, you are better qualified to decide on the

Life of Burns than any man now alive. That
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the portrait I have di'awn has considerable power
and interest, strangers to the subject may per-

ceive
;
and this, indeed, the world seems disposed

to allow. But how far it resembles the original,

the most important point in regard to every

portrait, those only can judge, to whom the

original was known
;
and in this respect your

decision, whatever it may be, admits of no

appeal. That it is favourable, I am led to infer

from your sentiments of general approbation. I

am led to presume it, also, from having had the

assistance of your observations in the character

I formed of Burns. Yet, I wish you to speak to

this point particularly,
— and with your wonted

sincerity. The praise of fine composition, if I

might aspire to it, strikes my ear but faintly ;

but to be able to exhibit to the world the exact

lineaments of this great and original genius, is

an object of ambition which a greater artist than

I am, might be proud to attain.

*' So much for yourself. Let me thank you
also in a particular manner for the letter of

Mr. Anderson, to whose superior character I am
no stranger, and of whose extraordinary attain-

ments I have before heard. The high opinion

he expresses of the letters of Burns is, I find,

very generally entertained by the best judges.

X doubt if English literature contains any com-
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positions of the same nature equal to them. This

sentiment has been expressed to me by Dr. Aikin,

perhaps the best of our hving critics. Dr. Aikin

had prepared a Life of Burns for his biographical

work ; but he writes to me that, since he saw our

work, he has thrown his intended article aside,

and is preparing another more worthy of our

poet. Nothing can be more flattering than the

very high estimation of Aikin for the genius of

Burns, and his entire assent to the character we
have given of it. I have received from a great

variety of other quarters ;
from Dugald Stewart,

Fraser Tytler, Alison at Edinburgli, from Lady
E. Cunningham, &c. very obliging communica-

tions ;
from Moore, Mackintosh, Percival, Ferriar,

Sharp, Smyth, Whishaw, Scarlett, and a great

number of others in England and Ireland
; and,

though last not least, from Messrs. Cadell and

Davies, warm commendations. I am quite

satiated with this species of gratification, of

which, however, from proper quarters, no one

can have a better relish. Some of the letters of

the persons I mention, and of others, contain

general criticisms, and vahia])le reflections. I

could send you a selection along with the ex-

cellent letter of Mr. Anderson, but that your
time would scarcely permit you to read them.

Among others, I have a valuable communication
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from Mr. Ramsay of Ochtertyre. I will arrange

a parcel of these, and send them for your winter

evenings' amusement. I have mentioned to you
before the great sale in Liverpool, and indeed

over England in general.
* * * * If I am

right in my supposition, our works are likely to

get better through the British Critic than I sus-

pected they would. Except the Critical Review,

no other periodical work has noticed them. The

Critical seems disposed to assign them a large

space. Two numbers are occupied by the Life

alone— and the critical observations are not

touched yet
— nor a word said of the writings

themselves.

" 1 am scribbling to you at a late hour of the

night
— I grow obsciue — sleep steals upon me

— I must not, however, conclude without ac-

knowledging the very kind interest you take in

my son. He is better, and I hope likely to

recover.

" I will write again to-morrow. In the mean

time, adieu.

" Yours very affectionately,
" James Currie."

On the l6th October, Mr. Syme replied to Dr.

Currie :
— " The portrait you have drawn, I as-

sure you, is as genuine as masterly
— the linea-
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ments are marked with such boldness and truth,

that none but an inthnate like me can feel the

full— I would use my own expression here—
the sublime force of the resemblance. Naturally

you are happy in producing the image of great-

ness— the contemplation of it warms you—
inspiration comes and guides your pen to a pecu-

liar and appropriate representation of it— and I

give you my declaration, that my astonishment

will never cease while regarding your work.

Pray send me the letters you mention. I am
curious to read the Reviews, as I think I can

well judge of the justness of their criticisms on

the w^ork and character." And on the 3d March,

1802, Mr. Syme expressed his matured opinion

in the following passage :
— " Need I repeat

that the world without exception, in so far as I

ever could learn, accumulates on you fame

and honour for your Life of Burns. It is the

most interesting, elegant, and affecting production

in existence. This is my own conviction, and I

am able to feel the truth of that expression

whicli you have given it.'*

The above passages in the letters of Mr. Syme
are all that relate to Burns. Tlie rest refer to

Dr. Currie's private affairs.

Dr. Currie received various letters from Gil-

bert Burns afterwards, in which he repeats the

X
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expression of the obligations which the family

were under
;

but in none of them is there a

syllable indicating the slightest objection to, or

disapprobation of, the character of his brother,

which Dr. Currie had published. The family
and intimate friends of Burns— those who may
be supposed to have known him best and loved

him most— expressed themselves perfectly satis-

fied ; and at a time, too, when the jealous sensi-

bility of affection, assisted by the strength of

comparatively recent recollections, must have

naturally been strongly alive to any errors, into

which Dr. Currie might unconsciously have

fallen. Many opportunities were afforded for

their correction, had they existed, in the subse-

quent editions which came out during his life-

time. Dr. Currie lived more than five years

after the first appearance of his work ; and from

the family and friends of the poet, from private

correspondents, and from public notice, he met

with general approval of the delicacy and feeling,

the skill and discretion, and the judgment and

taste, with which, under circumstances of much

difficulty, he had executed his task. While he

lived, not a whisper, indeed, reached his ear from

any quarter, which could convey the idea that,

by "exaggerated statements" or "unfounded

misrepresentations," he had done any injustice
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to the memory of him whom he so much ad-

mired, and whose fame it was his wish to per-

petuate. His Life of Burns *, which had passed

through four editions of 2000 copies each,

was deservedly become one of the most admired

biographical productions in the language ; and

he died under the grateful impression that his

benevolent exertions, and his disinterested sacri-

fice of time and health, had been crowned with

entire success, and that the seal of public esti-

mation had been affixed to his labours.

How little Dr. Currie anticipated the sort of cen-

sure that he seems since to have incurred in some

quarters, maybe seen from the following postscript

in a letter to the Rev. George Duncan, written

shortly after the Life of Burns was published :
—

*' I desired a copy of Burns to be sent you.

I long to hear what you think of my biography.

If I have softened somewdiat the deep shade of

his errors, you will not find, I trust, that I have

* Extract from a Letter from Dr. Currie to Captain

Graham Moore, R. N., dated 16th May, 1802: — " I have

a letter from Montpellier. A professor there has trans-

lated the preliminary discourse to the Life of Burns, with

Burns' own Life in his letter to your father. I have not

seen it ; but in his notes he pretends to account for the

extraordinary value of the Scottish troops, exemplified, as

he says, in Egypt, by the circumstances mentioned in my
preface."

X 2
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compromised the interests of virtue. Burns is

not held up for imitation, but the contrary ;

though I have endeavoured to do justice to his

talents and to the better qualities of his heart,

and to cast a veil of delicacy and of sympathy
over his failings and his destiny. In this way I am

disposed to think the cause of virtue is best

consulted. It is thus, I would persuade myself,

that the melancholy precepts of example are

best inculcated on the feeling heart."

The writer has dwelt longer upon the pre-

ceding subject than either delicacy might have

justified, or inclination would have permitted ;

because, since his father's death, though not, as

far as he can learn, till many years afterwards,

various admirers and biographers of Burns (and,

amongst others, Gilbert Burns himself,) have

appeared before the public, whose declared ob-

ject has been to vindicate his memory from the

exaggerations and misrepresentations affecting

his character, which Dr. Currie is charged by
them with having admitted into his Life. It is

not, however, intended to enter upon the un-

grateful field of controversy, nor is it necessary.

The facts above stated sufficiently speak for

themselves.

The following communication from Mr. Fraser

Tytler, (afterwards one of the Lords of Session,
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by the title of Lord Woodhouselee,) alluded to in

a preceding letter to Mr. Syme, is a gratifying

testimony to the propriety of the course which

Dr. Currie adopted in treating of the character

of Burns, and conveys a general approbation of

the work, which was particularly welcome from

a man of such acknowledged taste andjudgment.

To Dr. Currie.

"
Edinburgh, July 8. 1800.

" Dear Sir,

*' I sit down to thank you for the very high

pleasure I have received from the perusal of the

Life and Works of Burns. Your part in that

publication does you infinite honour, as an able

writer and judicious critic. I do not recollect

ever to have met with a more pleasing or in-

structive piece of biography than your Life of

our illustrious bard
;
and I give you credit par-

ticularly for the fine moral lesson which you
have so powerfully inculcated, (a lesson useful

indeed to all, but of particular utility to men of

splendid talents,) from the latter scenes and

melancholy termination of that bright but

violent career. The delicacy, too, with which

you have painted the defects of our poor friend,

witliout impairing the force of the moral picture,

is deserving of the highest praise. I know it

X 3
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was the opinion of some friends of the bard's and

of mine, that it were desirable, in any account of

his Hfe, that a veil should be thrown upon every

circumstance of that unfortunate defect in the

structure of his mind which you have well

termed * the weakness of volition,' and to which

all his errors, and at length his fate, were assign-

able. But I ever thought that this was a false

and a fastidious refinement, and that the biogra-

pher of poor Burns would fail in the main part

of his duty, if he neglected strongly to enforce,

but with a delicate hand and feeling heart, that

most important moral document which a true

delineation of his character and life supply.

Surely the purpose of biography is not to * soothe

the dull, cold ear of death,*' but to warn and

instruct the living.
" On the incidental topics of discussion, as

the observations on the character of the Scottish

peasantry, the connection of patriotism with the

social and domestic affections, the important

question whether the bent of the genius should

invariably be followed in education, — on all

these subjects your observations are at once in-

genious, just, and useful. But as one is more

particularly struck when he meets with a con-

tinued train of thought which reflects, as it were,

his own o})inions, and even those which he has
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deliberately committed to writing, so I have

been singularly pleased with your critical observ-

ations on the genius of Allan Ramsay, and with

your apology for the use of the Scottish dialect

in our native poetry, which so wonderfully co-

incide with what I have recently given to the

public, in the new edition of the poems of

Ramsayy that I am persuaded every reader will

conclude that we had exchanged our thoughts

upon the subject, in the most ample and un-

reserved discussion. I know not whether you
have yet seen the new edition of Ramsay printed

by Strahan, and published by Cadell and Davies,
and published a few weeks ago. I am sure, when

you see it, you will be struck with the coincidence

as well as I. The only part I have in that

edition is the Remarks on the Genius and Writ-

ings of Ramsay, an essay of about 100 pages.
With the life of the poet, the arrangement of

the works, &c., I liave no concern whatever.

"
Wishing you, dear Sir, every thing that is

good and prosperous, and trusting that, when

you visit this country, I shall have the pleasure
of seeing you, I am, with esteem,

" Your most obedient, and most faithful,
*' Humble servant,

" Alexander Fraser Tytler."

X 4
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The editor cannot resist the temptation of

adding to the foregoing testimony an extract

from a letter written to Dr. Currie by Professor

Diigald Stewart,— an illustrious name, which re-

calls all that is profound in philosophy, generous
in sentiment, and elegant in literature :—

"
Edinburgh, September 6. 1800.

*' I ought long before now to have thanked

you for the very great pleasure I have received

from your late publication, which reflects equal

honour on your benevolence and on your literary

talents. The strong and faithful picture you have

given of Burns is an important accession to our

stock of literary biography ;
and the incidental

reflections you have contrived to interweave

with the narrative, cannot fail to be of essential

utility to the very different descriptions of men

who are likely to be your readers. I have much

yet to say on the subject ;
but every moment of

my time is at present so completely occupied,

that I have little prospect of being able soon to

offer more than very general expressions of my
satisfaction. If I should be able to command a

little more leisure before the conclusion of au-

tumn, I shall trouble you with another letter.

Believe me ever, with great regard,
"
Yours, most faithfully,

" DuGALD Stewart."
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The sentiments of Dr. Currie respecting the

important effects of national education upon the

character of a people, are recorded in his observ-

ations on the Scottish peasantry prefixed to the

Life of Burns. It appears by a note to these

observations, (Vol. I. Appendix, No. 1. Note A.)
that a law, providing for the instruction of the

poor in Ireland, passed the Irish parliament, but

that the fund was diverted from its purpose, and

the measure entirely frustrated,— a circumstance

which Dr. Currie notices with expressive dis-

approbation. When the Union was under final

discussion in the Irish parliament, in the be-

ginning of 1800, he wrote the following letter to

a most intimate and higlily respected friend, who
was on the point of taking his seat in the House
of Commons :

—

To Francis Trench, Esq., Dublin.

"
Liverpool, March 18. 1800.

" My Dear Trench,
•' Your account of the altercation between

Corry and Grattan was certainly very amusing.
Grattan is a hard-bitten and high-mettled fellow.

Though I am against him on the Union, I

should detest all these mean and vulgar attempts
to bear him down. He seems, however, to
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despair, for I do not see that he speaks any
more.

*' This opposition is good for Ireland. I be-

lieve in my conscience it has got for her condi-

tions she would not otherwise have had proposed.

And tlie change of the basis of Irish represent-

ation, which has been introduced in the course

of the business, pleases me a good deal. We
shall really have rather a popular infusion into

the imperial parliament, instead of a miserable

Scotch borough system. If there be any thing

of practical importance in the nature of the re-

presentative basis, this change is very im-

portant.
" I am very glad you have accepted a seat in

parliament, because I think there may be good
done by it, both to yourself and to Ireland. Do
not start, nor laugh, but listen.

" If I thought you were merely to sit in par-

liament to give your vote on a division, I do not

know that I should have any great pleasure in

your being returned, excepting as it might con-

tribute to your own amusement or advantage.
" It is, indeed, necessary to carry the union.

But the minister is already sufficiently strong

both in arguments and in mnnbers, and the

generous spirits
that oppose him may be pressed

down by more vulgar instruments.
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" But I think you may be useful in a parti-

cular which seems to me of vast moment, and

which, I think, is very little likely to be at-

tended to.

** Two countries have already been incor-

porated with England, — Wales and Scotland
;

and tlie eifect of the union on the one and the

other has been very different.

*' Wales was united to England in the bar-

barous ages. Her own institutions, of whatever

rude nature, were beaten down, and no others

substituted. No means were used to instruct

the people in the common language of the island,

or to improve their habits in any respect. Hence
the peasantry of Wales are essentially different

from the English, unfit to enter into competition
with them, and, in fact, an inferior race. They
are destitute in general of the first elements of

knowledge, and, in their habits and turn of mind,
the same in a great many respects (some of which

I will enumerate to you) as they were three liun-

dred years ago. But I wish you to enquire into

their condition personally, on your way to Liver-

pool, which, if you land at Holyhead, you may
easily do

; and it will be worth your wliile to

devote a few days to the subject. During the

period that Wales has been represented in the
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imperial parliament, not a single step has been

taken for the civilisation of the people.
*' It happened that the Scottish parliament

established a system for the education of all

classes of society, particularly of the poor, during

the days of the Solemn League and Covenant.

The restoration of the Stuarts overturned this

system, as well as the present church establish-

ment. Both were recovered on the Revolution,

at least in the year I696. In consequence, both

'were incorporated into the union, though neither

was formed in contemplation of it. Had it not

been for this circumstance, can it be supposed

that Scotland would now possess a school esta-

blishment ? Never. The high church prejudices

of the English hierarchy would have prevented

it. Yet it is by this institution that the Scotch

have been civilised—by this, in a great measure,

have they been enabled to receive any positive

advantage from the union.

" Now you see what I would be at. Propose,

for God's sake, some system of education for

your poor in the first instance, and let it be in-

corporated with your union. You are going to

incorporate your church establishment, which

will entail many curses on the country. For

mercy's sake, think of incorporating some system

of instruction !
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" If you see this as I do, it will strike you
like lightning. I think well enough of Lord

Castlereagh, and even of Corry, to make me

suppose they may wish to adopt something of

the kind, and I am sure your brother will see the

thing in its proper colours. You must have an

immense emigration, because you have a morbid

population. If you send out men, they will live

and flourish, and strike root again in their native

soil. If beasts, they will die in misery, and

manure foreign lands.

" When you come over, I will talk with you
at large, and furnish you with documents. In

the mean time, think, and reflect, and converse

on this point; and consider, that the measure that

may be founded on what I propose, successful

or unsuccessful, is calculated to cheer your heart

with the consciousness of a noble purpose, and

to erect an everlasting monument over your

grave.
" But communicate, I beg of you, with your

brother only, and do not let the measure go out

of your or his hands. I have been led into this

train of thinking, by considering of the present

character and condition of the Scottish peasantry.

Adieu, my dear friend,

C(
Yours, J. C."
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The publication of the Life of Burns brought
Dr. Currie into epistolary intercourse with many
literary men of celebrity. Amongst others, Sir

Walter (then Mr.) Scott may be named, who

wrote to him respecting his intended work, the

Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border. The narra-

tive of a very affecting incident, extracted from

one of Dr. Currie's letters, is inserted in the

notes to that publication, and will be found in

the present work. The original letter, with two

others, was, indeed, transmitted to the editor by
that justly celebrated writer, accompanied with

the following kind expressions :
— " In sending

you the enclosed three letters of your venerable

and excellent father, I am proud and happy to

contribute my mite to his fame, or, as we say on

the moors, to add a stone to his cairn."

Lord Cullen (son of Dr. Cullen, whose name

has been more than once mentioned in these

pages) applied to Dr. Currie for assistance in

writing the life of his father. After the battle

of Alexandria, the manuscript journal ofGeneral

Moore, who fell at Corunna too soon for his

country, but in the fulness of his fame*, was

* Unusual pains have been taken to detract from the

reputation of this gallant soldier. But the day is at length

arrived, vthQw noble justice has been done to his memory by
Col. Napier, in his authentic and admirable History of the
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offered to him, with a wish that he would write

tlie history of the campaign in Egypt. But

these and other applications neither his health

nor liis time would allow him to comply with.

Every year that the war with France con-

tinued, the exertions of Great Britain became

greater ; and on the prospect of invasion with

which this country was threatened in 1798, they

were redoubled. Voluntary contributions for

the defence of the nation were followed by

general arming and volunteer enrolments. The

following extract from one of Dr. Currie's let-

ters to his relative in Virginia will throv/ light

on his feelings at this important period : —

"
Liverpooly 15th April, 1798. — It is the

fashion at the public schools now for the boys to

subscribe for the defence of the nation. Our

little hero *
gave every farthing he had in his

War in the Peninsula. In this the reader will find recorded

also the testimony of the three greatest generals of modern

times, in favour of Sir John Moore's military character and
talents. — See vol. i. chap. 6. p. 529. Ed.

* The writer's early friend, James Currie, nephew of Dr.

Carrie of Richmond, Virginia, who was educated in England
under the superintendence of Dr. Currie, succeeded to his

uncle's property, and now resides in the state of Kentucky,
on the borders of the Ohio.
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pocket, and subscribed the whole of his allow-

ance of pocket-money for the half year to boot.

I heard of this from the master, and took care

he should not suffer by his patriotism. He is

a proud, and affectionate, and generous boy,
—

and bold as a lion. He has fought several

battles for the honour of Scotland, with various

success, but always with credit
;

for though he

is little, and rather delicate to the eye, yet he is

strong in his articulations, with a nervous arm

and a fearless heart."—
" What shall I say to you of public affairs ?

We are in most awful times
; and I cannot but

believe that you will cast an eye of some regard

and some anxiety on us, across the Atlantic.

This summer we shall be invaded in England,

Scotland, or Ireland, or perhaps in all three.

I cannot believe that there will be any serious

danger. We have an immense army, though

not, perhaps, of the best organisation, and we

have a maritime force such as the world never

saw. The English military marine is superior

to any force of the same kind that it can en-

counter, in a degree that exceeds the boasted

superiority of the Macedonian phalanx or the

Roman legion.
" Nevertheless, it is impossible to be quite

easy :
— the Alps, the,Pyrennees, have dwindled
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into moie-liills before the French, and thev have

crossed and re-crossed the Rhme as if it had
been a rivulet. What new arts they may em-

ploy to procure unlooked-for success cannot be

precisely determined
; though I cannot, on re-

flection, imagine the means that can prosper an

invasion of England or Scotland.
*' It is not so as to Ireland. The country is

universally cUsaffected, and is now held down by

mihtary force
; and should the French land,

they will meet, I fear, a very general welcome
from the lower classes. In the mean time, Go-

vernment are using every precaution to render

all attempts to land abortive. Should the at-

tempts of the French be powerfully made, and

completely defeated, I trust that peace would
soon follow. But such is the intoxication of

their success, that, till they make the attempt,
no peace can be expected.

*'

Poorly as I think of the measures of admi-

nistration in the beginning of the war, I give
them credit foi- great vigour at present. Every
man who would not submit to a government of

foreign bayonets, must join hand in hand now;
and I trust that, with such a union, our island

will be found invincible.
" The French are playing the devil every-

Y
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where : they acknowledge no rule of conduct

but that of force
;
and it is dreadful to reflect

that the whole Continent, Russia excepted, is at

their feet ! I am happy to be decidedly on the

side of my country. By the time this reaches

you, great events will have occurred. Breathe

your wishes and your prayers, my dear fellow,

for the old island. If we fall, expect no peace
for America : expect civil war and foreign in-

vasion, and the overthrow of your infant consti-

tution.

*' But let us hope for better things.
" Once more adieu.

" James Currie.'*

At such a moment the town of Liverpool was

not slow in answering the call of patriotism, and

a public meeting was held to consider the best

means of raising a body of men, for the defence

of the town and neighbourhood. Dr. Currie

attended this meeting, took a part in its pro-

ceedings, and was one of the committee ap-

pointed on the occasion. AYriting to Mr. Syme
on the 1st of May, he says,

— " We are all

arming here ;
I have caught a little of the

mania, and am on the committee for conduct-

ing the armed associations, where, in spite of
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my constant resolutions to hold my tongue, I

talk a great deal more than is good for me."

And a few weeks afterwards, — "I have sub-

scribed for the equipment of ten men in the

regiment raising for the defence of Liverpool and

five miles round. I said but little at the public

meeting, and what I did say was meant to give
a little of order and method to the proceedings.
I am very much, however, disposed to go to all

extremities in resisting these proud invaders.

All calamities are light to a Norman conquest,
with which we are threatened."

In a letter to Mrs, Greg also, at this time, he

expresses himself as follows ;
—

"
llthMay, 1798.

*' I would have written to you before, but I

looked for leisure and tranquillity, intending to

give you a memorial on the peculiar circum-

stances of the moment
; but I looked in vain,

and my purpose has died away without effort,

* * «

*' The season requires every man to show the

colours under which he ranges himself. Pitt is,

indeed, a great evil ; but a French invasion is

still greater. Flushed with victory, and terrible

y g
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for valour and skill, these modern Normans
* come to win a kingdom or to lose themselves.'

It is not our government but our national inde-

pendence they attack. If we were republicans

a hundred times over, their enmity would not

be the less. If they succeed, they will settle

with us, and our whole fabric of social institu-

tions, as well as the arrangement of our pro-

perty, will be broken up. The genius of the

nation will be buried in the grave of our inde-

pendence, and sleep, perhaps, for a century to

come !

" It is a hard and bitter draught that we have

to swallow, when we act with the men wlio have

brought us where we are. But what can be

done ? I would rather be any thing than a piti-

ful Cisalpine, deliberating under the forms of a

free government, but, in fact, subject to the

bayonets of a foreign power. Pitt we shall get

clear of sooner or later, but a foreign enemy will

not be so easily expelled.
*' I am, therefore, for every man declaring

for the defence of the nation, and especially

those, who have hitherto declared against the

war,

" Yet I sigh and lament, and almost despair,

when I think of green Erin
;
and sometimes I
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am doubtful whether the conduct of our rulers

there, does not mark out that Providence has

doomed us to destruction !

"
Adieu, my dear friend — I write at full

gallop.
*'

Truly yours,
" J. C."

The protracted war with France filled our

prisons ;
and the depot for French prisoners

at Liverpool was, in the year 1800, greatly

crowded. The circumstances about to be stated

gave rise to an interference on the part of

Dr. Currie on their behalf, which subjected

him to some unmerited calumny.
In the earlier years of the war, they were on

the allowance' usually made to prisoners of war

in England. At that time a most unfounded

clamour was excited, as if this allowance had

been insufficient. A charge of this nature found

its way to France, where it was adopted by
the Directory, and, to suit tlie purposes of

the moment, was transmitted to the armies,

in order to excite their indifirnation aoainst

England. A negotiation between tlie two coun-

tries ensued, by which it was agreed that eacli

country should take care of its own i)eo])le ;

y 3
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and by this arrangement, the charge of mairitain-

ing the French prisoners in England was under-

taken by France. To give a colour, perhaps, to

their complaint, the French made their people a

most extravagant allowance ; but the Govern-

ment was without credit, and remitted at great

disadvantage and with difficulty. Buonaparte^
when he seized the reins, broke the contract

with a strong and unscrupulous hand : he

assumed the maintenance of the small number

of English in France, and threw on England the

expense of maintaining the very considerable

number of French in this country. Justly of-

fended and disgusted, the British Government

struck off a part of the allowance made to these

men, under the erroneous opinion, prevalent at

that time, that a man in captivity requires less

for his sustenance than a common labourer at

his daily work. The allowance, so curtailed*

was let out by contract.

To the miseries of war were added, in the year

above-mentioned, the apprehensions of scarcity,

from an unusually bad and deficient harvests

The prices of food of all descriptions underwent

a great advance ;
and the contractors in Liver-

pool saw that they should no longer be able,

without ruin to themselves, to supply the stipu^
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lated rations to the prison, either as to quantity
or quaHty. Some addition to the contract prices

was therefore made by Government
; but the

natural effect of the dearness of provisions was

to render the contractors less exact than formerly
as to both these particulars. The injurious con-

sequences to the prisoners may be imagined ;

and these were increased by the fatal spirit of

gambling to which they were addicted, and

which led them, for the excitement of the hour,

to stake their clothes and rations at play
— heed-

less of the future want of clothing, or tlie more

powerful calls of hunger. The rigours of winter

approached, and deficient nutriment and cold

were quickly followed by disease and death.

The hospital was filled to overflowing. As the

mortality became serious, this circumstance was

mentioned to Dr. Currie, and he was requested

to visit the prison by one of his medical friends,

who had the official charge of the hospital, and

whose opinion was, that the extraordinary in-

crease of disease was attributable to a deficiency

in the allowance of food, and to the want of

clothing. So called on, Dr. Currie immediately

rej)aired to the prison ; and, struck by the

squahd, shivering, and emaciated appearance

and symptoms of its inmates, unhesitatingly con-

curred in the opinion just mentioned. That the

Y 4
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miseries of captivity should be aggravated by
such a cause appeared to him as revolting to

humanity, as he felt assured that it was repugnant

to the intention, either of the English Govern-

ment or its subordinate agents, the Transport

Board. *' He had always believed that the re-

duced allowance was considered in the nature

of an experiment, to be adhered to or not, ac-

cording to the event, which seemed strongly to

discourage its continuance. He imputed no

blame to his majesty's ministers : he did not

believe that there were any men in the king's

dominions less likely to be deaf to the calls of

humanity ; but, deeply involved in the variety

of affairs which engrossed their attention, they

must be supposed, he thought, on a subject of

this kind, to be regulated by the opinions of men

in subordinate situations,—men who were not,

perhaps, more competent to judge rightly on a

question of medical or physiological science than

himselfl" * The subject, however, was one of

extreme delicacy. Under such impressions, he

urged the immediate interposition of the in-

spector of the prison to relieve the pressure of

cold and hunger, and to stay the increasing mor-

tality, whicli the register of successive months

* Letter to Sir Joseph Banks, of the 13th June, 1801.
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was recording ; offering, on the part of a few

triends * and himself, a temporary supply of

food and clothing, which was declined. On this

occasion his indignation broke through the ordi-

nary restraint imposed upon his feelings. His

blood boiled within him at the thought that men

might perish, while w^aiting for the sanction of

authority to arrest the stroke of death.

Finding that official formalities prevented those

prompt measures from being taken, whicli the

emergency called for, he wrote a private letter

at once to Sir Joseph Banks, with whom, as

President of the Royal Society, he was in the

habit of occasional correspondence. His reason

for selecting this channel of communication was,

that he knew Sir Joseph Banks to be not only a

strong supporter of ministers, and in habits of

intercourse with them, but personally acquainted
with some of the members of the Board of Sick

and Hurt, who had the superintendence of the

prison hospitals. His letter, after having been

shown to Mr. Pitt, and to Earl Spencer (First

Lord of the Admiralty), was referred to this

Board, and an investigation was ordered into the

condition of the prisoners at Liverpool. The

interference, however, of Dr. Currie was viewed

* Mr Arthur Heywood, Mr. Iloscoe, and Mr. Rathbone.
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with undisguised displeasure by the Board, and

censured by Sir Joseph Banks himself, as tend-

ing to cast an undeserved reflection on the

Government, and as originating in party preju'

dice. It will not, therefore, excite surprise to

learn that the Commissioners, deputed to make

the investigation, arrived in Liverpool strongly

prejudiced against Dr. Currie, (principally, it

appeared, on account of his political reputation,)

and disposed to view his interference as arising

from opposition to Government, rather than

from the dictates of philanthropy. Their con-

duct was such as betrayed great resentment at

his having taken any steps in the business. This

impression they were at no pains to conceal

during their stay in Liverpool. They declined

all personal communication, attempted to raise

against him the ominous cry ofJacobin, and in

other respects acted under the bitterest influence

of party prejudice ; but their miserable efforts

were fortunately harmless. By this time the

circumstances were become pretty generally

known
;

and the Mayor of Liverpool (John

Shaw, Esq.), after a personal inspection of

the prison, had written to Government, calling

for their interference. The investigation justi-

fied the conduct of Dr. Currie, and ended

favourably for the French prisoners. Their al-
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lowance of food was increased ; clothing was dis-

tributed to the naked ; their comforts were in

other respects augmented; and judicious regu-

lations for the prevention or detection of abuses,

which had fallen into disuse, were revived.

It has since been asserted, by medical au-

thorities of eminence, that the effect of con-

finement and sorrow upon tlie health and spirits

is such, that persons under imprisonment require

as much (if not more) nutriment to support them

in health, as men of the same class who are at

liberty. This must be especially applicable in

the case of prisoners of war. *

* The Editor has been favoured with a letter on this

subject from Dr. Koget of London, which contains the fol-

lowing passage : — " The unfortunate result of the experi-

ment, tried on a large scale, of reducing the nutritious

quality of the diet of the prisoners at the INIillbank Peni-

tentiary, tends strongly to establish the general conclusion,

that, in order to preserve prisoners in a state of health, a

more than ordinary supply of food is required to counter-

balance the depressing operation of the moral causes atten-

dant on the privation of liberty. But, perhaps, after all, the

highest authority on the subject is that of Howard, quoted
in the Report, of which I have sent you the extract." (a)

(a)
" Mr, Howard remarks, that persons in prison require

more food than those ivho are free ; that is to say, the moral

causes which excite depression of spirits, and consequently,
when long continued, a decay of health, can only be les-

sened by propping up the strength of the prisoner, and
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It is melancholy to reflect how often the feel-

ings and judgment are warped, and the best

intentions misrepresented, under the distorting

and malignant influence of party spirit. In a

case where common hiunanity and a proper

regard for the honour of his country were his

only motives, Dr. Currie fell under the imputa-

tion of acting from political hostility, disposed to

view the actions of Government with an unfa-

vourable eye ;
and was even set down as an

enemy to his country : a charge at all times of

the gravest nature, and at the period in ques-

tion, of peculiarly injurious tendency, however

malevolent and unfounded. But, as he observed

in the letter to Sir J. Banks above quoted, he was

7iot a stranger to undeserved reproach ; and had

received itfor actions of his life, on which he relied

for the high consolatio7is of an approving con-

science. That he could have no motive of an im

'proper nature— no intention of bringing any im-

putation on Governme7ity— was siifficientlij evinced

by the person whom he addressed. The subject

is painful to dwell upon, and humiliating to

human nature
;
and witli the following fact,

enabling him, through a full prison diet, to resist the effects

of the mind upon the body."— Report of the Select Com-

mittee of the
,;
House of Commo7is on the Penitentiary at

Millbank in 1823, pp. 10, 11.
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illustrative of the times, and confirmatory of

what has been said, this assuredly heroic in-

stance of benevolence, all the circumstances

considered, will be dismissed :
—The first ques-

tion put by the Commissioners to one of the

physicians attached to the hospital, from whom

Dr. Currie had received information as to the

condition of the prisoners, was, Jiow long lie (the

individual examined) had been a member of the

Corresponding Society ! This fact is stated on

the authority of the party himself, who is still

living, and who, with indignant astonishment, re-

pelled the ill-timed insinuation, for which there

was no foundation, and who afterwards received

a suitable apology from the Commissioners, and

an assurance that they had been misinformed,

before their arrival, as to the character and mo-

tives both of himself and Dr. Currie.*

* Four or five months after this occurrence, Dr. Currie,

who had not visited the prison in the interval, had a com-

mission from the Earl of Wycombe to pay a small sum of

money to one of the French prisoners at Liverpool, which

Lord Wycombe had received from a connection of this un-

fortunate person in France, and had promised to have safely

conveyed to his hands. When writing to Lord Wycombe
that he had executed his wishes, Dr. Currie naturally

alluded to the condition of the prisoners in general, and

stated that though some improvement had taken place in

consequence ofthe visit of the commissioners, he imderstood

that their diet was still defective. His letter was directly

sent by Lord Wycombe to Earl St. Vincent, recently

appointed to the head of the Admiralty, who, with the
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From the contemplation of such scenes it is

grateful to turn to subjects of a more agreeable

promptitude and decision in the investigation of alleged

abuses, which so remarkably characterised that gallant

veteran, ordered immediate enquiry to be made into the

facts. The result confirmed Dr. Currie's statement
; and

the reforms as to diet, previously commenced, were per-
fected without loss of time.

As the letters which passed between these noblemen are

honourable to their characters, and on that account, de-

serving of being recorded, they are inserted here.

Letter from the Earl of Wycomhe to Earl St. Vincent.

" Lansdown House, June 4. 1801.
" My Lord,

" The accident of my having been requested to transmit

to one of the French prisoners at Liverpool a trifling sum
which had been sent from Paris, induced me to apply to

Dr. Currie, one of the most respectable physicians of that

place, whom I requested to execute the commission I

received.

" The letter which Dr. Currie has written to me upon
this occasion contains a statement which I should not think

myself justified in withholding from your Lordship ; and I

have the less scruple in troubling you with it, as it seems to

me not improbable, that you rnay deem some enquiry into

the business equally honourable to yourself and to the

administration, of which you are so distinguished a member.

I am about to leave town, and entreat you to believe that

nothing but the fear of intruding upon time so valuable as.

yours, should have prevented me from paying my respects

to you in person.
" I have the honour to be, my Lord,

" Your Lordship's faithful and obedient servant,
" Wycombe."

'• Earl St. Vincent."
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nature, where literature and science interpose

their milder influence to soften the asperities of

political feeling.

The want of additional accommodation as to

a news-room and place of public resort, in times

Fro7n Earl St. Vincent to the Earl of Wycomhe in re-ply,

•'
Admiralty, June 6. 1801.

" My Lord,
" I cannot express the obligation I feel to your Lordship

for the communication of Dr. Currie's letter, which I return.

This Board had directed a flag-officer to take to his assist-

ance a Commissioner of the Sick and Wounded Board, and

one from the Transport Board, and investigate the prisons at

Porchester Castle and Plymouth, with the hospitals attached

to them ; and I am concerned to state, that great abuses were

reported to exist in the supplies of bread and meat under

the contracts ;
but it has not appeared from the reports of

these gentlemen, that the quantity of food allowedby Govern-

ment is insufficient for the sustenance of persons who are

not required to labour : both these reports, and others made
under the direction of the late Board, describe the miseries

of the prisoners to have arisen from vice, and thirst for

tobacco ; and quote many instances of men paying out of

their rations, losses at play, and disposing of their clothes

and food for tobacco, — evils that the officers appointed to

superintend these establishments have not yet been able to

suppress. These gentlemen received their appointment
from my predecessor, and seem to be well chosen. A letter

I have this instant received from a very worthy man who
has the care of the sick at Norman Cross, will, in some

degree, confirm what I have written to your Lordship ; and I

do assure you, that much of my time has been occupied in
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wlien foreign and domestic intelligence in-

creased every year in interest, had long been

felt in Liverpool, and had frequently engaged
the thoughts of a few individuals there, with the

hope of removing the inconvenience. Towards

the end of the year 1797 the idea was at length

seriously taken up, and the opportunity was em-

braced of proposing that a library should be

connected with such an institution. Political

feeling was thrown aside, meetings were held,

the requisite amount was subscribed, and the

Athen^um was opened in January, 1799.

endeavouring to mitigate the sufferings of these poor fellows,

in whose cause you are so laudably interested ; and I have

the honour to be, with great regard and esteem,
" Your Lordship's most obedient,

" Humble servant,
" St. Vincent."

In 1803, Lord St. Vincent visited His Royal Highness
Prince William of Gloucester at Liverpool, and Dr. Currie

had the gratification of becoming personally known to him.

In the course of their conversation. Lord St. Vincent

voluntarily mentioned the affair of the French prisoners,

and thanked him for his interference in their behalf, adding,

that he had had the greatest difficulty in getting at the

truth on the subject ;
and that he had, on a subsequent

occasion, had ample reason to be displeased with one of the

persons engaged in the investigation, whom he had dis-

missed, and who had died in disgrace.
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Dr. Currie had been summoned to the first

meeting on this subject, but professional engage-
ments prevented his attendance. At the second,

however, he presided, and actively concurred in

those subsequent measures to which the Athe-

naeum owes its existence : and after it was estab-

lished, he took a prominent part in its manage-
ment for several years, especially in the forma-

tion of its library *, to the first printed catalogue
of which he prefixed a short history of the origin
of the institution.!

A year or two afterwards, another undertaking
was set on foot, principally in consequence of the

exertions of Mr. Roscoe, which has also contri-

buted to reflect credit on the taste and liberality
of the town of Liverpool. This was the Botanic

Garden, in the estabhshment and formation of

which Dr. Currie took a strong interest. Al-

though in the midst of more important objects

*
(1830.) Now containing 15,000 volumes.

t The true circumstances attending the rise of the

Athenaeum, the first public literary establishment which
reared its head in Liverpool, are not generally known

; and,
as they were at a recent period inaccurately represented
in some of the provincial journals, from which they were

copied into the London papers, an accurate statement will

be found in the Appendix. The Editor is indebted for

it to the kindness of Dr. Rutter, one of the five indivi-

duals who
originally met together upon the subject. See

App. No. 6.

z
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he had for many years neglected botanical pur-

suits, upon this occasion his ardour revived, and

he entered into an active correspondence on the

subject with his friend Dr. Wright, who was

a distinguished botanist, and to whom the insti-

tution is indebted for much judicious advice at

its outset, and for some valuable presents of

books and specimens of dried plants.

But in 1801, the attention of Dr. Currie was

engaged on a subject much nearer to his heart,

and more closely connected with his professional

duties. He had in that year the gratification of

proposing and carrying by acclamation, in general

vestry, a resolution, imperative on the church

wardens and parish committee, for the immediate

erection of a House of Recovery, or FeverWards,

for the reception of the poor when labouring

under fever,— a disease at all times present in a

large and populous town like Liverpool. The

utility of such establishments had been incontes-

tibly proved by the experience of Manchester and

Chester, where they had existed some years,

and where the fears entertained of the spread

of contagion in the immediate neighbourhood
of such buildings, had been found to be utterly

groundless.
" In cases of contagion (Dr. Currie

remarks, Med. Rep. vol. i. p.3G5.), the evils pre-

vented are much greater than those remedied,
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and the benefit is by this means extended from

the patient himself to the circle by which he is

surrounded. The establishment of such hos-

pitals was first suggested by tracing the infec-

tion which propagates fever, to its origin, and

ascertaining the power of ventilation and cleanli-

ness in preventing and in alleviating the disease.

The arguments for such hospitals are strength-

ened by the improved methods of destroying

contagion ;
and if I do not greatly deceive my-

self, they are still further strengthened by the

success of that mode of practice in fever, which

it is the chief object of this publication to ex-

plain and to establish."

Under the influence of such views. Dr. Currie

had, so early as March, 1796, brought forward

and carried a proposal for the erection of a House

of Ilecovery in Liverpool ; but year after year

passed, and nothing was done. The most ill-

founded opposition was continually made, and

the most vexatious obstacles were pertinaciously

interposed, to the execution of a measure sanc-

tioned by successive vestries. At length, in the

year 1801, Dr. Currie's unwearied exertions

were successful, and the plan was adopted almost

w^ithout objection ;
it had from tlie first been

unanimously recommended by the gentlemen of

the faculty. From that time no further delay
z 2
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occurred in the erection of an establishment,
*

which he has stated to be "
pre-eminent in point

of utihty over all other hospitals, those for acci-

dents that require the immediate assistance of

surgery, perhaps, alone excepted." t

Upon the accomplishment of his favourite

scheme, he wrote as follows to Mrs. Greg on the

21st of April, 1801 :
—

" Since I saw you I have not been wholly

idle ;
I have at last succeeded in my favourite

object of getting the parish to establish a hos-

pital for contagious diseases, after fighting various

battles for it. It might have been supposed,

that in forwarding a business of this kind, the

* By a letter from Mr. Roscoe to Dr. Currie, dated

April, 1805, it appears that when the Fever Wards were

erected, and after Dr. Currie's departure from Liverpool, the

spirit of hostility revived, and showed itself in an objection

to complete and furnish them. The subject was con-

stantly at Dr. Currie's heart, and he therefore wrote to Mr.

Roscoe from Bath, begging his attention to it,
— who in

consequence attended a vestry, and carried a resolution to

prepare the building for immediate occupation. The utility

of the Fever Wards, it is gratifying to state, is no longer a

matter of discussion in Liverpool. The experience of

more than twenty years has convinced the most incredu-

lous ; and various important additions have been made at

different times to this establishment, at the expense of the

parish, to increase the comforts and accommodation of the

patients
—

(1830).

\ Medical Reports, vol. i. p. 365.
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difficulty would have been with the many—
with the annual vestry, who vote the money,
rather than with the churchwardens and the

parish committee. But the truth was otherwise.

The annual vestry sanctioned the measure five

years ago, provided it met the approbation of

the committee, who were to report on it. But

many obstacles occurred
;
and I moved the mea-

sure again, almost in despair, at the last vestry,

where every sort of uproar and division took

place on other subjects, but where this measure

of humanity was carried unanimously in a meet-

ing of probably two thousand persons. The
honest democracy would listen to no suggestions
of prudence, as to delay for plans

—
delay till

peace, when the price of building would fall,

&c. &c. They would have the business com-

pleted now, whatever else was neglected ; and

treated with utter contempt the suggestion that

it would raise the poor-rates sixpence in the

pound.
" The order of the vestry (of my wording)

is mandatory, and the new churchwardens and

the rectors go heartily into the business. You
have no conception to what a degree misery will

be lessened by this institution, which far exceeds

all other charitable institutions, as I could con-

vince you ;
and by putting it on the parish-

z 3
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rates, we give it a solid foundation, and have no

trouble with annual subscriptions for its support,

the parish assuming it. Excuse all this, for I am

very full of the subject."

In July, 1802, writing to his daughter at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, he says,
— '* I am truly

sorry that Dr. Clark has been out-voted, and will

write to him on the subject, or perhaps to Dr.

Fenwick, having something to say that may

apply more or less to the circumstances at New-

castle. If the supporters of the fever wards per-

severe, they will ultimately succeed. I had a

five years' contest here, and in the end we carried

the measure unanimously.
" It is peculiarly hard on our profession to

fight such battles, for it may be shown to de-

monstration that we are the only persons in

society, whose interests can be supposed to be

injured by our own success. But I beg your

pardon ; this is not a subject for a young lady's

ear." *

*
(1829.) It is understood that the Corporation of Liver-

pool have it in contemplation to erect a land lazaretto at

the north side of Wallasey Pool in Cheshire, opposite to the

town. As the popular objections to the vicinity of such an

establishment are precisely the same as in the case of fever

wards, and are equally devoid of foundation, it is hoped that

this public-spirited body will not be deterred by prejudice

from the prosecution of the undertaking. Whatever tends
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In January, 1802, the freedom of the town

was unanimously conferred upon Dr. Currie by
the Common Council of Liverpool, in acknow-

ledgment of " his very great attention, skill, and

abilities," exerted for a long series of years as

one of the physicians to the Infirmary ; and the

same compliment was, on similar grounds, paid
at the same time to his friend and colleague
Dr. Brandreth.

A few months afterwards, Livei'pool was

visited by sickness to an alarming extent ; and

the physicians of the town were requested by
the Common Council to make a report on the

subject, with their opinion as to the cause of this

sickness, and the measures of precaution or

remedies necessary to be adopted. It was the

intention of that body to apply to parliament for

powers to improve the town in various respects,

and they were desirous of introducing any regu-
lations which might be conducive to its greater

salubrity. This report was drawn up by Dr.

Currie.

The period was now arrived, when Dr.

Currie miglit consider himself in possession of

those blessings which are usually thought to

to restrict the spliere of contagious influence must be de-

sirable in no ordinary degree.
— Ed.

Z i
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render life desirable. To the'full enjoyment of

these, however, health, the first of blessings, was

unfortunately wanting. His early illness, of

which an account has been given, and which his

youth had enabled him to surmount, left him

still liable to a recurrence of those symptoms, to

which his constitution was predisposed ; and

scarcely a winter passed, in which he was not

visited by severe inflammatory attacks, attended

by cough and difficulty of breathing, for which he

found venesection the only effectual though debi-

litating remedy. Alluding to these in one of his

letters about this time, he says
— "I have a

sister under my roof, dying of a consumption,
—

a disease by which three others of my sisters

have been carried off, and to which I think it

very probable I myself shall fall a victim. Many
are the attacks I have parried. Certainly, I

combat with some skill, and with coolness, but

I expect a thrust through the lungs one day or

other."

In the summer of this year (1802) he re-

ceived, after an interval of fifteen years, a visit

from Captain Graham Moore, who, having re-

turned from sea in bad health, was recommended

by him to proceed to Buxton ;
and as he was at

the time in very delicate health himself, and re-

quired some relaxation from the fatiguing duties
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of his profession, he accompanied Captain Moore

to that place. There he passed a few days with

some benefit, principally derived from the society

of this friend, his attachment to whom was one

ofthe strongest sentiments that he ever cherished,

and one which, unchilled by time or distance,

continued with unabated warmth to the latest

hour of his existence. At Buxton he had the

gratification of meeting Dr. Clark of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, with whom he had long correspond-

ed; and their personal acquaintance, com-

menced at this time, was converted into mutual

regard and cordial friendship.

Writing to Mrs. Greg on his retura, he says
—

"
Nothing could be more unfortunate than the

weather at Buxton,— cold, wet, and windy. I

stayed there four days, and could have been

amused, for there was good society; but the

impossibility of exercise, the want of regular

intelligence from Liverpool, (for the post is sin-

gularly perverse,) and an anxiety about some

valuable patients, got the better of my resolu-

tion, which was to have remained eight or ten

days, and I set off on my return. I met there

Dr. Clark, Mr. Bigge, Col. Barry, Archdeacon

Paley, Lord Harrowby, &c. ;
and 1 really could

have been much pleased and gratified, had my
health and spirits permitted. But the accursed
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weather ! Do think of a man never having a day
out of Liverpool for eight years but the four I

spent at Buxton ! and to have been soaked and

chilled in the middle of July all the time on the

top of those barren hills ! The spirits of the air

combined against me ; the demon of vapours

descended in a perpetual drizzle !

" Well ! we must be content — we must be

content. How often is it necessary to take this

kind of contentment to our bosoms, cold and

chilling though it be !

" If ever I leave Liverpool again, in search of

health or pleasure, it shall be, as far as I can now

decide, to go to Quarry Bank." *

A short time before his journey to Buxton he

had been visited by his old friend Hector Mac-

neill, the benevolent and well-known author of

the Scottish ballad of '* Will and Jean," and other

deservedly popular songs ; who, on leaving him,

went to pass the summer at Grassmere. While

there, Dr. Currie wrote to him as follows : —
" I am happy you find Grassmere so delight-

ful. I once possessed a cast of mind that would

have participated,
in a high degree, your present

enjoyments. But whether I now in reality

possess it, I do not know, for I never enjoy that

blessed vacuity that gives the impressions of

* The residence of Samuel Greg, Esq., the husband of

his correspondent.
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nature fair play. I have got into a state which

makes me fully sensible of fatigue, while yet I

find inoccupation intolerable ;
and the gleams of

imagination which visit me, are faint and fleeting,

except those visitings which intrude on my sleep.

I wish, for the experiment's sake, I was with

you for a few days at present ;
I should enjoy

your party extremely. I hope your muse will

take fire in Borrowdale or on Grassmere ! Pity

that such exquisite scenery should remain un-

sung. Let me have a song or a tale that bears

its impression ;
and let the beauties of England

receive the touches of the Scottish Muse !

" I have a long letter from Campbell— a very
fine one. It accompanies a beautiful poem, in

a style somewhat new,— a dialogue between

Lochiel and a Highland seer, in which the

chieftain is in vain urged not to join Prince

Charles Edward."

Early in this year Dr. Currie had enjoyed the

gratification of seeing, for the first time, the

author of the " Pleasures of Hope," who was

introduced to him by Mr. Stewart and Mr.

Walter Scott, and who passed a fortniglit under

his roof. At a subsequent period, Mr. Campbell

spent some time with him also
j
and he became

intimately acquainted witli this extraordinary

young man, in whom he took a strong interest.
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and of whose genius he felt high admiration.

During the remainder of Dr. Currie*s Hfe they

corresponded ;
and it was with extreme pleasure

that he received from Mr. Campbell, some time

after his visit, the MS. copy of " Hohenlinden.'*

This was composed, as the Editor believes, in

consequence of his father's having proposed the

measure of " Bruce*s Address to his Soldiers,"

in which it is written, as a model for the poet's

imitation. Of the sublime imagery of this cele-

brated composition (Hohenlinden), Dr. Currie

frequently spoke with admiration. Mr. Camp-
bell sent some of his other poems to him

from time to time; and the letter enclosing

that exquisitely pathetic ballad,
" Lord Ullin's

Daughter," reached its intended destination on

the morning that he, whom it would have so

much delighted, had ceased to live !

The reports of Dr. Currie's precarious health

had reached the ears of his distant friends, and,

amongst others, those of Mr. Macneill, who,

hearing of his journey to Buxton, wrote a letter

of enquiry, fraught with the most anxious so-

licitude. To this Dr. Currie replied on the 29th

of October, 1802, as follows :—
" Your anxiety about my health, and the

whole strain of your letter, touch me extremely.

I certainly made an excursion from Liverpool
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about the middle of July, on account of my
health, though, being unwilling to excite alarms

and discussions, I disguised my motive as well

as I could. I was, on the whole, benefited by
this excursion, which lasted about eight days.*******! must struggle on as

well as I can, putting a good face on the matter

to the world, which my general appearance en-

ables me to do, and reserving my real thoughts
in my own breast, or imparting them only to

the bosom of friendship.
" I met Dr. Clark of Newcastle at Buxton,

with whom I contracted a great friendship. He
interested himself extremely about my health,

and conveyed me in his own carriage to Man-

chester, on my way home. * * * * gg

assured I am not low, nor at all unhappy. I have

not tasted the cup of life unembittered, but cer-

tainly it has come to my lips a grateful beverage :

I have a home that is very dear to me ; my do-

mestic circle even improves ;
I have friends that

are very dear to me— friends of whom any man

might be proud. I enjoy these blessings under

the conditions whicli attach to all human enjoy-

ments, — under an impression, indeed, that the

tenure is in my case particularly uncertain ; by
which, however, their relish is not impaired, but

improved. So much in answer to that part of
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your very kind letter whicli respects myself, and

by which I am much affected."

The renewal of hostilities with France, in

1 803, after a short-lived peace, was immediately
followed up by extraordinary preparations, on

the part of the First Consul, for the invasion of

England. Every thing announced that a serious

attempt was meditated ;
an army was assembled

on the heights of Boulogne, and the harbour was

crowded with the flotilla destined to transport

the troops to the English shores. Prudence and

patriotism alike required the utmost efforts
; and

the United Kingdom was soon the busy scene

of thousands of volunteers, associated in the

noblest of all causes,— the defence of their native

land. Never was an appeal to the moral and

physical energies of a country more powerful or

more successful than on this occasion ; and it

was at once apparent, that whenever the invasion

should take place, the enemy would find bold

hearts and strong arms prepared to repel it.

In the month of May this year, an applica-

tion was made to Dr. Currie to take the com-

mand of a volunteer corps, about to be enrolled

in Liverpool ;
but he declined this distinguished

honour, on account of his profession and his

precarious health. On the 1.5th of August he

wrote to Dr. Currie, of Richmond, as follows : —
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*' My son will be happy to write to you : at

present, besides his usual occupations, he is busy
in learning the duty of a soldier, being a

grenadier in the Liverpool Fusileers,— a vo-

lunteer regiment for the defence of the town,

and, in case of invasion, for service through-

out the island, — commanded by my particular

friend, William Earle. They serve without pay,

and find their own clothing and arms. They
consist mostly of gentlemen. The command of

this corps was originally offered to me
;
and I

would most willingly have accepted it, had the

duties attending it been at all compatible with

those of my profession.
*' We are all arming here, expecting invasion,

and confident of repelling it. Never was there

a more serious crisis : we are now nearly shut

out of the continent of Europe, and produce of

every kind is accumulating on our hands. The

mails for the Continent go through Sweden !

The French having shut up the mouths of the

Elbe and the Weser against all English ships,

we have shut them up against all others !

" What the issue will be, God only knows. I

think we shall have much privation and suffer-

ing, but that we sliall escape without mortal

injury ; though I much fear the effects of this

desperate contest on our public credit."
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The winter of 1803 was one of unusual seve-

rity in its effects on the health of Dr. Currie,

which began visibly to give way; and he deter-

mined, with the return of spring, to make an

excursion from home. Early in 1804 he wrote

to Captain Moore as follows : —
"

Liverpool, Feb. 8. 1804..

" My dear Moore,
" The whimsicalities of human feeling are

many and inexplicable. You can scarcely sup-

pose how much I thought of you during your

cruise, or how rejoiced I was in the news of your

safety. And yet I have suffered many days to

slip away without hailing you on your return,

and without even the desire to hail you.
" I began to think you were gone : if there

were any faith in dreams, you ought to have

been drowned at least five times over : twice, the

scene of your death was distinctly before me
;

and so lively were these representations, that, if

I had confided in the illusions of sleep, the single

consolation I should have had was that they were

completely different from each other. Con-

found these sea dreams ! I was one time in-

volved in your wreck, and awoke breathless,

with the sound in my ears of the waves closing

over my head.
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*' You will suppose I have not been well.

November and December, and part of January,

I was constantly declining ; and, by the neces-

sary loss of large quantities of blood, I was at

one time reduced to great weakness. I am now
fast recruiting, and more at ease in my breathing

than I have been these two years.
" Your life, during the period of your cruise,

must have been stormy and joyless.
" What kind of comforts could you have in

such weather on the coast of France ? Was it

possible for you, at any time, to withdraw your-

self from your present situation, and, with a

book in your hand, over a comfortable cup of

tea, to fix your attention on scenes more tranquil,

and subjects more pleasing? Pray answer me
this. A man like you, who has this in his power,

may wear out the most tedious day, in the most

dreary situation
;
but lie who must be present to

cold, wet, darkness, and tempest, without the

animation of instant danger, or the exhilaration

of expected glory, for ten weeks together, must

have a mind very differently constituted to mine,

if it is not involved in almost intolerable gloom.
I speak on supposition, and may be deceived

;

for the compensating powers of nature can never

be appreciated, till experience has enabled us to

judge ofthem under the circumstances supposed,

A A
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" You may just say what you think of the

invasion from Brest.

Tf" -Jf" "n" TP TT T^ tI* It*

" I am rather a happy man as the world goes,

and wish to hve a few years longer. The dif-

ficulties of my profession are in a great measure

over. I have no concern about getting patients :

my concern is to turn the attention I am able to

give them to the best and fairest account. I

might do more than I do, if my strength would

permit.
" When all this is achieved, it seems a hard

business to be called away ; and yet this was my
expectation a few weeks ago. At present I look

to more cheerful prospects : but in sickness and

in health, with my eyes on this world or on the

next,
" I am ever, my dear Moore,

" Yours most affectionately,
" James Currie."

In April he wrote to his friend and constant

correspondent, Mr. Creevey, that he should

absent himself for a week or two, when the

weather should become fine, and thought of

turning his face towards the south ; that his

health required some relaxation, and, if possi-
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ble, some restorative ;
and that a journey might

prove one. He said that he should not visit

London. " I will keep in the air of the country,

and push towards the sun," he continued
;
—

" how far I know not, —perhaps till the sea

stops me. If so, I will see General Moore. The

sight of brave men ranging in order of battle

against their country's foe will regale and soothe

me, and infuse into my languid frame, haply,

some vital power." The fineness of the season

induced him, however, to alter his plan so far as

to visit Scotland in the first instance ; and he

wrote to request Mr. Syme to meet him at

Moffat, and urged his doing so by the consider-

ation that, from the state of his health, their

opportunities of meeting would not, in all pro-

bability, be many in future. With this wish

Mr. Syme complied, and several days were

agreeably employed in going over his property

in that neighbourhood, which was under this

gentleman's judicious care. At Moffat he was

also joined by Mr. Macneill, and by tlie writer

of this.

From this place. Dr. Currie, accompanied by
Mr. Syme and his son, proceeded to Dumfries,

where he stayed but three days, being compelled

to escape from the hospitalities of his friends,

to wliich he was quite unequal. During liis

A A 2
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short visit to Dumfries he called to see Mrs.

Burns, the widow of the poet. He requested to

see the books which had belonged to Burns, and

from among them selected a single volume as a

memorial, being at the same time told by her

that they were all at his service. It will readily

be believed that he did not omit to visit the

grave, which contained the remains of that

departed genius. From Dumfries, after a pass-

ing glance at the scenes of his early days and

the place of his birth, the sight of which

caused emotions, such as are felt by the heart

when these scenes are, too probably, to be

viewed no more, he travelled, by slow journeys,

across the kingdom to Newcastle, where he was

cordially welcomed by his friend Dr. Clark. *

* In 1805, they met again for the last time at Bath,

where Dr. Clark died. During his long and painful illness.

Dr. Carrie saw much of him ; and communicated his death

in a letter to their common friend Mr. Creevey in the fol-

lowing passage :—

"
Bath, April 29. 1805.

" Poor Clark is gone at last. He died as he lived, with

the most touching kindness of disposition and simplicity of

manner— and with a patience, that, upon my life, puts every

thing I ever saw on such an occasion to the blush. He fell

asleep at last, after incalculable sufferings. I do not think

that his equal in point of head and heart is left in our pro-

fession. Then the genuine modesty — the artless integrity
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Leaving Newcastle, he bent his steps homeward

by Sunderland (where he spent a few hours

with Dr. Paley), Durham, and Harrogate; and

reached Liverpool, gratified with his excursion,

though not permanently improved in health by
this absence of three weeks.

From the letters which he wrote durins; the

journey, the following are selected.

To James Mason, Esq., Shrewsbury.

" Gillsland Spa, Northumberland,
"
Monday, May 21. 1804.

" My dear Mason,
" I very often reproach myself when I think

of my silence to you. Till a few days before I

left Liverpool, my intention was to have beat

up your quarters on the Severn, and to have

persuaded you, if I could, to journey south

with me till we had dipped our sandals in the

British Channel. At that time very fine weather

made its appearance, and suggested to me that

I might, without imprudence, bend my course

north instead of south. To this I had several

tcmj)tations : I had my property in Dumfries-

shire to visit, and to settle accounts with my

of the man ! but it is in vain to talk. Dr. Femvick's atten-

tions to him during his long illness have been unwearied."

A A 3
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agent ;
I had my son to meet from Edinburgh ;

and various friends in the country to visit, if I

found myself so disposed.
" I passed the invisible line which divides

the nations on Friday the 11th, and repassed it

again on Saturday the 19th. Of these nine

days I passed four at Moffat, three at Dumfries,

and two in travelling in the county. The two

first objects answered to my wish : I found my
property in tolerable order, and my woods green

and flourishing ; I settled with my agent, and

met my son ; but I foimd myself in no strength

or spirits for paying visits, and made my escape

into Northumberland to get a little quiet. The

county was in commotion with all the volunteers

going on permanent duty : they were chiefly

assembled in Dumfries, and balls, &c. were com-

mencing. I was not ill enough to be excused

from such parties, nor well enough to engage in

them
;

so I slipped away.
*'

People that I conversed with in Scotland

were not satisfied with the new administration ;

they had expected one on a wider basis, that

would unite all parties, and produce the col-

lected strength, which the season demands.

However, they will support Pitt, though with no

enthusiasm
;
and he will, I am certain, be disap-

pointed, if he expects to excite the sentiments in
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his favour, which distinguished his first entrance

on power.
*' I saw at Moffat a company of volunteers

collected from the neighbouring hills. They
were going through their exercise in the street,

all in their shepherd dress, but with excellent

arms and accoutrements. I was quite surprised

and pleased with the extraordinary accuracy and

spirit of their movements. They put me in

mind of so many Swiss, and I have no doubt

were inspired with the spirit, which distinguished

the better days of that oppressed nation. Seeing

me examining them, the Captain, who is a very

spirited young man, and a tenant of mine, made

them stand at ease, and came up to talk to me
on the politics of the day. I had got a letter

containing the news of the King's objection to

Fox, the firmness of the Grenvilles, and the re-

appointment of Pitt. I read it to him witli

certain reserves, and observed that I was stand-

ing in a circle, all the fellows having collected

round us. They were all seemingly sorry ;
but

yet some of them said that Mr. Fox would have

been proposing peace, which would have de-

graded us, and made us insecure
;
and anti-

gallicism was the sentiment tluit swallowed up

all others. Tlie commander told me they are

all at home on such subjects. I'hey dishke

A A i
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Dundas, and do not like Pitt
; they thought well

of Addington, and looked for no such change as

has taken place.
" I am better : I shall be back in Liverpool

in the course of this month, and hope to see you
there. This is a wild and solitary country, but

certainly very interesting. We leave Gillsland

to-day, and proceed to Sir John Swinburne's,

about thirty miles off; thence to Newcastle,

Sunderland, York ; and facing westwards, to busy,

noisy, smoky, money-getting Liverpool.
"

Adieu, my dear James,
" Yours ever,

** James Currie."

Extract from a Letter to Thomas Creevey,

Esq., M.P., London.

"
Harrogate, Sunday, May 27. 1804.

" My dear Creevey,

* * * « I am much benefited by

my journey, and three weeks of absence have

turned to account.

" We spent an agreeable day at Capheaton ;

and at Newcastle had a most hospitable recep-

tion from Dr. Clark. There we saw Bigge,

Losh, Dr. Ramsay, and Turner. We saw Paley
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and the iron bridge at Sunderland, and the

cathedral and Fenwick at Durham. * *

* * * * We have not read

the papers regularly of late. What a wild coun-

try from Longtown to Newcastle ! We travelled

the high military road on the Roman wall, and,

except when we turned aside to get to Gills-

land, the road itself was good. But during the

whole line we did not encounter a post-town,

and the letters we wrote at Gillsland on Sunday,
we found no opportunity of forwarding till

Wednesday morning, when we reached New-
castle. Had we travelled the road by Hexham,
we should not have been so much without the

pale of civilisation.

" At ChoUerford Bridge I talked a little po-

litics, as usual, to the landlord, but could make

nothing out of him. Finding him uncommonly
dull, I bethouglit me to ask him who repre-

sented the county in Parliament
; but he tried

to recollect in vain. Being amused with this, I

affected to be much interested in the question,

and requested he would enquire among the com-

pany in the house if any one could tell. How
far his enquiries went I know not

;
but he came

back in a little while, and said that one of the

Ords had got in at the last election, but who the

other was he could not make out. When lie was
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gone, we laughed heartily at this, and I dare say
were overheard, for by and bye the mistress

came in and gave us correct information. I

durst not tell this story at Newcastle
; once I

began with it, but the company looked grave, so

I held my tongue. For all this, I liked strong-

featured, burring Northumberland. The moor-

land landscape pleased me
; and the green

pastoral hills and dales conveyed the idea of

simplicity, independence, and happiness. I take

it they are a good people, and, physically speak-

ing, like all the inhabitants of the borders, they
are a fine race.

" Well—what are you doing now ? What is

likely to happen in Parliament ? I could laugh

at what has happened*, if it were not that I

*
Alluding to Mr. Addington having been just forced to

resign the situation of prime minister, by the separate yet
united opposition of Mr. Pitt, Lord Grenville and his friends,

and Mr. Fox and the Whigs. The conduct of the latter

party on this occasion Dr. Currie considered peculiarly

short-sighted and unfortunate
;

and the event speedily

justified this opinion, previously declared to his correspon-

dent: as Mr. Pitt immediately formed an administration,

himself at its head, which excluded Mr. Fox and his

friends, and which, on that account, Lord Grenville refused

to join. Amongst many other passages, the following extract

from a letter to Mr. Creevey, dated Sept. 2d, 1802, is

selected:— "I sometimes fear, too, that Opposition will

break prematurely with Addington, and perhaps beat him
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could cry at it too. So I am neutralised, and

only stupid when I think of it. I won't go on

with the subject till I hear from you."
*
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can do, is done towards the establishment of

our practice. Within these few days I have re-

ceived forty cases from the House of Recovery
at Cork, which came too late. It is not a little

interesting and singular, to find experience so

uniform on this important subject.
" I have executed this third edition under

constant bad health and oppressive engagements.

It is on that account far less perfect than I could

wish, but it was impossible it should be other-

wise. From the month of October till May,
I lost by venesection two hundred ounces of

blood, and took at least eleven ounces of the

tincture of digitalis. I could not otherwise have

lived. But my languor and oppression are not

to be told. Finding some relaxation essential,

I broke away from Liverpool on the 9th ult.,

and penetrated into Scotland as far as Moffat.

I was much mortified to be so near you and my
other friends in Edinburgh, without seeing you ;

but, at the time, I had no spirits for the meeting,

and no breath for your long stairs. I kept out

of all great towns, travelling about thirty miles

a day, and living cool and quiet.
* * * *

" I am ever, my dear Sir,

" Yours most truly,
" James Currie."
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For a short while after his return from Scot-,

land, Dr. Carrie's health continued such as to

give his friends the hope that it had experienced

considerable improvement,
— a feeling which

was encouraged by the circumstance, that his

general appearance did not always convey the

idea of illness, even when he was far from well.

The great exertions, too, which he made to bear

up and to combat his complaint, contributed to

excite expectations, which unfortunately were

not realised.

In the month of August he was sent for by

express to Manchester, in consequence of the

fatal illness of Dr. Percival, who had earnestly

desired to see him. He instantly answered the

summons in person ; and although in very deli-

cate healtli at the time, made several other hur-

ried visits on this melancholy occasion.

This was the second instance of Dr. Currie's

being summoned to Manchester to the death-

bed of a much valued friend and distinguished

member of his own profession. In each case,

his exertions were followed by an illness of the

most serious nature.

The extreme hurry and agitation which had

marked his journeys to see Dr. Percival, and the

strong interest which he had felt where so valu-

able a life was concerned, combined to assail an
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already enfeebled frame. He was again taken

ill, and threatened with symptoms which excited

the lively apprehensions of his family. Indeed,

he was himself strongly impressed with the

belief that, if he passed the ensuing winter in

Liverpool, the consequences would, in all pro-

bability, prove fatal. The choice of a milder

residence, therefore, became the subject of his

frequent consideration ; and, fully impressed

with the necessity of coming to a decision with

as little delay as possible, he wrote as follows

to his friend Miss Kennedy of Manchester, on

whose experience and judgment he had great

reliance :—
To Miss Kennedy^ Clifton.

"
Liverpool, September 16. 1804<.

" My dear Friend,
" I have, indeed, been much occupied with

my own situation. The hurry, agitation, and

deprivation of sleep consequent on my attend-

ance upon Dr. Percival, shook me a good deal,

and brought on a return of my cough and diffi-

culty of breathing. These and other circum-

stances made me revolve in my,mind what plan

I was to adopt for the winter that is coming.

I have never yet tried the air of the inland and

southern parts of the kingdom, which I think
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would suit me better than that of the sea-coast.

If I am not able to live here, I think I ought to

try it ;
for as to going to Madeira, or any other

part beyond seas, that would cut me off from

my family, I have decided that I will not

attempt it.

"
By great care I may, perhaps, do here

; but

I think of taking a little excursion southward,

at any rate, before the winter sets in, partly in

the hope of some benefit from the journey, and

partly by way of looking out for some resting-

place, in case I should find it necessary to aban-

don Liverpool for the winter months. I have

heard of the places south of Exeter, — Sidmouth,

Exmouth, &c.
; but Exeter itself, or its environs,

would, perhaps, be preferable, as it is less exposed
to the vapour of the sea. Do you know any

thing of this country ?

" Some confidential friends, high in the me-
dical profession, have, on the other hand, ad-

vised me to try a winter's residence in Bath.

They tell me that the air is inland and warm ;

that the accommodation is easy; that good

society is at hand, if I should be able to enjoy
it

;
and that, if I found the place suit me, I

might in the end exercise my profession there,

with little fatigue, and probably with easy suc-

cess, at least to a certain extent. If, on the
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contrary, it did not suit me, that I might move

quietly southwards to Exeter, < or some place in

its vicinity : or, if circumstances should so turn

out, that I might return here in the beginning of

summer.
" The idea of trying Bath pleases me. I

have always thought *my symptoms in part gouty,

for which the waters might be useful ; , and the

idea of my settling there finally, stiould my
health,be restored, makes the thoughts of it as a

temporary residence, less a loss of time, than it

might otherwise be. /

^i"? You have spent a winter or two in, Bath :

how do you find it as to ^temperature ? •!— How
did "the air agree with youi* breathing ?—^Do youf
think it would suit me, or that I should suit it,

should it please God to restore me ?
, , ,

"Think and speak.x,,vli should go with con-

siderable advantages asj . a physician, fronij . the

general good opinion pf the principal physicians

in London, Edinburgh, &c.^' -
, ,

rtesYBH ,10 ^ -mi
In consequence of the answer to this letter.

Dr. Currie, at the close of November, 1804,

accompanied by his daughter, went, by slow

journeys, to Clifton,— a place which he had

visited, under circumstances too similar, twenty

years before. Here he was met by Miss Ken-^
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nedy ; and, after a few days* rest, proceeded to

Bath, where he remained a month. From his

letters during this period, the following selection

is made :—

ILxtract from a Letter to tlie Editor, dated

Dec. 12. 1804.

" I was sui-prised this morning to learn that

the Bath Agricultural Society had elected me
an honorary member, on their second day's meet-

ing. I was chosen at the same time with a

Mohawk chief, a superior man, who, on the oc-

casion of his election, delivered a speech which

surprised them all for its modesty and propriety.
This honour, I have no doubt, 1 owe to Mr.

Galton *, as well as much of the other notice I

have received.
" I have had invitations from every quarter,

but shall refuse them universally. The only

company I mean to go into is their convers-

ation parties, of which Sir W. Watson has one

every Tuesday, and Dr. Haygarth every Satur-

day."

* Samuel Galton, Esq. of Dudson, near Birmingham.

15 B
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To William Roscoej Esq.y Liverpool.

"
Bath, December 19. 1804'.

" My dear Friend,
" I intended to have written you a long letter

at this time, but have been prevented. However,

I am unwilling not to say a word or two to you,

more or less.

" On the general subject of my health I can

speak satisfactorily. I was benefited by my
journey, though I caught cold in the course of

it. But this cold is gone off, and with it my
cough has in a great measure disappeared. My
difficulty of breathing is also very much gone. I

have never been obliged to get out of bed in the

night from that cause, since I left Liverpool.

My appetite and sleep are both pretty good, and

my strength is returning. What has given me
most pain of late is an affection of my face,

sometimes occupying the bones immediately

under the eye, and sometimes shooting up to my
temple. It is the effect of cold, I believe ; and

though troublesome, is not serious.

" This is a most gay and active scene, and

the city to the eye is extremely beautiful.

Excepting for a short walk twice in the pump-

room, I have been nowhere in public, and my
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daughter has as yet resisted all invitations to the

balls, concerts, and assemblies.

" There has been a considerable number of

people calling on us, and we have had more notice

than could have been expected, and quite as

much as has been good for me.
" There are three meetings weekly here for

the purpose of conversation. I have received

invitations to attend each of these, but have as

yet been at one only, at Dr. Haygarth's. You

go about seven, and stay till half-past nine. Tea

and coffee are handed round, and you converse

on whatever may occur. It is certainly an easy

and agreeable mode of society ;
but as there is

no president to keep order, and no subject fixed

on beforehand, there is a want of unity, and, I

should suppose, a danger of dulness. There

were fifteen or sixteen persons at Haygarth's,

sitting round the fire.

" Lord Lansdown is here— greatly broken in

health ; I have seen him twice. He asked after

you as well as he could very kindly. Every

body asks after you and your Leo.
" There is a literary society here which meets

once a fortnight, and at which papers are read.

The subject at the last meeting was the cha-

racter of Machiavelli, which one of the members

has endeavoured to whitewash. The subject is

B B 2
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adjourned to their next meeting, and I mean to

attend. I wish you would tell me what I ought
to say on this question, if I speak at all. Are

there not parts of Machiavel's cpi;iduct, which

may serve ,as a conjimentarypn his book? Did

not his intervi^v^^iwitfi.Claesar .Borgia produce

horrible, apt^s? and have npt these been supposed
to be sanctioned by Ijiis advice and counsel?

Pray let me hear from you on these particulars,

and on the general character and morals of this

extraordinary man: and write as* sppn, ^as you
can. ,

," We are in good lodgings. Miss Kennedy,
whom we took up at Clifton on our way, is witb

us, r, Nobody can be more attended to opbettej^*

nursed than I am, the effects ofi-which/Will, I

hope, appear. I have not fixed when I^sh^U see

you again, but I hope it will be sopn in the

ensuing month. This I shall, however, be able

to speak on with more certainty in ten or twelve

days.
" Remember me in the kindest manner to

Mrs. Roscoe and all your famdy. Accept your-

self every good wish, and believe me, my dear

friend,, , -it . i

" Most affectionately yours, ,, ..

"James Cu^|^,;f! ,.
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From a Letter to tJie'^' Editor, dated 9.5th of
'

^ jyecember, 1804^^ -;uii no i-

" We went last niglit to tea (I liave never yet

dined or supped out) 1:6' Mr. Barclay's to meet

the Indian Chief. He was dressed in the cos-

tuifie of his country, and was very amlising. He
described the Indian mode of warfare— gave us

aJi"Account of
'

their weapons, of their miUtary

order, their 'rhode of advance, aWd of' retreat.

He gave
'

'M their war-whoop t(^he'n the battle

commences, and their terrific yell, which is the

signal of their breaking iii upon the enemy,
and the war-sOng, which they sing in marching

through the woods towards their adversaries.

He gave us the Indian account of Braddock's

defeat, and of various other actions; particularly

of that 'ift' 1791 or 1792, when General St.

Clair,' 'with 3000 Americans, was totally de-

feated by 1000 Indians. In this action, as well

as in several others, he himself fought; his

pictiii^es,' thei'efxire,' ai*e particularly lively. He
is a d^Mefr ttian, arid singularly interesting; very-

mild ari'd gentle in his manners^ but terrific, I

dare say, in the day of battle. His mother was

Scotch, from Fife, and he himself two years at

school in Edinburgh in 1784— 5, so that he un-

derstands our language and manners perfectly^

B B 3
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but prefers the unbounded freedom of Indian

life. His name on Earth, Captain Norton; but

with the GodSs Teyoninliokarawen."

Dr. Currie had proposed to return to Liver-

pool early in January, but at that time suffered a

relapse, and was unfit for the journey, had he

been equal to encounter Liverpool and his duties

there. Not able to enjoy all the quiet at Bath

which he found necessary, he went to Clifton,

where he passed this and the following month,

making occasional visits to Bath of a day or

two at a time. This change was attended with

some benefit
;
and his friends sometimes fancied

that they saw '* the traces of disease in his coun-

tenance softening into the fulness of health:"

but he was subject to frequent alternations,

which retarded his progress, and rendered the

future very doubtful.

During his stay at Clifton, a contagious and

malignant fever broke out amongst the French

prisoners at Stapleton, in that neighbourhood.
This was an occurrence particularly calculated

to interest his professional feelings, not less than

his humanity;^ and he paid several visits to these

unfortunate men, although his health and strength

were, at the time the circumstance came to his

knowledge, in a very feeble state, and frequently
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scarcely permitted him to leave his bed. Under

the zealous superintendence of the physician to

the hospital (Dr. JefFcott), who was familiar with

his name and practice in fever, he had the gra-

tification of witnessing the salutary effects of the

cold affusion in arresting or mitigating the con-

tagion ; and a few months afterwards, he pub-
lished an account of this, in the last edition of

the Medical Reports.*

The following passages from Dr. Currie's

letters and journal will describe his situation and

feelings at this time :—

From a Letter to Mr. Creevey^ dated Clifton

Hotwells, IQth ofJanuary, 1805.
•

*' I use you very ill
;
but you must forgive me.

I am often unwell, dispirited, disturbed
; and, at

Bath, my lucid intervals were so filled up by
visitors, that really I found writing, even to you,

rather a task. My friends at Bath were amaz-

ingly kind to me. If I had been able, I miglit

have circulated every where. But I refused all

dinners, suppers, and musical parties, and went

* Of 815 prisoners who were seized with this gaol fever,

from three to four hundred cases were cut short by the

cold affusion, at the commencement of the disease : from four

to five hundred ran their course— and forty-one only died.

Med. Rep. vol. ii. p. 254'.

B B 4
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out only to a few conversation parties and teas,

I am come to this place for purer ajr and quiet.

"I am infinitely obliged by what, yqii say

about London. If I had any dependance on

ten or twelve yeai's of life and stre?igthy I,might
listen with pleasure ;

but I have no
,
such de-

pendance. Here, or at Bath, practice is ^asy.

If I move at all, it must be to one or other of

these stations : I cannot, however, speak at all,

till I see whether I am to live ; that, , you know,

is the sine qua non. I am tolerably at ^present j

but I have many fluctuations."

Irom his Journal of the 18th ofJanuary.

" Went an airing on the Downs as far as King's

Weston, and drove through Lord de Clifford's

park. The sun bright; the air mild
;
the day, for

the season, beautiful; the scenery singularly so.

In driving through the park of Lord de C, and

its ancient trees, I felt, for the first tiine for a

long while, somewhat of a poet's dream."

From a Letter to Mr, Syme, dated Clifton, 30th

ofJanuary, 1805. ,
,

^ nin

*' At the '

present moment, when the fkture,

in regard to me,' is so uncertain, I am iiiore

than usually unwilling to incur expense. I have

abandoned a practice of nearly 2000/. a year ;
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and 'though, ifmy health should return, I could

immediately resume it— though I see plainly I

trould'take up practice, either here or at Bath,

•without difficulty,—yet this question of health still

"l-^mains undecided; and the keen blasts of winter
"
nip me shrewdly."

"
I am hot, however, worse,

but rather better— at times very much so
; but

I fall off every now and then.
'

I do not mean to

return to Liverpool for two months to come. At
the (end Of that period, I shall be able to peer a

little into futurity, and then decide accordingly.
" It is a sad thing to be enfeebled by disease,

at the very time that one requires the most de-

termined resolution and strength of piupose.
If lihadbealth, and could play up to my reput-

ation (God knows, much higher than my deserts),

I believe I. might get practice in several places :

but without health, what can be done?" .

,,;, ^,J<j) T^^liqm Roscoe, Esq., Liverpool.

'.nui'.yfi'No. 5i Mall, Clifton,. February 7. 1805.

** My dear Friend,
" I have been much too lone; in acknowledar-

ing your kind letter
;
but to tell you the truth, I

liave felt a sort of reluctance to speak of myself
while the state of ,my health continued so vari-

able; and the result so uncertain. , JFoi'.a time I

seemed to recover uniformly; but the excessively
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severe weather in the latter end of December

pinched me severely. I could not get exercise

or fresh air
;
and without these I could not sleep.

With every care, I did catch cold, and with my
cold returned my other symptoms. At the be-

ginning of the year, the time I had first fixed

for returning to Liverpool, I was so much indis-

posed, and the weather so inclement, that had

the measure been proper in itself, it was not in

my power to have accomplished it.

** At Bath, though I went into no parties, I

had many acquaintance. Unlike our Mantua,

it is a place of no business, and forenoon calls

are all the fashion. I had in my apartments a

succession of visitors through the day, and felt

myself often exhausted by the mere efforts of

conversation. I wished for more quiet, and re-

moved hither the 5th or 6th ofJanuary. I took

a house which is in the Mall, and in fact in the

country ; we have very good society here, and

are as much noticed as we wish. I have been

occupied in preparing a fourth edition of my
Medical Reports for the press, the last edition

being sold off; in corresponding with official

men about the fever of Gibraltar—a most melan-

choly subject ;
and in answering a few consult-

ations, which I have not been able to avoid. On
the whole, I have not been idle, nor at all
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fatigued, and January has passed away more

quickly than I expected. I am perhaps as well as

could reasonably be looked for, but still weak,

and easily rendered breathless. I long to return,

but am not able to resume my professional en-

gagements yet ; and I know the anguish I should

feel to lie on my couch in Hanover Street, and

to hear that any of you wanted me: so I keep
out of sight, and out of hearing, though it re-

quires a strong effort of mind.
" I will write again before long ; and when-

ever the question of health is decided (if it

should be soon decided), I will speak without re-

serve. Now let me pass to other subjects. I

went to the Bath Literary and Philosophical

Society, and heard Mr. O., a lawyer, and friend

of Lord Lansdown, read the second part of

a paper on the character of Machiavel. It

was, in fact, a panegyric, and concluded by

placing him among the enlightened assertors of

liberty,
— by Sidney and Locke. No one dis-

puted his conclusion, except myself. In reply to

me, he chiefly relied on tiiis argument,— that

the model which he gave of his Prince was Caesar

Borgia : that Caesar Borgia was a perfect mon-

ster ;
that he murdered his brother, committed

incest with his sister, &c. &c. : and could Ma-

chiavel be possibly in earnest in holding him up
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as a model ? This seemed good reasoning to his

hearers: and finding that to reply eifectually

would be to impugn many supposed iacts, and

to enter into discussions for which I was not

fully prepared, and which no one else seemed

prepared for in the leasts I let the matter drop ;

merely asking him whether the contemporaries

of Machiavel, and particularly the Medici, had

shown any symptoms of considering his wotk as.

ironical, which he acknowledged he did not know

that they had. H <4.u»m7

" The meeting was thin
;
and whatever the

society may be when more numerous, or on

other subjects, the members present were wholly

unequal to the topic before them. ofii/v

** O. is a good fellow, and a good Whig.
I had much talk with him afterwards, particu*

larly in regard to your Leo, about which all the:

world is enquiring. I asked him why ' < ! > •-"'!

did not attend the discussion, not doubting ^hat

he was a member; but he^ told me that he wa»

black-balled as a democrat in the year 1797y

and that the society had originated in a vejy*

narrow set. I went no moi'e near them, though

they were abundantly civil ;
-^ but formal and

stupid ;
and not suited to the habits of one, bred

up among our fierce and unruly crew.

There are, however, a sufficient number of((
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clever men resident in Bath to make a respect-

able society;
— Sir William Watson; Townsend,

the Spanish traveller ; Cogan, who wrote on the

Passions
;
Governor Pownall, who presided over

Massachusetts fifty years ago; Falconer the phy-

sician, &c. ;
— but they do not, I find, amalgamate

kindly ; and though all nominally members of

the society I mention, they do not give it

regular attendance.

WO/t/^'*****
" Among the visitors to Bath, there were, in

December, some very clever men. I had one

or two evenings, at my lodgings, uncommonly
good society. Earl Selkirk, just come from

America, Lord Henry Petty, Sir William Wat-

son, Maithus the economist and writer on popu-
lation* (a very profound and modest pleasing

man). Parry Okeden, Colonel Barry, De Barry
the clergyman, Hoare the London banker, and

Dr: Crawford. All this was very agreeable ; but

such men kept me breathless and exhausted,

and contributed more than any thing to drive

me from Bath.

'"Here there is, as I said, very good society of

a different kind, chiefly female. When at Batli,

I met one morning by accident, at the Lady
* For Dr. Currie's opinion respecting the doctrines df

Mr. Malthus, see his letters to the Editor in the second

volume.
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Douglasses', Mrs. Holroyd, sister of Lord Shef-

field, and a great friend and correspondent of

Gibbon. We took to each other kindly, and I

found her a most friendly old lady. She came

over here on a visit the very day on which

I arrived, and has been extremely kind in her

attentions to my daughter and myself. At
breakfast at her house, I met one day Mrs.

Goodenough, Addington's sister, widow of Dr.

Goodenough ; Johnny of Norfolk
; Ogden, the

traveller and interpreter of prophecies ; and, had

not an accident prevented, I should have met

Lady Hesketh, Cowper's female friend, with

whom Johnny of Norfolk was on a visit. Lady
Hesketh lives here. I have not yet seen her.

She lives in great retirement just now, having

lately lost a sister.

"
Johnny of Norfolk, alias the Rev. Dr. John-

son, is a creature of extraordinary simplicity.

He is not unlike Dalton the lecturer. He is, I

believe, a man of great kindness and worth, and

even of learning. We talked much of Cowper.
The truth respecting that extraordinary genius

is, that he was a lunatic of the melancholy

kind, with occasional lucid intervals. Johnny
said that Cowper firmly believed that good and

evil spirits haunted his couch every night, and

that the influence of the last generally prevailed.

For the last five years of his life a perpetual
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gloom hung over him ; he was never observed

to smile. I asked Johnny whether he suspected
the people about him of bad intentions, (which
seems to me the Shibboleth of insanity,) and he

told me that he very often did. * For instance,*

obsei-ved he,
* he said there were two Johnnies ;

one the real man, the other an evil spirit in his

shape ; and when he came out of his room in

the morning, he used to look me full in the

face, enquiringly, and turn off with a look of

benevolence or of anguish, as he thought me a

man or a devil !

' He had dreadful stomach

complaints, and drank immense quantities of tea.

He was indulged in every thing, even in his

wildest imaginations. It would have been better,

if he had been regulated in all respects.
" The life and death of the philosophic

Gibbon formed a singular contrast to those of

this unhappy poet. Mrs. Holroyd describes hun
as a man of the most correct manners, and of

the most equal temper, — calm and rather dig-

nified, and conversing with all the flow of his

writings. He was devoted to all the comforts of

life, and liked the elegancies and even delicacies

of the table, but ate and drank sparingly.
" A few days before he died, he conversed on

a future state with Mrs. Holroyd, 'of which he

spoke as one having little or no hope j
but pro-

fessed that neither then, nor at any time, had he
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ever felt the horror which some express, of anni-

hilation.

" I was deeply concerned to hear of the re-

peated illnesses in the house of our excellent

friends at . I was scarcely less concerned

to hear of the occupation of mind of him-

self. I sat down and wrote him a remonstrance

of several pages ; but keeping it by me a few

days, as doubting its propriety, I heard in the

mean time a more favourable account of him,

and committed it to the flames. It is ten thou-

sand pities that, at this time of day, he should

think to convert bigotry by an appeal to the

understanding, or even to the heart. How

clearly do the records of our times prove that

human reason is a most imperfect instrument;

and the human heart, touched by self-interest,

pride, or bigotry, a most callous and impene-
trable thing !

*' There are exceptions ;
but on my con-

science I do not think they amount to one in a

thousand, and therefore they scarcely ever di-

rect, or even influence, public bodies of men.

The sectarian spirit is, in myjudgment, uniformly

selfish, proud, and unfeeling ;
whether it be de-

nominated Quakerism, or any of the other isms,

by which philosophy has been abused and hooted,

and even Christianity vilified and disgraced.
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'** Adieu, my dear friend,— believe me always,

with mingled sentiments of respect and affection,

...Vi <v.!i t/ . ,,i M> r. ff Yours most truly,
' *i

;

" James Currie."

-"^A!s the period of his intended return to Liver-

pool approached, Dr. Currie found that he had

derived so little advantage from his absence, as

to make it' ia 'matter of great doubt whetlier he

ought, in prudence, again to expose himself to a

northern climate
;
and the necessity of giving

li^^'I^Very other consideration to the chance of

regaining health, induced him finally to deter-

mine on 'niaking Bath the place of his future

i-esfdertceii f'^' ' '

The sacrifice* 'of friends and connections en-

deared to him by long intimacy and mutual

attachment, at a period of his life, too, when

such ties are not easily, if ever, formed anew,

was preceded by a severe internal struggle. He
was too Well convinced of the precarious tenure

of th^t,' fof which he made this sacrifice ;
and this

considdtation naturally increased the sensibility

with whikih he dwelt oA all, that he was about to

abandon. Yet they, wht)se privilege it was to be

near him at this important moment, had ample

oppbrtuhity of >>vii:nessing the consideration for

others, and the efforts by which, with strength

c c
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impaired by disease, his feelings were con-

trolled.

Dr. Currie took up his residence at Bath, in

the beginning of March, 1805, and on doing so,

resigned his situation as one of the physicians to

the Liverpool Infirmary, in the following letter

to the trustees of that institution : —

" To the Trustees of the Liverpool hvfirmary

and Lunatic Asylum.

" Ladies and Gentlemen,
" After having filled the office of physician to

your excellent institution for upwards of eighteen

years, I find myself compelled by a sense of

/ duty to resign it. It is with great reluctance I

add, that I see no prospect of being soon en-

abled to resume the exercise of my profession in

Liverpool, either private or public.
*' For the last two years my health has been

declining, and my increasing duties have been

performed with fatigue and difficulty. On this

account I have several times been obliged to

withdraw temporarily from their pressure.
" At the commencement of the present win-

ter, I determined to try the effects of a longer

absence in a milder climate. I have spent the

chief part of the inclement season at Clifton ;
but
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for the last ten days have been resident here.

Had this experiment succeeded to my wishes, I

should now have returned to Liverpool, and to

my usual occupations. Perhaps I ought not to

say that my reasonable hopes have been disap-

pointed ;
but my strength is not restored

;
and

the motives which occasioned my temporary

absence, compel me to prolong it, and to decide

on rendering it perpetual.
*' In taking leave of a place, in which I have

spent twenty-four of the best years of my life,

and in which all the strongest ties of affection

and friendship have been formed, I feel emotions

which I shall not attempt to describe.

" I am, indeed, about to relinquish the society

of friends, of whose attachment I might express

myself with pride, if every other feeling were

not, at the present moment, absorbed in tender-

ness and regret.
" I must, however, notice more particularly

the kindness and liberality of my much respected

colleagues in the institution, over which you pre-

side, who have voluntarily performed my share

of public duty for nearly four months, and who

have most liberally offered to undertake for me
the attendance of my private patients during my
necessary absence. To them, and to my other

friends of the ])rofession who have joined in tlie

c c 2
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offer, I owe every acknowledgment. Had my
absence been temporary and short, I might have

submitted to their kindness : as Providence has

ordered it, I think it necessary to say, that

to themselves must be made the remuneration of

their services.

"
Accept, Ladies and Gentlemen, my earnest

wishes for the prosperity of your excellent in-

stitution, and of the other institutions of the

same nature, which benevolence has reared

among you.
" May your generosity and charity, as here-

tofore, keep pace with your increasing opulence;

and may the vigour and unanimity of your

liberal, high spirited, and independent commu-

nity, in all your public undertakings, attract

the notice and the imitation of the nation at

large !

" I have the honour to be,

" Ladies and Gentlemen,
" Your obliged and faithful servant,

" James Currie."

"
Bath, March 18. 1805."

On the receipt of this letter, the following

resolution was passed :
—
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"
Liverpool Infirmary Weekly Board,

" March 28. 1805.

" Dr. Currie having, under circumstances of

universal regret, resigned the office of physician

to the Liverpool Infirmary, which for upwards
of eighteen years he held, highly to his own

credit and the advantage of the charity,
" Resolved unanimously,

" That the thanks of this Board be respectfully

presented to him, for the great benefit derived

by this charity, and by the Lunatic Asylum,
from his skill, humanity, and zeal

;
and that he

be requested to accept our best wishes for the

perfect restoration of his health, and the enjoy-
ment of every happiness."

The reception which Dr. Currie had hitherto

experienced at Bath, was such as could not fail

to gratify him. By the members of the profes-

sion in general, he had been met with courtesy
and respect

— by some, especially by Dr. Fal-

coner and Dr. Haygarth, with friendly cordiality;

and he had been well received -^ his acquaint-

ance had been even courted — by the best

society, both resident and casual, with which

that city abounds. Amongst other distinguished
marks of attention which were shown to him, it

was proposed by the Marquis of Lansdown,
c c 3
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when Dr. Currie quitted Bath for Clifton, that

he should occupy apartments in his Lordship's

house in Sidney Place, whenever he came over

to Bath,—an offer ofwhich he occasionally availed

himself. He had received great kindness from

Lord Lansdown from the time of his arrival, and

saw much of him, though Lord L. was then in

a very declining state of health.

On settling in Bath, Dr. Currie found no

diminution of that notice and attention, which

might before have been the result of kindness to

a transient visitor. Wherever he went, distinc-

tion attended him. He fell at once into an

easy and extensive practice ;
and had very soon

reason to believe that, if his health were only

restored, he might expect any success in his

profession, which it was possible for one man to

attain. Aware, as he could not but have been

to a certain degree, while living in Liverpool, of

the estimation in which he was held by the

world, as a physician and an author, he was not

prepared for the celebrity which here awaited

him: and it was a pleasing reflection to his

friends that, if, on the one hand, he suffered

much in the severing of those ties, which had

endeared Liverpool to him as a residence ;
on

the other, he would never have known in its

full extent, had he remained in that town, the
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honourable distinction, which was attached to his

character and name.

The month of April seems to have passed with

more cheering prospects than had previously

appeared. His health had so far improved, that

he was able to follow his practice without suffer-

ing from the exertion : his looks and spuits too

were improved, and he expressed an opinion that

he had made some progress. On the 9th of this

month, he wrote to Mr. Roscoe as follows :— "I

ought sooner to have acknowledged your most

acceptable letter of the l6th ult. ; but you will

see that I have had serious subjects on my
thoughts in the interval, and you will readily

conceive that they have been accompanied by
several painful and necessary exertions. You
see I allude to the change which I have made
in my residence

;
on which subject, having

explained myself very fully to our friend Shep-

herd, I willingly excuse myself from entering

again.

*' I am rather better now than when I wrote to

him, and the reception I meet here in my pro-

fessional capacity is beyond all expectation."

On the 21st of April he wrote to the Editor:

— "I am better, as you have heard
;
and liave

been walking with Sotheby the poet, in the field

in front of the Crescent, where all the world

c c 1'
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were out. I was able to walk from one end to

the other twice, without being breathless. A
great affair

;
— I have not taken such a walk for

many a day."

This improvement was not maintained; and

the spring passed, and summer came on, without

their usual favourable effects. Dr. Currie's days

were too generally marked by languor and de-

bility, when he was not in actual suffering ;
his

nights, by violent palpitations of the heart, breath-

lessness, and want of rest. The exertions, how-

ever, which he continued to make, were very

remarkable, and enabled him not only to pursue

his increasing practice, but occasionally to enjoy

the society of his friends, where this could be

done without fatigue. At no time, perhaps, had

his society been more interesting or more prized ;

for it was but too evident to all who saw him,

that it was not likely to be long within their

power.

One of his intimate friends, the present Pro-

fessor Smyth of Cambridge, who visited him in

July, notices in a letter *, written soon after his

* This letter enclosed the MS. of that beautiful Elegy,

commencing,
"

Still dark with frowns return the sullen years,"

which is published in the Second Part of the English Lyrics,

and which took such strong hold of Dr. Currie's feelings,

and so much pleased him, that he committed it to memory ;
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departure, the extraordinary power over himself,

which he possessed, and observes, — *'

During
the hours I passed with you, I should never

have supposed you ill, if my eyes had been

shut; and this sort of triumph of mind over

matter cannot but give you, in the course of

your illness, an advantage which is not within

the reach of the generality of mortals."

It was at this period of his life, that Dr.

Currie composed the following Address to Sleep,

with the exception of the first stanza, which

seems to have been written differently some

years before. It is the only poetical production

of his riper years, and was composed under cir-

cumstances, which would impart interest to a

poem possessing even slighter claims to be ad-

mired.

TO SLEEP.

COMPOSED AT INTERVALS OF DISTURBED REST.

Oh ! Sleep, that o'er my ardent brain

Didst still diffuse thy opiate dew,

To soothe my cares through night's dull reign,

And vanish as the morning grew ;

and was often heard repeating portions of it to Iiimself,

particularly the last stanza :
—

Oh ! when this altered world is lost in gloom,

When earth to prostrate man no hope can yield,

Beam on the soul, thou world beyond the tomb,

By reason promis'd, and by God reveal'd !
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Though the smooth couch my limbs receives,

And softest down supports my head,

With thought and care my bosom heaves,

And all thy pleasing spells are fled.

Thou pow'r benignant, hither turn ;

Again thy influence o'er me steal ;

Bid my warm heart forget to mourn,

And my keen senses cease to feel.

Kindly thou list'st thy votary's p»ay'r,

Soft ruler of the midnight hour ;

In slumber sink the forms of care.

And brighter visions speak thy pow'r.

Round me the notes of music swell !

See ! green woods wave— bright waters gleam ;

Scenes of my youth, I know you well !

Scenes of my youth by Kirtle's stream !

Here many a long lost friend is found ;

A father's, sister's forms I view ;
—

What angel wakes the harp's soft sound ?

Ah ! once loved Mary, is it you ?

The landscape smiles— the air is balm—
Soft breezes round my temples play—
My bosom feels a sacred calm.

Blest presage of immortal day !

But the sky low'rs— dim wave the shades
;

Deep sighs and groans assail mine ear :

A babe's loud wailings pierce the glades,
—

My infant's cries I seem to hear
;
—
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Sudden a spectre near me stands ;

His eye is on me, fierce and wild—
A child is in his bony hands.—
It shrieks— Oh, Heaven ! my dying child !

High heaves my breast, my pulses fail,

An icy coldness o'er me creeps ;

Convulsive pangs my frame assail

And burst the leaden chains of sleep.
*

And do I wake ? Oh fearful night !

Sleep ! thy curs'd spells deceive, ensnare—
Fly, demon, fly my aching sight,

And leave my heart to thought and care.

J. C.

Dr. Currie*s intention was, to pass the hot

months away from Bath
;
and alluding to his

meditated journey, he wrote to one of his early

friends, then residing at Liverpool, as follows :—
*' 1 shall not stop till the sea rises on my

view
;
nor then— not till I print my footstep in

the sand— till I dip my sandal in the wave.

Then I intend bending my course to the East,

and searching for my sister and her children

along the shore. In this course I shall see some

interesting scenes. I hope to fall in with Gene-

ral Moore, and to gaze on the brave men that

are devoted to the service of their country. I

* The Editor has not ventured to alter the evident inac-

curacy of this termination.
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expect to stand on the chalky cliffs of the South,

to stretch my view across the sea, and breathe

my defiance to the enemies of the human race.

Ah me ! I wish I could breathe a little better—
a little longer ;

for the world and I are at pre-

sent good friends, and this sublunary scene is

full of interest.

" Remember me most affectionately to my
dear sister. Many, many a sigh has she called

up, when I have thought of her. I would have

written to her often, if I could have done it

without emotion ; but affections of the mind act

upon me in a way you would scarcely believe.

I am become very tender-hearted in every sense

of the word."

On the 2d of July, he wrote the following

letter to Mr. Rathbone : —

To William Rathbone, Esq., Greeribank,

Liverpool.

" My dear Friend,

" My silence has been insensibly prolonged,

till at last you have taken an advantage I did

not intend you, and spoken first.

" For your most kind and gratifying letter of

the 9th of June, receive a thousand thanks. It

was every way most acceptable to me. It gave

me, not merely in words, but in deeds, an assur-
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ance of the improvement of your health of body
and mind; and displayed, once more, the ex-

uberance of your talents, and the plenitude of

your affections.

*'

Seriously speaking, my dear Rathbone, it is

most soothing, most delightful, to me, to be so

remembered by such a manj and though the

feeling is not without a tinge of melancholy,

it is one that dwells on my mind.

"I do not, however, suffer myself to enter

any more into the circumstances that have se-

parated us. The last seven months have been

eventful to me, and productive of pain of various

kinds. I would willingly now look forward to

greater tranquillity
—

if^ indeed, tranquillity be

still to be found in this world of agitation, trou-

ble, and care.********
" I hope Mr. Houlbrooke is pleased with Lord

Selkirk's publication ;
I think it does his Lord-

ship great honour in every point of view. I

found it full of deep reflections, bearing on the

most important points of political economy, and

delivered in language simple and perspicuous.

On the whole, I found it very amusing also.********
" As to my healtli, it is various. All that I

can say is, that I do not lose ground on the
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whole. I live a quiet life, except as far as re-

lates to my profession, in which you will have

heard I have been much called on : but I make

/ my own terms, and avoid fatigue. There is some

excellent society, which is enjoyed without form

or expense.
" I say nothing of public affairs, which are

awful enough. We hear incessant reports, and

see considerable performers in the drama at

times. Nothing can be more melancholy than

our prospects as they appear to me. We are

engaged in so hopeless a contest. We are so

little able to make an impression on our enemy ;

and must so necessarily be worn out with our

own exertions, even though a drop of blood were

not spilled. Then our public spirit is so little

elevated— our devotion to our country so little

equal to the crisis !

" But I will not enter on the subject, for it is

endless. This is not the letter I meant to have

written to you, but it must pass for the present.
" Remember us most affectionately to Mr. and

Mrs. Roscoe and their excellent family. I have

been waiting for Leo the Tenth, which by some

stupid mistake has not come with my children,

as it ought to have done. I hear favourable

accounts of its impression here, though there

will be a nibbling about Luther and the Reform-

ation. I will write to him very soon.
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" I meditate a little tour to the southern

coast, by and bye, but wait for a friend or two

whom 1 expect to see.

" Adieu, my dear friend.

" Believe me affectionately
" And unalterably yours,

" James Currie."

" P. S. This will be delivered to you by my
servant George *, with whom I am about to part

after upwards of ten years' intimacy. He is a-

most faithful, diligent, modest, thoughtful, long-

headed man, and would be invaluable in any
situation that requires such qualities. He writes

very decently, knows accounts, and has read

not a little. Many an hour of the night he has

beguiled for me, by reading to me when sleep

had fled my eyelids. I earnestly wish you could

find some use for him in your office.

« J. C."

This journey was delayed, however, for two

months, principally by his desire to complete tlie

fourth edition of the Medical Reports, which

had been long called for by the booksellers, and

* This respectable man has filled for sixteen years past,

and still holds, a responsible situation in Liverpool, with

great credit to himself, and entire satisfaction to the public.

He was much indebted to the above testimony for his ap-

pointment.
— Editor.
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which contains the additional Chapter, written at

this time, from which an extract has been given

in the preceding pages. He had a conscious

feeUng that this would be his last literary exer-

tion, and felt strongly solicitous to bring it to

an end.

At length, early in August, he quitted Bath,

proposing to be away a month or six weeks, and

intending to coast along the South of England
as far as Dover, at which place he looked for-

ward with great interest to seeing Sir John

Moore and his camp. But he was not able to

proceed further than Sidmouth, where he arrived

on the 11th, and was once more joined by his

friend Miss Kennedy. On this day he grew
much worse, and expressed his opinion to his

son that he should never leave that place.

Till a week previous to his death, however,

his mental powers retained all their vigour.

Occupied even to the last with the desire of

serving his fellow-creatures, he stated that, if

time had permitted, he would have written on

the treatment of the sick and dying ;
and ob-

served that nothing was so dangerous as to

attempt to make any person swallow (a thing

not unfrequently done), in whom the power of

deglutition was nearly extinct. Another of his

last cautions was, never to give wine in cases of

mental distress ;
for that " men frequently fly to
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it as a temporary relief, contract the habit, lose

their ideas of virtue, and are ruined." Ten days

only before he died, he dictated to the writer an

account of his political life and opinions, which

will be found in the Appendix, and which closes

with the following passage, added in his own

hand-writina: :— " This is intended as a defensive

document, to be used if rendered requisite by

any attack on my character or memory. On

any thing that respects my memoirs, including

the affair with Chalmers, I wish my loved and

excellent friend Mr. Roscoe to be consulted. If

health and engagements, or feelings, stand in the

way, I shall be quite happy to suppose myself in

the hands of Dr. Aikin. * — To this excellent

friend my last blessing ! and to theirs !

*' I am sick and exhausted. I hope to close

my eyes in peace with the living generation, and

with hope in the expected union with the friends

whom I venerate and love, beyond the grave.
" Remember me most affectionately to my

friends at Lochrutton— not before, I believe,

mentioned.
*' Shoidd any memoir be thought requisite of

me, let it be short, and delicate to others. J. C.

August 20th, 1805." t

* An account of Dr. Currie from the pen of Dr. Aikin

may be found in the Monthly Magazine for October, 1805.

f See Appendix, No, 9.

D D
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It will not be expected that the writer

should dwell with minuteness on the closing

scene of a father's life. It may suffice briefly to

say, that in the 'valley of the shadow of death (so

he expressed himself) he declared that he felt

neither tremors nor fears at the thoughts of

futurity. The sufferings which usually precede
dissolution were long and severe, but borne

with characteristic firmness, with a patience

which he thought and hoped would be an

example to his family, and with perfect and

resigned submission to the will of God. On the

31st of August he breathed his last, at the age

of forty-nine years and three months.

His disease proved an enlargement of the

heart, with incipient ossification of its adjoining

vessels, accompanied by extraordinary wasting

and adhesion of the right lung.

He left six children, four of whom survive.

Of two sons since deceased, one was a mid-

shipman in the navy, and the youngest had

embraced the profession of his father, to whose

name he promised to be an honour.

Dr. Currie was interred in the parish church

at Sidmouth, where this epitaph from the pen
of Professor Smyth commemorates his name : —
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TO THE MEMORY OF

JAMES CURRIE, M.D. F.R.S.

LATE OF LIVERPOOL, AFTERWARDS OF BATH,

WHO DIED AT THIS PLACE,

AUGUST XXXI. MDCCCV.

AGED XLIX YEARS.

The humbler virtues, which the friend endear,

The soften'd worth, which wakes affection's tear,

And all that brightens in life's social day.

Lost in the shades of Death, may pass away ;

Fast comes the hour when no fond heart shall know

How loved was once the sacred dust below :

Here cease the triumphs which the grave obtains ;

The man may perish, but the sage remains.

Freedom and Peace shall tell to many an age

Thy warning counsels, thy prophetic page :

Art, taught by thee, shall o'er the burning frame

The healing freshness pour, and bless thy name :

And Genius, proudly, while to Fame she turns.

Shall twine thy laurels with the wreath of Burns. *

* The following Epitaph was originally written by Mr.

Roscoe, and sent by him to Professor Smyth for his revision.

In revising it, from the Professor's deep interest in the

subject, the epitaph as it stands above was insensibly drawn

up — and being returned with the original to Mr. Roscoe,

from the same deep interest and from the habitual magiia-

D D 2
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nimity of his nature, (to use Professor Smyth's own expres-

sions,) was by him preferred and placed on the tomb of

their common friend :—

Lost to thy friends, yet, Currie, live to Fame,
Whose glowing records boast no fairer name:

For long as Genius shall the bosom warm,
Science inform, and native Fancy charm ;

Long as the teraper'd stream new life shall bring
To fainting nature from its healthful spring ;

Long as Remembrance, deeply wounded, turns

To share thy feelings o'er the shrine of Burns
;
—

So long, with circling years, thy fame shall rise.

Loved by the good, and honour'd by the wise.
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To expect that the world will receive as a

faithful and impartial picture, the character and

likeness of a father, traced by the hand of his

son, would be unreasonable and vain
;
and this

consideration ought, perhaps, to have deterred

the writer of these pages from making the

attempt. It may also be thought, that he was

too young when he lost his father to be able to

estimate correctly his powers of mind
; yet he

was old enough to observe and to judge of their

effect upon others, and he had constant expe-
rience of the excellence of his heart. After the

lapse of five and twenty years, his early recollec-

tions are still vivid; and assisted by these, by
the contemporary notices which appeared, and

by the communications of the intimate friends

of his father who still survive, he ventures to

present the following sketch :—
In person, Dr. Currie was tall and well

formed, erect, and inclining to robust. His step

was slow and measured; his air commanding
and dignified, admitting of no approacli to fami-

liarity; and his whole appearance calculated to

inspire respect. His features, though not regular,

D D 3
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were handsome, especially his finely expanded

forehead, and deep-set dark blue eyes, indicative

of profound reflection and quick penetration.

His piercing glance few could withstand ; while

its benignant sweetness, and the attendant smile

which played round his lips, still fewer could

resist. His hair was black ; his complexion fair

and originally florid, until changed by illness ;

his countenance full of intelligence, benevolence,

and sensibility, with an expression, except when

lighted up in conversation, of deep and habitual

thought.

A casual interview or a slight acquaintance

would have given an erroneous impression of Dr.

Currie. He had a certain stiffness and formality

of manner, which he never altogether lost, and

which made it diflicult at first to feel quite at

ease with him. In mixed society, he sometimes

spoke little ; and seldom threw off that reserve

which was usual to him at such moments, and

which probably arose from the constant habit of

commanding himself and of observing others,

or from that abstraction by which men of deep

study are often distinguished; but which cer-

tainly did not result from pride or austerity, to

which it was sometimes unjustly attributed. Lat-

terly, indeed, his extreme languor, arising from
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exhaustion and debility, disposed him at times

to be still and silent. So entire was his self-

possession, and so iniifbrm the circumspection
of his deportment, that he was rarely betrayed
into an inconsiderate expression.

The cast of his mind was grave and energetic ;

tinged with a secret, pensive melancholy, partly,

no doubt, proceeding from temperament, but

possibly strengthened by the asperity of his early

fate, and by the incidents of his profession, act-

ing on a heart of great feeling. While in no

respect incapacitated by this disposition from

engaging in the active duties to which he was

called, he was led by it to find a charm in the

private circle superior to the attractions of

general society, and to indulge in those intellec-

tual pleasures which memory or imagination
can bestow. He was not lavish of confidence

or profession ; but the few who had his confi-

dence and regard, possessed both very unre-

servedly.

From nature he received an understanding of

the first order, which was improved by study,

enlarged by early intercourse with the world,

and matured by observation and reflection. His

knowledge of human nature was profound, and

was evinced by his skill in the analysis of indi-

vidual character. His reach of intellect was

D D 4
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equal to the discussion of the most abstruse and

difficult subjects in metaphysics, politics, or

morals, and his views were clear, comprehensive,

and acute. He possessed uncommon powers of

conversation, illustrating each topic with singular

clearness, and with great strength and happiness

of expression; and he had so much candour,

was so entirely free from prejudice, and was

such a master of reasoning, that it was difficult

to converse with him seriously without improve-

ment. To those with whom he was on teims of

perfect intimacy, the attraction of his convers-

ation was increased by his strong relish for

humour, his quick perception of the ridiculous,

and his being fully alive to the foibles of man-

kind. His voice was pleasing, and nicely modu-

lated according to the feelings to which he gave
utterance. When animated by strong excite-

ment, his delivery partook of his emotions, and

rivetted the attention. He was peculiarly skilled

in drawing out those with whom he conversed,

and setting them off to the best advantage.

Quickly discovering the subject with which they

were most conversant, and prompted by a curi-

osity insatiable in the pursuit ofknowledge, to this

subject he led them, always listening with pa-

tience and attention
;
so that strangers quitted his

company, gratified with his society, and pleased
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by having had the opportunity of giving in-

formation. Nor, while thus desirous of extract-

ing knowledge from others, was Dr. Currie less

willing to communicate that which he possessed.

To the young he was particularly accessible in

this respect, and encouraged every disposition

on their part to apply to him.

But it was in the evening, when surrounded

by his family, or with a few intimate friends,

that his hours were most fraught with enjoyment.

His mind was then unbent after the occupation

of the day, and, for the time forgetting anxiety

and fatigue, he would narrate the scenes of other

years, or comment on passing events, or indulge

in speculations on the future, with an eloquence,

the effect of which was sometimes literally fasci-

nating^ if the writer may be pardoned for stating

the impression made upon his youthful mind.

The charm of his conversation on such occa-

sions was enhanced by the playfiilness of his

manner, which presented a remarkable contrast

to his general gravity and reserve.

To female society he was not less partial than

he was acceptable. His voice and manner, when

addressing women, had a respectful earnestness

and softness, which could not fail to awaken and

interest their sensibility : — there was an inde-

scribable attraction in his cliaracter, when under-
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stood, which their deUcacy and penetration could

both discern and value
;
while in their gentle

sympathy he found relief, when under the in-

fluence of sorrow or depression. From his early

counsellor and almost parent, down to that

faithful friend who joined in watching over his

parting hour, no one could number, out of his

own domestic circle, more constant and devoted

friends in that sex, on whom the happiness of

man so much depends.

His spirit was lofty and independent ; de-

spising mean and interested subservience, he

could not stoop to do that which his nice sense of

honour did not entirely sanction. He was am-

bitious : for there was no obstacle, in his opinion,

which the free spirit may not surmount, when

buoyed up by ambition
; nor any substitute, as

far as success in life is concerned, for this effective

principle of action. He aspired to distinction—
not so much to that which attends wealth or

station (of which, however, he formed a just

estimate), as to the homage which is paid to

character and intellectual superiority. Though
he had never accumulated riches by his pro-

fession, his heart and purse were, notwithstand-

ing, always open to the indigent or distressed ;

and when conferring a favour, the delicacy and

feeling in his manner increased, while it sought
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to lessen, the sense of obligation. To serve

others he considered one of the best privileges

of our nature ; and he placed in the first rank

those persons who,
" after having had the ability

to acquire a fortune, had the heart to use the

power which attends it, in promoting the mterest

of others." As he rose in reputation, his op-

portunities of exerting his personal influence

increased ; and, in the midst of his various im-

portant avocations, he never turned aside from

the frequent applications which he was subject

to. Many a friend was accustomed to refer to

his judgment and decision, or has requested his

interference, in questions of delicacy or diffi-

cidty. Many a young man has applied to him for

assistance and advice on entering upon life, and

has, by his means, been placed in a situation to

acquire independence. For his young country-

men, in particular, he exerted himself with the

partiality characteristic of his nation.

The distinguishing feature in Dr. Currie's

character may, perhaps, be said to have been an
" ardent humanity,"

—that love of his species,

which displayed itself in exertions of benevo-

lence, not restricted by local bounds, but em-

bracing in their scope the happiness of the

human race. To do good to others became, in-

deed, in one way or other, a part of his existence.
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In following this principle, he acted throughout
his private and political life with magnanimous

disregard of consequences affecting his personal

or professional interest. But, in doing this, he

was rather under the impulse of sensibility than

of enthusiasm ; for his temperament had more

of the melancholy than the sanguine. He well

knew that such was not the obvious path by
which he might expect to rise as a physician, or

to pass tranquilly through life. His dispassionate

judgment was fully aware how little, in a worldly

point of view, he had to gain, how much he

hazarded, by such a line of conduct; but to

satisfy his own sense of duty was for him the

first consideration.

It is not surprising that feelings such as Dr.

Currie's were at times too powerfully excited for

his own happiness. That high-toned sensibility,

which has been beautifully and justly said to be
" the source of all that is excellent in the pro-

ductions of genius, and all that is noble in virtue,

and which is alike the spring of refined taste in

literature and of delicacy in sentiment*," was

not unfrequently in him the cause of pain to his

family and friends. They saw and lamented its

* The writer trusts that his friend Dr. Henry of Man-

chester will forgive this introduction of a passage from his

letter.
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morbid influence on occasions which, by many,
would have passed unheeded, or, upon minds of

less delicate texture, would have made a slight

and transient impression. Yet sensibility and

tenderness of disposition ^vere closely united in

his character with strength of mind, vigour of

purpose, and decision of conduct; and in no

respect was this combination more apparent than

in his discharge of professional duties, where

qualities so opposite are perpetually called forth.

His constancy and fortitude, in supporting the

attacks of a disease which was gradually under-

mining his strength, have been already recorded :

but it is not for those in the enjoyment of unin-

terrupted health fully to appreciate the heroism

of his life in this respect. He rarely uttered the

language of complaint ; yet one who loved him,

and reveres his memory, now remembers with

peculiar tenderness an expression of it, in his

remark to her,— " I shall die, like the camel in

the wilderness, with my burden on my back."

Dr. Currie was a great admirer of the military

character. He loved many of the traits wliich

belong to the soldier; and the splendour and

perils which surround the warrior and the hero

captivated his imagination : yet no man more dis-

tinctly saw in their full dimensions, or felt more

strongly, all the horrors and evils attendant upon
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war. He contemplated the face of nature with

exquisite enjoyment, in its most peaceful, as in

its sublimest forms. In his admiration of the

productions of genius, especially of poetry, he

was an enthusiast, and took delight in repeating

the compositions which he particularlyadmired.*

To the influence ofmusic he was feelingly awake,

chiefly preferring the plaintive and touching

melodies of Scotland, which seemed most to

" accord with his soul's sadness." His dramatic

taste was delicate, and his criticism ingenious

and original. Of these some specimens will be

found in the present volumes.

In all his habits he was simple and abstemi-

ous,— as sparing in his own personal indulgence

as he was an enemy to epicurism, extravagance,

and effeminacy in others.

As an author, his style, on whatever subject

employed, is easy, clear, and vigorous, varied

and harmonious ;
and occasionally exhibiting

passages, perhaps not exceeded in beauty and

* Amongst these, were Smollett's Ode to Independence ;

Gray's Elegy ; the Vision of Mirza; Mrs. Barbauld's Hymns;
some of the songs of Burns (

" Their Groves of Green

Myrtle,"
" The Chevalier's Lament,"

« To Mary in Heaven,"
and " Brace's Address to his Soldiers") and some of

the early poems of Scott and Campbell. At the age of

twenty-four, Shenstone appears, by a letter from one of his

friends, to have been a favourite with him.
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pathos by any English author. His writings and

letters abound in poetical imagery and figurative

expressions, showing the turn of his mind to have

been essentially poetical ;
and it is not impos-

sible that the habit of committing his thoughts

to verse was alone requured, to have made him

excel as a poet.

Viewing him too as an author, we cannot

help being struck by the singularity of his having

acquired, under the disadvantage of an educa-

tion interrupted at so early a period, such cor-

rectness in composition, that little or no differ-

ence is obsei'vable between his first productions,

and those which issued from his pen when he

was mature in years. The Dialogue on Melan-

choly, and the Memoir of Dr. Bell (the first

written at the age of twenty-five, the last at

twenty-eight), appear as finished compositions

as his Life of Burns. His letters also, both

when writing to his most intimate friends the

unstudied effusions of the moment, and when

addressing his general con'espondents, are writ-

ten with as much accuracy as if intended for

the press ; seldom containing an erasure, or alter-

ation, beyond the substitution of one word for

another, to avoid repetition. This, no doubt,

proceeded from the practice which he had in

early life adopted, of committing his ideas to
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paper, revising and correcting what he wrote
; by

which he acquired clearness in arrangement, and

accuracy in expression.

An uncommon power of abstraction gave Dr.

Currie a great advantage in getting through his

literary engagements. The extent to which he

possessed this faculty was often matter of remark

amongst his friends. Perpetually obliged, by
the calls of his profession, to break off when in

the act of composition, he could, on again en-

tering his study, dismiss external ideas from his

mind without an effort, and at once resume the

subject on which he had been engaged. By this

rigid dominion over his thoughts, no time was

ever lost; and to his economy of time it was

owing, that he was able, in the midst' of active

duties, and under interruption from frequent

illness, to compose his different works, and to

carry on an extensive correspondence. His

principal time of composing was from two to

three in the afternoon,—-an hour at which he was

in the habit of taking coffee
;

and when no

other time was to be found, he encroached upon
the night.

Of Dr. Currie*s reputation as a physician, it is

not necessary to speak. His conduct in the exer-

cise of his profession was, with regard to his pa-

tients, feeling, liberal, and generous j towards his
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medical brethren, it was distinguished by delicacy

and candour. He was decided, without arro-

gance, in delivering his opinion, which he main-

tained with firmness, but with temper. Where
he differed from his colleagues, it was always
with respect ; and being free from every jealous

feeling, he was equally ready to adopt their

view, when convinced of its correctness.* The

* In support of what is here asserted respecting his pro-
fessional conduct towards his colleagues, the editor refers to

the following extract from an obituary notice of Dr. Carrie,

written by an eminent physician, the late Dr. Falconer of

Bath, and inserted, with his name, in the Bath Chronicle of

Sept. 5. 1805. " His judgment was not clouded by jealousy,
or his view of the subject or case in question obscured

by partiality or darkened by prejudice. Equally ready lo

adopt the suggestions of others, as he was those of his own

judgment, he never deviated from the point aimed at,

because the whole of the path was not traced out by him-

self. Superior to such considerations, which never prevail
in exalted minds, he rested his character on higher grounds ;

and the discerning part of mankind soon became sensible

that such acquiescence, when it met his own unprejudiced

ideas, was an honour to his character. ******
Original, however, in his ideas, he was better suited to point
out the way, than to follow the speculations of others ; and

what he advised gained a kind of involuntary preference,
which nothing but a consciousness of merit in the adviser

could have secured. His counsels, though destitute of the

recommendation of peremptory assertion or lavish display

of pretended success, which sometimes overpower wiiea

they do not convince, carried with them the more powerful
charms of sense, judgment, reflection, and acquaintance

VOL. I. E E
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calmness of his accent, the composure of his

look, and an evident sympathy with their feel-

ings, the sincerity of which was not to be mis-

taken, at once gained the confidence, and fre-

quently the affection, of his patients. He was

guarded in his manner and expressions, and

neither raised false hopes nor unnecessary alarm.

His professional reserve, when spoken to respect-

ing the situation of those under his care, was

greatly to be admired. His own case was the sub-

ject of his constant observation and experiment,

pursued with a calm sagacity, that might have

been more naturally looked for, had another been

the object of his attention. His knowledge of his

complaint was accurate ; the opinion which he

had expressed when living, having been fully

confirmed by examination after death. To mi-

tigate the inordinate action of the heart was his

aim in all the remedies to which he had re-

course ; and to the adoption of which, perse-

vered in sometimes against the remonstrance of

his friends, he believed the prolongation of his

life for many years to be chiefly owing. He en-

with the subject, and were accompanied with the most

amiable and satisfactory manner of manifesting these ad-

mirable qualifications to the understanding of those with

whom he conversed."
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tertained the conviction that disease in this organ
would prove fatal to him

; and some years pre-
vious to his death, expressed this opinion to a

friend, who noticed him breathless from palpi-

tation, and whose hand he placed upon his

heart ; adding his wish, however, that what he

said might not be repeated to his family, whom
it would unavailingly distress.

It appears
* that had his life been spared,

he would probably have written upon gout and
on insanity

— diseases to the investigation of

which he was peculiarly fitted by his philoso-

phical spirit of enquiry and his accuracy of ob-

servation. To accomplish what he did, under

the constant impression (which, in the case of

a physician, must acquire increasing weight with

every hour) of the extreme uncertainty of his

life, was in itself a sustained exertion of moral

energy, which deserves our highest admiration.

Such are the views that I have been led to

entertain of the character of my loved and ho-

noured father, from what I have been able to

* Letter to Dr. Wright, dated 24th Aug. 1800:— " I

have something also to say on the gout, and on insanity

and hydrophobia;— but the last subject may be discussed

in some periodical work ; the two former will require a

separate publication. When I have done all this, I will

rest ; I shall have performed my part."

E E 2
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observe myself, or could understand from others ;

and I trust that I shall not be thought to have

expressed more than a perusal of liis life and

writings will confirm.
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DIALOGUE ON MELANCHOLY.

Written in 1781.

HISTORY OF PHILOCLES.

There are certain moments, perhaps, in the hfe of every

individual, when the world appears divested of all its allure-

ments ; and the business and pleasures of the present scene

convey to the mind nothing but weariness and disgust.

Under the influence of such feelings the conduct of men

is various. Some attempt to banish reflection by engaging

in scenes of riot and festivity; while others indulge their

gloomy ideas in solitude and silence, till they become utterly

unfit for every manly exertion. But those in whom tender-

ness of heart is accompanied by steady judgment, follow

a different plan. They retire within themselves, — they ex-

amine the nature and the source of the melancholy with

which they are seized,— they banish every idea which may
have originated from feebleness of spirit; and the sorrow

which has arisen from the real ills of life they counteract by

turning their eyes on its blessings. By degrees, this melan-

choly assumes a more enlightened and tender form ; the sun-

shine of the soul returns, and they mingle again in the business

of the world, prepared to receive their evils with resignation,

their blessings with gratitude. I was making these reflections

to Philocles one evening last autumn, when I was on a visit

to him at his country seat in Aberdeenshire. He heard me

with attention ; and when I had done, turning round to me

with particular earnestness of manner and animation ofcounte-

nance, he began to reply.

E E 4
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" However just, my good friend, your speculations on this

subject may in general be, yet you must forgive me for be-

lieving, that there are many occasions in real life, on which

the most virtuous and best regulated minds will find it im-

possible to banish the suggestions of melancholy by such an

effort of reason as you have described. Grief may in general

be overcome, because the reflections which accompany this

passion are allied to pain ; and from what is painful, the mind

is willingly diverted. But while the cause of melancholy is

such as excites emotions of tenderness as well as of sorrow,

the imagination delights to dwell in the house of mourning;

and the votaries ofwoe experience, in the bursting heart and

streaming eyes, a luxury of enjoyment, in comparison with

which the pleasures of mirth dwindle into nothing. To

counteract a cause which is so constantly operating on the

imagination, will in general be a task too difficult for the

reason to perform : we can summon up great powers of reso-

lution, when the exertion is to be made only for a moment ;

but the vigour of the mind yields to an attack,^ which, though
not powerful, is constant. If then it be necessary, in any

case, to counteract the influence of melancholy, it were, per-

haps, better to attempt this by presenting to the mind a

constant succession of impressions, which may have some

affinity with the melancholy that has engaged it; but which,

at the same time, by warming the imagination, or by affecting

the heart, may divert the attention from brooding over the

individual ideas on which it had been accustomed to dwell.

The human mind rejects violent transitions, and they should

not be attempted : but when the fancy is by degrees more

and more interested, sorrow assumes a less joyless form, and

the transition to tranquillity and cheerfulness becomes easy

and natural. The face of nature, in its rude and uncultivated

state, seems well adapted to inspire emotions of the tender

melancholy kind; and as the landscape exhibits more the

appearance of industry and art, the impressions which it

gives are more lively and cheerful. The powers of music to

melt the heart have been generally felt and universally cele-
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brated : and the society of amiable and virtuous women will

best interest the affections, and gradually recall us to the

business of life."— Here my friend stopped. I found he had

considered the subject deeply. I saw, from his manner, that

he spoke from experience ; and I guessed, from the steadiness

of his eye, and the animation of his countenance, that his

mind laboured with something that had not yet been ex-

pressed.
" And so," said I,

"
Philocles, I find you are of

opinion that sorrow, or rather melancholy, is seldom banished

merely by an effort of reason." " Time," said Philocles,
" is

the sovereign remedy for every kind of grief: that sorrow

which is unmixed, will soon expire : that which is mingled
with affection and tenderness, will assume the form of melan-

choly : in the first case, the efforts of reason will generally

be needless ; in the second, they will be without effect."

" But pray," said I,
"

Philocles, do not you think that this

disposition to melancholy ought, in every case, to be dis-

couraged by such means as are in our power ?
" " Such at

least," said he,
" are the maxims of the world ; but I cannot

admit this opinion without many exceptions. Ambition and

avarice are the ruling passions of our age ; and it is too much

the fashion to ridicule every thing that does not lead to power
or opulence. If these are to be the chief objects of our pur-

suits, certainly melancholy, and indeed every softer affection

of the mind, ought to be stifled. But if the real business of

life is to procure happiness, and to ensure it through future

stages of existence, this might surely bear a dispute. In this

view (said he), melancholy should either be encouraged or

combated, according to the disposition in which it appears.

Ifa person's melancholy is founded on an excess of sensibility,

which leads him to magnify trifles into misfortunes, and to

shrink from the ills that are inseparable from humanity, cer-

tainly this amiable quality has degenerated into a weakness

of the most dangerous nature ; and here, of course, it ought

to be suppressed : but where firmness of spirit and steadiness

ofjudgment are united to tenderness of heart and delicacy

of feeling, the melancholy which depends on these qualities
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will form the best ornament and support of virtue
; and though

it may incapacitate the possessor to shine in the circles of the

great or the gay, it will give him an internal source of enjoy-
ment which cannot be done away, and enable him to diffuse

a charm over the scenes of domestic happiness. He may be

denied the admiration of the giddy and dissolute ; but he will

have from the virtuous, respect without envy, and affection

without flattery."

The elevated tone of voice in which Philocles made these

last observations, showed me that he had formed a decisive

opinion on the subject ; and I determined to defer my ob-

jections to some future opportunity.

During the course of the day, I saw that his thoughts
'were deeply engaged; and in the evening, he requested me
to take a walk towards the neighbouring hills. My friend's

character deserves a few remarks. Philocles was at this

time past the meridian of life, but still retained that warmth

of heart and strength of imagination which distinguished him

in his early days. He had known the world without con-

tamination : he saw, or thought he saw, that he was not fit

for its bustling scenes, and early retired to his paternal estate,

and to the enjoyment of peace and happiness. His temper
was warm and generous almost to a fault ; and he possessed
that independence of spirit which is humble with the humble,

but looks down with indignation and contempt on vice or

folly, however united with wealth or power. His taste was

highly cultivated, and he had an ardour for freedom which

would have done honour to a citizen of Athens, when Athens

was in its glory. Philocles was held in universal respect. It

is true, the neighbouring fox-hunters, with whom he did not

associate, affected to treat his manner of life with ridicule ;

but this was only in his absence, and over their cups. When
he appeared, folly and licentiousness were equally abashed.

It was, indeed, easy to discover that he was a man of ex-

cellent abilities; and the goodness of his heart was con-

spicuous both in his sentiments and actions. In the chosen

circle of his friends he was cheerful and animated, and there
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he was loved almost to enthusiasm ;
but in large and mixed

societies he appeared with a reserved, and often with a

melancholy air, the source of which was generally misunder-

stood. Though an old bachelor, he had acquired few of the

peculiarities of that character ; and he was, in particular, free

from that stiffness of ceremonial and vexatious attention to

trifles, which makes such havoc in the happiness of life.

While we walked along the bank of the valley that extended

from his house to the foot of the mountains, my friend ob-

served a profound silence, which I did not attempt to in-

terrupt. As we ascended the hill of Inchfallen, the shades

of evening began to fall ;
but the weather being warm and

serene, I made no remonstrances, but silently followed his

steps. When we had got about half way up the hill, Philo-

cles took a path which slanted towards the right ; and which,

after a few windings, led us into a copse of brushwood that

grew in a little valley, formed in the side of the mountain.

To the top of this valley we ascended, where we found a

seat formed in a very artless manner of twigs of osier, and

sheltered by a spreading oak. "
This," said Philocles,

" is

my favourite spot, where I enjoy my meditations unmolested."

Being fatigued with the ascent of the hill, we seated our-

selves without ceremony, and insensibly began to contemplate
the prospect that opened before us. The light of the sun

was now gone ; but the moon, which rose on the eastern

horizon with unsullied majesty, supplied the deficiency of his

beams. As we cast our eyes to the foot of the mountain, the

river Don appeared, washing its base ; and then suddenly

leaving it, and running through the beautiful valley ofClotha,

whence, after innumerable windings, it issued into the sea at

the distance of several miles. South of this valley appeared
the spires of Aberdeen ; and to the north, the ruins of the

castle of Lora, projecting into the main. The intermediate

space was filled by country seats, groves of trees, and bodies

of water ; and the prospect was terminated by the Ger-

man Ocean, illuminated by the beams of the moon, now

lifting her head above the waves. Every object appeared
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with softened lustre ; and the dimness of the landscape, by

leaving something to the imagination to fill up, gave beauty
and solemnity to the whole. The sky was unclouded and

serene
;
and the silence was only interrupted by the sound of

the dashing waters from the valley below.
" The subject of our conversation to-day," at length began

Philocles,
"

has, at different times, employed much of my
attention. I am myself, perhaps, a melancholy man ; and

therefore it may be natural that I should look out for some

justification of the character. Whether the sentiments I

have delivered be just or not, I shall not determine. You
will judge. Certain it is, that nothing was farther from my
intention, than in any degree to defend gloominess or morose-

ness of disposition. These are generally the attendants of a

selfish or an insensible heart, and ought to be distinguished

from that disposition to mourning, which, as I before re-

marked, is to be found in the most tender hearts, and accom-

panied with the most delicate taste and lively imagination.

But I would leave the question respecting the propriety of

extinguishing melancholy in him, who is to make his way in

life by studying the tempers and humouring the foibles of his

fellow creatures, to such as have experience in practices of

this kind. I have long discovered that wealth or power,

acquired by such means, has no charms for me, and have

limited my desires to that happiness which can be purchased
without the sacrifice of truth or of honour."— Here my friend

made another pause, which I did not attempt to interrupt,

for his thoughts had taken an interesting turn : I wished to

learn the undisguised sentiments of his heart, and I did not

dare to alarm his delicacy by the appearance of too eager a

curiosity.

At length, after several deep sighs, he resumed the dis-

course. " If there be a peculiarity in my sentiments on this

subject, you may ascribe it to natural disposition, strength-

ened by the habits in which I have indulged. There are,

indeed, circumstances in the history of my life that may
have had considerable influence in producing the present cast
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of my mind, with which the world, and even j^ou, my friend,

are unacquainted.
" Near the spire of yonder church, which appears white

through the tuft of trees on the banks of the Don, lies the

dust of Ophelia. Thirty summers are now past since the

beauteous maid, early mature in piety and virtue, was ad-

vanced from this to a better state of existence. The grief

which I felt on her loss was deep and silent. 'The gaieties

of youth lost their power to please; I courted solitude, and

delighted to water her grave with my tears. You have heard

that while I was yet a child, I was deprived of the counsel

and instruction of the best of parents. As I grew up, I

found myself in the midst of strangers, to whose taste and

temper my mind had no alliance. I had feelings which they

could neither indulge nor understand ; my affections were not

called forth. I had formed ideas of loveliness and perfection

which had no resemblance to any thing around me :
— I had

aspirations after happiness, in which there was no prospect of

my ever being gratified. In this forlorn situation, I became

acquainted with Ophelia. I was then a boy of sixteen ; she

had just completed her nineteenth year, and was a perfect

model of female loveliness. Ophelia was my relation, and

she became my friend. At the first glance, I discovered, or

thought I discovered, in her, the original of that image which

had been so often pictured in my imagination. She had that

dimpling play of features, which denotes a mind of exquisite

sensibility ; her complexion was fair and blooming, her eyes

were full of tenderness, her manner was lively and affectionate,

and in her whole appearance there was a bewitching softness,

which cannot be described. Ophelia saw that I desired to

please her, and she smiled on my attempts. I was proud
of her favour, and strove to deserve it : my affections were

engaged, and my heart dilated. Yet I never conversed with

her on equal terms, nor considered her in any other light than

in that of a superior being, whose goodness was entitled to

all my gratitude ; for I was yet a boy, full of diffidence ; and

Ophelia had, for several years, appeared as a woman, and
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had been universally admired in the circles of the gay. On
her part, she treated me with the utmost kindness and con-

fidence, and undertook to assist in forming my manners, and

in cultivating my taste. We often read together ; and some-

times I was permitted to attend her in her evening walks.

With what rapture did I listen to my charming instructress !

Virtue acquired from her new charms : her sentiments bespoke
the warmest benevolence, the tenderest heart, and most bril-

liant imagination. When she talked of friendship, her counte-

nance beamed with light : when the discourse turned on love,

her features laboured under an expression to which they were

unequal : her eyes melted with softness, her voice was tremu-

lous and exquisitely melodious.— Forgive me, my dear friend,

for the warmth of this eulogium : thirty years are now passed

since Ophelia sank into the grave ; but her image is imprinted
on my heart beyond the power of time to obliterate. She was,

at the date of which we were speaking, in the full bloom of

youth and beauty, and surrounded by a crowd of admirers.

She seemed, at times, to have little relish for scenes of gaiety.

There was often a pensiveness in her manner, and something
of what is called romance in her sentiments, which were

ill adapted to the bustle of public scenes : she loved retire-

ment, and was enamoured of the beauties of nature. This

was a cast of mind congenial to my own. I had enjoyed my
intimacy with this charming maid for nearly a year, when I

was sent to the University of G . I applied to study,

as you will remember, with ardour, and my proficiency was

considerable. I was inspired by emulation, by the love of

praise, and by an insatiable thirst after knowledge. To this

period of my life I owe all my acquirements in science ; and

what I esteem of greater value, I owe the acquirement of

your friendship, which has proved to me a source of lasting

happiness. During the absence of two complete years from

A shire, I heard little of Ophelia. I was told, indeed,

that she had attracted universal admiration during the winter

season in E
,
and heard a confused rumour of her being

on the point of marriage with an officer in the royal regiment
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offoot, ofgreat merit and accomplishments. Without knowing

why, I was much affected by this intelligence ; but the report

diied away, and I soon considered it as an idle story. During
the summer vacation of the year lY^S, I was again permitted
to revisit Ab . The thoughts of returning to the scene

of my infant pleasures, and above all, of seeing Ophelia,

filled me with a happiness inexpressible. I arrived at N
about sunset, on a summer's evening. The family received

me with the utmost kindness. I enquired for Ophelia, and

was directed to an upper parlour : I found her sitting alone

on a sofa in the back part of the room. She rose from her

seat hastily, but with difficulty : she advanced a few steps to

meet me ; and as she received my caresses, the tears flowed

from her eyes.
' I thank God,' said she,

' my dear Philocles,

that I again have the pleasure of seeing you. I began to

despair of, ever being so happy.' The tone of voice in which

she spoke struck me to the soul : I started back— I cast my
eyes over her faded form— I burst into tears. The bloom

of health had forsaken her cheek, the lustre of her eyes had

fled,
— she was pale and emaciated : but her countenance still

retained the same enchanting sweetness for which it had

always been distinguished. I soon found that Ophelia was

far gone in consumption, and that her physicians had, at her

earnest desire, informed her of her danger. This intelligence

she received with surprising calmness. Her manner in com-

pany had even become more cheerful ; but she devoted much

time to her private meditations, which she had earnestly

requested no one might attempt to interrupt. In these

solitary hours, Ophelia held converse with the Father of her

being, and prepared herself for the awful change that was fast

approaching. Her friends and relations beheld the youthful

saint with affection and with admiration ; and looked forward,

with the tenderest anxiety, to that event which must dissolve

all her earthly ties.

" One evening about the middle of August, as I returned

from a solitary walk, I received a message from her, desiring

to see me alone. I found her sitting at her har()sichord.
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I (She was ' playing one of thpser wild, plaintive Soii^tish jairs,

-iwhiidi areiiso.^exquisitely afFeeting., , She touched the keys

.liwitb a!genfcle hand, but with infinite sVill; and the sound of

jJaeri voice,- ti*emulous and feeble, butenchantingly sweet, was

a just.tp fee heard Jnithe stops of fcheiHiusic.i, I, listened; (for

-isoime tiipei .uhpereeived ; ibut ; at Jbsferghe observed^ ©lie, and

-desiring^ mei tofi'seat itajtself aorti ihfirnsofa, l)#&ideii-h€m<i/ad-

*. dressed me nearly in thei ifoHowing words^: r^iSlL have long
• iWislied to have: some conversation with

yoyijpon ^junjost

tiateresting : subject, i i I ;hav© = observed your an?4ietyaf(^j} jiaie,

my dear Philocles, though it has not been exprease^ifin

words ; and your regard and affection are entitled ;
to my

iirtmost coiiiifidence and; gratitude.-, t i^ few days, /pe^lwp*,;a

fbw'hoursjwill place me beyond the reach of yput; frapnd-

ship; and while I have yet power, I would wish jbo ,m9»ke,«yi(^u

serisible how much I am touched by your goodness.. vyh<^ugh

I have not lived long, I am content to die. I recognise the

'iKind of Heaven in the disposal of my fate, and
subnijf-ato

its will with resignation, and r^'ven with joy, AJ^SjIjiW?^

friend, I have little merit iji')thi8 submissiw»i{jia#eeiietigs'i§f

has long preyed on my mind, and turned my thoilghts fr^om

•this life ito that wovldiuwh&ee tite. tear^kall'.ife,fov.>iev0sr[ wiped

from the ei/e. . You have seen roe in the possession of many

blessings, but my sorrows have been secret; yet, my dear

friendy they have not been the less severe. I have s.tJ'Uggled

with feelings which I could not conquer, but I have,attained

resignation to that decree of Hegiven,nby which my earthly

'happiness was for ever destroyed ; and, tliauks be to God, my
afflictions will soon 'be bver! I have had many iailingSi and

imperfections; butmy tearSf I hope, have made honie expiution,

and I shall soqn enter into tliat atate wJmetha wcarij shall

have re^feaim oJ e'»>f)(loo a to ?lfj3w sdt gvBsl oi bs-yiHo gfirf I

Tif' ' I intended to have' laid my heart open before )yii4^)kfcte

liave'exposed all its frailties and all . its sorrows ; but Lhave

delayed so long, that I found my feeble frame would be

iMiable to supp6rt the emotions which such a task mustpror

tdiude;-'! ImVe," therefore,! in this ;paper,.at,t6mptjed;ito jUn&ld
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my simple but melancholy story. It will be delivered to you
when I am no more, and it will be the memorial of a friend-

ship which the near prospect of death could not extinguish,

and M^hich may be prolonged and cherished beyond the

grave.' Ophelia here paused ; her countenance bespoke an

elevation of mind, mixed with tenderness, that gave it an

expression that was more than earthly. She continued a few

minutes silent; and then rising from her seat, she beckoned

on me to support her to the door, and smiling on me with

inexpressible sweetness, she retired into her closet to me-

ditation and prayer.
" This was the last time I ever saw her. The next morn-

ing she was so weak as to be unable to leave her bed ; her

strength gradually sank, but she preserved her senses to the

last, and at the end of the third day, with the utmost

serenity, resigned her spirit into the hands of her Maker.

To describe to you my feelings on this occasion would be

impossible— my very heart was melted within me ; but I

made no loud lamentations : there was a sacredness in my
grief that shunned public notice, and I delighted to shed the

secret tear.

" The paper which she had mentioned was found in her

writing-desk, sealed, and directed for me. It explained the

state of her mind, and but too well justified my melancholy

conjectures. At some future time, my valued friend, you
shall see this sacred record, and weep with me over the hap-
less story which it unfolds.

" The impression made on my mind by the death of

Ophelia was lasting as it was deep. I was naturally pensive,

and I became serious. I shunned large societies, and found

no pleasures equal to those of lonely contemplation. When
I was obliged to leave the walls of a college to mingle in the

world, I found myself, at first, utterly unfit for general inter-

course. By degrees my mind accommodated itself to its

situation, and I became familiarised to the active scenes of

public lite. But the impression made on my heart was never

wholly eradicated ; and even in the midst of the tunmlt of

VOL. 1. hV
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the camp, I have at thues stolen into sohtude, and indulged

in the secret pleasure which such recollections as the pre^nt

never failed to hestow. Nor must you suppose that this

indulgence was enfeebling
— I returned to the duty of a

soldier with a tone of mind, not weakened, but invigorated.-^

with an elevation of spirit that has Garded. we through diffi-

culty and danger, and strung my nerves amidst thei tunmit^

of battle. And now, when I consider the business of life ^s

over, I delight to commune with my own mind ; I delight to

recall the memory of those early pleasures which have lopg

passed away, and of those dear and virtuQus eejE\neQjUq$is

which the hand of death has dissolved. ,<>«j'i-!iv ?>J tonoit
"
By such employments, if I mistake not> ithe. inind is

raised above those sordid and selfish attachments that piruon

the spirit to the earth, and the heart is prepared to, dilute

itself with love to man, and with gratitude and adoration- to

God. The solemn hour of death is at no great distance,

and who would not wish to fit himself for its appro^ghj »by

strengthening his aspirations after immortality?;" j a;: jnirjiisii

Here Philocles ceased.— The subject did not. admit yCKf

argument, and I made no reply. iH
.nty.-;

•.nMe.nl

(,..;.
'

'j'-Oiq

., ./.! 1

.,,j>j.
\l -nun

i'.'i'*-.ir.
'
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ESSAY ON HYPOCHONDRIASIS; ^ulv.f

!
. jA

Kead before the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, in l781<
. ,1. li-

(Composed at the University of Edinburgh in 1779.) j^jo,

' ''Pain and sorrow are inseparable from human naturej and

frequently arise from causes over which we have^ na 'inftti-

ence. The blessings we enjoy cannot be secured ';
<!Miit' evils

are often neither to be averted nor foreseen ; beyond ^ fe^

years our lives cannot be prolonged, and they may be cut

abort of their natural period by the various dangers which
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surround US. But while we acknowledge that human life is

exposed to a variety of external evils, it is not difficult to

diWcerai that' ojur real happiness or misery arises chiefly froiin

withim This truth, 'SO Often' repeatbdj is notj perliape, suffi-

ciently impressed on our minds, and yet nowe is more evident

or more important. In speaking on this subject, philosophers

and divines have, in general, recommended the practice of

virtue as the chief, and almost the only,' requisite to happi-

ness. It must be the wish of every good man to find this

opinion just; but an actual survey of human^ life will oblige

us to confess, that happiness is not by any meai^ propori-

tioned to virtue,
— that virtue alone will not ensure it. Still

it is true that external circumstances have, comparatively

speaking, little influence upon it. In judging of the degree
of happiness in different situations of life, we employ a false

estimate: we consider every thing as relative to onr own
situation: those blessings which some possess, of which wie

are deprived, we conceive to be the fountain of permanent

happiness ; and the hardships which others have to encounter,

from which we are exempted, we consider as the source of

lasting pain. But it is only in the quick transition from

prosperity to adversity, or from adversity to prosperity, that

our happiness is greatly affected. The mind insensibly

accommodates itself to its present situation ; repeated im-

pressions deaden its sensations, and the anguish of woe is as

fleeting as the rapture ofjoy. / If happpigss, l^'\{e little con-

nection with external things, and if it be not derived from

virtue alone, on what other circumstances is it dependant ?—
On the nature and force of the passions and affections, and

on the vigour and soundness of the imagination. The influ-

ence of the passions and affections on our happiness is

obvious to every eye, but the influence of the imagination

has not been generally acknowledged, nor perhaps under-

Stood in its full extent. It would not, however, be difficult

tq show, that the diversity of character observable in men, is

in a very considerable degree to be attributed to the different

laws by which their ideas are associated ; and that, in parti-

F F 2
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cular,!^fii^/'tbisfcause is c/f^yttolbe'iascribed that ^JiteKsityi of

ntasle^ifey whiehj the siame objedt affectsi jsoiaws ratrtdaiA\nth

'Bensations pfi jteii*,'
' and <ltherd iyjiithiiemQfcioiisiiiof"pleasu»?e.

'Theipe isi hardly a cirbumstelaee' ofi'diatress QPfso*togfitfe4fc la

ijcertaineastfoff imaginatien-Gtenot .ednrert ahtOiA'-'teouriOQ jof

happiniessi;
.

' Theiptt ttremen whofee ipl^asiiire'/it
is tfiljenc^nter

haudsMps 'and' ^rmonanbi diffiouiticlSj > rand! it(j^ : leoktsto r^uftwve

i ages if<rf'Uhe T©'wiaF<i lofi itliieir toilsi^ .Tiiere -ai'e men XOiyf}ffmi

the subliriartyi 6£o idaageT
'

!rbbs , ; it r ©f , ftrirrar j >. \^h&; deligfet itP

i«\ferhang;(the wixdky pTedipice,:to ride theifoawrigvooen^i t1*r

to mingl^ari the shock of . bkttle. !
; Ther^ Majrcj men .M^horrftwi

happiness 'ini'iseclusienifron!! society, tv'h^: deligbt- rini-i\ie

'haunts of solitude audofimtfenaplation, theglocnay grojVPvJ^hie

-lonely rillviandi' the sequestered; valley. 'There (^^e,nj!eiia,[-t;o

*rwh6m the 'pensivenpss
> of mdanclwly lis congenial ;, whc»,tri?sd

witbid secret hut i ©hastened ijjbasureljthr.o^gli^tljit?: niansiqtw^

o£\ th6 deadyUvheiice, bormenon ithe iwings of, ffti?cy,,ithey

ftraiisport themselves to brighter regienSi! laBdbwM'^Ji'ajt'^iSh^

.Joys^ofawbrldtocom^. ;M'. tl; ;• i i(!7< ,9di'n?.','b ot juude

^.t Biilj'i-Mfhile.Mpdrticwlar ^tets of !;imagimrtio4o fflftfl/ffPftpv^it

,«bjeet& of distress and .ieiT©r;int(8>i soutce® Qf jh^j^pHf^ft^Pj-x-jlai^

.etjualiy apparent Ithat,' ikoidler .etrteSni-feiftcumstafK^^i^fte ilfis

ffacuiity bf the intellect ha^ipoweritoiigiH^ei additional weight

to the real illsof life^ anjd> to j^oisOn dll its. blessings. In the

following pages it i^ proJDOsed to. mak^ some observations On

a disease of the imaginatioulv under whosfe influence^; the, social

ties/at-e loosenedj the friiits lof genius aretelasted, to universal

\gk>Diai overspveadsi thie mind^iaindiirfias^wa ^fWlt^rly pefiv&rteid.

'This eonsummatliori 'ofi human.miseryaffords .amptl,^r.Qow fer

the enquiry of philosophers ;
and though; the la'ws_-ofntiie

society which J address Hdctv notiadthit of my entering iinto

the subject in its full extent, T hope, to .present, t|i6m^^ith

some remarks by which their att&nfcloj^imayi,nat;Unprofitably,

be directed to a view of humaj® hatutej-fAn-igirc^WislBnces of

distress, equally ,sev€t!e and-afi^^tiiig.ftiw rfUoOOB 9mo8 .2
'

Under the general name of Hypochondriasi§,!p-hysiqi^ng

have treated ofn .^farteCy.of icomplaints in which, itheidisorder
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^t>f(tfeig''m'teH©it had generally be'fti* feoEsukred-as idependiing

bh' bddily disordei^,' and the ! seat I'Of^ thfe disease /tes. ;been

piace^'in the stomaoh amd bo^viels, linf the liver;, inotheneir-

i<;»ikl!ting" ftoidsf or .in-iUifei naecbamflical "decaTii^einfeat ofiithe

ffietsosfe )'^hat the Tnind sympathises lini complaiBts- originating

'irt the body is dertaiTavtot the^ reverse- of thisi is equally true;

and"m'directhig' theimetbod'of 'Carevit is of the utaps^^coo-

'Ste'qfcfetteeto'aseertain'tlie
seliixteiofithB dii8aP*kT.ji!That-niast

* <3f-^^e '

cortlptaints! dflntoi ittatedihypwiiitonth-i^cal^i
i drigindte

ifei Chieniiml; app^pslto/hie estreniply;prohabl'e pfthajiinianyof

JtJjf^m'SdO/'iSjfrdrinfc.od'i undoubte«i fh,ct(;«t]ife bbdl^ Byrnip-

'JlWnsi are, iri ^^eneral, to
'be '©xplaiinfedi on- the i su ppositioni that

'^fefe: rhitid has 'beeft'priwiat'ily! affected 91 an<fl)i itbosetfpraGtices
'

^hliehi 'experience lias ' shown tO'^bei mostifeffibaciohsi in pr<i-

ttt^tirig'* curie, ^ewi alwiiost entirely to producei ithdir leffeots

%< their influehcfe' on'theJ'inteUeclual oi^garis;* iBut^whatev-e

beUhe/g'^tterkl cas^ih sdch ;coraplaitits^«hat-'thfeimind'is p*i-

tti^rily affebted' in this speoies* of hypofehondri-asis 'which I aui

about to describe, will, I doubt not, -be'naniver^ally admitted.

^In Speaking; of the disorder of the mrind,i I do hotnieaa to

Teffer immediately to that immaterial, incorruptible essence,

the emanation of the Deity, which is the cause pf thought.

?l^}*7'\le''h6^'and'believev trinippM eqUyiyJoyi^i' deadiiand

dlseafee. •^J'l^rkpf'es* ofilythe djisovder qCiits'^op^rationsy 6cca-

'bioried^^^^it
'

tt*iy be>' pretiumed) by tjie' iderange^qnt oS' 'that

ittstnirrlent by which' it actsl^i Tbisi instrumeniti) ib tlie. braiu,

the seat of ][)ereeption ; and that this is; primarily affected

the following sJymptoms will^ I think, ctearlyi evince. It miay

"b^ necessafy to^rertiise thegoneral method to bo parsuodin

treating this subjoctl'oill ban ; g-adqoaoJirfq lo yiiupaj odj

<'J"l.-,jA<hi$tory of 'the 'difeeasfe' will first bd>gi\'^enl,«hnmerating

the symptoms which acCwaJly appear, iiui a:i ni jjm,

<V"'' In the functions' of th6 mind, aiid!"X^ i-hinn,. ,...<>-

Ho ayji'iiviith^ corporeal aotioTJSt
'

'(> "^iv- n ot fjo)io- ii-. )d

2. Some account will :be'giv'(i5i>''of the-' cao^bs'pf thi^idisi

ihio^./bpredispohentj Oceasio«a'l,:and pTOximat(j.JJi;a'i.> Q/fid

F F 3
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lif'o^Iie'if" words, it ivill be attempted to show what constitution

of mind is most disposed to hypochondriasis ; what external

causes promote it, and what change in the animal machine

givfes' immediate rise to the symptoms described.

'3'.' Some of the most remarkable symptoms will be con-

si'deredVand
> i

'4. 'Sonie rein^rks will be made on the manner in •#hich' the

dife'ease is to be cured. Hf, mu

'''lil'^the following history of the disease, a case strongly

marked is selected ; and for the sake of precision in language,

t fes^ the' sirigular number.

"'file patient 'is first seized with a disinclination to exercise,

ftf'rehdied'wifh' a certain lahc-uor and uneasiness of tnind.^

Gky or cheerful objects afford hiin no pleasure ;
he shuns

society,'and courts silence, solitude, and darkttess. His mind

fixes' on iideas 9^'k melancholy nflture, and an u'niVersal glo'6m

aftectVhis^spirits^'w'liich lie' hd§ neither lihe" inclination nHit

t1)pat)iii¥v'tb' dissipate. In this state his attentioii ispdHS-'

cularly dir^ected to the disorders of the body. He considers

tlie vano'us diseases and
dangers

to which life is iexpdsed,

and tlieVeflectidn'strikies him with terror. Not a fibt^

viijrates irregularly
'

but he marks it with 'the"iitm6st acute-

nessj^'arid' JPrequently exaggerates natural appearances mW
symptom^ o^ some dangerous disease. This unhappy ^tate

01" niind gradually iiicreiases ; the patient becomes more dnd

more arixious. He sometimes fixes on a particular disease

as that under which he labours, and sometimes his frightened

imagination' wanders from one hialady to another, Us each in

its turn may appear to surpass the others in danger. Notioiife

oif disease utterly extravagant have been adopted by hypo-

chondriacs, and maintained with all the obstinacy of convic-

tion. It is in vain that you attempt to argue with a patient

aftected with this disorder : his reason is perverted. What

appears to you entirely ridiculous he considers as self-evident,

and your unbelief is ascribed to want of judgment or of hu-

manity. But if you once openly ridicule him, or make light

of his distresses, he considers you as guilty of the most wanton
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crueltyj and refuses ever afterrto listen to any i^easoming or

any, consolation you may offer.

.,Ti>e; brighter powers, of fancy, the warmer emotions of the

soul, are unknowm pO::th^;:Cold\\tia.vt of the hy|(o,ch,ondriac ;

tlif;,taste ^r beauty,!? nearly extinguished. .To, hirn the face

of nature appears joyless and barren. Even his memory and

r^qQlJectioii, except in regard, to gloomy objects, are greatly

impaired ; and he has no power of fixing his attention on any

subject unconnecteciwith lii^ complaints. ,T}i0U|gh incapable

of^&haring the, ,s>ii^ect^,pf social intercourse, ^le ,is
not long able^

to support the horrors of solitude, ancji.he joins , in, society as

a>r^f^ge fr,<;»>Ti,.hiiai^elf^, . ,)fou ,p^-ceive hi,ra uneasy and r^st-

Iqss, (but his ji^otipns, are langiii^ and dull. When he speak^,

liis enunciation is slow, and his expression deficient.
.
If he

attpfnpt? to taljc on a^y indifferent subject, he insensibly

Winders froni his purpose,.an,d forgets the train of his reason-

ijjlig, , ^t times he i^ himself sensible of this defect
;
and he

frj^quently complains that l^e is incapable of being amysedby

tli|^^^,i9bjects which formerly afforded him pleasure. His

regard, for others depends not on his former opinions of their

w(Hrtli,,but,on the patience with which they hsten to his tale

of t^i^fess, ,

and on the sympatliy they seem to feel in his

SQjjrpws. ,tlen9e it frequently happens th^at
a hypochondriac

i§,j:(leased with ,th^ company of
^^ stranger, whjle, with his

H^^rest, connexions, he is sullen and silent., Put while lie is

ii;i^epsible to every pbject that does not rela,te immediately to

l;un^s,t^)f, he is feeliitlgly alive to every thing that may affect

]^ personal stt^ety. Jle multiplies dangers, and exaggerates

Qllpfpr^ne; Jhci becomes weak, irresolute, and cowardly.

S^i^Spicion, t^i^ attendant of pqwardice, marks all his words

ai;,d actions : every thing that is said or done he conceives

i^ I

with an intention to injure or betray. He believes that he

i^ ,^^ up as a mark for the malice of his fellow-creatures : he

ff^^ls, himself a solitary being in the midst of the creation;

i\\^ horrors of the grave haunt his troubled imagination con-

^ipqally, and he pours forth tears of the bitterest anguish

^ftd distress.
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i^-nj^fepjiithbnfedlace'bf iciie; uwhajipy, aff^taseliiim ^m'lttMf.

Afe*Ue po#er 'of^reasoinifaife, the pictures' iof th& iimaglhatiom

b^otne'mope'aind more gloorhy,' tillj at^ks^, as^ttiipig'smwe

firfhj'of'terr^rvthey suddenly arouse hi^frorti the b'eginnihg

ghftttber. IF liappily deep sleep itivadiitflgfspnsesj tlieVtate^of

irisensibility kists not Imig-J iFa»ncyorg8tit»fesi-hfeT sw^f-inihe

isithurried »* his dreanis'iio'lbe bt'inlq'«^'k>ifie0<dreadM5pjneci«

pi6"es^\br,(i8£tife'eljii himsfelCiiungupp(ktddoriti;i tWe 'Jobeaii-;t Ji€

s*irag^g^iie7.^nfes[inii^epStnie xyflvefe,>.ancfei|^-te'^arted biilows

al©s^nap(^;4Hs iheadi^^i-iBut' the most terrible form which

toiailasitsl his sleep is thlal ofiiai frightful spectre, which clings

doseiteuhis ibreast, <afid 'itoads ;him with an insupportable

weight. He attempts to c^l'l-for aid — he is incapable of

Otte^ance ; he writhes'--^ he stttugsles — he is almost siiifFo-

cated; till, atilksfc collecting his strength intd one-oonvul-

miki effdrfcy^he iawakesvpale^ breathless and trembli«^gj
! his

heartipaliiitatmg; and his body bedewed with a cold swfeat.

It is dot in the power of language to exaggerate the vtasivy

Vliich -he suffers at this moment, ;nor;«an imagination paint;a

^icliufe
' of deeper diftressj ^h^j' that which i his comatcaDJance

dk^A&^.ii sa noiJioqoiq x-'i •i9flj>iri hsulBy 8BfI Jnoilpq edt

nailttivthis detail, I haver. givemjtBaiiaccotmt of:- the symptoms
Bjehich ar^rmoist c0nstaiiiti:and' most severe; but it must notbe

tfefgpfi 'that this disease, like every other^ occurs lim <liieijent

:^tlsons with different degrees of viokncei m , .t , i
,.

-''"Ifi respect to the external'dppeai'Ances,it mayibb reotoarkefl

that; >tbe eye is always dull.aad heavy, and the. countenance

'peAeJ
'

.noiJoaRc ix5;tn9m intloiv "io ssio'jqe. ^•'3vs oi bTe-sof

-oq^t'would be impossible- to leniimerate j the <\!a»Ious bodily

-disorders of which hypochondiriacs. have complained. Most

of these aire the offspring of fancy, but some also are real.

in general the a])petite is irregular, the digestion bad> and

'tlie patiei'it is affected with ;Gqstiveness ; but these symptoms
'^te iby'orid nieans. constaint^aiiiFkfi pulse is ; soft, slow",, and

-K'i j,aoI fiaor' 9vBd auou^nijgib bajth no bobnijol aaiio-jilr

^ ,

*
iThe, patient always awakes in his fall from the precipice, qr as the

waters close over him; in which last case he is sensible of the precise

gu'rgling so'iiria Whiih'thbse febipfeHertce \*ho actuklly sink lihtJerVatei^.'



goni^times irregulaiT} the heart palpitates ; wandering ^pains

areifelt.(or preteudetl to be felt) ia various parts ;oi"itliei body,

ejpeciaHjf.aboiut the region of the kidneys. -Thece is .geneH

i»lly;a;>S!e^«efiof!weigl>tj ani i»expj.'eseible anxietyiji about .the

jBr(Scor<i<aj accompanied withr frequent siighingi...') The paitiertt

complains ©fiap'^nse of cold in various, i^arts, particularly

alt>ag;t3a^:oourge)Oftliei spine, resembling the tritkhng of;Cold

w^ter. He is alrao&t always afFecte4witli vertigo, tiunitfis

awriimt, and, severe headache. He frequently, has a tem-

[ioridry ideafnesBji dimness and' donfusioiivof eigbt,. and ^an

aiffiiost total abolitiqn of sensationi The paiq of Itisiheajdk

gtherally! fixed about the vertex or coronal suture
j
and is<iir-r

GumSifcribed. in a very small spacer i^
^.ic\)iviVb, 'jil u\i'.>jfi

'iThese are the principal bodily complaint^thafefbcxwrriia this

difease, but few or none of them ai'e invariable/ 'I'' !. >+ .

RtdHypochondriasis occurs at intervals,! and is ; seldom alto-

gether icUred, Unless the manner of life be cliangBdlriilfranij!'

febrile cofcnplaint: supervene, hypochondriasis! fei'thieifcime at

least is entirely removed. It sometimes terminates in genetaJ

madness, and sometitnes dropsy puts a period to a life, which

the patient has valued higher in proportion as it became

inore miserablei Several instances are dn record of women
3wfbo have been cured of hypochondriasis by the occurrence

i>fiptdmonary;consumption ; and iri -luen/itiihasitaften happily

terminated in a fit of-the gout. Authors havei observed tliajt

^hypochondriacs resist the influence of contagion in a won-

tlerful manner*. The same obsen^ation has been made in

regard to every species of violent mental affection. Lorry
rehiarks, that when those disorders tvhich supervene to.-hypo-

iehondriasis prpve fatal, the,patient who was before so fearful,

,tneets his approaching fate with remarkable intrepidity.'
•

bnThe varieties of the human constitution were^ by the

anoieplis, clasfied under four principal divisions, to each of

(wdsich- the name of temperament was giveiijii Though the

theories founded on these distinctions have been long ex-

ploded, the^q tdrms are still in ,use. Meri of flie tiielancholic

temperauKint ^r,e ^a^d, to ,h^ ^>y ^at^re prcdiopo^ed to hypo-
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chondi'iaslsw-; iLet us endeavour to ascertain what is meant by
thisT expression. Authors have considered this temperament
tO'jbe; marked by a disposition in tlie mind to gloomy ideas.

Dark-coloured liair, a rough skin, large veinB, and defective

perspiration, they consider as the external indications.

Though these appearances are by no means inseparable from

hytpochondria8is,;jyet it must be admitted that it occurs most

frequently in men of this description. It is likewise to bo.

observed, that the predisposition to, this disease is markedby,
a, defect in vivacity, and a slowness of action and expression.

The social affections are not lively, nor is the temper bold/;i

impressions are not easily made, but their effects are lasting.

Tljiet external appearances chiefly to be depended upon ar^i

such; as indicate tliis state of mind; a duhjess in, the eyeji^ftdi

a qer,tain fixedness of feature4')'j>jl) /m; linun^-B ni hmj .fiuiw

>-3^hat temper which >ve distinguish by tlae generaj lexpr^-^

siqUiOf melancholy,! or- a disposition in the mind to sorrow

and. mourning, is essentially different in different minds, both

in its origin and effects ; and in speaking of the disposition tq

hypochondriasis, much ambiguity has arisen from not attend-,

iijig to this distinction. But sorrow and .mourrjjpg, thpugh; in,

the hypochondriac they assuffiie a, gloomy, itinjiid, and seifish

forw,; are often connected with/ , a, grandeur of sentiment, and

sublii[nity of fancy, orwitli a soothing, melaiK?holytendeirness.

There are, perhaps, few more happy tlian those who are dis-

posed to this kind of melancholy- ,
Oa jtbem tJie charts pf

nature are strongly impressed, and the pleasures they,d^f:\f^i

frpm the f^ne arts, especially music and jioetry, are lively :^nd

exquisite. There are? perha,ps, nope more generally beloved,j,

for their social affectipns are oftejj strong, their teippers

generous,, and tl^if; ,ffi^nds ,iare.,,^ifleti^j^s,,determii)e4i ^fl4

-/I,tj)yill, appear evident, that in, men. go, differently fprpji^d,,

th^ muses of sorrow will in general be very different ; bi^fe

eyen on a given occasion, the melancholy of the one and the

other will bear no resemblance. The last seem to have no

pre^dipposition to hypochondriasis. After all that has been
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sawi,' it cannot be denied that this disease sometimes occurs

in minds of every kind of temper, in consequence of the

combination or force of tiie incidental and external causes

next to be described. f "'1- 'h' ';<!

• ^Tb6 incidental and external causes, or, as they are more

technically named, the occasional causes, which operate in

producing hypochondriasis, are numerous, and seem in general
'

tO''act primarily on the intellectvial organs. They may be

disiinguished into two kinds ; such as tend to induce sadness

or 'depression in general; and such as act particularly in

fixing the attention on the diseases of the' body,' and consd-^

q»6ntly immediately induce hypochondriasis. Of the fifiSt

kmd are severe study, a sedentary life, some particular mi^-J

fo^t^ine, excessive indulgence in the pleasures of women or

wine, and in general any defect in the number or force or^

gaiety of external impressions. Perhaps cold and moisture

ojlerate chiefly (in producing this disease) by casting a gloom
oVfer" the fade of nature, and disposing to an inactive and

sdd^ht'dty life ; foi- there appears to be no good foundation"

for the remark that a cold climate renders men tbrpid and'

dtill,' freezes the power of fancy, or extinguishes the social

auctions. The fire of the imagination is as ardent in Britain

aS'it eVet* was in Greece or Italy; and while slavery maintains

its eWpiire over the warm countries bounded by the tropics^

seiikinlefnts of liberty and independence have taken root iri

thie
'

Nbi'th,
' 'And these are thb noblest and warmest of

'The causes which immediatdy induce hypochondriasis may
be'^dsily imagined. It often follows some disease, during
\^hidh the patiient has bfeenl greatly alarmed for his safety.

THfe revers 6f warm countries are generally fatal to Eirfb--.

peans : during their continuance, the apprehensions of tlie

pbticn't> are often very great ; and, after their recovery,

they are sometimes unable to discharge their fears. Hence

they are affected tvith a degree of hypochondriasis long after

tht driginal disorder has been removed, and frequently fly to

Ctild" climates to escape dangers, which exist only in their
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troubled imagiridtrons* The Study of mi^dicinei isufilso-frd^

^ubntly aii imtfiediate -cause of hypoclibndriask;' (TheyoUHg
student is astonished aud alarfmcd at the vaHo^s danger^ 't^

trhich human life is ex!{>osed. The iittpression t9 so'-stroilg

on his imagination as' frequently to create a belief that' 4ife

himself is affected by the diseases which are described^' By
degrees, reason informs him of the fall{k;y of these tferrors' i oi

,tliis' cause 'of fear, like every Other,' ; ceasi^s to Gj)et-a|bb>f^thg

frequency of its repetitionoililo V /{lofn-atn ^d liyllBoa*' bae
-1 But where the predispJsitiote is stl-OMgiS i^. OSQgg Sft-eMfttg

the attention immediately to the disfa»esf(^fi'the"bbdy"s6^iMa

to be necessary. In many people >ve find;, tliati a ^^r*i^i

^tetl'^fttf' spirits havings befen produced, thfe' m4nil' of^'itseff

natftrally runs into' ihypochondriasi^.^ This ^malady ib' tmfi

particularly the ' lot : of '

those,
-

mh^i, hav'iHg^ spent arii 'activ^e

youth in the pursuit of gain, retire in old agb toa life 'Ofiease

and indolence, without the knowledge dr^tasteliror niattPifal

strength of mind), by which such a statfe XJanJ be 'soppobted
and dignified; oaimlio baohzoinmi odi im t\ ho^iTub /[kin. gnr.

Having considered?, JitE ^predisposition! and the ekternal

causes producing il^ypbchondiriasisj I shouldandwi attempt td

trace the circumstances to whix*h the) syraptoms are^ iMirae*

diately to be refeired. This would be 'an investigation 6f

the proximate -c^use) a taik by no means easy^ !'..i;f.^ii';
ud

iiilnthe present state of connection between soul labdflbddj^
all our ideas seera;)toibe originally derived from > tHcfifimpres-

sittn'i'ofnexternal objects, received by the organs of 'Sense,

and thence transmitted to. the ibrain, which may be saidifd

be the seat of perception and*! tlie^iilMS^uiMent oi''though«i

Hence,' if the brain be 'disordered '(oi'^fiveivitihe e*gan* Of

sense), the intellectual^ erxertilonB' will tafe dfeturbddii ^ Ifhe

capacity of the -inusidan ntay cohtinufe the samer but'^if

hii^ instrument be mistmi^d, the music will be harsh 'aii^d

disGordantio 8noui!jn'»«9iq9'» eib us ai^ih Miaqinoo iouu&o 'jd

-rjiTo ewery different >ide^»ijuiipressi0tt'ia> dS^ereht^staitfehstf

the brain is reopiretl ; aisdoast'^there -canpbe o^tilyone «tatefi9f

theibrain at onice, til^cafe can'ieoiist at once only one' pertsppi
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tipft. O'.Qur. ideas^iifeoweveiVrthcm^t originaliyilerBfv'fed firora

ejQterBal bbjects^iaris aftierttjards. vapiously cO>nabined, recalled

afldGAmpared:, by pdweBS tesidiilg in the miad, but liketvisia

(§?(ercise4 by naean& ^f i the brairi* i-^Tjbese havei beenl stykd
aspoQirftioriy

'

nlenioryj iuid volition,; ©f^'Iviehi last juidgment is

ofile of^tfete-effflctsj:; Tiwi .'pgrjGeptidns ill the imindarei allowed

%Q beiof I two- kitidis.;/t)Iati riimjlreisgioni Dfi i eKternalriiobfacts liiiJl^

rnfejdiatejy;felfc, or tlste <joi)ies!o£ these,', ^Mfoperly^jalledJiiea^j

and recalled by memory. Volitionasinecessar^oto-jtbejexti

^Hiovttvf) naewiory; asjHfell- as ofijudgraeafc:; bUt the mind* is

BK9itrYaQant when the impressidns of sense and the, ideas of

thewHiemory dease to ^priesent, themselves. Every- one is

$|e»$ibli© that wh^n theg<i ai^e absent, there isi^ constaijt

^wa of ideas gliding before the imaginationy independent i qf

9uh willjfand .{wes.esjiting themselves in an infinite variety of

60«nbiHafcix>ns-(/t 3iijey: are i called the ideas; of the imagination,

andia^e united byihabits of assiociaitioii,',often extremely difp

ficulifc.|r^o-;be: tracedw -Like the ideas of memory, they ai'e

originally derived from the impressions of sense ; but they do

noti lilke jthe ! forraer^ ; ^rep^^bse^t these in' la simple form,

biat ifjotpbinedjiiniilsuGh d raanni^r;<aiofreqiieji1;ly tO'beariaao

rescaaablonce ftoiiany-readtobjedt' or form i ofmatorewJ Thus,

there are three kinds of perceptioiil with which thfe mind may
be engaged; th& impressions of s^nse, the ideas of memoryj

and tlhe ideas of imagination. To the due exercise of judg-

m«nt>nand to the soandhesBi of the hiunan intellect, it is

pecessary tliat the drfferent kinds of ideas: should be properly
balonoedkl /We discover the falsehood of the pictures of the

iaoiaginatida by comparingthdmito i the impressions lof sense,

or to th« neipresi-'ntationS ofimenioryy and it is in this wdy
only that, it I eab he detected. A person asleep and in a

dream gives implicit credit to the extravagant fictions which

bffer i^heniselvcs;, because liis vohtion is suspended, so that

he cannot compare them to the representations ofimenioryl;

and hiis cxteriial senses axe s-hut up, so that Iht) cannot com-

pare! itliem to the irtipuessions of sense. la i the waking state,

in |»vopprtion as theimiiid is -more employed with any par-
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ticular tpaiin of ideas, these ideas will be
(ift getiei*al) ftiore

^jtsUy aiitd more for(?ibly excited, till at last they gtcqutfe 'sucii

strength, as often to intrude on the mind, in ^pite' of 'the

efforts of the will, and to resist the impression of present

objects. Abstracted in thought, the philosopher is often so

warmly engaged with the past and the future, as to bfe alto-

gether inattentive to present impi-essions. This approaches

to madness, but is not madness itself; because, though in-

sensible to the impressions of sense, his volition is powerfully

employed, and his ideas are vmder regulation. But before

l-eal madness takes place, the passions or the imagination

must have given such force to a certain train of ideas, as to

prostrate the powers of volition, as well as to shut oht the

impressions of sense. The man whose bosom is agitated by

rage is truly mad ; and the •' fine phrenzy" of the poet is a

phrase no less justly than beautifully applied to poetic enthu-

siasm. These are instances of temporary madness ; but

when it becomes a fixed disease, its approaches are gradual

and slow. The mittd is affected by the repeated opei-ation of

some passion or emotion, to which it was before particularly

disposed. If the mind be not impressed by present objects,

this passion or emotion directs the train of the ideas ; if it be

impressed, by present objects, the same affection gives undue

force to such impressions as have an affinity to its nature, arid

consequently diminishes those of an opposite kind. By ex-

ertion this power acquires new strength daily, the force of

volition becomes fainter and fainter, when opposed to its

operation, till at last it governs with despotic sway, and rea-

son is utterly extinguished.
* This is complete mania ; but

there ai'e degrees of this disorder in which the intellect is

only impaired ; where the judgment appears sound in gene-

ral, and is only defective on a particular subject. This partial

madness, which assumes a great variety of forms, according
^ '

'

.~ '
.

* This is the ordinary progress of mania ; but there are exceptipns*

Sometimes, though rarely, the reason is destroyed by a sudden and violent

impression on the senses, external or internal
;
and sometimes this disease

is evidently induced by derangement in the circulation of the blood.
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to ,tl)e variety of
,
causes which produce ,it,. Jiqifi b^en , palled

melancholia ; and to this class of mental disorders hypochpflr

driasis is, in general, to be referred. A specific distinction

has been attempted to be established between mania and n^p-

lancholia, from the moral sense being always extinguished in

the former ; whereas in the latter it is said to be in genqrai

entire.i This observation, however, is not strictly just, foirJo
ifkoSf^ cases of melancholia the sense of virtue is at least

impaired. In strict language, indeed, those grand aspiratio:^

of the human mind which give sublimity to the poet, and en-

thusiasm to the patriot, might perhaps be considered as species

of melancholia ; and in this way it may be found that th^j;e

are affections in our nature, the excess of which, though, ^t

maj^ overcome the power of reason^, yet carries us to a height of

genius and grandeur of virtue, to which, by the aid of the most

vigorous judgment we could never have attained. If this

sense of the word be allowed, melancholia may be said to be

connected with various and even opposite emotions and pas-

sionS) with hope or despondence, joy or grief, love or hatred,

according to the predisposition or the occasional causes : but

that species of it named hypochondriasis is always connected

with grief and fear. Other kinds of melancholia may ennoble

the mind, and give generosity, intrepidity, and independence ;

tliis always debases it, and produces selfislmess, cowardice
and distrust. Let us condense these remarks, ->

/ Th^e is a certain train of ideas which pervade the mind,

independent of vohtion, or of any active exertion : the ideas

of the imagination. ,,,.,. ..„,., „ , ,( ,.,,,.^1...^.

,,,,We judge of the truth and propriety of these ideas, by
comparing them with objects as they really exist, according
to the information of our senses and the representations, pf

memory: this is judgment, to the exercise of which it is

necessary that we should have the power of arresting qxiy

idea in its passage through the mind, dismissing and recalling

it at pleasure.
*

• 11 '
.

'
. ,,,K

,1* The mind cannot go directly to. work in recalling an idea; by dis»

missing that already; present, it makes room for its admission, &c.
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But if the ideas of the imagination, in consequence of in-

dulgence, or some other cause, acquire such force as to pre-

vent or pervert the impressions of sense, and (by overcoming
the vohtion) the representations of memory, the judgment
or reason can no longer be exerted, and mania has super-

vened.

If only a certain train of ideas had acquired this influ-

ence, and the volition is able to dismiss them, though with

great difficulty, the reason is only impaired, and the disease

is melancholia.

And if this train of ideas be connected with griefand fear,

and with an extreme attention to the diseases of the body,

the patient labours under hypochondriasis.

Hence the proximate cause of hypochondriasis is a diseased

state of the organs of perception, giving an undue force and

permanence to certain ideas, and diminishing the effect of

others. The organs of perception are, the external senses,

the nervous system in general, but particularly the brain,

which may be called the centre of sensation, and the source

of thought. We suppose the brain to be diseased, because

we cannot conceive how that which is immaterial can be im-

mediately injured in its power of action by external causes. ^^-bsji

This derangement, we presume, depends on the instrument,

not on the cause of thought. The subject is extremely ob-

scure and unsatisfactor}', and leads directly into the depths of

materialism. But whether the brain be the instrument or the

origin of thought, it is evident that in hypochondriasis it is

diseased, though the mechanical change produced on its sub-

stance has not been discovered. Some authors assert, that

in mania and melancholia the substance of the brain is ren-

dered specifically lighter.

"Various external injuries certainly disorder our intellect ;

the same effect is produced by too great force or too great

feebleness in the circulation : and sometimes it should seem

that a certain acrimony first appearing on the skin, and after-

wards absorbed into the mass of circulating fluids, has pro-

duced madness. It is still more certain that folly or fatuity
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lias tbeea f the ^

csMnsequ^ne^isof^sia' eritrSordtoiBy > dfFQsitml of

senium' into the
yBJitridhes/pfethegbEaincjrfaiadrfLeiTy remarks^

thatiUi OQeanstfiacej ,OBfiopel»iBgitkejh^ad of; aman of great/

genitts,iwhov aft^mflong, deepdrtdHUjeboIjf^put anendito bifc

life, a ivvaitdrjf, bubble ,mas fiMmd' jextended on the corpus calw'

losum. Instances of this kind might be multiplied, but they
wtfiaM not answer our purpose ;

ifor .whatever change there

may be„ on the : substanee > of the: brain in hypochondriasis^}
seen>Si.to.ibe the consecpi^ence; landi notiiihe cause, ofitbei/ret^
iteration of that train of ideas, to which the laesion of intellecbi

is:tQih&<re£'en^^''N baioaano? sd gB&bi'to nifitt aidi'h bnA
, HereAhettiwe^nmslt eefet, olrillnwe i discover in what manner^

the images of external Jtibingi^ are imprinted on the organ o£r

thought, and how they hecpme present to that portion of the

Divinity by which rw^iiare inibrmed. Tliis knowledge is,

perhaps, tod high for mortality.<i; TJae i philosopher of iSyraq
cutseeauld bave^naoved the; earth,! if he eould hasie! foundlao

place to stand on unconnectedTwith its motion ; and vvherfj

mind tmd matter are no lona:er united, ivr^'inay discover iJJib?

l<iWtSi;o£th^forDiier connection, a.) oaoqtjija i> v'V .j.i;.:,'odJ'io

,^s«3«vM'«S?.«i arij no abnsqab .omu.o'iq ov^ ,3n9m9gaBi9b aidT

do jlameuxg gi loeiidua sdT Jdguodj Tto a^M!oo arf^ no ion

lo ediqob adj oln;
"{
bjo't ib abr.Ql hnn ,

'

(-ioiod\zhRzau htxH aii/ja

odj 10 SKaKvvs-vSim adj od V'i,-i6 3dt isdiodw Jufl .m,iilBiioiini

r li aiafiiihfio'boqyd m :tBni Inobivo zi Jf .id^undj 'aj m'^'nc

-dna 8}[APPENDIXv lNl0^Hffl^i.'fEage 99i ^baac-aaib

tadJ .jT3??.fi I'lordua omorl .b'jT vo';!!! n-^od :;:>« aisd oanBJ;?

Addressed to the Presidents and Members of 'ttiei'I^HiBrary and Pbih)*b

h;3TS ool 10 ooio*^ 3C912 ooj yd boDJjboiq ^i Joa'ftg amfi?, jdj
Gentlemen, .

,

'
. r • ', • , , ^

m?Kj? ii\\U)(\?, ti ^'jfn'.l9mo8 bf»B : noitelinrj sdt m 8«f>n9!U99i

JT^ respect >vhiplji y^u hpy.e exprje^spd
for our late

member,|^

D^, (^eorge Bell, by Uie
resqlytiotis

of tlic Society, which occ^-

VOL. r. G G
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who honour his memory. To me, this attention is particularly

grateful ; and I should not have been so slow in executing the

task which you assigned me, had not long-continued sickness

deprived me of the power. Now that my strength is some-

what restored, I embrace the earliest opportunity of present-

ing the translation which you have requested : and more fully

to comply with your wishes, I shall prefix a short history of

the life of my much-lamented friend.

Dr. Bell was born at his father's estate, in the county of

Dumfries, in the autumn of the year 1755. He was the

younger son of Richard Bell of Greenhill, by Miss Carru-

thers, of Dormont ; and, by both sides of the house, was

descended of families which claim high antiquity in that

country, though little known to fame. The rudiments of his

education he received at home ; and he was very early dis-

tinguished by the quickness of his apprehension, and the

general brilliancy of his parts. While he was yet very young,

he had the misfortune to lose his father, who died at Bath in

the year 1766. This loss was, however, in a great measure

supplied by the care of his mother,— who yet survives to be

a blessing to her friends, — and by the counsel and example
of his brother, who, though very young, already displayed

an uncommon degree of prudence and virtue. By them

Dr. Bell was placed at the public school of Annan, then con-

ducted by the Rev. Mr. Wright, in whose house he resided.

Here he continued several years, and made a rapid progress

in classical literature. In the year 1769, Mr. Wright, being

appointed minister of the parish of New Abbey, in the neigh-

bourhood of Dumfries, gave up public teaching ; but Dr. Bell

was continued some time longer in his family as a private

pupil. Under the care of this excellent scholar, he had great

advantages. At the time he left him, which was before the

completion of his fifteenth year, he had obtained a perfect

acquaintance with the Roman classics, a competent know-

ledge of Greek, he was initiated in the French language, was

well skilled in geography, history, and the elements of mathe-
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matics, and had commenced a critic in the Enghsh belles

lettres.

In the autumn of the year 1770 he was sent to the Uni-

versity of Glasgow, where he continued for one session, in

the pursuits of general study. In the latter end of 1771

he was removed to Edinburgh, and began his professional

studies under the care and direction of his friend and re-

lation Mr. Benjamin Bell, whose name is now well known in

the medical world. At this university he continued till the

summer of the year 1777, when he obtained the degree of

Doctor of Medicine, and published the Inaugural Disserta-

tion to which you are about to give a place in your records.

During this long period Dr. Bell had time to apply himself,

not only to the various branches of medicine, but to the

different departments of philosophy and polite literature, ne-

cessary to a plan of liberal and general education. As his

application was great his acquirements were very consider--

able ; and he was so happy as to attract the notice of several

persons eminent for science and learning. Of this number

was the present learned professor of botany in Edinburgh,
Dr. Hope, who early discovered his acute and enterprising

genius, and distinguished him by his patronage and counsel.

Of this number, likewise, was the celebrated Dr. Cullen, who
honoured him with his particular friendship, and introduced

him to the late Lord Kames, in a manner which was ex-

tremely flattering. His lordship, when engaged in the com-

position of the work which he afterwards published under the

title of The Gentleman Farmer, applied to Dr. Cullen for

information on some subjects connected with the philosophy

of vegetation. The learned professor, being deeply engaged
with other subjects, referred him to Dr. Bell, then in his

twentieth year, whom, on that occasion, he introduced to his

lordship. An acquaintance, thus begun, was matured into

intimacy ; and Dr. Bell spent a considerable part of one or

two autumn vacations at the country seat of this venerable

old man in the south of Scotland. Lord Kames mentioned

him with honour in the work to which I have alluded ; and

{; (; 2
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entertained a particular regard for him to the end of his Hfe.

When he made the tour of France, the letters of introduction

which he procured from this illustrious philosopher were of

the greatest service ; and he was likewise much indebted to

his friendship, when he afterwards settled as a physician at

Berwick-upon-Tweed.
While Dr, Bell was pursuing his studies at Edinburgh, his

elder brother, to whose most affectionate care he was highly

indebted,, met an untimely and unexpected fate. In the

autumn, of the year 1776 he perished in bathing in the river

Kirtle, near the bottom of his own garden. This admirable

young: man was bred to the Scotch law. His talents and his

virtues made his life most honourable, and his early death

most deeply lamented.

b.iSoon after his graduation Dr. Bell removed from Edin-

burgh to London, with the view of completing his education ;

andj after a winter's residence there, he passed over to France.

At this time he relaxed from the severity of his studies, and

mingled, more than might, from his former habits, have been

expected, in the scenes of gaiety and pleasure with which

Paris abounds.

In the latter end of the year 1778 he returned to Scot-

latid. Some part of that and the succeeding winter he spent

in Edinburgh ; and during the rest of his time he in general

lived with his mother and sisters at his paternal estate. While

there, besides the gratis exercise of his profession among his

friends and neighbours, he was much engaged in the study of

the French and Roman classics ; and particularly of the works

of Virgil, of whom he was an enthusiastic admirer. In this

interval he composed two MS. volumes of criticism on the

iEneid.

»! In the spring of the year 1780 he settled as a physician

at Berwick-upon-Tweed, with very general and powerful

recommendations ; and, in less than a year, he fell into the

first practice in that quarter. But it having been represented

to him that he might have a larger field for the exercise of
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his professional talents at Manchester, he removed thither in

the month of March, 1781.

It is not necessary to detail the incidents of the remaining

part of his life. On this subject you cannot want information.

He was admitted as a member into your society soOn after his

arrival in Manchester, and he continued such till his deathi

During this period, you all probably knew him ;
and it be-

comes you, better than me, to estimate the degree of regard

and esteem with which he was honoured. It only remains

that I give a short account of the concluding scene ; to which,

by the J)rivilege of friendship, I was a mournful witness; and

on which I reflect with mingled sensations of pain and plea-

sure, which I forbear to describe.

On the 20th of last January, 1784', he was seized with the

symptoms of a fever ; which, from the first, he apprehended
would prove fatal. He requested the advice of his friends,

Dr. Manwaring and Dr. Percival; and they attended him,

through the whole illness, with the utmost kindness and

assiduity. But, notwithstanding every assistance which me-

dicine could bring, the disease proceeded with most unfavour-

able omens. He clearly foresaw his approaching fate ; and

prepared for the moment of dissolution with unshaken forti-

tude. On the eighth day he became delirious ; and from this

time forward he possessed his reason by intervals only. A
vigorous constitution supported him, under a violent disease,

till the evening of the fourteenth day; when, after having

sustained many severe conflicts, his strength became utterly

exhausted, and he expired without a struggle. In this manner

was terminated the life of a man, who had virtues to procure

the love, and talents to comn^and the respect, of his fellow-

creatures ; and who, by an affecting, though not uncommon,

dispensation of Providence, was cut off in the beginning of

his career.

Dr. Bell was endued by nature with a firm undaunted

mind, a vigorous understanding, and a feeling heart. All his

impres-ions were strong, and his convictions deeply rooted.

From these, and from these only, he spoke and acted. He
G G 3
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was utterly free from every species of dissimulation and deceit.

His conduct was always direct, and his purpose evident. His

deliberations were more swayed by what he himself thought

right, than by what was likely to be thought right by others ;

and when his determination was once made, he was not easily

diverted from it, either by fear or favour. His adherence to

truth was strict and uniform, even from his early youth. His

spirit was too elevated to submit to falsehood, from whatever

source it might be supposed to arise ; whether from the sug-

gestions of vanity, the impressions of fear, or the dictates of

malice. His humanity was pure and unaffected. No man
did a kind action with less consciousness of merit, or less

purpose of gaining applause. His passions were warm, his

affections strong, his sense of honour nice, his spirit, when

provoked, high and indignant. In the more intimate relations

of life he was greatly beloved
;
in many of the qualities ne-

cessary for friendship he has seldom been equalled. Through
the whole of his conduct there appeared a strain of manly

sincerity. From his cradle to his grave, he perhaps never,
on any one occasion, sacrificed reality to appearances, or

courted applause from others, which was not justified by the

approbation of his own heart.

These high endowments do not often appear without their

kindred defects. A fearless temper and an open heart are

seldom strictly allied to prudence, and are apt to inspire a

contempt of appearances, which may have serious conse-

quences in the business of life. That this was instanced

in Dr. Bell those who loved him best are forced to allow.

He was not always sufficiently attentive to the decorum of

manners : he was too much disposed to break through those

restraints which a necessary ceremony has imposed on the

intercourse of society. Free from affectation himself, he was

quick in discerning it in others ; and he seldom allowed any

thing which bore its resemblance to pass unnoticed, even in

those for whom he entertained the highest esteem. The

consequence which vanity often assumes, and which be-

nevolence sees and admits, he was too much inclined to
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expose. This bias of mind appeared before he was eight

years of age. At that time, the uncommon Uvehness of his

temper, and quickness of his apprehension, made him uni-

versally admired as a child of extraordinary talents. Every

sally of his imagination was encouraged ; and the disposition

to which I have alluded grew up into a habit, which great

tenderness of heart and strength of judgment could never

effectually overcome. The features of his character were

indeed strongly marked throughout from his early youth.

When yet a boy he had the same independence of spirit, and

originality of mind, which marked his riper years.

Failing's such as his have their most unfavourable effects

in general intercourse. In the eye of friendship, they appear
of little account, when weighed against a liberal, cultivated,

and vigorous mind, and a temper brave, generous, and sincere.

Dr. Bell acquired knowledge Avith remarkable facility ; but

he did not communicate it with equal ease. This was chiefly

owing to early habits of verbal and grammatical criticism, in

which he had greatly indulged. He was extremely nice in

the choice of words ; he would use no expressions that were

not exactly fitted to his ideas ; and in his dislike of every

thing strained or affected, he had declared war against some

of the natural ornaments of speech. His reading was ex-

tensive, and his learning various. In every thing which

related to his profession he was minutely informed. His

education had afforded him every opportunity of improve-

ment : his application was great, and his acquirements were

proportionably valuable. In classical literature he had few

equals ; and in historical and philosophical knowledge he had

not many superiors.

The qualities of Dr. Bell's mind required a state of action.

He was eminently fitted for situations of difficulty or danger;

and, had his lot been cast differently, the enthusiasm of his

spirit, and the strength of his faculties, might have enrolled

his name in the list of those which go down to future ages

with honour and applause. It was his misfortune that his

situation did not always present objects of sufficient import-

G G 4
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ance to excite his attention, and call forth his faculties ; and

that, like many other men of genius, he was often unable to

originate those literary exertions, which sometimes . bring

fame, and which generally bring happiness. His spirits,

indeed, were not equal. He was often lively, cheerful, and

familiar, and sometimes grave, inattentive, and reserved.

Circumstances, which it would be painful and improper to

relate, contributed to throw some degree of gloom over his

latter days. But he was naturally subject, at times, to those

ebbings of the mind, as an admired writer expresses himself,

which generally accompany great sensibility ; a state, from

which the transition is sometimes more easy to levity end

mirth, than to the sober exercises of reason.

It is common to expect, even in the more minute parts of

the conduct of men of allowed superiority of talents, some

marks of intention and design, by which such superiority

might be indicated. But this is, I think, an error. The

characteristic of genius is simplicity. A lofty spirit submits

with difficulty to restraint or disguise ; and the higher emo-

tions of the mind are seldom compatible with a nice attention

to little things. It is, however, to be lamented, that men of

great endowments are often deficient in that self-command,

which should give regularity to conduct, and steadiness to

exertion. But let us not too hastily condemn them. The

powers of genius impose the severest task on the judgment.

The imagination in which they reside must always be strong;

the sensibility by which they are attended must often be

wayward. To restrain, to excite, and to direct the exertions

of a mind so constituted, according to the dictates of reason,

must frequently produce a most painful warfare ; and if to

succeed in such contests be not always given to the strong,

let the weak rejoice that they are seldom called to the

encounter.

Years and experience would most probably have remedied,

in a great measure, the defects in Dr. Bell's character ; and

as he became more fully known, it may be presumed that he

would have acquired a degree of reputation suited to his
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great integrity and abilities. Yet it cannot be denied, that a

temper so open, and a conduct so little aftected by the opi

nions or prejudices of others, were not perfectly calculated

for success in a world, in which the most honest heart

must often be veiled, and the loftiest spirit must some-

times bend.

Such, gentlemen, was the roan whose memory you wish to

preserve in the records of your Society. I knew him better

than any person living, and I loved him more than I shall

attempt to express. I have not, however, dealt in unmixed

eulogy, which sometimes may amuse the living, but which

can never characterise the dead. It belonged to him I have

attempted to commemorate, to be as jealous of undeserved

praise as of undeserved censure; and I have endeavoured to

delineate his character in such a manner as his magnanimous

spirit would have approved. I have not, knowingly, exte-

nuated his faults ; and you will not believe I have set down

aught in malice. What would it avail me to deviate from

the truth ? The voice of censure cannot pierce the grave,

nor flattery soothe the ear of death.

APPENDIX, No. IV. Page 140.

(" TJie folloxoing Letters on the Plan for erecting a Lunatic

Asylum at Liverpool, having been several times applied

for by perso7is engaged in similar undertakings, are now

given to the Pidilic at large''
— Medical Reports, vol. 2.

Appendi:^ II.)

Mr. Gore, Printer of the Liverpool Advertisei'.

Liverpool, August 29. 1789.

Sir,

Be so kind as to give a place in your useful paper to the

following remarks on public charities, and particularly on the

proposal for a Lunatic Asylum.
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In forming an idea of the connection between the various

ranks of society, we may consider a nation as a great trading

company ; and if we suppose this company to be engaged in

both manufactures and commerce, these terms will, in one

sense or other, apply to almost all the occupations of civilised

life. Each partner in the business is not equally concerned,

it is true, because every one does not throw the same share

of property, talents, and activity into the common stock; but

all are interested in the general success, and the welfare of

each is connected with that of the whole.

A business of this kind naturally divides itself into various

branches, in which the different partners must engage accord-

ing to their respective knowledge and abilities. That there

may be regularity and order, there must be a proper subor-

dination ; each must exert himself honestly in his particular

department ; and while some plan and regulate, others must

labour and execute.

Of these two divisions the last, indeed, is by far the most

numerous. A few suffice to give general directions, but

many are required for the manual operations. The manu-

factures carried on are almost all of them from raw mate-

rials, and demand much time and labour to bring them to

perfection, and the exchange of these manufactures with

those of other great trading companies^ is a business of great

enterprise and exertion. The earth is hard and stubborn,

the ocean is dark and tempestuous. To conquer the rugged-

ness of the one, and to triumph over the dangers of the

other, the great bulk of mankind must work and toil. It is,

indeed, evident, that the various classes of men grow more

and more numerous the lower they descend. A well-regu-

lated society may be compared for its solidity to a pyramid.

It may be compared to a pyramid, likewise, because it termi-

nates in a point, because the strata of the building are of

greater circumference as they approach the ground, because

each inferior stratum supports all that are above it, and

because the lowest stratum, which is the widest, sustains

the building : here the analogy fails. The foundation of a
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pyramid becomes more solid, the greater the superincumbent

weight; it only sinks the deeper in the earth. But the

foundation of this living edifice is made of less firm materials,

and if it be too much pressed upon, it will crumble away.
This comparison may serve to illustrate the immense con-

sequence of the labouring poor. They demand our constant

attention. To inform their minds, to repress their vices, to

assist their labours, to invigorate their activity, and to im-

prove their comforts;— these are the noblest offices of

enlightened minds in superior stations; offices which are of

the very essence of virtue and patriotism, which must attract

the approbation of the good and wise, and which will obtain

the favour of the Eternal Being, who is the Great Father of

us ail-

But of all the claims which the poor have upon us, there is

none so pressing, or so generally admitted, as that for assist-

ance when sinking under disease. Accordingly, institutions

for the relief of the sick poor have been established all over

the kingdom, and are, perhaps, the most unexceptionable of

all public endowments. In this great and increasing town

institutions of this kind have been supported with singular

liberality, and have been attended with singular success.

One disease only has no provision for it ; one disease, awful

*n its appearance, and destructive in its influence, but of so

peculiar a nature as not to admit of relief under any general

establishment. It is needless to say, that this is insanity.

The difficulty and expense of founding asylums for lunatics

have been the only reasons, it may be presumed, why they
have not been universal ; since it cannot be doubted, that

they have the same general recommendations as hospitals for

the sick, and that they even have peculiar claims in their

favour, both of policy and of humanity.
Of the various evils to which men are subject, there is,

indeed, none so dreadful as insanity. Other calamities are

exterior, and pass away with tbe flight of time ; or if they
are mental, they yield to the constant succession of external

impressions. If human nature is unable to throw off other
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evils It happily sinks under them, and death presents itself

to the good and the brave, as the termination of calamity.

But madness, while it hastens not the approach of death,

destroys all that makes life valuable. It is not a single en-

joyment of which it bereaves us, nor a single blessing that it

carries away. It preys not on the gifts of fortune, but on the

attributes of reason, and strikes at once at all the powers and

privileges of man !

Yet if the victims of this fearful malady were incapable
of relief, as some rashly imagine, we should have only to

tremble at their fate, and to mourn over the degradation of

our nature. But while experience teaches us that their

situation is by no means hopeless, as men and as Christians

we are called on to exert ourselves in their behalf. If afflic-

tion of any kind engage our attention, if disease in any form

excite our compassion, let not those be denied our pity and

our succour, whose affliction is the most deep, and whose dis-

ease is the most terrible.

In the institution of a lunatic asylum there is this singu-

larity, that the interests of the rich and poor are equally and

immediately united. Under other diseases the rich may
have every assistance at their own homes, but under insanity

relief can seldom be obtained but from an establishment for

the treatment of this particular disease. Hence the objects

of a lunatic asylum are twofold— to provide accommoda-

tion for the poor suitable to their circumstances, and to make

provision for those of superior stations, who are able to

remunerate the expense. The objects of such an institu-

tion are twofold in another sense : it holds out a shelter both

for the curable and incurable. To the first it proposes the

restoration of reason ; and while it relieves society from the

burden of the last, it covers the hapless victims themselves

from the dangers of life, and from the selfish contempt of an

unfeeling world.

A lunatic asylum differs from hospitals for the sick in an-

other important particular : these require not only a great

expense for their original establishment, but a great annual
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contribution for carrying them on ; since the patients in hos-

pitals have not only their lodging and attendance gratuitous,

but their food also, and sometimes their clothing. On the

contrary, in a lunatic asylum the expense of diet and cloth-

ing (except in very particular cases), never falls on the insti-

tution ; this being defrayed for the paupers by the parishes

to which they belong ; and for those in better circumstances,

by the guardians of their property. It is the policy of an

asylum to make these two classes connect with each other, so

that the increased payments made by the rich may serve to

diminish, in some degree, the demands on the poor. Hence

the annual expense of an asylum is small, compared with that

of hospitals, properly so called, though the expenditure re-

quired for the erection and fitting up of the building must, no

doubt, be considerable. But it is not the character of the

inhabitants of Liverpool to let a plan for a public institution,

that can be proved to be useful or honourable, fall to the

ground for want of contributions to carry it on, much less a

scheme of humanity so interesting and important. Let the

usefulness of this scheme be made apparent to the public,

and its success is infallible.

Every informed mind must indeed rejoice, that the general

meeting called at the Infirmary to consider of the propriety
of an asylum for lunatics were unanimous in their appro-

bation of the measure, and that a committee appointed by
that meeting are now preparing a plan for carrying it into

effect. If the funds for the asylum can be raised, without

infringing on the interest or property of the Infirmary, the

friends of that hospital will doubtless rejoice to see the in-

stitutions connected together, by which mutual advantages

may be obtained, and the great object of all such charities,

the relief of human misery, be promoted and extended.

The only other point to be considered is the extent of this

asylum. The most prudent conduct will be, not to enlarge

it much beyond the present necessity ; but to erect it on a

plan which may admit of future additions, according as future

experience may point out that they are required.
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Under these restrictions, it is to be hoped that the pubhc
voice will be unanimous in favour of the proposed establish-

ment ; and that the magistrates especially will lend it their

support. So shall another evidence be reared, in addition to

those which already reflect credit on the munificence of

Livei'pool. Our public buildings for pleasure, as well as

business, are in a high style of elegance and splendour ; our

institutions for the care of man's perishing body are already,

perhaps, brought near to perfection : our honours will be

increased, and the system of our charities completed, by an

institution for the health of his immortal mind.

J. C.

No. 2.

Mr. Gore.
October 15. 1789.

Sir,

It gives me pleasure to find that my letter to you of the

25th of August, on the proposal for a Lunatic Asylum, has

been so far noticed that its defects have been discovered,

and that some gentlemen are desirous of seeing them sup-

plied. I proceed, therefore, willingly to discuss those points

which connect the subject with our particular situation, and

which the limits of your paper prevented from being in-

cluded in my first address. — It may seem, indeed, that as the

measure has been approved at a general meeting called by
the mayor, where the scheme proposed by the committee

was examined and adopted, it is not now necessary to enter

farther into the business. But as objections have been

started from some respectable quarters, and as several gen-
tlemen of property and character seem as yet to hesitate on

the propriety of the measure, it may not be improper to con-

sider it more particularly.

1st. It is asked how our lunatics have been hitherto be-

stowed, and what inconveniences have been felt from the

want of an asylum ?
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• Hitherto, such as have not been sent to a distance have

been confined in the poor-house,
— a building erected for the

reception of helpless infancy and of declining age, which

contains within its walls upwards of a thousand objects of this

description, and which neither has, nor can be supposed to

have, proper accommodation for lunatics, who require so very

peculiar a treatment. Hence the burdening the poor-house

with the insane has been attended by many serious incon-

veniences. It has introduced disquiet and disorder into the

institution, when the lunatics have been suffered, as is com-

mon, to run at large ; and where they have been placed in

confinement, no adequate provision or attendance having
been provided for it, unhappy consequences have followed to

these hapless beings, over some of which humanity laments,

and delicacy must draw a veil. In such a state of things much

could not possibly be attempted for the recovery of reason ;

but the more moderate have been kept as quiet as possible,

and some of the more furious have been sent away. The

faculty who have attended the sick of this great hospital, and

the committee who have superintended it, have done their

duty faithfully : it is only to be lamented that the evil, on the

present system, appears to be irremediable. When the poor-

house shall be relieved from the insane, the exertions of the

respectable magistrates, who are now so laudably employed
in improving its regulations, will be more successful. Their

attention being confined to the proper objects of this institu-

tion, they will then find it easier to extirpate vice, disorder,

and guilty idleness from this great family of the lowest and

most ignorant class of society ;
to prepare the young for en-

tering the world with habits of industry and sobriety, and to

give comfort and quiet to the old, whose days of labour are

past, and whose chief duty it is to prepare themselves for a

future world.

2d. It is said, that though an asylum for lunatics may be

desirable, yet that sufficient accommodation may be found

for them, without erecting a building on purpose. Some

have pointed to the present House of Correction as a proper
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place ; and others mention, that cells may possibly be appro-

priated to them in the New Gaol. That any plan which

would separate the lunatics from the general mass of the

poor would be an improvement on the present system it is

but fair to allow ; but to each of these proposals there are

strong objections. To the first may be offered the objections

already stated, against complicating the discipline of a poor-

house with that of an institution for the insane, with which

it has no alliance. It may be urged, likewise, that the pre-

sent House of Correction, when vacated, will be wanted for

a fever-ward to the poor-house, to prevent the spreading of

those contagions which, with every care, will sometimes be

introduced into the building, and sometimes generated within

its walls. And it may be added, that the House of Cor-

rection is very unfit for an asylum for lunatics, from its struc-

ture and size, which a single glance will show to be inadequate

to the purpose ; and from its situation, which is exposed to

idle curiosity and perpetual noise. On the other hand, the

appropriation of any part of the new prison to the reception

of the insane, may be supposed a very crude notion. That

great and scientific edifice is destined to a very different pur-

pose ; if it were not, no part of it could be adapted to in-

curables, without considerable alterations ;
and who would

seriously think of planting an institution for the recovery of

reason within the precincts of a gaol ?

The truth is, these proposals have proceeded from an im-

perfect notion of the design of a lunatic asylum. If its in-

tention were merely to provide a prison-house for the insane,

where they might be hid from the sight of their friends till

the grave should hide them for ever, such proposals would

deserve consideration : but this is only one object of an asy-

lum, and that one the least important. It has the greater

object of restoring reason itself; and such notions do not

correspond with this high design.

.^d. But, while these schemes appear too narrow, another

has been proposed that seems to run into the contrary extreme.

Some warm supporters of the Lunatic Asylum (particularly
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one gentleman, wjjp has the power and the will to give it

most generous assistance,) are of opinion that it ought to be

a distinct institution, placed in the country, though near the

town, where it may possess the advantage of the purest air,

with a considerable space for the amusement of the patients

in different exercises, and for their occupation in gardening

and other innocent and healthful employments, when their

minds are sufficiently calm to be engaged in this way. To

this proposal the difficulty and expense of carrying it into

effect are the only objections ; for it cannot be denied that it

is, in the abstract, the best of all others. Dr. Hunter, of

York, in a letter to the writer of this, gives a decided pre-

ference to this plan, and earnestly wishes that every county

in the kingdom would adopt it. His opinion is the more to be

regarded, because it is founded on actual experience, having

himself been the principal agent in establishing an institution

on this plan in his own county, to which he is the sole phy-

sician,— the York Lunatic Asylum. But it is to be

feared, that such a plan can only be successful when pro-

posed as a county establishment ; and it does not appear that

Lancashire is likely to unite in a measure of this kind. In

Manchester a lunatic hospital, connected with the infirm-

ary there, has long flourished ; and a similar establishment at

Liverpool will probably answer every exigence that may
arise for many years to come. Should other districts of the

county require, in process of time, similar establishments,

they will, doubtless, in this, as in other instances, follow the

example of the leading towns. That the expense of a sepa-

rate establishment in the country may be fairly computed,

let us attend to a few obvious facts. In the Asylum at York

the patients are divided into eight classes, which pay ac-

cording to eight different rates, regularly progressive, from

six to twenty shillings a week. It may be presumed that

these rates defray the expense of maintenance ; and that the

sums raised for this institution by contribution have been em-

ployed in the original purchase and improvement of the

ground, in the building and furnishing tlie asylum, and in the

VOL. I. H Ji
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expense of a separate establishment. By the statement pub-
lished on the first of January, 1788, these sums appear to

be as follows :— Raised

By Benefactions - - . - ^9155

By Legacies
- - . - 1718

By Collections - - - 813

In all - ^11,686

There is no account of any accumulating fund. The York

Asylum is adapted to sixty, or perhaps seventy patients.

As the purchase of land, building, &c. cannot be expected
to be cheaper in the vicmity of Liverpool than of York, a

similar plan could not be executed here at a lower rate.

And though we built a house for the reception of thirty

patients only, yet, as the quantity of ground required, and

the expenses of the establishment, would not be much less,

the sum of the expense could not be calculated at less than

two thirds of that of the York Asylum. But it seems

scarcely to be expected that eight thousand pounds should

be procured for this purpose in the town and neighbourhood
of Liverpool, where some of the leading men seem as yet

indisposed to a Lunatic Asylum on the easiest and most

economical plan. Should the opulence and public spirit of

any individual, or of any combination of individuals, convince

the writer that his doubts are ill-founded, he will heartily

adopt this more extended scheme, and promote it by the

best of his humble endeavours. In the mean time the plan

approved at the General Meeting seems deserving of every

encouragement, not only as the simplest and least expensive,

but as the only one likely to succeed, and as one that bids

fair to accomplish all the more important objects. By com-

bining the Lunatic Asylum Avith the Infirmary, there will not

only be an immense saving of expense in the building itself,

but in the annual disbursements. The same offices, apothecary,

and board of economy, will serve both, besides other advan-

tages ; and for a third of eight thousand pounds, all that is

wanted may possibly be obtained. To this union the same
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objections do not apply, as to a house for lunatics in conjunc-
tion with the poor-house. The discipline of an Infirmary
and of a Lunatic Asylum have similar objects, and require
the same habits, and nearly the same degree of watchfulness

and attention. The institutions themselves are closely allied

in their nature ; the first affords relief to diseases of the

body, the second to diseases of the mind. That these are

more nearly connected than is commonly imagined, it would

be easy to show, if this were the proper place to enter on

such discussions. Madness, indeed, can only be called a

disease of the mind, because its most striking symptom is

the derangement of the intellect. The disorder, it is reason-

able to suppose on every theory, is seated not in the agent,
but in the instrument of thought ; and to borrow an expres-
sion from the letter of an enlightened physician already
mentioned, a madman may be defined,

" a man out of

tune."

4th. This subject must not, however, be dismissed without

noticing an objection to the plan which has been adopted,
that comes from a very respectable quarter. It has been

supposed that the vicinity of the Lunatic Asylum to the

Infirmary might be hurtful to this charity, from the patients
in it being disturbed by the noise of the insane. As this

objection is an important one, it has been particularly
examined. Where experience can be had, it is always safest

to have recourse to. it, and this has been done in the present
instance. On this particular point, Dr. Hunter of York; Dr.

Simmons, physician to St. Luke's Hospital, London
; Dr.

Eason, physician to the Infirmary and Lunatic Hospital of

Manchester
; Dr. Moncrieff of Bristol, and Dr. Cleghorn of

Glasgow, have been consulted ; and the writer of this has

also had ample communication on the structure and economy
of lunatic establishments with Dr. Gilchrist of Dumfries.

He has likewise, by the assistance of Mr. Christie of Lon-

don, obtained a plan and an account of the Lunatic Hospital
at Montrose. To detail the information contained in these

letters would be tedious and needless ; they are open to the

il H 2
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inspection of any gentleman who may wish to peruse them,

as well as a copy of the words in which the objection was

stated. It will be sufficient to say, that on this point the

answers of such as have had experience are clear and satis-

factory. In the Dumfries Infirmary, lunatics were at first

confined on the ground-floor, under the same roof with the

other patients ; but their numbers having increased, a sepa-

rate building has been erected for them, which stands as a

wing to the hospital, and, as appears by a plan of the whole,

at a distance from it of thirty feet. In this instance, the

objection, it is clear, has never occurred. In Manchester

the Lunatic Hospital is in close connection with the Infirmary,

as those who have visited that town must have seen ; yet
here we have the express assertion of Dr. Eason, that no

such inconvenience has been felt ; and this account has been

confirmed by Mr. Darbey, a very ingenious gentleman, who

has seen the spot on which our asylum is intended to be

built, and who served the office of apothecary to the Man-

chester Infirmary for twenty years.

Mr. Christie and Dr. Simmons mention that this objection

was started to the vicinity of St. Luke's with the Lying-in

Hospital, but that it was over-ruled, and that experience has

proved it to be merely hypothetical ; yet by the plan of St.

Luke's, which the former has be^n so kind as to send, the

distance between these buildings is only forty feet. Between

the Liverpool Infirmary and the projected Asylum, a distance

of fifty yards, if necessary, may be obtained. If to these

instances we add, that the trustees of Guy's Hospital, with

all the experience of other institutions before them, and with

a fund that is adequate to almost any expense, are about to

erect a building in connection with that infirmary exactly

upon our plan, it is hoped that the danger apprehended in

our case will no longer be feared.

Every new scheme must expect to meet with objections ;

and he whose judgment suggests them to him, does society a

service in proposing them openly. If they are well-founded,

they may prevent an ill-advised project ;
if they are founded
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in part, they may improve a hasty measure ; and if they are

altogether erroneous, they will serve to illustrate a wise pur-

pose and a judicious scheme. Those gentlemen, therefore,

who have openly opposed the plan of the committee, con-

ceiving that a better might be executed, are to be applauded
for withholding their assistance till their objections are in

some degree removed ; and such as have hesitated in their

approbation of any measure of the kind, not perceiving the

grounds on which it is supported, have done wisely to with-

hold their countenance for further information. That the

scheme of the committee does not comprehend everypossible

advantage, it is but candid to allow; but this is in no respect

singular. We must not reject those advantages which are

the best that can be obtained, because they are not as good
as may be conceived ; nor refuse a blessing because it has

some tincture of alloy. Bounded in our knowledge as well

as in our power, we cannot expect that the work of our hands

shall have the attribute of perfection.

To those who may be surprised that a measure which

seems now so desirable should not have been sooner carried

into effect, the difference between the objects of this and of

other charities may be pointed out. The cries of poverty
and sickness will be heard ; but insanity, alas ! cannot make
its complaint !

— Hence the victims of this disease have

passed too much unregarded; and when they have been

noticed, they have been thrust from the sight into prison-

houses, whose secrets, if they could unfold them, might often
" harrow up the soul." A late national distress has, how-

ever, forced the subject upon general attention ; the example
of Liverpool, there is good reason to believe, will speedily be

followed by several of the principal cities in the kingdom ;

and among the happy consequences of the issue of that

calamity, future times will probably enumerate a more

general provision, and a more humane treatment of this

hapless class of our fellow-creatures.

The writer of this is not biassed in favour of the proposal

for a Lunatic Asylum by his having been the author of the

II II 3
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scheme ; on the contrary, it was proposed originally without

his knowledge : that honour belongs exclusively to others.

But as there is a public as well as private duty attached to

every station of life, when this proposal was brought forward,

he conceived it came within the scope of his professional

duties to form a judgment upon it on the best information in

his power. The grounds of this judgment he now lays

before the public ; and he has the satisfaction of thinking,

that though this may appear a useless labour, it cannot pos-

sibly do harm. If the scheme is a good one, it cannot be

too nicely examined : it is the character of truth and wisdom

to appear more advantageous the more they are seen ;
it is

for fraud and folly only to shrink from the light.

J. C.

P. S. Since writing the above, I have been favoured with a

letter from Dr. Hunter of York, in which he has been so

kind as to rectify one or two misapprehensions respecting the

Asylum for lunatics there. He mentions, that instead of

sixt}^ or seventy, this building, with the last additions, will

contain ninety patients ; and that the sum total of its expense
is something more than ten thousand pounds; fifteen hundred

having been laid by for additions and repairs, a circumstance

not mentioned in the report of 1787, from which my state-

ments were drawn.

Dr. Hunter is farther of opinion, that a separate building

and establishment for thirty lunatics in the neighbourhood of

this town, might be reared for a much smaller sum than what

I have supposed ; conceiving, no doubt, that the experience

derived from the Asylum at York, which was in a great mea-

sure a new undertaking, would point out a less expensive

method of attaining the objects in view.

Though I have argued on the supposition of a building for

thirty patients only, yet I am of opinion that we ought not to

erect one for less than forty, the grounds of which shall (if

necessary) be laid before the public on some future occasion ;

.and though in deference to this learned and respectable phy-
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sician (whose kindness and liberality are worthy of every

acknowledgment) his opinion is published, as well as the facts

he has offered, yet my predilection for the plan adopted, of

connecting our Asylum with the Infirmary, as the best that

can be pursued in our circumstances, continues as firm as

before.

In treating on this subject, the following fact (which came

very lately to my knowledge) ought to find a place, as it may
serve to illustrate more strongly the propriety of some esta-

blishment for the insane :
—

It appears that Mr. Howard visited Liverpool several

years ago ; and, witnessing the situation of the lunatics in our

poor-house, that he was impressed with our want of a separate

building for their reception. This, it should seem, dwelt on

his mind ; and some time aftei'wards he wrote a letter to the

mayor of that year (Mr. Pole) from Constantinople, recom-

mending the erection of a lunatic asylum, and offering fifty

pounds towards it whenever it should be undertaken, a sum

which his executors would be instructed to pay, on produc-

tion of the letter, should his life be demanded of him before

his return. Hence the name o? John Howard of Cardington

graces our subscription-list. Mr. Howard has since been in

Liverpool ; and though he had much conversation with the

writer of this, as well as with others, on the subject of our

charitable institutions, it does not appear that he took any

notice of his own remarkable offer. He learned, however,

that the scheme for erecting a lunatic asylum had been

brought forward by a public-spirited gentleman ; and though

deferred for the time, that it was likely, in the course of a few

years, to be carried into effect. Mr. Howard is again gone

abroad ; and should he live to return and revisit Liverpool, it

is hoped, in this particular, he will not be disappointed. But

this is a pleasure which, it is feared, he may never enjoy.*

Having awakened the powers of reason and the true spirit

of charity throughout the nations of Europe, he is now

* lie died oil this join ncy, at Clicrsoii. — J. C.

a U '!•
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attempting to diffuse them among the diseiples of Mahomet.

Wliile the sovereigns of Russia and Germany are carrying

devastation and slaughter along the coasts of the Euxine

and the shores of the Archipelago, this prophet of mercy

approaches the benighted followers of the Crescent from

another quarter, with the mission of peace and love. He
was last heard of from St. Petersburgh. Thenee passing

through Moscow, he purposed to enter the Turkish empire,

eastward of the sea of Azof, to avoid the storms of war.

The route he has marked out crosses the mountains of Cir-

cassia, and passes along the shores of the Caspian into

Persia and Armenia. His pilgrimage will then extend across

Arabia Petrea, and through the Isthmus of Suez into the

Continent of Africa. If life is granted him, he will traverse

the nations that inhabit the southern shores of the Mediter-

ranean ; and,' passing into Europe by the Straits of Gibraltar,

return by Spain and France to England. To this singular

tour he has devoted three years ; and he himself, it is said,

has little expectation of living to go through it. It is most

probable, therefore, that we shall not see him again. But na

matter :— wherever he finds a grave, the spot will be hal-

lowed, and his name consecrated in the admiration of

posterity.

Quo nihil majus, meliusve terris

Fata donavere, bonique Divi ;

Nee dabunt, quamvis redeant in aurum

Tempora priscum. Hor.

James Currie.

Liverpool, 12th November 1789.
Sii mid tj-jlvbB oj

'
^'N.B. The Lunatic Asylum was completed in the year

itSO, nearly on the plan recommended above. It has ac-

commodations for sixty-four patients. No inconvenience has

ever been experienced from its vicinity to the Infirmary.

J. C.

May 7. 1804.-.
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APPENDIX, No. V. Page 151.

THE RECLUSE. No. 3.

Consiliis habitus non futilis auctor.

Virgil.

When I had resolved to take upon me the task of address-

ing the pubhc once a week, I naturally began to revolve in

my mind the best method of procuring my opinions a favour-

able hearing, and rendering my advice effectual to its pur-

pose. This led me to consider the diflPerent modes of

conveying our sentiments to each other, with their compara-
tive success; and this again into some reflections on the

character of the human mind, and its various sympathies.
The result of my meditations on these important points, I

shall communicate in part to my readers.

Whoever undertakes to counsel another, assumes to him-

self, or seems to assume, a superiority of knowledge or judg-
ment on the points in question, and ought, therefore, to

consider whether his age and character, or acknowledged
attention to the subject, are such as to make this claim as

readily admitted as it is advanced. It may be that we deceive

ourselves in regard to our talents or information, or both ; it

may be that the person advised has already decided for him-

self, or that he does not admit of our right to advise him. He
may be disgusted with good advice from any quarter, if it be

accompanied with the slightest appearance of roughness or

arrogance ; or he may repel it under every advantage of

manner and address, from the pride and self-sufficiency of

his own mind, impatient of counsel or of controul. In many
cases there is a combination of these difficulties, and in almost

every case one or other of them presents itself. Prudent
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men, therefore, seldom offer unasked advice ; and are even

shy of giving it when requested, notwithstanding the grati-

fication of vanity which an appeal to their judgment must

naturally afford. To step forward with unsolicited opinions
on the conduct of those around us, is, in general, the charac-

teristic of folly ; though sometimes this task is assumed by a

generous and enlightened friendship, which risks its own

peace for the happiness of others, and discharges one of the

most difficult as well as one of the noblest of duties.

These remarks apply more immediately to the open inter-

course of individuals in private life. The objections to giving

counsel, and the obstacles to its proper reception, are cer-

tainly much lessened, when the person who offers it is con-

cealed from their view, and when he addresses himself, not

to an individual, but to the public at large. When he who
takes upon him the office of correction or instruction is un-

known, our resentment wants an object on which it may fix

itself; and when his advice or reproof is offered to us only as

members of the general community, we can submit to receive

it patiently; because it is not attended by open reproach—
because we are seldom ashamed of what we do in company—
because our share of the censure is small,— or because, by
an easy process of self-love, we can divest ourselves even of

this, and bestow our portion on those around us.

In some cases these considerations may, indeed, be sup-

posed to render advice or instruction less effectual, by making
it less personal. But this is, in general, much more than

compensated by the advantage of often addressing the reason

when it is unclouded, and speaking to the heart when the

selfish passions are at rest. In these quiet and still moments,
truth insinuates itself into minds darkened by ignorance and

error, and obtains an empire over the understanding which

can never be overthrown ; and hence it is, that the press has

become the great instrument of instruction, the emancipator
of man, an engine fitted to move a world !

It may, however, be la idoown as a truth almost universal,

that the influence of our opmions on others is most happy
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and successful, when they are presented with gentleness and

modesty. There is a spirit in the human breast that justly

rises in opposition to aiTogance, from whatever quarter it

may come, and retorts the contempt of vanity with equal

contempt. Authors especially ought never to forget, that

the human race forms a great democracy, in which every

man has an equal right to think and act ; and that he who

would impose his sentiments on others, by assuming the

tones of insult, or the language of command, even though he

should be pleading the cause of liberty itself, is a tyrant in

his heart, and ought not to be trusted. Alas ! how often is

tliis forgotten ! How many even of the votaries of truth

injure her cause by peevishness and arrogance in the very

mode of their first address ! How often is vanity thinly dis-

guised under the mask of honesty, and the spirit of uncha-

ritableness obtruded as virtuous indignation, or undaunted

zeal ! Is there, then, no warmth that is justifiable and useful ?

There is ; but he who feels it must begin by conciliating the

regard, and convincing the judgment, of those whom he ad-

dresses. He may afterwards give way to an honest, but

repressed ardour : the sympathy of wisdom and virtue will

attend him ; and he may hope to communicate from himself

to those around him that well-regulated fervour of mind, the

joint operation of reason, fancy, and feeling, which is so quick

to understand, so ardent to embrace, so favourable to all that

is extensive and profound in thought, and that is fearless and

great in action.

These observations, I am aware, require some illustration,

but I cannot offer it now. At some future time I hope to

make the truth of my remarks more apparent, by applying

them to the conduct of some of those enlightened men, who

have figured in the republic of letters, and whose names are

inscribed on the tablet of fame. For the present it is suffi-

cient that, by this general account of my sentiments, I mark

my sense of what ought to be my o^vn conduct in offering my
opinions to the public ; and if I should not be found to follow

it exactly, 1 shall only afford another illustration to the well-
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known maxim, that the actions of men cannot with safety be

inferred from their speculations.

Yet if any one may indulge the expectation that his con-

duct shall be regulated by reason, that may, perhaps, be

allowed to the Recluse, who has long retired from the

world and its busy scenes. From the scorching beams of a

mid-day sun, I sought shelter in the deep forest; the fervour

of noon is past ; and now that I return to the light, the face

of nature appears invested with the soberness of evening, and
a pleasing calm is diffused all around. In this state of mind?

so favourable to thought, so averse to warfare and strife, I

appear before the public ; anxious to offer my reflections with

that candour which is so becoming in every period of life, and

so peculiarly proper as it draws towards its close. Such a

temper is equally incompatible with the bitterness of invec-

tive, or the haughtiness of self-conceit. I return to the

world, that great theatre of the passions, like a spirit from

the dead. It will become me, therefore, to tread the stage
with a dignified composure, and even towards the follies

and the vices which I see, to bear my countenance " rather

in sorrow than in anger."

\o alhbim 9ril sb-jswo; > '-,,, .
.

. ^m
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THE RECLUSE. No. 6.

Sunt getd!nafe somni portae, quarum altera fertur

^Cori^eaj.qua
veris facilis datur exitus umbris. Virgil,

. ^HOUGH hitherto I cannot boast of having received any
great share of public attention, yet in the last eight days I

have been honoured with the notice of several correspondents.
All of these offer their remarks on my undertaking, and some
are so kind as to give me their advice respecting the best

manner of conducting it. I am cautioned against being too
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grave, an error into which, it is observed, I am disposed t(j'

fall ; and I am advised to mingle with my more serious dis-

sertations, observations on the lighter shades of manners and

fashion. One of my correspondents represents to me the

advantages of dreaming ; an expedient employed with great"^

success by some of the most illustrious of my predecessors,

and which, as he justly remarks, may be supposed well-suited

to the temper of a recluse. I hold myself particularly obliged

to this gentleman, because he has not only given me counsel

but example, in the following vision of his own, which he has

enclosed for my use. I shall make no apology for inserting

it, though it will occupy the space allotted me for two week^

in succession. Who the author is, I presume not to divine ;'

the letter in which it was enclosed had the post-mark of
Chester. 'P^ si luqii.a.

" As I was passing a month of the delightful summer of 1780

at the ancient seat ofmy family in North Wales, I one morning
awoke, after a disturbed night, soon after daybreak, and the

shutters of my windows being open, the light shone on the

bed where I lay. Not finding myself disposed to return to

sleep, I opened my curtains, and resolved to indulge myself
in that listless musing, that half delirium, which is often so

grateful to the mind. A sycamore tree, which, according to

the tradition of our family, was planted towards the middle of

the last century by my great-grandfather, grew on the out-

side of my window ; its branches, driven by the wind, were

moving slowly backwards and forwards before the glass, and,

in the almost dead stillness around me, I could hear the noise

of the breeze passing through its leaves. This tree was an

acquaintance of mine from my infancy ; but I had never

before seen it in so interesting a point of view. The whist-

ling of the wind, the movements of the branches which

seemed almost voluntary, and the alternate shades of light

and darkness thrown by this movement on the floor, gave it

altogether a degree of liveliness which struck me forcibly ;

and it required but little aid from the imagination to bestow

on it consciousness and animation. I low old and yet how
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vigorous, said I, is this beautiful sycamore ! A hundred sum-

mers have shed their dews on its leaves, and a hundred more

shall witness its unfading verdure ; but he that planted it has

long ceased to live, and the being that contemplates it shall

soon be motionless also. Yet art thou not, O tree, exempt
from the laws of decay ! thy branches shaU wither ; thy
trunk grow dry and sapless ; the matter that forms thee

resolve into its parent earth, and mingle with the dust of man
over whom thou triumphest ! But hast thou indeed a sub-

stance, or art thou only a creature of the mind ? An hour

ago where wert thou ? In the arms of sleep I perceived thee

not ; and how do I know that thou differest in aught from the

phantasms of the night which then seemed real ? In a few

hours hence I shall sleep again as before, and that which
seems now a dream shall again become reality. In a few

years I shall sleep longer and deeper, and this pillow of down
shall be exchanged for a pillow of dust ; but who shall say"I
shall then be senseless ? The night of the tomb may present
a new scenery before me more beautiful and complete ; and
when I awake to its enjoyment, I may look back on this
< fev'rous being' as on a turbulent dream ! Divine Berkeley !

thou second Plato, but greater than the first, how just and
sublime were thy views ! Mind alone has essence the
forms of matter are but shadows. The whole choir of earth
and heaven, what is it— what but a passing vision ?

" In this state of mind so favourable to the operations of

fancy, the impressions of sense gradually became more indis-

tinct ; a dark vapour seemed to spread itself over my eyes,
and when my consciousness returned, the following pageant
appeared before me :—

" I found myself on the side of a lofty mountain, rising out
of the sea, the waves of which dashed against its base. The
water was covered with a thin vapour, through which the sight
penetrated with difficulty; and the objects on its surface, seen

indistinctly, seemed agitated by the heavings of the surge.
Casting my eyes behind me, I saw the mountain divide into
two branches, which appeared to lose themselves in the
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clouds. Between them was a narrow passage, in the front

of which stood a being of more than mortal stature. His

countenance had the bloom of youth ; his eye, which was

upon me, shone with divine radiance : in one hand he held a

spear, and with the other he beckoned me to approach, with

benignant aspect. Wonder and reverence took possession of

my heart, and I advanced with humble and hesitating steps.
' Fear nothing,' said he,

' I am the angel Ithuriel, the

servant of the Most High : obey me and be instructed. I

have strengthened thy sight; turn thy face towards the

ocean, and tell me what thou seest.' The clouds which had

brooded over the water were rolled away, and the sea was
covered with vessels of different sizes, all bending their course

towards the mountain where we stood. On board of them
I could discern the figures of human beings, sometimes

directing the helm or expanding the sails, and at other times

resting indolently on the deck, and trusting themselves to

the tide. Many of these vessels seemed to enjoy a steady

gale, but some were almost becalmed, and others appeared
to be tossed and agitated by the violence of the tempest.

All, however, approached us, though with different degrees
of celerity ; the whole being carried forwai'd by a strong
current which set towards the shore. While I was about to

ask an explanation of what I saw, the angel again addressed

me. ' Direct thy view upwards,' said he,
' and contemplate

the sky as it hangs over the ocean.' I turned my eye to-

wards the heavens, and saw them illuminated with streaks of

light, and with meteors of transcendent beauty shooting from

behind the mountain where we stood, across the hemisphere,
and tinging the clouds with various colours of celestial hue.

I gazed with astonishment and rapture.
'

Whence,' said I,
' O inhabitant of heaven ! arise those glorious visions, and
what do they represent?'

— 'A portion,' said Ithuriel, 'of

the never-ending circle of being is presented before thee

in the tablet of human life. Thou standest on an isthmus :

below thee is the sea of time ; behind thee, where tliine eye
cannot penetrate, the boundless regions of eternity. The
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meteors that play on the heavens before thee, are irradiations

from objects too luminous for mortal eye, which have pene-
trated across the dark vapours that overshadow this mountain,

and give a faint display of the real beauties of a brighter

world. Again reflected from the impending clouds, they are

thrown, with diminished lustre, on the surface of the ocean,

where they assume a thousand unsubstantial forms. It is

these phantoms which they mistake for realities, that thy
fellow mortals are pursuing: thy sight is farther strength-

ened; observe them more narrowly, and tell me what thou

seest.'— 'I see,' said I,
' the countenances of those who are

advancing on the water, agitated by various passions ; and I

can discern some of the objects which attract them, and

which appear to dance before them on the billows as they

approach. In their direct course, I can discern a mighty

whirlpool, towards which all the waters of the sea seem
to flow ; and the vessels are carried along by the power of its

vortex.'— * The whirlpool which thou observest,' said Ithu-

riel,
' is the termination of mortal life ; the innumerable tribes

that cover the surface of the ocean must be all swallowed up
in its abyss. Many, thou mayst see, that are on the brink of

fate, are stored with provisions for a long voyage. How vain

is their solicitude ! their barks and their ladings shall perish

in the gulf, and they themselves be cast up naked on the

shore.'

THE RECLUSE. No. 8.

Umbrarum hie locus. Virgil.

*' While the angel was yet speaking, I could discern the

headmost vessel fast approaching the whirlpool : on the deck

sat a man with contented air, and dull but placid countenance.

His vessel was deeply laden, and moved evenly on the tide.
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He appeared unconscious of his danger, his attention being

engaged by the figure of a palace in front, resembhng, as far

as I could discern, the Mansion House in London. As he

got up, seemingly with the intention of preparing to enter

it, he discovered the gulf immediately before him ; and,

starting with agony and terror, instantly disappeared,
" After him followed sevei'al others of the same description.

Their vessels were in general laden with different articles

of merchandize; but some were ballasted with gold and

silver ; and others, to my surprise, were deeply pressed down
in the water, though their lading seemed to consist only of

thin pieces of paper of an oblong form. Some of these per-
sons seemed to be entirely employed in gazing on their

cargoes ; but others appeared to have objects at some dis-

tance in their view, on which their attention was fixed.

Amongst these last, I could observe a man of an open and

ingenuous appearance, but with a face marked with anxiety
and care. The vessel under him seemed to have been

buffetted by the storms, and rolled much in the water. He
kept his place, however, steadily at the helm, with an air of

fortitude in his countenance, which seemed at times clouded

with pain, but more frequently enlightened with comfort.

He discovered the abyss at some distance before him
; and,

folding his arms, resigned himself to his fate with composure
and magnanimity. When on the verge of the whirlpool,

I saw him lying backward, with the air and attitude of one

that sleeps.
" The next vessel that followed was a canoe, in one end of

which sat a man of reddish hue. His body was almost naked,

and his face was painted of different colours. On his head

he wore a crown of variegated feathers, and in his hand he

carried a bovv. His countenance was sometimes agitated

with keen emotion, and sometimes lethargic and dull. As he

approached the whirlpool, he rose erect in his canoe ; and,

with eyes fixed on the gulf before him, sunk undaunted

under the waves.

"A great variety ofbeings succeeded, most ofwhom seemed

VOL. I, II
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Unconscious of the fate that awaited them ; but some discerned

the abyss at a distance, and endeavoured to steer a different

course. They were able to hold a direction somewhat oblique ;

but the power of the vortex soon overcame their efforts, and

sucked them under the tide.

" While I contemplated the immense crowd that was rush-

ing forward, I saw a vessel advancing, that engaged my parti-

cular observation. It seemed extremely light, and violently

agitated by the winds, which blew, in succession, in various

directions. On the deck sat a man, whose hair hung loose

on the breeze, and whose temples were covered with leaves

of bay. He held a harp before him, on which he seemed to

play ; and his countenance bespoke a mind agitated by lofty

conceptions. Of the storm he appeared altogether heedless ;

his eye glanced alternately on the surface of the ocean and

the convexity of the sky; and I could discover a beam of

light, reflected from the heavens, that played on his head.

In this situation a sudden blast overset his bark, and he was

tumbled into the sea. He was, however, able to get en the

inverted keel ; and I could discover that he still preserved
his harp. At times he resumed his employment with the

same air of unconcern as formerly ; but he was frequently

interrupted by the rolling of the vessel ; and he was generally

half immersed in the water. A few of the notes he struck, I

could hear ; they were exquisitely melodious, and seemed to

brighten the sorrow of his countenance with an expression of

elevation and hope. My heart was drawn towards this un-

fortunate being ; but while I was musing on his condition, I

perceived that he also had reached the termination of his

voyage, and had sunk, like the rest, into the inevitable gulf.
" My eye again wandered at large over the surface of the

water, when a new object engaged my attention. In the

prow of a bark that advanced with great rapidity, I saw a

young man standing in a military garb: his port was noble,

his aspect commanding, and his look was directed, with the

utmost animation and ardour, towards a phantom immediately
before him. The colours in which this spectre was pour-
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trayed were so vivid as to be distinctly visible. The figure

seemed that of a beautiful female, in the dress of an Amazon ;

one hand was laid across her breast, and with the other she

pointed upwards. The farther the warrior advanced, the

greater appeared his eagerness ; and his visage seemed to

grow pale and sicken with the anxiety of his mind. But the

instant he reached the gulf, his eye spai'kled, his cheek

flushed ; he sprang forward, with extended arms, to catch

the beauteous phantom, which burst in his embrace with

a flash of light that illuminated his countenance, as he sunk

under the waves, and diffused a splendour across the ocean,

fer and wide !

" The surprise and admiration wTiich this produced had no

sooner subsided, than a vessel attracted my notice, of a

superior size. On the deck stood a man in the dress of

a senator. His stature was tall, his attitiide graceful and

majestic : though his hair was whitened with age, liis counte-

nance had the energy of youth, and his eye seemed to

brighten with unquenchable fire. He looked around him

with an air of authority and command ; and I could observe

that his fellow-voyagers within his view gazed on him with

awe and reverence. The vessel seemed to move proudly
under him, the waves curling and foaming against her stem.

As he approached the brink of the whirlpool, he stepped
forward in the attitude of one that speaks ; and, raising his

hand above his head, in high emotion, he suddenly staggered

forward, as if struck with lightning, and tumbled headlong
into the gulf! The noise of his fall, which seemed like the

fall of a colossus, reached me distinctly ; and the waves

appeared to recoil all around !

" While I was lost in sorrow and wonder, the voice of the

angel again saluted me. ' Grieve not,' said he,
' for what

thou hast seen. The Eternal Spirit, whose creatures we are,

penetrates all nature, and is equally present in the depths and

darkness of the ocean, as in the brightness of the summer's

xlay. The beings that are lost to thy sight are yet under

Jus protection, and shall again emerge with renovated powers.
I 1 2
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They are spirits like thyself, emanations of the Supreme

Spirit; and, after a course of action and suffering, a part of

which thou hast seen, shall again be united to the source

from whence they sprung. Human life is a single scene

in the great drama of existence. Earth, O mortal ! is the

school of minds ! When thou minglest in its cares and its

pleasures, remember thy origin and thy destination : let thy
heart be purified from baseness and vice, and bear thyself

with the temper of an immortal. But look again on the

ocean, and direct thine eyes towards the north.' I obeyed.
On the verge of the horizon, a small vessel appeared bounding

through the waves. As it moved along, I could discern

a man standing on the deck with a pencil in his hand. His

attention was employed on the vessels that were passing

before him ; and he seemed busy in recording their fate as

they successively disappeared. But of his own vessel he

appeared to take no care or direction ; and he did not seem

conscious that he himself was rapidly borne along by the

tide. I gazed on him by a secret sympathy. As he ap-

proached more nearly, a sudden thought struck me— alas ! I

I knew his features, though I had never seen them hut in a '

mirror. Confusion, surprise, and terror took possession of

my mind. But as I saw this image approach the gulf, my
eyes became dim ; a thousand half-formed shadows danced

before my sight, clouds and darkness gathered around, the

vision melted away, and I found myself lying on my bed in

the old castle of B——
, by the bay of Caernarvon, with the

sunbeams playing on my face."
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APPENDIX, No. VI. Pacve 33?.

ACCOUNT OF THE ORIGIN OF THE ATHENiEUM AT
LIVERPOOL.

(Communicated by Dr. Rutter.)

Previously to the year 1797, the only news-room of any

importance in Liverpool, was a large room belonging to the

hotel at the bottom of Lord Street, at that time the principal

inn. This hotel was much frequented by strangers, who

came to town on business, and by officers passing to and from

Ireland. The news-room was constantly so much crowded

by these strangers, that the subscribers could not avail them-

selves of the privilege, to which they alone were entitled, of

perusing the newspapers ; at a time, too, when public events

had become deeply interesting to every individual in the

empire.

About two years before the period above mentioned, the

late Mr. Edward Rogers of this town, a gentleman well

known, and very highly and deservedly respected, happened
to be at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and was much struck with an

establishment which he.had seen there, upon a plan somewhat

similar to the Athenaeum, but more comprehensive in its ob-

jects ; and on his return, he mentioned to the late Mr. Tho-

mas Taylor and to me, how desirable it would be to form a

somewhat similar establishment here, with a view to remedy,

effectually, the inconveniences above alluded to. There did

not appear at that time to be any rational prospect of suc-

ceeding in such an undertaking. Wc, however, never lost

sight of the subject, but mentioned it repeatedly to our

mutual friends, in order to ascertain their opinions as to the

probability of success. In the mean time, the inconveniences

in the room in Lord Street became so great, and excited so

much dissatisfaction, that we at length determined to ascer-

I I 3
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tain whether it might not be practicable to establish a newS'

room elsewhere, and to combine a library along with it.

In the first place, we sought for a suitable and central

situation ; and soon fixed upon a piece of vacant land in

Church Street, upon which the Athenaeum was subsequently
erected. Mr. Taylor procured from the late Mr. John Foster

a plan and elevation of a building adapted to that ground ; and

I drew up a prospectus, explaining the particular objects and

purposes of the proposed institution. These documents were
shown to different gentlemen, who highly approved of them ;

and, in consequence, we requested four of these gentlemen to

meet us, in order to take the subject into consideration ; viz,

Mr. Roscoe, the late Dr. Currie, the late Mr. William Clarke,

banker, and Mr. Joshua Lace. All these gentlemen met us

at the Theatre Tavern, Williamson Square, on the 22d of

November, 1797, except Dr. Currie, who was prevented from

attending by professional engagements. At this meeting, the

plan and elevation were carefully examined and approved ; the

prospectus was read and also approved; and it was thought
desirable to ascertain whether the projected institution were

likely to meet with public support. No formal resolutions

were entered into at this meeting, nor was any thing com-

mitted to writing ; but, as a preliminary measure, the meeting
directed 500 copies of the prospectus to be immediately printed

and distributed amongst the most respectable inhabitants. I

was requested to see this measure executed, and it was done

without delay.

After this meeting, many respectable gentlemen were con-

sulted with respect to the practicability of carrying the project

into effect, who promised to give it all the assistance in their

power. Amongst others, it was submitted to the consider-

ation of George Case, Esq., who warmly encouraged it, and

to whose personal attention and influence the institution waa

afterwards indebted for many important benefits.

After the distribution of the prospectus, the scheme met

with such encouragement, that a public meeting of the friends

to it was summoned. This meeting was held on the 27th of
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November, 1797 ; and at this meeting the late Dr. Currie

presided. The plan and elevation were then produced ; some

alterations were proi)osed to be made in them ; and the meet-

ing concluded their proceedings by appointing a committee

to carry the plan into effect. Books were opened to receive

the names of subscribers ; and, in a very short time, the num-

ber proposed, 350 was filled up, and subsequently increased

to 500, the present number.

It is not necessary to enter into any further details re-

specting the future proceedings of the subscribers ; but it

may be useful, and it is not more useful than proper, to

remark, that the establishment of this institution, at the

period in question, was incidentally productive of much good
in this town. At no other period has party-spirit raged with

more vehemence ; yet the'establishment of the Athenaeum,

whilst it promised to provide the inhabitants with such literary

resources as they had not before possessed, had the effect of

bringing into active co-operation, for a common object, a num-

ber of gentlemen, whose opinions on political subjects widely

differed; and who, greatly to their honour, laid aside all such

differences, and acted together with the utmost harmony.

St. Anne Street,

Liverpool, September 2. 1829.

APPENDIX, No. VII. Page 414.

DRAMATIC CRITICISM.

CHARACTER OF MR. HENDERSON.

By Dr. Currie.

The loss sustained by the public by the death of INIr. Hen-

derson, will not be easily estimated, and it will be most

sincerely lamented by his admirers in this town.

As a performer he was without an equal, and his excel-

I I 4-
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lences were of a kind to redound most higlily to his praise»

He obtained the first honours of his profession under disad-

vantages which nothing but superior talents could have

overcome. His person was not striking, nor were his features

interesting ; he had nothing in his appearance to excite, at

first sight, that surprise and admiration which conciliate

favour, and prejudice judgment. His excellences were of

the most solid kind ; they depended on a mind gifted with

wonderful powers of feeling, and with powers of expression

equally wonderful. It may be said of him without danger of

contradiction, that in the excellences of his performance, he

far excelled any actor living ; and in the compass of his exe-

cution, that he greatly surpassed any that has ever lived.

His superiority over his contemporaries indeed may be

asserted, not only in general, but'ln particular. Who is there

can say that in any of his comic parts there is any actor

living that rivalled him ? or that he had an equal in any of

his tragic characters, if a single exception be made in favour

of the Shylock of Macklin ? Of the superior compass of his

talents, not only to all present, but to all past actors, the

proof is easy : we have only to recollect that he was the

lineal successor of almost all the first performers of the

last age. He followed Quin, in Falstaff; Woodward, in

Bobadil ; Macklin, in Shylock ; Mossop, in Zanga ; Diggs, in

Wolsey ; Barry, in Evander ; and Garrick, in Richard, Lear,

Benedict, Sir John Brute, and almost all his other characters.

His performances displayed a correct taste, and a judg-
ment at once minute and comprehensive : he was equally

successful in his copies of nature, whether he shot the arrow

of ridicule, or the bolt of humour
; whether he stormed in

the whirlwind of passion, or sunk under the pressure of

sorrow and the weakness of age. In every part his dominion

over the feelings of others was uniform. He could excite

the play of wit, he could make the eye swim in laughter, he

could draw forth the high-wrought tear of heroic admiration,

or the softer drops of sympathetic woe. By some, perhaps

by the public in general, his comedy was preferred to his
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tragedy ;
but the justice of this verdict may be disputed :

certainly, his principal characters in tragedy might be con-

sidered as superlative exertions of the art : of late he had

wonderfully extended his range in this department of the

drama, and always with a new increase of reputation. He

played Pierre (in which he first appeared on the theatre in

this town, to Mrs. Siddons's Belvidera in the summer of

1782,) in a manner exceeding the expectations of his warmest

admirers ; and his Horatio, the last character in which he

came forward, was spoken of by the critics of Covent Garden

theatre in the highest terms of eulogy which the language
can supply. If, then, his comedy had any advantage over

his tragedy, it arose solely from his exterior being less fitted

to the latter. He had not the heroic stature, the os sublime,

with which fancy invests the votaries of Melpomene, nor had

his figure that elegance which, as we are told by an admired

female writer, marks the character which is fitted to make

woman false. He, therefore, never attempted the lover ; and

perhaps it was owing to this that he never rose to that degree
of popularity amongst the fairer part of the creation which

some very inferior performers have attained. How far this

might influence his fame, those will best judge who know

the sex best. Their zeal in the interest of a favourite is

great in proportion to their sensibility, and their influ-

ence in society we know has increased, and is increasing to

a degree which their admirers must behold with wonder and

delight ! With the leave, however, of those fair arbiters of

taste and merit, we may venture to say, that there is no

character more generally insipid than that of the lover in

the English drama ; and if Henderson personated no part of

that kind, he thereby escaped the mortification of spouting

sentiments in which feeling and nature are usually sacrificed

to wild unmeaning bombast. Of his excellence, however,

in parts of tenderness, numerous instances might be offered,

but none is wanted by those who saw his Evandcr on this

stage, and who felt it predominated over the Euphrasia of

lofty Siddons.
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Mr. Henderson's comedy has been long and greatly

praised; his performance of FalstafF alone was sufficient to

place him in the first rank of actors. In this part he had
neither equal nor competitor, and it does not appear where
he is to have a successor. FalstafF was the favourite off-

spring of Shakspeare's brain ; he had no prototype, and he

has had no copy.
To give a striking picture of this original is undoubtedly

one of the most difficult attempts of the mimic art. It was

here that Henderson shone with superior lustre ; and his per-
formance of the fat Knight has been long considered by the

best judges as the greatest triumph of the comic muse.

From what has been said, it may be concluded that Mr.

Henderson chiefly excelled in that which is the chief excel-

lence of an actor, the talent of speaking. His recitation was

clear and distinct, and his emphasis uniformly pointed and

correct. By great quickness and accuracy of apprehension,

by deep acquaintance with human nature, by much study,
and by long practice, he had caught the exact tone in which

nature expresses the feelings and passions in all their variety
of combination. By these powers he unfolded the senti-

ments and the beauties of his author with a perspicuous

energy, to which nothing equal has appeared in the present

age.

The works of Shakspeare are particularly adapted to this

style of speaking, because they are thick-sown with senti-

ments of which he best displays the beauty, who makes the

meaning most clearly understood. By such means Hender-
son was enabled to keep up the attention of an audience

through many of the longest soliloquies of our immortal

bard, which inferior actors had attempted in vain. It was
his praise to have followed Shakspeare through a much

greater range of characters than even Garrick himself: he

not only gave copies of his more prominent delineations, but

of those which lie more out of the line of common appre-
hension. He caught the fleeting shades of genius in all

their various forms, as they are exhibited in the fantastic
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Benedict, the moralising Jaques, or the melancholy Hamlet.

In private life, Mr. Henderson's character was highly amia-

ble ; he has left the reputation of an affectionate husband and

father, of a generous friend, and of an honest man. Of his

social qualities it is needless to speak : it is well known in

this town how greatly he excelled in his convivial hours, in

all that could please the taste or delight the fancy, talents

for which he was admired by many of the first characters of

the present day, and by which he was often enabled to

diffuse a gleam of joy over the mind of Johnson, when
weakness and melancholy had oppressed his age. The death

of Henderson, in the prime of life and in the meridian of

fame and fortune, may be allowed to affect those deeply who
loved the man, and admired the actor ; nor let any man
think it below him to feel sorrow on this occasion. Superior
merit in every station of life is highly deserving of honour,

and will receive it largely from the enlightened mind, which

considers all distinctions as vain and worthless that are not

founded on genius and virtue. Even they who feel nothing
for others may not find themselves uninterested. Death

itself is a serious subject; and the dreams of vanity and pride

must dissolve like the fabric of a vision, when we contem-

plate the prospect of futurity and the voyage to that country
" from whose bourn no traveller returns."

Liverpool, December 1. 1785.

[Published originally in the European Magazine.)

CRITIQUE ON MR. KEMBLE IN ZANGA.

LiTerpooI, June 27. 1789.

To the Printer of the Weekly Herald.

Sir,

I have always been a lover of the drama, and a critic in dra-

matic representation.
I had an early partiality for that species

of entertainment, which presents, in a living picture, the
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fairest offspring of genius, and which illustrates, with so much

beauty, the sympathies of the human heart. My residence,

at present, is in this town, and my chief amusement is the

theatre. I make many remarks on the performers ; old

men, you know, have a pleasure in remarking. You shall have

from time to time a few of my observations, which you may
insert in the Herald^ when it is not more profitably engaged.
What I have now to offer shall be confined to the

Revenge.

This play, as it is one of the earliest, so it is, without

doubt, the happiest production of Young. The plot is regu-

lar, the unities are preserved, the sentiments and language
are highly poetical, the characters are clearly delineated,

and that of Zanga is pourtrayed with a strength of expression
and colouring which rank it with the highest efforts of the

tragic muse. Nevertheless, there has been always found a

difficulty in sustaining it on the stage. The plot and cha-

racters have been said to resemble too closely those in the

Moor of Venice ; but this is not the only cause of the difli-

culty : a slight comparison will show that, though there is a

general resemblance, there are many essential differences be-

tween them
; and the originality of the Revenge stands on as

fair ground as that of any other dramas which are every sea-

son presented before us. The truth is, there is too little

diversity in the play of Young. From the beginning to the

end one strain of thought is prevalent ; the mind cannot dis-

engage itself for a moment from the fell purposes of the unre-

lenting Zanga, and the dark forebodings of his bloody revenge.
Hence the attention, deeply excited at first, grows fatigued
and exhausted, and seeks relief in vain in lighter objects.
How much better this is managed by Shakspeare, those will

perceive who examine his tragedies. The scenes ofcommon
life and humour, which almost all of them contain, have been

loudly exclaimed against ; but it would be easy to show that

they augment the pathos of the whole : they are not per-

mitted by Aristotle, and they are condemned by Voltaire ;

but Nature and Shakspeare are greater than they.
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The opening of the Revenge is singularly noble, and was

finely represented on the stage. From the moment that

Mr. Kemble appeared, it was evident that he had the true

conception of his character. His dress, his aspect, and

figure, were all perfectly adapted to his part. He had the

firm tread and strong demeanour of the savage but heroic

Zanga, with which his voice and utterance entirely corre-

sponded. The fevourable impi'ession made in the first scene

he preserved throughout the play. He was in general forcible

and energetic ; he was sometimes refined and subtle, and he

was often terrible and sublime. It would be easy to point

out various proofs of these different excellences ; but this

would lead to too long a detail. A more graceful or more

animated representation of this dark, fierce, and powerful
character is neither to be expected nor wished. So much
for praise. But the Drury-lane manager must not get off

here ; indiscriminate applause is the bane of genius, and

ought not to be listened to. It is by the honesty of censure

only that we can know praise to be sincere. Though
Mr. Kemble's performance was, on the whole, very noble, it

was not uniformly correct. There was, in several instances,

too strong a colouring, and in one or two an apparent miscon-

ception. He has a strength in his features which no dis-

guise of paint can hide, and with which he cannot be so well

acquainted as his audience. Even when his face is sooty,

there is fierceness in his forehead, and a scowl in his eye,

equal to the expression of any emotion of scorn or hatred
;

and when to these is added a ghastly grin, it is too terrible.

On this subject, however, tastes may differ. It will be better

discussed in future, in speaking of his character as a per-

former ; but that in one or two instances he sacrificed strict

propriety to show, he himself will, perhaps, admit. In the

first scene, where he discovered to Isabella his hatred of

Alonzo, the expression should no doubt be forcible ; but force

may be conveyed in the lower notes of the voice. Here a

secret is told, deliberately told ; surely it should not be con-

veyed in such a tone as to be heard in the streets ! With

such advantages of countenance and manner, Mr. Kemble
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is, of all men, most inexcusable, when he resorts unneces-

sarily to noise for the sake of impression. That the sacrifice

of truth and nature to glare and show may often be approved

by the bad taste of the more ignorant part of an audience, is

no excuse to h'mu An actor of established and unrivalled

reputation should not feed on vulgar praise ; instead of en-

couraging error, he should endeavour to reform it. It is,

however, fair to acknowledge, that these remarks detract but

little from the performance of Zanga ; they are more appli-

cable to some of his other characters.

As one instance of misconception has been given, let it be

contrasted with one other of distinguished excellence. The
address to the prophet was peculiarly great ; the utterance

the action, the attitude, were all surpassing, and presented a

picture at once so true, so graceful, and so impressive, as the

finest flights of Mrs. Siddons have never, perhaps, excelled.

On the subject of grace, it may be remarked, that the

drapery of the female figure gives an actress a great advan-

tage on the stage over a male performer. This advantage,

however, does not hold over Mr. Kemble in the dress of

Zanga, which was flowing and elegant : the opening which

displayed the neck and breast had a fine effect. With his

head turned a little to one side, and at rest, the actor recalled

to the memory one of those classic busts which convey to

present times the form and features of the heroes of ancient

Rome. On the other hand, in the warmth of soliloquy,
Mr. Kemble"s appearance suggested the idea that he had

Jately been reading the sublime ode of Smollett, where, in

the character of a savage, the poet addresses Independence
in the following noble lines : —

Thy spirit, Independence, let me share,

Lord of the lion-heart and eagle eye ;

Thy steps I follow with my bosom bare.
Nor heed the storm that howls along the sky.

I fear I have already detained you too long ; and I hasten

to bid you adieu.

Philo-Musa.
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APPENDIX, No. VIII.

SKETCH OF A SERMON, PREACHED IN LIVERPOOL
IN THE YEAR 1794,

By the Rev, Joseph Berington, Author of the History of Henry II., and

of the Lives of Abcillard and Eloisa, &c. &c. *

Last Sunday, as I was going up Hanover Street, I over-

took a group of females who were walking before me. My
movement was a little, and but a little, quicker than theirs,

and I found it would be less inconvenient to slacken my pace,

so as to keep behind, than to make the effort necessary to

pass them. Thus circumstanced, I could not avoid over-

hearing their conversation, and I found they were going to

the Catholic Chapel in Seel Street, where a stranger was to

preach,
— an odd sort of a person, who was very learned, for

he had written several books. This account excited my
curiosity : I followed the party insensibly, and entering the

place of worship after them, I seated myself in an empty

pew, and composed my thoughts to the solemnity of the

occasion. Though I had often been in Catholic churches,

both at home and abroad, yet I was attracted by the splen-

dour and the ceremonials of the worship, which led me at

times into involuntary musings on the advantage^ that result

from making the senses auxiliaries in our devotion, by the ad-

ditional force with which the mind is impressed. These reflec-

tions were, however, checked by a consideration of the danger
of the practice to a being who, like man, is so prone to mistake

the shadow for the substance, whose religion so quickly de-

»generates into superstition, and whose superstition is so fatal

* This venerable ecclesiastic, who for the last thirty-five years had

resided at Buckland, as Chaplain to Sir John Throckmorton, died about

two years ago, at an advanced old age.
— Editor.
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to virtue and to happiness. The subject required more

thought than I had time to give it, for my meditations were

interrupted by the stranger's entering the pulpit, and by a

certain buzz of expectation which spread through the con-

gregation. He seemed of the middle age, with an air of

candour and gravity; he addressed his audience with the

most striking simplicity, and proposed as his text the words
of our Saviour :

"
Hereby shall men know you to be my dis-

ciples, if you love one another."

Before he had proceeded many sentences, I found we were
to hear an original discourse, and that from no common man.
His language, though unornamented, was precise and perspi-

cuous, his general division was clear, and his thoughts fol-

lowed each other in that seemingly artless, yet regular, order

which is so beautiful to the eye of a nice observer, and which
is perhaps the surest criterion of a superior mind. There
was this singularity about him, that he had no sermon before

him. He was properly a speaker, not a reader, and the

matter which he delivered, but for its arrangement and its

excellence, might have been supposed to come from him
without premeditation. The freedom acquired by his eye
being unconfined, he did not however use for the purpose of

gesticulation. He was entirely free from the theatrical fop-

pery of the coxcomb on the one hand, and the swelling

solemnity of the pedant on the other. Sometimes standing
upright, and sometimes leaning forward, he addressed his

hearers in the tones of conversation : serious, fervent, and
unaffected, he delivered in the accents of persuasion the ' '

dictates of truth.

The sentiments uttered by thi-s superior preacher, were
no less striking than his manner, and still more

interesting.He told us, that though all the truths unfolded in Revelation
demanded our serious attention, yet there was a difference in'
the degree of their importance, founded not only on the
nature of man, but on the providence of our Great Parent

;

that the truths, which applied to liuman conduct, were
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most essentia], appeared not only from their immediate influ-

ence on our virtue and happiness, but from their being re-

vealed in such express terms tliat they neither had been, nor

could be, misapprehended, while those doctrines which were

objects of faith only were frequently involved in mystery and

obscurity. To deny this assertion was therefore to impeach
the wisdom or the benevolence of the Supreme. In this

view, he said, it would be found that the principle of love or

benevolence was the most striking feature of Christianity,

that which was held out as the criterion of its influence by the

Author of our faith and his immediate disciples, that which

was most calculated to promote our happiness in this life, to

prepare us 7nost directly for the society of a better world, and

more immediate communication with the God of love.

If, then, said he, such be the leading principles of Chris-

tianity, and such its influence, whence has it arisen that

Christians have been so singularly distinguished by their

animosity to each other, and that the history of their dis-

sensions should be remarkable above all others for deeds of

hatred and of death ? Because weak man has reversed the

order of his Maker, has brought forward articles which relate

merely to faith, and held them out as of most importance ;

on points which Almighty Wisdom had involved in clouds

and darkness, has undertaken to decide not only for himself,

but for others ; dictating to his fellow-men the counsels of

Heaven, has considered their doubts wicked and impious ;

and, rushing forward in his frantic career, has attempted to

control the laws of the human mind, has burst asunder the

holy bonds of brotherhood and love, and too often stained the

altars of God with the blood of his creatures !

These observations the preacher enforced hj many clear

illustrations, and afterwards proceeded to apply them to the

present times.

Though actual persecution for conscience-sake was now in

a great measure unknown, yet the spirit was not extinct.

Bigots of every description were still anxious to distinguish

themselves by the peculiarities of their faith, rather than by
VOL. I. K K
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the charity of then* opmions and conduct; and the prevaihng

sect in ahuost every country was still disposed to support

its doctrines by exclusive establishments, sometimes to for-

tify them by the monopoly of civil offices, and sometimes by

penal laws on different modes of faith. How much better for

the magistrate to confine his views to the intercourse of man
with man, and to leave the intercourse of man with God to

the Great Searcher of hearts !

The preacher went on to make the application of his ob-

servations to the congregation before him, and the sect to

which they belonged. Disclaiming, in their name, the tenet

that supposes the mercy of God confined to their mode of

faith, he cautioned them against believing that faith only,

however pure, gave any peculiar claim to it. He advised

them to consider men of every persuasion, who led a life of

virtue and piety, as their brethren, and as partaking equally

the protection and the favour of Heaven. " Parent of men,"

said the eloquent preacher,
" thou hast given us a law of

love, and we have forgotten it ; thou hast revealed the pre-

cepts of universal charity, and we have divided ourselves into

narrow and persecuting sects. O may we soon return to a

knowledge of thy truth ; and hatred, malice, and uncharitable-

ness be banished from the earth !

"

APPENDIX, No. IX. Page 401.

STATEMENT OF DR. CURRIE'S POLITICAL LIFE.

(Dictated at Sidmouth in his last illness.)

I WAS by disposition and education a monarchist, in oppo-

sition to a republican, and, in fact, my abstract sentiments

corresponded pretty nearly with those which form the prin-

ciple of the British constitution, freed from its obvious

abuses and corruptions. I had, like most of my countrymen,
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a strong attachment, not merely to a part, but to the whole,
of the United Kingdoms, and was prone to take the side of

the nation, where her conduct or her fortunes were at issue.

I had, at an early period of life, become acquainted with the

society of the Thirteen Colonies of America while the revo-

lutionary war was impending, and had, in common with the

rest of my countrymen, been exposed to the vulgar preju-
dices and hatreds which such commotions in society serve to

engender and to inflame. I was fortunate enough to with-

draw myself from the agitations of America without taking

any part in them, and resumed the study of my profession at

Edinburgh in my twenty-first year, soon after the war broke

out. I shall here say nothing of my medical studies, of

which some records remain, and which the rapid flight of the

passing moment does not admit of being discussed com-

pletely, confining myself to my political character only, in

which I acquired more celebrity than commonly falls to the

lot of one, the usual course of whose studies, and the tenour

of whose way, had been so remote from public life, and also

incurred some misrepresentation, which is not yet wholly
corrected.

Being of a contemplative and speculative tui-n of mind,
and associating at college with persons of the same descrip-

tion, living moreover at a period of society fertile in extra-

ordinary events, in their consequences destined to produce
others of a still more extraordinary nature, it was impossible
for me not to feel a strong sympathy in the extraordinary
events of my own times. I never, indeed, came to view the

guilt of England in the contest with America, comparatively

speaking, in so serious a light as many did
; nothing seemed

to me more natural than such a contest : but of its
follj^ I

was soon convinced, and heartily rejoiced in the peace con-

cluded by Lord Shelburne, wliich, being in the spirit of

peace, gave a prospect of re-establishing, for a time at least,

the tranquillity of the world. In the party agitations that

followed, I was for several years a great admirer of Mr. Pitt,

and did not wholly withdraw myself from this attachment

K K 2
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till his military interference with the French Revolution, of

the danger of which I seemed to myself to have a more early

and serious impression than most of my contemporaries.

Never, however, having written any thing on politics, a few

newspaper squibs in early life excepted, it is most probable
that I should never have thought of appearing, directly or

indirectly, before the public on this subject, had it not been

for the circumstances now to be mentioned.

Liverpool, from the nature of its commerce, was more

than usually interested in those eloquent agitations on the

subject of the Abolition of the Slave Trade, which took

place in the British Parliament in the early stages of the

French Revolution, under auspices so apparently favourable.

Habit and interest more than counteracted the spirit of abo-

lition in Liverpool, but we were by no means unanimous on

the question. Perhaps, if the balance has been fairly struck,

the nvimbers were on the side of the Abolition, and property
and influence on the other.

I lived in a small circle of literary friends in Liverpool,

remarkable for a prompt discussion and open declaration of

their opinions on public questions, and, in a very little while,

almost all these had declared themselves in favour of the

Abolition. In the progress of the repeated discussions,

points of individual evidence, as well as more general state-

ments, were controverted in the Houses of Parliament : the

truth respecting these was often probably known in Liver-

pool ; but in a place so generally interested and agitated on

this subject, the usual channels of information might on these

points be less pure or less easy of access. Circumstances of

this kind produced an occasional intercourse by letter

between a gentleman distinguished by his support of the

cause of the Negroes and myself, in which he thought my
professsonal opinions might promote, not obstruct, a proper

judgment, and on which occasions I endeavoured invariably

to pay homage to truth and justice. Unfortunately the

great questions of political happiness agitated in those days
were all in one way or other swallowed up in the volcano of
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the French Revolution. The African Slave Trade may be

said to have shared this fate, though connected with it by
coincidence of time and passion, not of nature or principle.

The war of 1793 came ; a fearful crisis to the lovers of true

freedom and the friends of their species. Good men differed

as to the path of justice and safety to be pursued. For my
own part, I never had a moment's doubt that the war was

to be shunned, if it could be shunned with external safety,

of which, with reasonable care and temper in Government,
there seemed no cause to entertain a doubt. Under the

same conditions, there seemed to me much greater chance of

our internal institutions being strengthened than dissolved

by the fiery ordeal. The war came on so suddenly and

unexpectedly, as I have reason to believe, in some of the

highest quarters, that several of its most obvious conse-

quences had not been foreseen. The commercial difficulties

and bankruptcies which immediately ensued, excited, there-

fore, a general alarm among the ministry, as likely to make
the nation discontented with hostile measures. Circum-

stances of a contrary nature, almost equally unexpected, had

ensued likewise : these were the extraordinary celerity and

success with which the French were driven out of Holland

and Flanders, and by which the original declared purposes of

the league against them had been obtained far earlier than

was in contemplation. Discredit and disgrace had fallen

equally upon the arms and the politics of France, and their

political crimes especially revolted every feeling of honour

and humanity.
A new crisis had therefore arisen ;

— circumstances had

occurred to indispose our commercial nation to a continu-

ation of hostilities, while out of those very hostilities them-

selves, and the political crimes of our adversaries, other

circumstances had arisen to put peace upon honom'able

terms in our povver.

The decision of this question was to be settled, as it was

said, by a deputation to Antwerp from all the allies ; and if a

K K 3
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fundamental arrangement of French affairs should be decided

upon, nothing less was requisite than to have the whole

power of France first reduced to the obedience of the Allies.

How many obstacles of every kind, moral and physical,

appeared to oppose the success of such an attempt ! How
fatal a determination would it be for Britain to embark in

such an enterprise ! How much more safe, more glorious,

and more just a path was in our power !

It was the object of the pamphlet, which came out under

the signature of Jasper Wilson, to support this side of the

question, at a time when the torrent of the press was almost

wholly in the opposite direction. The author wished to

conceal his real name, for reasons easily understood by those

who reflect on his own vulnerable situation, on the character

of the times, and the peculiar use made of private slander as

an instrument in support of administration. He chose to

give it a name, for the sake of designation ;
for the press

teemed at that moment with pamphlets on the war, the

greater part anonymous, and therefore with difficulty distin-

guished by purchasers.

The letter of Jasper Wilson met with unexpected notice.

To this several causes might contribute : it was originally

written, without any view to publication, to a gentleman
of leading consequence in parliament, in the form of two

distinct letters ; the first being confined to the question of

how far the commercial distresses which had succeeded to

the war, were fairly to be imputed to that event,— a sub-

ject, strange to say, strongly contested at that moment;
the second, how far the example of former periods of society,

the nature of the human mind, and the extraordinary suc-

cesses which had attended the commencement of hostilities

on our part, would justify the confidence expressed by

Ministry of the ultimate success of disciplined Europe in the

contest against France, should it be pursued to the utter-

most. These letters were written, so far as I remember, in

April and May 1793; they made a strong impression on
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the party to whom they were directed, and an intimation

having been given from that quarter of the pleasm-e that

would be received by a personal interview with the writer,

this and other circumstances led him to make a journey,
about the middle of May, from Liverpool to London, where

ample and candid discussions took place on these important

questions.

The nature of my engagements hmited my stay in the

metropolis ; and soon after my return I had authentic infoi-m-

ation that the last proposition of Le Brun or of Brissot,

I forget which, was likely to be rejected, and the die finally

cast for war. Perhaps, if a man had been determined to

publish at all, it would have been better to have published
earlier ; but something might still be done, and as copies of

my two letters were before me, I sat down to new arrange
them on the S^th of May, and the pamphlet was on the

counters of the booksellers in London on the 8th or 10th of

June. The composition was not much altered in any respect,

and to the ease and warmth of the expressions, arising

in part from the private nature of the original form, I always

imputed some portion of its popularity.

Far be it from me, even if time were permitted to me, to

attempt a justification, or even an estimate, of all the moral,

commercial, and political principles contained in this pamph-
let; but this I will say, under circumstances of the most

awful nature, that it was written with the purest motives,

and under impulses of mind of the most powerful and serious

kind. Commercially speaking, it is inferior in authority to

what it merits in a political and moral view, in both of which

respects, I solemnly declare that, a liberal interpretation

being given to a few warm expressions, I recollect nothing
that I now wish to alter.

Various answers came out to this pamplilet on the part of

the friends and retainers of Administration, the most popular
of which were those of Mr. Vansittart and Mr. George
Chalmers ; the first written in the spirit and manner of a

gentleman ; the second, in that sort of style so peculiar to tlic

K K 4
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author, with which the world has since become familiar. Of
Mr. Vansittart's work I shall say nothing, and very little of

that of Mr. Chalmers. They have been before the public,

and will no doubt be preserved in their proper archives ; but

in regard to the spirit, temper, and manner of Mr. Chalmers'

composition, it is necessary for me to offer a few remarks.

The pamphlet of Jasper Wilson being written, in spirit and

in truth, with great respect for the principles and institutions

of our Government, deprived its adversaries of an advantage

which was too frequently given by the advocates of peace in

their deplorable impetuosity and folly. To deprive him of

this advantage incidentally was, perhaps, a ruse de guerre of

Mr. C. Hence appeared to me the extraordinary appear-

ance of familiarity and vulgar intimacy, in which his compo-
sition is involved. This gave a colour to insinuations con-

stantly thrown out, that my attachment to the constitution

was different from what I had assumed, and that I was in

truth what in those days was called a Jacobin in disguise.

Every thing of the nature of controversy with Mr. Chalmers

was necessarily odious, otherwise I might easily have de-

prived him of all authority on this point. My acquaintance

with Mr. C. was limited to the following particulars, which had

occurred in the year 1784, previous to the interesting events

that had now engrossed the attention and the sympathies

of all Europe, and gave a new aspect to almost every indivi-

dual's character and conduct:— In the year 1784- I met Mr.

Chalmers at dinner in the house of my friend Mr. B. of

Duke Street. It was said he had been a lawyer or attorney

in America, that he enjoyed the patronage of Lord Hawkes-

bury (now Earl of Liverpool), and that he was collecting

materials for one of the editions of his Comparative Estimate.

I was not unacquainted with the first edition of that work,

and thought favourably of the talents and industry displayed.

Mr. C. and I fell into conversation, and finding there

were several topics respecting the population and trade of

Liverpool that had attracted his notice, and in which I also

felt the interest of a citizen, I invited him before we parted,
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to dine with me next day at my house in York Street, when
I had a few friends, more or less interested in such topics, to

meet him. The day passed off amicably and cheerfully, and

we 2:)arted with mutual good will. Mr. C. was not indeed a

man to my taste in a general point of view, though appa-

rently a man of considerable strength of power and of appli-

cation ; and being well advanced in years, one moreover who
was said to have tasted of misfortunes, and to have made
sacrifices for his attachment to his political principles in

America, he had sevei'al claims to respect and good wishes.

From this time forth I have never seen Mr. Chalmers again,

except once in a large company in Liverpool about the year
1791 or 1792, into which I was asked to meet him at dinner,

with a party of the principal African merchants of the town.

I did not go to dinner on account of some professional

engagements, but in the afternoon called in, when, finding
Mr. C. in the midst of a long and detailed account of his

services in defeating a late attempt in Parliament for the

abolition of the African tirade, I paid my compliments to him

personally, and to the company present, and speedily took

my leave. The truth was, that my sentiments on the nature

of this question were vmiversally .known to the gentlemen

present, several of whom were my personal friends, not to

correspond with those delivered by Mr. Chalmers ; and

though my presence might not prevent the discourse from

going on, it might in several respects be embarrassing.
In consequence of this interview, I, however, learned the

progress of Mr. C.'s fortunes :
— that he had been taken into

Lord Hawkesbury's office, and was become a leading au-

thority for commercial and economical documents, and that,

.under Lord H.'s patronage, he had been particularly useful in

^viresistmg the abolition of the Slave Trade.

I I recollect at this moment no other intercourse with

. Mr. C. previous to the coming out of the dedication already

mentioned, which issued from the press without the slightest
•

personal comnmnication with myself or any of my friends,

solely and expressedly on the ground of my being the

reputed author of the poj)ular but unowned pamphlet of
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Jaspei* Wilson. I shall not say any thing of my feelings on
this occasion ; the path that I had to pursue with such a

man, and at such a time, was extremely difficult to decide on.

I sent Mr. C. a notice, however, that I did not mean to pass
him wholly over. Accordingly a new edition of the pamph-
let of J. W. being called for in the Spring of 1795, I pre-

pared one with some care, and in the prefatory matter

endeavoured to set Mr. C.'s conduct in the true point of

view. But at that very moment I received certain inform-

ation of the intended suspension of the habeas corpus act on

the part of Government
; an event which put the English

press and its writers in a situation perfectly new, and which
decided me to withdraw the new edition from the press, after

it was already printed, or nearly so. An imperfect series

of the proof sheets will be found among my papers.
I have never since engaged in any political writing. Pre-

vious to that period, I had the principal share in drawing
up the resolutions of some public bodies, and subsequently
I gave the form of the Liverpool petition against the restric-

tions of the freedom of the press.
-

Sidmouth, 20th August, 1805.

APPENDIX, No. X. Page 65.

Papers read by Dr. Ciirrie at the Literary Society.

No. 1.

SKETCH ON THE SUBJECT OF THE DIVISION OF
LEGISLATIVE POWERS.

January, 1792.

Many of the questions respecting government, which have
been keenly agitated in the dawn of knowledge, we have no

* For the coilslusion of this, added in Dr. Currie's own hand-writing,
see the Narrative, page 401. nUitr: ,i- <
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occasion to discuss. That its origin is derived from the wants

and the weakness of human nature, we are all agreed ; as well

as that its ends are the general welfare and happiness. The

spectres of " divine right," and of "
hereditary indefeasible

authority," have again stalked forth from the cloisters of

Oxford, to frighten the land ; but are fast retreating to those

monkish cells, where it is lioped they will rest for ever. The

day is too bright for them ; they must flit into darkness. The

sword of truth is drawn, they shrink at its sight : like the

spear of Ithuriel, its touch withers, and every thing unholy

vanishes into " thin air."

But, supposing us agreed on the general welfare being the

foundation of government, how is the superstructure to be

reared? It is evident that the simplest form is to fix on

such a number of delegates as may be thought sufficient for

information, and not too many to act together; and dis-

tributing this delegation equally, to invest these delegates,

for a limited time, with all powers necessary for government-

Experience, however, tells us that this is unsafe. A number

of men, invested at once with the powers of making, interpret-

ing, and executing the laws, have been found to have too

much power ; and they have advantages over those who dele-

gate, scattered and disunited as they are, which the virtue of

a public body, low as it generally is, has not hitherto been

found able to resist. Having one interest, and that not

only different from, but opposite to that of the people, such

governments have generally terminated in aristocracy. Ex-

amples.
— The first step taken, then, has been to separate

the judicial from the legislative power, by which men making

laws should not have the power of interpreting them, but be

compelled themselves, as well as others, to admit their con-

sequences, according to the interpretation of unbiassed judges.

Again, The next step has been to separate the executive from

the legislative department, lest men should be tempted to make

laws for the benefit that might arise to themselves in executing

them ; a temptation which public bodies have never once been

able to resist.

The separation, then, of judicial, legislative, and executive
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powers, has been considered, pretty universally, as an esta-

blished axiom in politics. Of these three powers, it is evident

that the legislative is by far the greatest. It is the fountain

of all : and the question is, can the people delegate this, safely,

to a single house ? Or should they divide it between two, re-

quiring every proposed law to be examined by both, to be

concurred in by a majority of both, and finally ratified by the

executive ? I am for, the last of these methods, for the follow-

ing reasons : — -i.i-!!:')!-^ )(!''

" 1. Laws are the general principles which should regulate

society ; and to understand these thoroughly, requires much
examination and research.

2. The proper information on the subject is best to be

obtained by repeated examinations; and these require dis-

cussions by two separate bodies. The first opens the ground
both for the public and those who form the second. Great

meetings do not increase in wisdom with numbers, but the

contrary; divide them, and you double their force. Two
discussions, by two different bodies, necessary to inform the

executive power. With two distinct bodies, the people may
be at rest. If these differ, the latter can hear what is said on

both sides, and decide the question themselves, if necessary,
3in)th yllf;i;)0(p'j

No. 2.

ON ELOQUENCEj rfirll biu

Kead at the Literafy Society, Liverpool, Mat-Cli, 1792.

Subject. — What are the uses and abuses of Eloquence ?

Jjiit

Eloquence is often applied to written composition ; but,

strictly speaking, it means the power of persuasion through
the medium of speech.

Few men are entirely without this power ; but still fewer

possess it generally, and to any considerable degree. No

faculty, perhaps, is subject to so many limitations as the oral
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communication of thought. The great bulk of mankind are

incapable of a recital that contains any number of circum-

stances ; or of giving, in connection, a chain of reasoning that

contains many links. Of those that are capable of this, some

can convey their opinions to one or two persons only : others

can speak distinctly to a meeting of greater size : and a few

can speak to a large assembly ; ^/ie«> eloquence is only limited

by the boundaries of voice. The clearness, fluency, and per-

suasion of these different degrees of oral power, are generally

in proportion to the range on which they act, supposing the

subject to be equal. The speaker's mind is elevated by the

sympathy of his audience, and kindles in proportion to the

numbers that confess its powers.

Eloquence is much under the influence of habit. Men,
accustomed to senatorial exertions, cannot, I am told, be-

come warm in private conversation, without an instinctive

inclination to get upon their legs. It is under this influence

in other respects. Distinctness of utterance is the offspring

of much time and long practice. Children are very defective

in this ; so are young people, though in a less degree. What
is called slurring in speech, prevails through life with some,

especially those who are naturally taciturn. Articulation in

man does not reach its point of distinctness before twenty or

upwards : in women, an earlier period may be fixed. Female

occupations require much use of speech, because they are

duties in detail. Besides, their employments are generally

sedentary, and this leaves the breath at liberty. Their nerves

are more delicate ; and hence their sensibility, as well as fancy,

is more lively; the natural consequence of which is, a more

frequent utterance of thought, a greater fluency of speech,

and a distinct articulation at an earlier age. Foreigners who

acquire the true pronunciation of a language, articulate more

distinctly than natives, because they labour mo^e to ac-

quire it. '
' '

'<!' '^'' '""'•' '•" i'i'

' "Besides the different decrees of ease and distinctnesfe of

airticulation, eloquence is characterised by different degrees

of rapidity of utterance, of vividity of expression, of regu-
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larity of thought, of delicacy of taste and passion, and ofbril-

liancy of imagination.

The moral causes that obstruct eloquence, are all of a

kind that distract the speaker's attention from his subject.
These chiefly operate on his feelings, especially on his

timidity, but sometimes also on his imagination, as might be

easily shown.

A clear flow of words in the opening of a speech, or in

the. more level kinds of speaking, is not a certain sign of the

higher kinds of oratory. The strongest powers are not always

easily put in motion, the most vigorous attention is not most

easily fixed. Demosthenes spoke at first hesitatingly and

indistinctly, though afterwards clearly, warmly, and very

rapidly ; and this is, I believe, the case with the modern De-

mosthenes, Mr. Fox.

The hesitating manner of some good speakers in their

opening address, is perhaps in part an organic defect, but

more frequently owing to the distraction of attention already
noticed. Hence also uncouth attitudes and gestures at first,

which in a little while become easy and natural, if not grace-
ful. Some great orators are easy, graceful, and fluent from

the very outset ; but the beginning of a speech seems seldom

very interesting. A certain warmth of temperament appears

necessary to fix not only the audience, but the speaker's own
attention. The exercise of speech does this for him in part

physically, in part morally : the attention concentrates ; the

subject brightens as it is viewed ; the ideas present themselves

in regular and rapid succession ; the tongue gives them free

utterance ; the motions of the body, unthought of, come into

sympathy with the mind
; the stream of eloquence pours

along ; the orator, at length, brings the whole audience into

unison with his thoughts ; and, feeling himself, communicates
to others that well regulated fervour of mind, the joint opera-
tion of reason, fancy, and sensibility, which is so quick to

apprehend, so prompt to express, so favourable to all that is

pure and liberal in thought, and great and fearless in action.

This is eloquence — the gift of ^qw, but perhaps the highest
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of human endowments. Let us consider its influence on the

happiness of mankind.

Nature has made us social, by our physical wants and our

moral affections ; and, being social, she lias subjected us to

government, by the necessity of laws to protect the weak, to

restrain the wicked, and to direct the selfishness of each to

the good of all. How are laws to be made ? By delegates ;

and the powers of such delegation cannot be executed by, or

safely trusted to, a few. If men are delegated, they must

consult together ; and how are they to consult together, but

by a communication of their thoughts ? But this requires the

power of speaking in public with clearness and fluency, even

on common occasions ; with force and persuasion on all im-

portant questions ; in one word, with eloquence.

Eloquence, then, is essential to representative government;
it is the instrument of council, of union, of combined

action ; it is that which enables a nation to think in com-

mon and to act as one. It is, in part, perhaps the cause, but

certainly the effect, of liberty ; it resides in those high emo-

tions of soul that naturally resist oppression, and succour the

lowly ;
that shatter the nerves of the tyrant, and infuse into

the slave life and strength.

The republics of Greece were, in a great measure, go-

verned by eloquence, especially Athens. Their politics

were good and bad by turns, but always variable, and gene-

rally rash, partaking rather of the chills and glows of senti-

ment, than of the steady temperature of reason. These faults

arose not from eloquence, as some have said, but from the

want of a representative legislation, and of distinction in

powers. Yet eloquence did much for Athens : it enlightened

her citizens, gave them power, knowledge, and a love of

liberty; it produced an elevation of sentiment ; and, above all,

an activity of mind, that operated with astonishing force in

almost every direction, and raised this turbulent people to an

eminence which succeeding generations survey with surprise

and admiration.

In modern times, with more scientific governments, the
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blessings of eloquence are greater, its dangers less. Orators

do not now, as in Athens and Rome, address a boundless'

and unstable multitude, ignorant, irrational, and unruly ;

often collected by chance from the general mass of citizens,

and frequently pre-occupying the forum to the exclusion of

others, by stratagem or force. The delegates of represent-
ative govei-nment are comparatively few in number, and in

point of knowledge and talents, a selection from society. It

may be presumed, then, that oratory in these days is more

rational and less enthusiastic. Not that we can admit that

reason is not the basis of all good oratory, and not only the

basis, but by far the greatest part of its substance. Witness

those most sublime of human efforts, the orations of Demos-

thenes, which held even the rude democracy of Athens in

subjugation, and which, in happier times, might have
" broken the bands of slavery asunder, and ruled the wilder-

ness of free minds with unbounded sway." A foolish opinion

prevails, that the common people do not understand reason,

and must be governed by their passions and prejudices. Let

Demostheines speak for antiquity, and Thomas Paine for our

own times.

The division of the legislative power into two branches, is

perhaps a necessary precaution against the sudden effects of

eloquence, and seems all that a representative government

requires; for the restraints employed agaiiist the natural

influence of great talents in public men in the constitution

of France, seem founded on mistaken opinions, and no

more suit a scientific government, than the ostracism of

Athens.

Eloquence has become much less dangerous in our times,

from our senatorial debates being printed. An orator now,
in his loosest sallies, addresses not his audience only, but a

whole nation ; and, in his grander efforts, more than one

nation are listeners. Hence what he may say warmly is

judged of coolly, and brought to the test of reason and the

standard of truth. If civilisation goes on with equal accele-

ration, the circle of a great orator's influence is likely to
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extend still farther. The time is perhaps approaching, when

the whole human race may
" haste to his audience," and

some future Chatham, under brighter auspices, may not

figuratively, but in truth,
" strike a blow in our senate that

shall resound through the earth."

We live in most interesting times. Within the last few

years eloquence has assumed a new form, has discussed loftier

subjects, and risen to nobler heights. How much more

beautiful are those questions which interest the human race,

that every day brings into discussion, than those mere party

questions which generated such animosity and strife, and

wasted the finest talents on the most contemptible of

purposes ! The subjects discussed by Mr. Fox in the last

session of parliament, are of more importance to the human

race than all that our Parliamentary history affords since the

commencement of the century, and are, perhaps, the begm-

ning of a career that may carry him to a height of fame, as

well as of true patriotism, that no Englishman ever at-

tained.

In estimating the advantages of eloquence, let us not forget

the still happier influences it is likely to produce, when not

one but many nations shall be free. The reverberation of

thought, the rivalship of sentiment, but more especially the

rapidity with which moral notion will be communicated, and

knowledge diffused ; these promise advantages to the race of

man that cannot be calculated, and may realise pictures of

happiness now only to be found in the poet's dream. It is

true the press is, in one sense, the instrument that moves the

world ; but see how eloquence quickens the powers of the

press. A book travels slowly, and makes its way into the

mind more slowly still ; but a great orator speaks in Parlia-

ment, and his words fly in all directions. He gives an im-

pulse that is carried in a few days to the extremities of the

island, agitating and rousing as it goes ;
that stops not there,

but vibrates across the Channel and the Atlantic, to thrill the

nerves of freemen in other climes.

At present knowledge, when it springs up, may be said to

VOL. I. L L
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travel by express. But when representative assemblies shall

be generally established, they will serve as watch-towers

erected on corresponding eminences :
— a blaze kindled in one

will produce a corresponding flame in all, and knowledge will

circulate with the rapidity of light.

Let us then give eloquence its due praise, as perhaps the

greatest of human endowments, and no otherwise liable to

perversion than all other faculties belonging to a being so

imperfect as man.

No. 3.

ON PHYSIOGNOMY.

(Extracted from the Minutes of the Meeting of the Literaty Society,

January 18. 1793.)

Dr. Currie would not dispute that there was some natural

foundation for this science. Undoubtedly there is a corre-

spondence between the passions and the sensations, and

certain expressions of countenance ; and where certain pas-

sions and sensations predominate in the mind, their corre-

sponding expressions might predominate in the face, and

becoming habitual, influence the features permanently. He
would not, indeed, assert that this influence might not affect

the bones over which the muscles of the face moved.

Possibly the solid parts of the forehead, nose, and cheeks

might be somewhat moulded by the character of the mind.

But this mode of reasoning could hardly be extended to the

bones of the head, or of any other part of the body, the

muscles of which take no corresponding alteration of form

from the passions or sensations of the mind. He doubted

much whether the form of the skull could be supposed to

be more influenced by habits of passion or of intellectual

exertion, than those of any more remote part of the body.
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Its being the seat of the mind, in a peculiar sense, might

give a colour to the supposition of its having a more imme-

diate connection with the qualities of mind ; but till more

facts were collected in support of this doctrine, it must rank

as an hypothesis merely, though perhaps an ingenious one.

As yet, facts were so very scanty that the contour of the

skull of a man of good understanding had never been laid

down. Certain heads had, indeed, been exhibited, and we

were called upon to declare whether we did not feel at a

single glance that such a one expressed profound under-

standing, ^'C. &c., and such another, weakness and folly.

Such an appeal to certain supposed instinctive feelings was

liable to great objections, and might be the source of many
whims and fallacies, but could never be considered as a

proper way of establishing the connection between mind and

external form, while the last was capable of being delineated

expressly. Let a man take the heads of a number of men
of unquestionable talents on the one hand, and delineate

the forms of these precisely; let him afterwards take the form

of a number of an opposite character, and lay their pro-

portions down also ; let him then show what is common
between those of the first class, and what is common between

those of the second ; let him finally point out wherein the

two classes differ from each other, and the science of Physio-

gnomy might be brought to a certain test. This had not been

done. If Dr. Currie looked round the Society, he saw none

but men of sense ; but certainly a collection of heads differing

more from each other could hardly be found anywhere.
He observed, also, that the expressions of the moveable

parts of the face were liable to much misapprehension.
The expressions of good nature and of folly were apt to be

confounded, as were those of ill -nature and profound thought.
Habitual anger contracted the frontal muscle, so did painful

thought, and so also did nearness of sight. A certain smile

very frequently was found to play habitually on the faces of

villains ; and it was not uncommon for the finest characters to

have their countenances enveloped in an habitual gloom.
L L 2
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The outward expressions of haughtiness or of courage were,

perhaps, as palpable as any other, yet every one knows how
often they deceive.

In a word, it appeared to him that the deductions drawn
U, even from the moveable parts of the face when at rest were

'J liable to great fallacy; and that the only branch of physio-

gnomy that could be much depended on, was that which

judged of the existing state of the mind from the present ex-

pression of the countenance, which certainly often discovers

the true state of the heart and its various emotions, when the

tongue refuses utterance, or perhaps is employed to deceive.

In the course of his observations Dr. Currie said, that a

fixed eye and a general calmness of the face were perhaps
the surest indication of intelligence and understanding ;

and

tlie contrary, of ignorance and folly.

No. 4.

t. .' 1 > if'iii^ t}. •'<: ^:: '\'.fn i^.n'H oi-i. 4t';^

EFFECTS OF THE DIFFERENT BRANCHES OF CULTI-
VATION OF MIND ON THE INDIVIDUAL.

(Paper read to the Literary Society in Liverpool, November 28. 1793.)

Behold that man, slow and steady in his gait ; immovable
in his features ; he is deep in thought. He is a man deli-

berate in speech; his words part from his lips with diffi-

culty. His expression rejects all ornament, and his mind is

employed on facts, not on sentiments. He is a mathema-
tician. If you attempt to converse with him, you must have

patience. He looks for demonstratipp in what you advance,
and objects to your positions as not being laid down in

mathematical order. In his replies, he first sets about to

correct the method of your statements according to his own
notion ; then pausing to see that he is right, he proceeds to

answer you as if he were solving a problem. Of all science

but his own, he is a great contemner. The words composing
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the classical languages he knows, and he is lacquainted with

the principles of universal grammar ; but of the taste of the

immortal compositions those languages contain het knows

nothing. The orators and poets of old times are, in Ms eye,

a set of strange (and if he were to speak his mind), a set of

useless fellows. The Metamorphoses of Ovid, in liis judg-

ment, are no better than old women's fables ; and as to the

^neid of Virgil, there is no truth in it.

The manners of this man are dry and simple,
— lie is

virtuous. You may depend on his promise,— he loves truth.

But you must not expect from him any very sublime act,

either of friendship or heroism.

The man that follows him is of a more liberal deportment.
His features, you see, have more variety of expression, and

bear the traces of deep and various thougJiti a.As he walks

along, you see his eye bearing on the ground, and his pace
becomes gradually slower, as is usual for those who are

meditating some difficult subject. Now he throws his head

up, thrusts his hand into his bosom, and resumes his former

gait. He was musing on a subject that lies on the utmost

verge of the intellectual vision. He had passed that verge,
and found himself involved in darkness. You see he gives

the matter up, and the play of his features, almost amounting
to a smile, arises from an immediate consciousness of his own

weakness, and a passing reflection on the vanity of those

contentions that are founded merely on the difference of

human opinions. I need not tell you that he is' 'a meta-

physician. You may approach him. He is very gentle and

very conversible. There are few subjects on which he cannot

talk. He has his principles in morals, as the other has in

metaphysics ; but he does not adhere to them so closely. If

you speak to him on government, ydu will find he is very
fluent on the subject, and tries institutions of every kind by
certain rules, founded on general utility, or the nature of

man. If you converse with him on the passions, he treats

the whole subject familiarly, examines their influence on

reason, their use, and their abuse. If you speak to him on
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the laws of composition, he is at home here also, and is

ready to analyse genius, as Newton analysed light.

In general, he is candid and clear in his conversation,
liberal in his opinions, and unaffected in his manners. The
truth is, his candour arises in part from his doubts ; for he is

rather a sceptic, and has not much confidence in the first

principles he asssumes. Men of his class are often great

mathematicians, and they are commonly well versed in

history, which affords many of their materials, — materials

that they are apt to work up too much with their own specu-
lations. They have more general knowledge than perhaps

any other description of men, for their science embraces the

principles of all knowledge at the source. When they dis-

pute with each other, it is never about facts, but first prin-

ciples, on which they differ entirely. Some of them see

nothing but order and design in the universe, others perceive

nothing but fatalism and chance. Some believe in the ex-

istence of matter only, some in the existence only of spirit ;

some believe in both, and some in neither. Yet in spite of
all these differences of opinion, they are in general men of

pure morals, without even excepting those who seem to take

from morals their highest sanctions.

But here comes a man of a different appearance. His
dress is disordered ; his arms are folded across

; his coun-
tenance bespeaks strong emotion. He casts his eye some-
times on the surface of the ground, sometimes on the sky.
You may hear him sometimes on a summer's evening playing
soft music on the banks of a stream, and sometimes you may
see him gazing on the western clouds, as if he discovered the
countenance of some aerial being among their changing hues.
See ! he has left the walk, and has reached the top of the
hill. He treads the summit, you see, as one that disdains the
earth he rests on. Is it the setting sun that he addresses, or
the southern breeze ? No. Borne on the wings of imagin-
ation, the enthusiast has left the world behind him

; he is on
the top of Olympus, and is holding converse with the gods !

Behold a genuine poet.
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Though these portraits are highly coloured, and the last

one, especially, may be considered as a caricature, yet they

are drawn from the life, and have their foundation in

nature.

If we consider, indeed, the nature of the human mind, we

shall find, between the studies, the deportment, and the

moral characters of each of these different descriptions of

men a strong, and, perhaps, a necessary connection.

Reason, passion, and imagination,
— these are the com-

ponent parts of the human mind, and the extinguishing any
one of them will leave it imperfect. A sound mind is one

that possesses them all in due proportion ; a great mind is

one that preserves the just proportion, and possesses all these

faculties in a superior degree. This just proportion requires

a predominance of reason, in whatever degree passion and

imagination may exist.

Every exertion of virtue requires the exercise of reason ;

all that is great in character, or valuable in knowledge, re-

quires labour, patience, and self-command. But the ma-

thematician is in the constant habit of exercising the power
he possesses over his own ideas, and by habit every power
of mind and body is strengthened. The power of com-

manding the ideas is perhaps the same with that which

restrains the passions, and the power which restrains the

passions is the essence of virtue itself.

On the other hand we may observe, that the strength of

the passions decays by want of exercise, and the mathema-

tician, deeply engaged in the investigation of truth, has little

time, and less inclination, to listen to their seductions. These

two considerations will abundantly explain what I am dis-

posed to support as a fact, that there can hardly a single

instance be found, of a man profoundly versed in the mathe-

matical sciences becoming the slave of his passions.

It may, however, be observed, that the same principles

will not apply if we consider the dangers to virtue on the

side of selfishness. And this is true : our social affections,

which are the source of many of our vices, arc also the
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source of many of our virtues ; and the study of the abstract

sciences has a constant tendency to weaken the social affec-

tions. Yet the severity of study has a tendency to abstract

the mind also from selfish principles ; and you will, perhaps,

oftener find the man of pure science unfeeUng than mer-

cenary. One striking defect of too constant application to

mathematical studies is, that they do not afford a sufficient

variety to the human faculties, and that they narrow as well

as blunt the human understanding, by confining its objects,

benumbing the sensibility, and contracting the heart.

But how does this reasoning apply to the poet ? A few

words will explain this. In mere exercises of the imagin-

ation the mind is almost wholly passive ; and it is passive also

when it gives the passions the reins, and sacrifices to the

pleasures of the moment its lasting interests.

The exercise of the imagination strengthens not the ima-

gination only but the sensibility ;
and again, a quickened

sensibility makes the mind more alive to all the impulses of

passion.

It may be observed, also, that the faculties of mind exerted

in scientific pursuits do not leave the spirits exhausted and

depressed as after high exertions of imagination, and do not,

therefore, produce those temptations to recruit the spirits

by artificial means, to which poets are more especially,

exposed.
All these observations are to be taken with many restric-

tions ; for though, for the sake of precision, I have spoken of

reason, passion, and imagination, as distinct powers of mind,

yet they are never found wholly separate in any of the oper-

ations of mind. On the contrary, more than one power is

always employed in every great exertion, and generally the

whole are employed. In the higher branches of mathema-

matics, it is well known that powerful impulses are given to

the imagination. He who, from the fall of an apple, first

conceived, and afterwards demonstrated, the laws of the

heavenly bodies, must have had an imagination of the

sublimest kind. In like manner, in all the greater works of
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poetry, though imagination predominates, perhaps, the taste,

the feelings, the judgment, are all busy ; and the greatest

poets of every age have not been more celebrated for the

brilliancy of their fancy than for the extraordinary vigour of

their understanding. If I had not already taken up too

much time, I would have shown that, in a moral point of

view,,metaphysics lie in the middle between poetry and ma-

thematics, but more nearly approaching the latter ; and that

the orator stands, agaui, in the middle, between the metaphy-
sician and the poet.

It is common in education to endeavour to find out the

bias of a child, and to encourage it. This practice I should

be disposed to reverse. If I found a young poet in my
family, I would do my best to make him a mathematician ; if

I had a young mathematician, I would cultivate his taste for

poetry as far as nature would permit, convinced that a due

proportion of the different faculties of mind is that which, is

best calculated to make the individual virtuous and happy.

APPENDIX, No. XI.

CRITICISM ON BURKE'S REFLECTIONS ON THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION.

1790.

Few publications ever excited greater expectation than

Mr. Burke's intended pamphlet on the French Revolution;—
no work was, perhaps, ever read with greater anxiety, and

certainly no one ever more completely confounded the appre-

hension, and bewildered the judgment of its readers.

People were curious to know how the defender of Whig- ''"

gism in England would limit' the principles by which that

system is supported; what the champion of the American

revolution, founded on theoretical grievances, could say

against the revolution of France, originating in suhstafiitial

oppressions ; what he^ who for twenty-five years had pressed

VOL. I. M M
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SO hard on the limited prerogative of the crown in this

country, could have to offer in favour of its tmlimited power
in another country ; what a professed disciple of the Reform'
ation in England could advance in favour of the Roman
Catholic estciblishment in France.

A large and a learned description of men looked forward

to this pamphlet not only with general but with personal

i.,-anxiety.
•

^i.j yr-t v. -^^ ^-r?!. ;;/

..r^ y saw, or thought they saw, that tlie French in the

K , .)f reform had overturned parts of the fabric of their

old 'government which bore an analogy to certain portions of

the etlifire of our own constitution, by them held sacred,

>. . and under which they found shelter and protection. They
had heard with horror men of strong powers in this country
declare these parts ill suited to the rest of the building, and

call for them to be removed as a deformity. They appre-
hended that the conduct of the French might increase the

activity and numbers of these bold innovators ; that the con-

tagion of example might spread with the extension of opinion,

and the nodding turrets be tumbled to the ground. What
could they themselves do ? their opposition was imputed to

self-interest. But from the pen of Burke, who had already
declared himself in their favour, they might hope for a boon

to be received with pious gratitude, and one such as no other

could bestow. Nor was this all that favoured the reception
of the work. Men of calm and enlightened minds were

pleased to see a subject, so singularly interesting, in the

hands of one who had a right to the palm of genius, and who
had pretensions to that of philosophy ;

who had the advan-

tage of considering the subject with the coolness of a by-

stander, who, though he wrote with the avowed purpose of

censure, might candidly bestow praise, where praise was due ;

might point out the limits between liberty and licentiousness,

and produce a work of powerful influence in fixing the

opinions of mankind. A publication of this kind, they saw,

iniglit be especially useful at the present crisis, when men's

minds are fermenting with new idea,s ; it would strengthen
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-^'''governments already reformed on the principles of freedom;
it might allay the fever of reformation in nations now labour-

ing under it ; and it would serve as a potent medicine in

4* future times to those nations who have yet to undergo the

inevitable disease ! Can it be surprising that such a work
•" excited universal expectation, and that two editions were sold

^J^ in as many days?
'I'l

-^^ i^-^^"
^-.l^-w?

'^o^ y^.l.i.^..,..,;
.

_^i

At length it issues from the press. I have purcl sed and

read it; and I arise from the task wearied and exhai 1 my
head confused.with a whirl of indistinct ideas, and jart

adhing with disappointment, sorrow, and indignation. Instead

of an accurate, sober, and candid investigation of the prin-

ciples of government, as applicable to the wonderful changes
that have taken place in France, it has all ^e looseness and

incoherence of a speech in Parliament, andj like most of the

speeches of the author, it is a violent and bitter invective

from first to last. Dr. Price, the Revolution Club, the

National Assembly, the city of Paris, pass in review, and

receive from this wild, though eloquent, declaimer, epithets

of the foulest abuse, and imputations of crimes of the blackest

nature. The whole train of Indian imagery is again pro-

duced in almost the same forms of combination : — robbery,

treason, rapes, sacrilege, murder, dance through his pages in

all the mazes of metaphorical confusion. There is indeed the

phrensy of the poet, but there is more than poetical phrensy ;

an exaggeration that trespasses the limits not only of truth

but probability, and an irascibility that scorns all connection

with reason, decency, or common sense.

But let me not deal entirely in censure. Though his

positions are every where devoid of accuracy, and those

most obviously just require exceptions and limitations, which

they do not receive, yet many of them have a foundation in

important truths and practical wisdom. And even his wildest

flights of passion are decorated with the flashings of genius.

The keenness of his invectives is contrasted by the splendour
of his imagination : the same stem produces the thorn and

the rose !
'

'
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Yet with all its present popularity, the work cannot live :

it is the stamp of truth only which gives the passport to

immortality. Whoever treats of human nature, and writes

for futurity, must speak the language of moderation and can-

dour. Compounded of good and evil, of wisdom and weak-

ness, unmixed censure is as inapplicable to man as unmixed

praise. If, indeed, there be a scene that is calculated to dis-

play human nature in its brightest form, to overwhelm every
selfish principle, and to call forth the heroic passions, and the

purer and higher gifts of mind, it is that awful crisis which

takes place when an enlightened people assert their freedom,

and, bursting their fetters, appeal to the God of battles for the

justice of their cause.

.'

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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